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1.

Executive Summary

This report summarizes a process evaluation of the Massachusetts large commercial and
industrial (C&I) energy efficiency programs that was conducted by DNV KEMA under the
Massachusetts Large C&I Evaluation Contract (MA-LCIEC). These programs are jointly
marketed under the Mass Save brand and individually administered by the Massachusetts
Program Administrators (PAs). This study was conducted on behalf of the PAs and the Energy
Efficiency Advisory Council (EEAC). This Executive Summary gathers together the findings from
multiple sources of information including:
In-depth interviews with EEAC consultants, C&I program managers and staff, participating
and nonparticipating trade allies, trade association representatives, and participating
customers;
Focus group discussions with participating customers;
Computer-Aid Telephone Interview (CATI) surveys with hundreds of participants including
both recent (2010-2011) participants and ―dormant‖ participants who have not participated in
the C&I programs since 2008-2009; and
An examination of the various PA program tracking databases.
This Executive Summary organizes these findings around key topics of interest for the EEAC,
PAs, and the Massachusetts Division of Energy Resources (DOER). These key topics include
how to improve integration and coordination, concerns about the adequacy of staffing levels,
how to achieve deeper savings, whether medium-sized C&I customers are being adequately
served by the programs, the adequacy or program tracking databases, and program
satisfaction.

1.1

Program Integration and Coordination

This section summarizes findings from the larger report concerning program integration and
coordination.

1.1.1

Good News

Some of the findings which indicate that integration and coordination between electric and gas
utilities may be going well:
DNV KEMA, Inc.
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All PAs reported that the process of establishing electric and gas integration has worked
well, considering the complexity of coordination.
The C&I Management Committee received praise: The EEAC consultants said that the
Massachusetts Program Administrator (MAPA) group meeting process (MAPA has recently
been renamed as the C&I Management Committee) has been effective in encouraging
coordination/integration among the PAs.
The participants who were involved in integrated projects generally reported positive
experiences: Of the 42 participants who reported completing combined electric and gas
natural gas projects through separate PAs:
o

Almost all (86%) said that both energy providers were involved in the project.

o

The majority (57%) of these said the project went ―somewhat well‖ or ―very well‖.
Only 4 percent said it went ―somewhat poorly‖ or ―very poorly‖. The remainder (33%)
said they did not know or did not remember how the project went.

o

Almost all (82%) said the involvement of both utilities had no effect on the project
timing.

o

Over two-thirds (69%) said the involvement of both energy providers had no effect on
their project size.

1.1.2

Reasons for Concern

Some of the findings which indicate that integration and coordination between electric and gas
utilities has room for improvement includes:
The incidence of multi-PA projects was small: Fewer than 10 percent of all responding
participants reported completing combined electric and natural gas projects through
separate PAs. While we do not know exactly how many C&I customers have different
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electric and gas providers; there is a significant share of customers that are served by
different PAs.1
C&I program managers/staff reported many barriers to integrated projects: The barriers they
mentioned to more joint gas and electric projects included staffing cuts, the downturn in the
economy, integrated projects where delays on the electric side affect when the project
moves forward, geographical barriers where a PA does not employ staff near the
counterpart‘s territory, lack of formal operating procedures guiding when to engage the
counterpart PA, and longer sales cycles because there are more staff involved. However, it
should be noted that this last barrier reported by program staff – longer sales cycles
because more utility staff are involved – was not cited as a major barrier by program
participants. As noted above, 82% of the participants who were involved in these integrated
projects said that the involvement of both utilities had no effect on the project timing. One
possible explanation for this is that integrated projects are likely larger projects and larger
projects generally have longer implementation periods due to their higher levels of
complexity and cost.
There is some inefficiency in program management: The EEAC consultants noted that some
inherent inefficiency exists in the current model, with some C&I programs having up to 12
program managers.

1.1.3

Opportunities for Improvement

Opportunities for sharing staff: The EEAC consultants said that there is great promise in
making greater use of program staff that are shared by multiple PAs.
Develop some formal operating procedures guiding when to engage the counterpart PA.
This was cited by C&I program managers and staff as a barrier to integrated projects.

1

While it is apparent from a visual inspection of utility service territory maps that many Massachusetts
C&I customers have multiple electric and gas providers, the exact percentage is not known at this time.
Communications with representatives of the EEAC and the PAs during the review of the draft report
indicated that estimating this percentage would be a useful topic for future research.
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1.2

Staffing Levels and Performance

This section summarizes findings from the larger report concerning staffing levels and
performance.

1.2.1

Good News

Some of the findings which indicate that program staff resources may be adequate include:
Program energy savings achievements: EEAC consultants said that the Massachusetts
programs have doubled the energy savings from the C&I sector in three years.
Participating end users were generally satisfied with the program: As described below, 89
percent of the participants were satisfied with the overall program and satisfaction ratings
with the program staff and the project approval process were also above 80 percent.
Participating vendors indicated program activity: About two thirds (66%) of the participating
vendors said they had interaction with program staff.
Program awareness was high among the nonparticipating vendors (although program
knowledge was low): Eighty-three percent of the nonparticipating vendors said they had
heard of the Mass Save program prior to the interview. However, as mentioned below, the
program knowledge of these nonparticipating vendors was very limited.
The PAs did not report inadequate staffing levels as a major barrier to implementation:
Nearly all C&I program managers/staff we interviewed said that they did not perceive
inadequate staffing levels as a major contributing factor to not achieving program goals.
Only one C&I program manager said that current staffing levels were inadequate. In
addition, all C&I program manager/staff interviewees mentioned successful program
marketing and outreach using direct customer contact through their Account Executives
(AEs) (e.g. in-person meetings and regular visits, emails, telephone, etc.).
Other findings:
o

Of those participants that said that they do talk to their PAs about equipment
purchases, almost all (92%) said that they have the conversation before making final
decisions about what equipment to purchase.
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o

1.2.2

When DNV KEMA asked participating vendors how the availability of program staff
affected their participation in the program, the most common answer (33%) was no
effect. Another 16 percent said it was difficult to reach the correct person.

Reasons for Concern

Some of the findings which indicate that program staff resources may be inadequate include:
Evidence of the need for more program marketing and outreach:
o

Only 10 percent of the nonparticipating vendors said they had any interaction with
program staff.

o

About half (45%) of the nonparticipating vendors indicated a limited or total lack of
knowledge about the programs.

o

Only 14 percent of the respondents to the recent participant CATI survey mentioned
PA account representatives as a project information source.

o

About one-third (31%) of the program participants who received the in-depth
interviews called lack of program awareness a barrier.

o

Among recent participant CATI respondents, a slight majority (51%) said they rarely
or never discuss their energy using equipment purchases with the PAs.

Evidence of missed program opportunities:
o

The EEAC consultants said that the Point380 study had identified market sector and
energy-efficient technology gaps in the delivery of the Mass Save C&I program
portfolio.

o

The EEAC consultants said it was unclear whether enough infrastructure has been
built and program staffing developed to sustain the recent level of C&I program
activity. They were concerned that recent staff cuts for some PAs may cause the C&I
programs to become more reactive than proactive.

Evidence that staffing issues may be leading to participant dissatisfaction:
o

Leading causes of participant dissatisfaction included complex paperwork, slow
rebate processing times, and unresponsive PA staff.
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o

Satisfaction with the measurement and verification process was somewhat lower
than overall satisfaction and at a level that indicates a need for improvement. About
three-fourths (72%) of participant CATI respondents gave a satisfaction rating of 4 or
5 on the five-point scale.

o

About one-fourth (25%) of the participating vendors were less than satisfied (three or
less on a five-point scale) with the program overall. These participating vendors
identified several issues with the program including rebate processing time and
requirements (38% of those less than completely satisfied), the amount of paperwork
(31% of those less than completely satisfied), limited program staff or PA support
(19% of those less than completely satisfied), and inconsistency in rebate funding
that resulted in sudden closures of the rebate program (19% of those less than
completely satisfied).

Evidence of the consequences of recent staff cutbacks:
o

DNV KEMA asked the participating vendors if they had noticed any changes in the
availability of program staff over the last year. Almost half (46%) of the participating
vendors did say they had noticed a decrease in staffing. However, as noted above,
when we asked them how the availability of program staff affected their participation
in the program, the most common answer (33%) was no effect.

o

Several PAs noted communications problems with National Grid staff following its
reorganization.

o

When asked what barriers exist to capturing more savings from both fuels and
deeper savings in general, the C&I program managers/staff mentioned staff turnover
at one of the PAs and lack of staff to identify projects, among other barriers.

o

Organizations that participated in Massachusetts C&I programs in 2008 or 2009 but
not since (―dormant‖ customers) were more likely (26%) than recent participants
(14%) to report PA account representatives as a source of program/project
information. This finding suggests that recent downsizing at some PAs may partially
account for the dormancy of some of these customers.
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1.2.3

Opportunities for Improvement

Evaluation findings that indicated ways to mitigate staff resource constraints and/or improving
staff efficiency in the future included:
Extending outreach to trade allies: The easiest way to mitigate program staff constraints is
to increase the participation of trade allies. As noted above, only 10 percent of the
nonparticipating vendors said they had any interaction with program staff and about half
(45%) of the nonparticipating vendors indicated a limited or total lack of knowledge about
the programs. Yet, as noted below, most of the nonparticipating vendors who acknowledged
that they had limited knowledge of the Massachusetts C&I program said they would be
interested in promoting these programs.
o

The trade ally best practices study: The Project 10 evaluation did both a literature
search and in-depth interviews with six non-Massachusetts program managers to
extract best practices for recruiting trade allies into C&I programs. Section 2.6.2
summarizes these best practices (they are too numerous to be listed in this
Executive Summary).

o

Recommendations from participating vendors: When we asked participating vendors
about ways that the Massachusetts C&I program could improve trade ally
participation, the two most common suggestions were providing seminars or training
for vendors about the program and the technologies and providing monetary
incentives to the contractors (―spiffs‖).

o

Nonparticipating vendor interest in the programs: Two-thirds (67%) of the
nonparticipating vendors with limited knowledge of the programs said they would be
interested in promoting them. They recognized the programs as a way to increase
business and better serve their customers. All of those interested said they would
need details about the programs including precise requirements, rebated equipment,
and rebate amounts.

o

Reaching out to trade ally organizations to disseminate program information and
identify contractors who would promote the programs: Our interviews with
Massachusetts trade associations found that few have any knowledge of the C&I
programs or discuss energy efficiency programs with their membership. One trade
association representative said that if the PAs reached out to him to ask for help in
recruiting trade allies into the programs, he would be able to identify interested
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contractors and disseminate information. However, he said the PAs have not
contacted him. Another trade organization suggested the PAs sponsor lunch-andlearns for contractors.
Sharing staff resources: The EEAC consultants said that there is great promise in making
greater use of program staff that are shared by multiple PAs. The sharing of technical
resources in particular should be useful for identifying opportunities within projects that
involve multiple fuels.
Market transformation: The EEAC consultants thought that the PA could do more in the area
of market transformation, which should eventually reduce program staffing needs as the
energy efficiency market becomes more self-sufficient and sustainable.
Educating architects and designers to get AEs involved in projects earlier: Additional energy
efficiency education of architects and design engineers was most-cited by C&I program staff
as a way to get AEs more involved in energy efficiency projects at an earlier stage and to
thereby increase their influence and effectiveness. In addition, some of the trade allies we
interviewed for Project 10 indicated that they operate strictly as subcontractors who only
execute the specifications of the job that were laid out by the design engineers. The 2011
LCIEC Project 6B report emphasized the importance of the Mass Save programs doing
more to reach out to architectural and engineering firms. This 2012 Project 10 evaluation
reaffirmed the importance of this outreach.

1.3

Opportunities to Obtain Deeper Savings

This section summarizes findings from the larger report concerning program efforts to obtain
deeper savings.

1.3.1

Good News

Some of the findings which indicate that there may be hope for getting deeper savings in the
future include:
Integration appears to be going fairly well: As noted, all PAs reported that the process of
establishing electric and gas integration – which is one way to achieve deeper savings -has worked well, especially considering the complexity of coordination. Participants also
generally reported positive experiences in cases where they did integrated gas and electric
projects with different PAs.
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Most vendors are discussing life-cycle costs with their customers: About two-thirds (63%) of
participating vendors said that they discuss lifecycle costs with their customers. More
education about life cycle costs could help obtain deeper savings by getting customers to
reexamine projects that they otherwise would reject based on a simple payback calculation.
Praise for the WBA audit reports: Large C&I program managers/staff praised the quality of
the Whole Building Assessment (WBA) program audit reports.

1.3.2

Reasons for Concern

Some of the findings which indicate getting deeper savings in the future may be difficult include:
Concerns about initial costs and payback periods for energy efficiency projects remain
significant barriers:
o

C&I program managers/staff claimed that project payback considerations were the
most- frequently-cited customer reasons for not pursuing deeper savings.

o

Participating end users reported that initial cost, total cost, and long payback periods
are the main barriers to implementing energy efficiency projects. About two-thirds
(61%) of the recent participants and three-fourths of the dormant participants said
initial cost was a barrier.

o

We asked the vendors about which barriers to implementing energy efficient projects
their customers faced. The cost of energy efficient measures was the leading
response of both participating vendors (71% cited this as a barrier) and
nonparticipating vendors (61% cited this as a barrier).

o

Nearly all the customers in the participant focus group reported that their minimum
payback criteria had been reduced in recent years mainly due to the economic
downturn. They indicated that they will rarely consider projects with payback periods
over two years.

There are also many other barriers to deeper savings: The C&I program managers/staff
mentioned other barriers to achieving deeper savings including customer
unwillingness/inability to implement the kinds of projects that produce deep savings due to
greater hassle costs or need for higher-level approval, lack of PA/customer incentives for
deeper savings via incentives or energy savings credits, lack of staff time/availability, and
lack of technical knowledge to identify a full range of energy efficiency opportunities.
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There is a need for the WBA program to do more follow through on its audits: Some C&I
program managers/staff said that the WBA program could provide more focused and
consistent follow-up with recipients of the audits.

1.3.3

Opportunities for Improvement

Evaluation findings that indicated ways to get deeper savings in the future included:
Target participants with more sophisticated audits and technical assistance: The PAs should
use audit programs like the Whole Building Assessment program to target inactive
customers and help them find energy efficiency opportunities that go beyond the ―low
hanging fruit‖ that these customers have already implemented. Evidence of the need for this
assistance include:
o

Most (61%) of the dormant participants and many of the focus group participants
think they have completed all possible energy-saving projects, or at least all the ―lowhanging fruit.‖ They indicated a need for help identifying additional areas to produce
energy savings.

o

A minority of respondents said they have projects ―on the shelf.‖ About one-third of
recent participants (38%) or dormant participants (40%) have identified
unimplemented energy efficiency projects, mostly lighting.

Higher incentives to overcome first cost/payback barriers:
o

Some C&I program managers/staff suggested that larger incentives would allow
customers to complete additional projects that otherwise would be postponed for a
year or longer because they did not meet the company‘s payback criteria or
exceeded their current budget. Yet other C&I program managers questioned whether
increasing incentive levels would have an impact.

o

Many participant respondents reported that the ability to say a PA is going to cover a
substantial amount of a project‘s cost helps sell the idea to upper management. The
participant interviews indicated that most organizations have a low threshold –
around $5,000 – over which projects require approval from a higher level of their
organization.

Improving the WBA Program:
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o

Some C&I program managers/staff said that the WBA program could provide more
focused and consistent follow-up with recipients of the audits.

o

Other recommendations from C&I program managers/staff on ways to improve the
WBA program included identifying and targeting key market segments (rather than
all customers) and training and educating staff about the program.

There is considerable interest in a standardized lifecycle costing tool: As noted, more
education about life cycle costs could help obtain deeper savings by getting customers to
reexamine projects that they otherwise would reject based on a simple payback calculation.
o

Only 20 percent of participants said they have a tool to help calculate lifecycle costs
and almost all (87%) said a standard tool would be helpful.

o

About three-fourths (71%) of those vendors who reported discussing lifecycle costs
with their customers said they would be likely or very likely to use a standard lifecycle
analysis tool.

Upstream incentives: Vendors had mixed opinions about whether the program should
provide upstream rebates. One-third of the participating vendors said upstream rebates
would be an acceptable way to provide the C&I program rebates. However, a similar
percentage (30%) said that the rebates should only go to the end-users.
Doing customized inquiries into customer barriers: Many C&I program managers/staff
thought that barriers to deeper savings were often very customer-specific – e.g., lack of buyin from upper management – and staff needed to take the time to diagnose what a particular
customer‘s barriers were. Of course, this recommendation would be difficult to implement in
light of concerns about staff resource constraints.

1.4

The Financing Program

This section summarizes findings from the larger report concerning the financing program.

1.4.1

Good News

Some of the findings which indicate hope for the financing program in the future include:
A majority of participants were aware of the financing option: Sixty-one percent of the recent
participants said they were already aware of the financing option. Awareness of the
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financing option was slightly lower among dormant customers (54%). We were surprised
that a majority of participants were aware of this option considering that the PAs have not
done much marketing of it and many vendors are unaware of it.
About half of the participants indicated some likelihood of using the financing option in the
future: Fifty-two percent of the dormant participants and 42 percent of the recent participants
said they were ―very likely‖ or ―somewhat likely‖ to use the financing option in the future.

1.4.2

Reasons for Concern

Evaluation findings which indicated that the financing program is having some difficulties
include:
Participation is very low: The C&I program interviewees reported very low participation in the
financing program with nearly all respondents attributing the low participation rate to the loan
structure and terms.
The PAs are not doing much marketing of the financing program: Many C&I program
managers/staff said they rely on Mass Save to promote the financing program and conduct
no additional marketing of this program.
Vendor awareness is relatively low: Very few (15%) of the nonparticipating vendors said
they had heard of the financing option. Only a slight majority (57%) of the participating
vendors said they had heard of the financing option.
Many participants do not use outside financing in general: Although many participants cited
some interest in the financing option, their self-reported standard practices indicated they do
not often use outside financing. About two-thirds (68%) of the recent participant CATI
respondents said that they ―never‖ or ―rarely‖ depend on outside financing. Only 2 percent of
companies said capital availability was a barrier. In addition, only six percent said they
always or most of the time rely on outside financing.

1.4.3

Opportunities for Improvement

Consider adding an on-bill financing option: In explaining why the existing financing program
was not more popular, some C&I program managers/staff pointed to the lack of an on-bill
financing option. In addition, open-ended questioning in the participant focus groups and indepth interviews revealed interest in on-bill financing. This option attracted interest from the
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non-profit, government customers and several privately-owned firms. Some respondents
related positive experiences with using on-bill financing in the past.
Market the reduced interest financing option to dormant participants: The survey results
indicated that dormant participants have more interest and need for the financing option
than more recent participants. A likely reason for this is the dormant participants are smaller
on average than the recent participants and therefore less likely to have access to outside
financing options. Yet they were less aware of this financing option than the recent
participants.

1.5

Differences Between Large and Medium Organizations

This section summarizes findings from the larger report concerning differences between large
and medium organizations participating in the program. The Massachusetts Department of
Energy Resources (DOER), the Massachusetts PAs and the EEAC have all expressed interest
in learning more about whether medium-sized C&I customers are being adequately served by
the state‘s energy efficiency programs. These medium-sized C&I customers have been targeted
for future research because they are typically too small to get a dedicated PA account
representative but too large to qualify for the state direct-install programs. There will be a
separate evaluation (LCIEC Project 19) that will focus greater attention on these medium-sized
C&I customers. In the meantime, however, in commenting on the Project 10 draft report, the
EEAC consultants thought it would be useful for the Project 10 evaluation team to add a very
high-level analysis as to how the reported presence of a PA account representative influenced
the survey response rates of program participants. This analysis appears in Section 2.3.11.

1.5.1

Good News

There were no differences in program satisfaction between organizations with or without
account representatives: This suggests that once in the program, large and medium-sized
companies are similarly well-served. However, it is important to note that we only surveyed
the medium-sized customers who participated in the program. There may have been many
other medium-sized customers who tried to participate but failed or would have liked to have
participated if they had only known about the programs. As indicated below, even the
participating medium-sized customers were less aware of program offerings than their larger
counterparts. We did not survey these non-participating medium-sized organizations for
Project 10, but the Project 19 evaluation will attempt to reach these organizations through a
general population survey.
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1.5.2

Reasons for Concern

Some indications that larger organizations may be receiving better service from the large C&I
programs include:
Participating organizations with account representatives were more aware of the rebate
programs and the financing option than those without account representatives.
Participating organizations with account representatives were more likely than those without
an account representative to have had an audit or walkthrough of their facility, to have
indicated awareness of energy saving opportunities in their facilities, and to have had
concrete plans to implement known energy saving opportunities.
However, it is difficult to determine to what degree these differences were due to the larger
organizations getting better service from the programs or whether these differences are simply
effects of being larger and more sophisticated organizations.

1.5.3

Opportunities for Improvement

Leveraging trade allies: Contractors, vendors, and suppliers were important information
sources of program information for organizations without account representatives.
Organizations without account representatives were more likely than those who had account
representatives to hear about the rebate programs from contractors, vendors, or suppliers.
Among recent participants (although not among dormant participants) organizations without
an account representative were more likely than those with an account representative to
hear about the financing program from contractors, vendors, or suppliers, trade
organizations or magazines, and their energy efficiency service providers.
Some of this was likely due to the fact that since they did not have account representatives
they were forced to rely on other sources of program information. However, it is also
reasonable to assume that the smaller companies have fewer internal resources (e.g.,
energy managers) who can research these rebate programs. Finally, it is important to note
that many of the program information questions allowed multiple responses. Therefore the
organizations with account representatives could name other sources of program
information (e.g., trade allies) besides their account representative.
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1.6

The Program Tracking Databases

This section summarizes findings from the larger report concerning the program tracking
databases.

1.6.1

Good News

Evaluation findings which indicated that program tracking databases are performing adequately
include:
Our evaluation found that tracking systems are generally performing adequately for their
current primary purpose, which is to support project management.
Most databases contained the basic information needed for evaluation, although there was
much inconsistency across PAs as to how this information was entered.
In general, the customer and project information is well populated: However, as noted
below, the measure detail and vendor information was often less than adequate.

1.6.2

Reasons for Concern

Some of the findings that the current program tracking databases are not adequate included:
There are often inconsistencies (even with an individual PA) as to how the data are entered
and validated.
The organization and contents of some of the data bases are based on application forms,
some of which are not current: Additional information collected on current forms (e.g.,
building type, facility size, gas and electric account numbers) has typically not been
incorporated.
There is wide variation in the extent to which data are filled in across fuels and PAs: In
general, the customer and project information is well populated, but details about installed
measures and vendors are spotty, especially for gas projects.
The terms used and level of detail provided for end-uses and measures are not consistent,
making it difficult to sort projects into categories for evaluation: Some of the PAs have
adopted the statewide standard terms from the Technical Reference Manual (TRM) and
DOER, but most have not.
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The ability to link projects for customers who participate in gas and electric programs does
not exist: The barriers to achieving this include technical constraints and confidentiality
concerns. This inability to link projects across fuel types has been one of the contributing
factors to the difficulty of estimating the extent to which the integration of electric and gas
programs has been achieved.
Recent efforts to identify gaps in program coverage or benchmark deep savings have been
hampered by outdated technical potential studies and data difficulties: The existing technical
potential studies were conducted in the early to mid-1990‘s and do not reflect the current
conditions of the C&I sector. More recent studies such as the EEAC‘s 2011 deep savings
analysis, the 2012 Point380 study, and our own limited ―savings gap analysis‖ presented in
this report, have been limited by tracking data constraints. Project implementation rates will
vary by end use, technology and across sector based on other factors such as payback
periods, initial costs, projected energy levels, etc. To truly identify energy savings ―gaps‖,
more granular data is need. The data-constrained limitations of these recent studies
included:

1.6.3

o

Current studies and data lacked specificity for the large C&I sector.

o

For both electric and gas sectors, information regarding achievable potential was not
split between large and small C&I by building type.

o

In the gas sector, achievable potential was based on the same percentage of total
consumption for all commercial sectors.

Opportunities for Improvement

Recommendations for improving data entry: Section 2.7.2 of this report provides some
recommendations for improving the entry of data into the program tracking systems (the
recommendations are too detailed for easy summary here).
A statewide data warehouse: A statewide tracking database could not replace what the PAs
already have in place to support program operations and interface with other corporate
systems. However, all the PA tracking data experts we interviewed agreed that it would be
possible to build a statewide data warehouse that is populated by extracts from their
systems.
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Leverage the Project 18 – C&I Customer Profile project to collect information and data about
the baseline conditions in the market place: As noted, the existing technical potential studies
were conducted in the early to mid-1990‘s and did not reflect the current conditions of the
C&I sector. Furthermore, the studies did not isolate the large C&I component of the sector.
Project 18 can help identify specific customer segments that have been underserved and
offer opportunities for future offerings.
Quantify the economic potential savings across the Massachusetts PAs by conducting a
savings analysis together with primary customer survey work: The Point380 study provided
many insights into marketing opportunities for the PAs. The opportunities identified in the
study together with the information collected in Project 18 and other LCIEC evaluation
studies regarding customer needs, can be used to prioritize which sectors and technologies
warrant a more rigorous analysis to determine the following:
o

Economic savings potential; and

o

How to bundle program services to meet customer needs.

1.7

Program Satisfaction

This section summarizes findings from the larger report concerning program satisfaction.

1.7.1

Good News

Overall program satisfaction was good: For overall satisfaction, 89 percent of program
participants answered 4 or 5 on five-point scale. Customers praised the incentive amounts
for lowering project paybacks, enabling projects to be implemented sooner, encouraging
more innovative projects, and upgrading higher efficiency among other factors. Open-ended
questioning revealed that most recent participants would use the program again.
Satisfaction with the project approval process was also good: Eighty-one percent of
participant CATI respondents said they were satisfied with the project approval process.
Satisfaction with rebate processing time varied by incentive type: Prescriptive rebate timing
was universally praised, and several customers mentioned the checks arrived within several
weeks. Experience with custom rebates was mixed and appeared to depend on project
complexity, the PA, and other unknown factors.
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Satisfaction with program staff was good: Eighty-one percent of participant CATI
respondents gave program staff interactions a rating of 4 or 5 on the five-point satisfaction
scale. In addition eighty-eight percent of participating vendors were satisfied with the
program staff.
There were no statistically-significant differences in the level of satisfaction between
participants who had an account representative and those who did not: Some concerns had
been raised that participants who were without a PA account representative might be less
satisfied because they were not receiving the personal attention that an account
representative. But this did not turn out to be the case.

1.7.2

Reasons for Concern

Three quarters of the participating vendors gave the program a satisfactory rating (4 or 5 on
the five-point scale): DNV KEMA interprets satisfaction ratings under 80 percent to indicate
a need for improvement. Reasons for their lack of satisfaction included issues with rebate
processing time and requirements (38%), the amount of paperwork (31%), limited program
staff or PA support (19%); and inconsistency in rebate funding that resulted in sudden
closures of the rebate program (19%).
Participating end user satisfaction with the measurement and verification process was
somewhat lower than overall satisfaction and at a level that indicates a need for
improvement: About three-fourths (72%) of participant CATI respondents gave a satisfaction
rating of 4 or 5 on the five-point scale. The M&V length and complexity was dollar driven: the
higher the rebate, the longer the inspection.
The average satisfaction level for the program paperwork requirements was the secondlowest among all program activities, but must be considered in the context that this program
activity is usually the least popular: About three-fourths (74%) of participant CATI
respondents gave the paperwork a rating of 4 or 5 on the five-point satisfaction scale. While
most reported positive experiences, several customers reported dissatisfaction that National
Grid requires customers to use fax machines to send paperwork.

1.7.3

Opportunities for Improvement

The PAs need to simplify paperwork and accelerate rebate processing: Complex paperwork
and slow rebate payments increase transaction costs and decrease the likelihood that
vendors will pursue the rebates. Lengthy processing times (38%) and too much paperwork
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(31%) were the leading causes of dissatisfaction cited by participating vendors who were
less than completely satisfied with the program.
The PAs should implement a means of combining small jobs into a bigger pool: A number of
trade allies said they did not participate in the program because their jobs were just too
small. Simplifying the rebate paperwork and speeding the rebate processing time would
decrease some of the transaction costs, but the smaller jobs may still be too small to bother.
If the PAs could find a way to aggregate the smaller jobs into a larger pool that would be
worthwhile to pursue rebates for, it might increase participation. Upstream rebates might
also work for the smaller jobs.
The program needs to do a better job of warning program vendors about changes in
program funding: Sudden changes in the rebate programs, particularly funds running out,
were sources of ire among some trade allies.
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2.

Key Findings

This section gives more details about the evaluation findings than can be found in the Executive
Summary, while still providing a summary of the much longer main body of the report.

2.1

Background and Scope

This subsection provides background information on how the research scope for this MA-LCIEC
Project 10 process was developed.

2.1.1

Background – Project 7

This study (Project 10) builds upon Project 7, a General Process Evaluation for improving the
design and delivery of Massachusetts large commercial and industrial (C&I) energy efficiency
programs. The aim of Project 7 was to take a relatively quick and high-level look at some of the
key challenges that the Massachusetts PA large C&I programs were facing. These challenges,
which had been identified by the PAs and the EEAC, included how to increase program
participation levels, obtain deeper energy savings from energy efficiency projects, improve the
integration of electric and gas energy efficiency programs, and increase the general uniformity
of program delivery across the state.
In June 2010 the Project 7 evaluation team conducted in-depth interviews with lead program
staff from the Massachusetts large C&I programs. These senior staff interviews gave the
evaluators some valuable feedback on how the programs were dealing with these challenges.
The senior staff also expressed interest in learning more about how account executives and
technical support staff performed the key roles of project identification and approval, what
barriers they faced in performing these roles and what could be done to improve their
effectiveness. These findings and research recommendations from the senior staff interviews
were used to develop the July 2010 Project 7 work plan. In September and October of 2010, the
evaluation team conducted 15 telephone interviews with account executives (AEs) and six
telephone interviews with program technical staff. The findings from these AE and technical
support staff interviews were combined with those from the senior staff interviews in the final
Project 7 report, which was issued in February 2011.
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2.1.2

The Project 10 Scope

The Project 7 report suggested some areas for additional research based on these program
staff, AE, and technical support interviews. One of these research topics – the financing
mechanisms – had originally been part of the Project 7 research scope but the PAs/EEAC had
decided to delay their investigation until 2011. The PAs/EEAC had also proposed an
assessment of the C&I program tracking databases in the 2010 scope of the Project 6B
evaluation (a process evaluation of the CDA and Advanced Buildings programs), but once again
they had decided to postpone this research until 2011. Finally the work authorization for Project
10 listed some ―potential specific issues of interest‖ for the PAs as including integration of the
gas and electric programs, the performance of the financing mechanisms, understanding the PA
tracking systems, and unspecified ―research needs of the MAPA group.‖
From these various sources we compiled a list of core research topics. These included:
1. Better understanding company/organizational standard practices around energy efficiency
and energy-using equipment purchases;
2. Collecting information about how their energy efficiency projects typically originate;
3. Greater understanding of barriers to implementing energy efficient projects;
4. Assessing the performance of the financing mechanisms;
5. Better understanding customer interactions with the PAs;
6. Assessing the adequacy of staffing levels and the performance of account executives;
7. Measuring participant satisfaction and collecting their suggestions for program
improvements;
8. Assessing how the integration of electric and gas programs is going;
9. Assessing the effectiveness of the program tracking databases;
10. Identifying opportunities for achieving deeper savings; and
11. Measuring the benefits/costs of only promoting the Mass Save brand rather than separate
brands.
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To investigate the topics, DNV KEMA collected information from many different sources
including:
1. In-depth interviews with 4 EEAC consultants and 15 C&I program managers or staffpersons;
2. Computer-aided telephone interviews (CATI) surveys with 354 companies or organizations
that participated in the programs in 2010 or 2011 (―recent‖ participants);
3. In-depth interviews (IDIs) with 48 recent participants;
4. Focus groups with 16 recent participants who also completed a CATI or IDI. DNV KEMA
took measures to ensure a range of customer sizes would be represented and to provide a
relatively heterogeneous C&I participant population to stimulate discussion;
5. CATI surveys with 111 organizations that participated in 2008 or 2009 but not since
(―dormant‖ participants);
6. IDIs with 74 participating and 61 nonparticipating trade allies. DNV KEMA conducted 84 of
these in-house primarily with lighting contractors, general contractors, and
architects/engineers. NMR completed 51 interviews with HVAC contractors; and
7. IDIs with six trade ally organizations.

2.2

2.2.1

EEAC Consultant and C&I Program Staff Interview
Findings
Background and Scope

As part of Project 10, DNV KEMA conducted in-depth interviews with members of the Energy
Efficiency Advisory Council (EEAC) consulting team and C&I program managers and staff. We
completed interviews with four members of the EEAC consulting team (in a group interview) and
15 C&I program managers/staff representing eight PAs.
The objectives of the EEAC consultant interviews were to better understand the role of the
EEAC in program design and delivery, learn about their current research efforts, gather their
ideas on how the PA could better coordinate their activities, and get their assessment of the
performance of the C&I programs. The objectives of the C&I program manager/staff interviews
were to better understand how the programs are delivered (especially concerning gas/electric
integration) and to get program manager/staff perspectives on the key research objectives
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mentioned in the previous section. We also developed program logic models and had the C&I
program managers/staff review these for accuracy and suggest changes to them if needed.

2.2.2

EEAC Consultant Perspectives

A summary of the EEAC consultant perspectives included:
The role of the EEAC in program design and delivery: EEAC consultants said that in
practice the role of the EEAC is to articulate priorities and areas of focus to the PAs. One
consultant described the role as ―setting the bar higher, pushing the PAs out of their comfort
zones, and applying pressure on them to continually improve.‖ They also described some of
the research they were sponsoring including a barriers study by Synapse Energy
Economics, a technology/sector gap analysis by Point380, and their own deep energy
savings analysis.
PA coordination: The EEAC consultants said that the C&I Management Committee (formerly
known as the Massachusetts Program Administrator (MAPA) group) has been effective in
encouraging coordination/integration among the PAs for program design and delivery,
largely due to strong leadership. Yet they believed there were other opportunities for PA
coordination beyond this committee. They said that there is great promise in making greater
use of program staff that are shared by multiple PAs. The EEAC consultants noted that
some inherent inefficiency exists in the current model, with some C&I programs having up to
12 program managers. The consultants said that some stakeholders would like a statewide
efficiency utility, but no strong political will for this exists.
C&I program design/delivery: The EEAC consultants thought that the basic framework of the
Massachusetts C&I program design and delivery currently works fairly well. They said that
these programs have doubled the savings from the C&I sector in three years. Yet they did
have concerns about the sustainability of these efforts. They said it was unclear whether
enough infrastructure has been built and program staffing developed to sustain the recent
level of activity. They were concerned that recent staff cuts for some PAs may cause the
C&I programs to become more reactive than proactive. They also said that the Point380
study had identified market sector and energy-efficient technology gaps in the delivery of the
Mass Save C&I program portfolio. Finally the EEAC consultants thought that the PA could
do more in the area of market transformation.
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2.2.3

C&I Program Manager/Staff Perspectives on Integration

Key findings from the in-depth interviews with C&I program managers/staff concerning
integration of gas and electric programs included:
Integration has been generally successful: All PAs reported that the process of establishing
electric and gas integration has worked well, considering the complexity of coordination.
Nearly all PAs claimed that they routinely coordinate/schedule a joint initial customer
meeting or walkthrough when it appears that opportunities exist for their gas or electric
counterpart. For more complex projects, most PAs reported they will invite their counterpart
to initiate a joint engineering study and share costs.
Only a few PAs mentioned difficulties or frustrations in implementing integration which they
deemed minor. All but one PA reported good levels of integration achieved so far.
Integration has been an easier shift for new construction compared to retrofit because new
construction typically involves gas and electric.
While all PAs claimed to be enthusiastically undertaking integration, their views on
responsibilities for identifying energy efficiency opportunities for the counterparts diverged.
Several PAs noted communications problems with National Grid staff following its
reorganization.
Most C&I program managers/staff reported more could be done to achieve better
integration. For example, there was interest in a statewide portal for all PA energy efficiency
projects.
Barriers to integration still exist: When asked what barriers exist to capturing more savings
from both fuels, the C&I program managers/staff mentioned staff turnover at one of the PAs,
lack of staff to identify projects, the downturn in the economy affecting customers‘
willingness to implement projects, integrated projects where delays on the electric side
affect when the project moves forward, geographical barriers where a PA does not employ
staff near the counterpart‘s territory, lack of formal operating procedures guiding when to
engage the counterpart PA, and longer sales cycles because there are more staff involved.
However, it should be noted that this last barrier reported by program staff – longer sales
cycles because more utility staff are involved – was not cited as a major barrier by program
participants. As noted elsewhere in this report, 82% of the participants who were involved in
these integrated projects said that the involvement of both utilities had no effect on the
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project timing. One possible explanation for this is that integrated projects are likely larger
projects and larger projects generally have longer implementation periods due to their higher
levels of complexity and cost.

2.2.4

C&I Program Manager/Staff Perspectives on Achieving Deeper
Savings

Key findings from the in-depth interviews with C&I program managers/staff concerning
integration of gas and electric programs included:
C&I program managers/staff claimed that project payback considerations were the mostfrequently-cited customer reasons for not pursuing deeper savings.
Other barriers to deeper savings: The C&I program managers/staff mentioned other barriers
to achieving deeper savings including customer unwillingness/inability to implement the
kinds of projects that produce deep savings due to greater hassle costs or need for higherlevel approval, lack of PA/customer incentives for deeper savings via incentives or energy
savings credits, lack of staff time/availability, and lack of technical knowledge to identify a
full range of energy efficiency opportunities.
Suggestions for achieving deeper savings:
o

There was disagreement among the interviewees about whether higher incentives
would encourage deeper savings. Some interviewees suggested that larger
incentives would allow customers to complete additional projects that otherwise
would be postponed for a year or longer because they did not meet the company‘s
payback criteria or exceeded their current budget. Yet other interviewees questioned
whether increasing incentive levels would have an impact.

o

Find out what the customer-specific barriers are to deeper savings and target those
specific barriers: Many respondents said that because the major barrier is customerrelated, it is helpful for PA staff to probe into customer-specific reasons for not going
deeper. For example, a common barrier to deeper energy savings is lack of buy-in
from upper management.
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2.2.5

C&I Program Manager/Staff Perspectives on the Financing
Mechanisms

Key findings from the in-depth interviews with C&I program managers/staff concerning financing
mechanism included:
The C&I program interviewees reported very low participation in the financing program with
nearly all respondents attributing the low participation rate to the loan structure and terms.
They noted factors such as the C&I customers‘ unwillingness to use the incentive to buydown the loan rate; application forms that requires in-depth financial disclosure including
privately-held firms, and lack of an on-bill financing option.
Many interviewees said they rely on Mass Save to promote the financing program and
conduct no additional marketing of this program.

2.2.6

C&I Program Manager/Staff Perspectives on Account Executive
and Technical Staff

Key findings from the C&I program manager/staff interviews concerning the role of Account
Executives (AEs) and technical staff and improving their effectiveness included:
There was some variation among PAs as to what the AE energy efficiency duties were. The
biggest differences were between large and small PAs. While the AEs with the larger PAs
could have more specialized roles, the smaller PAs indicated that their AEs ―wear many
hats‖ within their organizations including program manager, technical resource, and account
manager.
Developing good customer relationships and having plenty of “face time” with customers
were cited as keys to AE effectiveness. More time with customers and additional technical
training were also the most-cited ways to improve AE effectiveness.
Additional energy efficiency education of architects and design engineers was the mostcited way to get AEs more involved in energy efficiency projects at an earlier stage.

2.2.7

C&I Program Manager/Staff Perspectives on Staffing Levels and
Program Delivery

Key findings concerning the staffing levels and their effect on program delivery included:
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Among nearly all respondents, inadequate staffing levels were not perceived as a major
contributing factor to not achieving program goals.
Staffing levels have changed most significantly at National Grid since its restructuring in
2011. Several respondents said that staff turnover and constriction has made it more difficult
to reach staff in order to share leads (e.g. electric/gas integration).
Only one respondent said that current staffing levels are inadequate because their staff is
stretched too thin and that additional sales executive hires would alleviate the staffing
constraints. Several other PAs said that additional hires in sales and technical support would
help support the programs.
Most respondents said that staffing levels are unlikely to change in the near future while a
few PAs had plans to hire in the next year.
All respondents mentioned successful program marketing and outreach using direct
customer contact through their AEs (e.g,. in-person meetings and regular visits, emails,
telephone, etc.), the Mass Save Web site, working with trade allies and direct engagement
in the community.
Nearly all respondents mentioned the importance of ESCOs, electrical contractors, HVAC
contractors, consulting engineers and architects to develop program leads and engage
customers in the programs.
When asked how their programs use trade allies to promote the program, many PAs
stressed the first step of reaching out to vendors through open houses/trade ally meetings,
conferences, and conducting other training/education sessions.
However, a few PAs used trade allies but stated that the time it takes to develop trade ally
relationships is time not spent with customers.
Among smaller PAs, the most successful marketing efforts were targeted at customers who
expressed some program interest; the least successful efforts were cold calling.
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2.2.8

C&I Program Manager/Staff Perspectives on the Whole Building
Assessment (WBA) Program

We were interested in the potential of the Whole Building Assessment (WBA) program as an
avenue to deeper savings for C&I customers. Findings from the interviews with C&I program
managers/staff on this program included:
Large PAs have had the most experience and success in the WBA program while smaller
PAs have had fewer participants and less success converting these customers to program
participants.
Most customers are directed to the program through account reps but may also come
through the Mass Save or PA websites.
When asked what types of customers are participating in the WBA program, one respondent
representing a larger PA said it was primarily schools, towns, and property management
firms.
Respondents praised the quality of the WBA program reports as thorough and good at
identifying measures and a process for customers to proceed.
However, some C&I program managers/staff said that the program could provide more
focused and consistent follow-up with recipients of the audits.
Other recommended ways to improve the program included identifying and targeting key
market segments (rather than all customers) and training and educating staff about the
program.

2.2.9

Program Logic Models

Many states require evaluators, utility EM&V staff, or program implementation staff to develop
Logic Models for energy efficiency programs to present their program theories. These logic
models are useful for ensuring that evaluators and program staff have a mutual understanding
about how the program is designed to work and what it hopes to achieve. Logic models are a
graphical representation of a program that shows the tools, activities and intended results, and
are a useful tool for describing complex programs.
The objectives of the logic models are to:
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Help focus the in-depth interview discussions;
Clarify common elements versus unique features of the large C&I programs; and
Point out differences in large C&I program design and delivery among the PAs.
DNV KEMA staff prepared draft logic models and sent them to the C&I program managers and
staff prior to the process evaluation interview. Interviewers solicited respondent feedback on
these logic models and requested any logic models for each PA‘s large C&I programs (e.g. C&I
retrofit, Lost Opportunity and Financing) have been customized, using respondents‘ feedback.
The final logic models were sent back to the interviewed subjects for confirmation prior to
finalization in this report and are located in Appendix D of this report. The following section
describes our findings.

2.2.10

Findings

Most logic models required few changes to customize by PA since the same large C&I
programs are implemented statewide. However, there were some unique features in the logic
models as follows.
Job titles and roles varied from PA to PA. Larger PAs reported having separate roles for
AEs and other staff handling large C&I customer accounts. Smaller PAs reported having
fewer staff who covered a range of positions such as AE, technical staff and program staff.
Berkshire Gas uses a third-party engineering firm as its technical resource while other PAs
use internal staff.
Terminology varied among a few PAs. For example, Cape Light Compact calls its program
―New Construction‖ instead of ―Lost Opportunity‖; and does not use the word ―Funding.‖
A few smaller PAs such as Berkshire Gas reported inspecting most or all installations in its
large C&I retrofit program. Larger PAs inspected a sample of installations.
Design incentives for the New Construction program vary among PAs. For example, Cape
Light Compact and New England Gas do not provide design incentives for the incremental
architectural and design costs of installing higher efficiency equipment.
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2.3

C& I Participant Survey Findings

This section summarizes the findings we gathered from talking to C&I program participants. As
noted, we conducted in-depth interviews or focus groups with 64 recent participants, fielded
CATI surveys with 354 recent (2010-2011) program participants, and fielded additional CATI
surveys with 111 ―dormant‖ participants (2008-2009 participants who have not participated
since). We have organized these findings around some of the key research objectives
mentioned above.

2.3.1

Organization standard practices concerning energy efficiency
and equipment purchases

We asked the participants a number of questions about their standard practices concerning
energy efficiency and the purchase of energy-using equipment. The following are some of our
findings:
Corporate energy/environmental policies/goals
o

About two-thirds (65%) of customers reported having at least one energy-conscious
corporate policy. These included long range planning with energy efficiency in mind,
staff whose job duties include monitoring energy use at specific sites, and informal
guidelines for energy efficiency or greenhouse gas reduction.

o

Energy-conscious policies tended to cluster. If a company had one type of policy
(e.g.: long range planning) they tended to have others (e.g.: energy managers,
informal purchasing guidelines, etc.).

o

Customer size correlated with these policies. Customers with self-reported account
representatives, those with over 50 full-time employees, and those with multiple
Massachusetts locations were more likely than those without account
representatives, 10 or fewer employees, and single Massachusetts locations to
report at least one energy-conscious corporate policy.

o

Companies who reported having corporate-mandated energy reduction goals tended
to be large, sophisticated governmental, educational, or other institutional users.
While the interviewees indicated that these goals were largely not binding and
brought no consequences if not met, companies publicly disclosed them and the
progress made in achieving them. Typically, these were set at the highest company
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level, whether executive management or the Board of Directors. Reasons noted for
the goals were competitive advantage and customer or stakeholder pressure.
Lifecycle cost and payback calculations
o

A majority (56%) of participating customers said they “always” or “most of the time”
consider lifecycle costs when making equipment purchase decisions.

o

There is considerable interest in a standardized lifecycle costing tool: Only 20
percent of participants said they have a tool to help calculate lifecycle costs and
almost all (87%) said a standard tool would be helpful. Those not interested in a tool
said they already had an in-house tool or process they use, they were too small to
need something like it, or they did not believe in the validity of such tools.

o

However, respondents sought three, somewhat conflicting, functions for a free,
standard lifecycle calculation tool: These included the ability of the tool to show
payback periods and compute sophisticated Return-on-Investment (ROI)
calculations, to act as a database of energy-efficient equipment technical
specifications (including field performance), and to be easy to use.

o

A minority of larger customers in the focus groups preferred simple payback to
lifecycle cost calculations. For these customers, simple payback continued to be the
most important criterion for moving projects forward. They spoke about the difficulty
of relying on total life-cycle-cost estimates. They also claimed that simple payback
was more reliable, was more easily understood companywide, and led to faster
decision-making if the project fell within typically accepted payback periods.

o

Payback periods were important criteria for many organizations. About half of the
Focus group respondents said payback drives their decision-making for energy-using
equipment purchase, replacement and maintenance. Thirty-one percent of the IDI
respondents also mentioned they consider payback periods.

o

Minimum payback periods shrank for nearly all focus group customers. This had
ranged from five or more years but currently companies will rarely consider projects
over two years. One large customer completed seven micro projects in the past year,
each with payback under one-year.

Barriers to energy-efficient equipment purchases:
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o

A few (8%) of the IDI respondents and many of the focus group respondents
reported concerns about vendor and third-party product claims. They said they were
bombarded by communication about new technologies, and numerous third parties
pitching products and projects, and would benefit from an unbiased information
source, such as the PAs, to guide their decision-making. One customer proposed
that the PAs set up a central repository for white papers, reports, customer case
studies, and other documents to help customers evaluate product claims.

o

Half of the respondents said capital improvement projects have not been adversely
affected by the recession. Those that have been affected did report that projects
have been cancelled, delayed, or require greater scrutiny than before. Interestingly a
few even reported being able to engage in more projects because they can get better
deals from suppliers and contractors or at going-out-of-business sales.

2.3.2

Energy Efficiency Project Origination

We collected a lot information from participants on how the projects they implemented through
the program originated/
Organizations that participated in 2008 or 2009 but not since (“dormant” customers) were
more likely (26%) than recent participants (14%) to report PA account representatives as a
source of program/project information. This finding suggests that recent downsizing at some
PAs may partially account for the dormancy of some of these customers.
Third party contractors (“trade allies”), including architecture and engineering firms, were the
most prevalent point of entry into the program. Over three-fourths (82%) of respondents to
the participant CATI survey reported one of these as their source of information about the
program. Many customers reported that many trade allies are well aware of the incentives
and use the programs to sell projects.
The importance of the PA account representative in project origination varied with the type
of interview/survey: Focus group participants tended to be larger organizations that were
more likely to have account reps, so this population bias could be causing the difference. In
addition the focus group format usually gives participants more time to think about their
responses, and the group interaction may trigger participant memories. IDIs also provide
interviewees more time to respond than they would get with a CATI survey.
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o

Most of the focus group participants said the PA account representative was the
most important information source.

o

Thirty-nine percent of IDI respondents said they got program information from PA
account representatives or trade allies. An additional 32 percent of IDI respondents
mentioned a program subcontractor such as AECOM.

o

In contrast, PA account representatives were mentioned as a project information
source by only 14 percent of the CATI respondents.

The focus groups identified a class of large, sophisticated, program-savvy customers who
rely a lot on their account representatives: Some of these customers said they had been
aware of the programs for many years and use their PA reps and trade allies for program
updates and help identifying projects or for conducting audits or facility walkthroughs.
Some participants owe their participation to persistent account reps: Two first-time
participants in the focus groups attributed their participation to persistent PA reps.

2.3.3

Barriers to Energy Efficiency Implementation

We asked participants about barriers that might impact their ability to undertake energy
efficiency projects and how their energy providers could help overcome these barriers. Some
key findings include:
Initial cost, total cost, and long payback periods are the main barriers to implementing
energy efficiency projects. About two-thirds (61%) of the recent participants and threefourths of the dormant participants said initial cost was a barrier. Twenty-one percent of the
CATI respondents said lifecycle costs were a barrier, and another 14 percent mentioned
maintenance costs. One-fourth of the IDI respondents also mentioned payback periods, and
payback periods were a major issue brought up in the focus groups.
According to respondents, rebates were the best way to overcome these barriers. Rebates
directly address overall and initial cost, and help reduce payback periods.
o

Many respondents reported that the ability to say a PA is going to cover a substantial
amount of a project’s cost helps sell the idea to upper management. Most
organizations have a low threshold – around $5,000 – over which projects require
approval from a higher level of their organization.
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o

When asked how the PAs could help surmount the barrier to payback, many noted
few strategies other than increasing incentives. Several customers reported it is not
economically feasible to undertake some identified projects and never would be and
that sometimes the utilities do not fully understand this.

Respondents noted several other minor barriers to implementation. These included: staff
time commitment to walk through facility with auditors; lack of management interest in
energy efficiency; and other projects competing against energy efficiency for limited capital.
Lack of identified cost effective projects was cited by a significant number of focus group
participants as a barrier.
This barrier was most prominent for repeat program users, who noted they need new ideas
and options for cost-effective projects. These customers have already implemented many
so-called ‗low-hanging fruit‘ such as lighting upgrades and other low payback projects. One
customer summarized the sentiment: ―a lot of us have done the low hanging fruit and even
the next level, but are scratching our heads about what we can do next.‖
About one-third (31%) of IDI respondents called lack of program awareness a barrier. This
relates to general awareness of program existence and which measures are rebated. One
customer, for example, mentioned that PAs need to more vigorously promote their programs
through advertising, and customer receptivity would then be higher when PA reps and trade
allies make cold calls.
Eight percent of the IDI respondents and some focus group participants noted a credibility
gap between equipment claims and expected performance that inhibited project
implementation.
The PAs are perceived as neutral third parties, and this credibility may help remove this trust
barrier. Said one customer, ―if it‘s coming from the utility, it‘s more credible than coming from
anyone else.‖
Other customers mentioned PA development of a database on technologies to facilitate
“one-stop shopping” when doing research on energy efficient technologies.
PA credibility in advocating energy efficiency may be a barrier for some customers. One
participant‘s experience in becoming a first-time program participant provoked much
discussion in the focus group and may be instructive in combating this barrier among other
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customers. The customer had resisted participating and had specifically asked why an entity
that sells power wants to help the customer use less. The customer asked his account rep
repeatedly for his ―angle‖ and feared being ―taken for a ride.‖The PA rep surmounted this
barrier by repeatedly and persistently explaining the program‘s rationale.

2.3.4

Performance of the Financing Mechanisms

We asked the participants a number of questions about their financing practices and the pros
and cons of the financing mechanisms offered by the PAs.
Over half of the participants were aware of the financing option. Sixty-one percent of the
recent participants said they were already aware of the financing option. Awareness of the
financing option was slightly lower among dormant customers (54%). This finding, combined
with their greater interest in financing could be contributing to their dormancy.
Dormant customers were slightly more likely to report interest in the financing option and
reported self-funding less often than recent participants. Fifty-two percent of the dormant
participants compared to 42 percent of the recent participants said they were ―very likely‖ or
―somewhat likely‖ to use the financing option in the future.
Although many participants cited some interest in the financing option, their self-reported
standard practices indicated they do not often use outside financing. About two-thirds (68%)
of the participant CATI respondents said that they ―never‖ or ―rarely‖ depend on outside
financing. Only 2 percent of companies said capital availability was a barrier. In addition,
only six percent said they always or most of the time rely on outside financing. Open-ended
questioning revealed that many of the organizations uninterested in financing are large
businesses with deep pockets or large capital improvement budgets that always self-fund, or
government entities with procurement rules that precluded financing.2
Open-ended questioning revealed interest in on-bill financing, or paying for projects out of
savings. This option attracted interest from the non-profit, government customers and

2

We are using the term ―open-ended questioning‖ to refer to responses that came either from the IDIs or
focus groups.
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several privately-owned firms. One privately held company refuses to finance any projects,
which places upper limits on what can done at any time.
There was also some confusion about whether we were asking about on-bill financing.
Some respondents related positive experiences with using on-bill financing in the past.

2.3.5

Customer Interactions with PAs

We asked the participants a number of questions about any contact they may have had with
Mass Save or their electric or gas provider. Some of our key findings included:
Interactions with PAs tended to fall into three main categories: no communication with PAs,
active account representatives that helped the respondent identify energy saving
opportunities, and unresponsive PAs or account reps. Unresponsiveness on the part of the
PAs or their reps and slow rebate processing were two of the leading causes of customer
dissatisfaction.
Among participant CATI respondents, a slight majority (51%) said that they rarely or never
discuss their energy using equipment purchases with the PAs.
However, of those participants that do talk to their energy providers, almost all (92%) said
that they have the conversation before making final decisions about what equipment to
purchase.

2.3.6

Program Satisfaction and Participant Suggestions for Program
Improvements

The following findings relate to participation in Massachusetts energy efficiency programs for
large C&I customers, their satisfaction levels, and any suggestions for improvement. Based on
our experience evaluating many energy efficiency programs, we consider average participant
satisfaction ratings of 90 percent or greater to be very good, those in the 80-89 percent range to
be good, and those below the 80 percent satisfaction level to be a cause for concern.
Exceptions to these benchmarks can be made for aspects of programs such as paperwork
requirements which are usually less popular than other program activities regardless of the
program.
Overall program satisfaction was good. For overall satisfaction, 89 percent answered 4 or 5
on five-point scale. Customers praised the incentive amounts for lowering project paybacks,
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enabling projects to be implemented sooner, encouraging more innovative projects, and
upgrading higher efficiency among other factors. Open-ended questioning revealed that
most recent participants would use the program again.
Satisfaction with the project approval process was also good. Eighty-one percent of
participant CATI respondents said they were satisfied with the project approval process.
Satisfaction with rebate processing time varied by incentive type. Prescriptive rebate timing
was universally praised, and several customers mentioned the checks arrived within several
weeks. Experience with custom rebates was mixed and appeared to depend on project
complexity, the PA, and other unknown factors.
Satisfaction with program staff was good. Eighty-one percent of participant CATI
respondents gave program staff interactions a rating of 4 or 5 on the five-point satisfaction
scale.
Open-ended questioning revealed that some respondents had high satisfaction with their
electric or gas representative for checking in frequently; understanding their business; being
available when needed; and being easy to work with.
The average satisfaction level for the program paperwork requirements was the secondlowest among program activities, but must be considered in the context that this program
activity is usually the least popular. About three-fourths (74%) of participant CATI
respondents gave the paperwork a rating of 4 or 5 on the five-point satisfaction scale. While
most reported positive experiences, several customers reported dissatisfaction that National
Grid requires customers to use fax machines to send paperwork.
Some respondents reported that trade allies completed the paperwork on their behalf. This
relates to the high number of trade allies that initiated customer projects and handled the
process.
Satisfaction with the measurement and verification process was somewhat lower than
overall satisfaction and at a level that indicates a need for improvement. About three-fourths
(72%) of participant CATI respondents gave a satisfaction rating of 4 or 5 on the five-point
scale. The M&V length and complexity was dollar driven: the higher the rebate, the longer
the inspection.
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Leading causes of dissatisfaction included complex paperwork, slow rebate processing
times, and unresponsive PA staff.
When asked to suggest ways to improve the programs, the most-cited recommendations
from participants included reducing or simplifying the paperwork (15%), communicating
better during the project (12%), increasing the amount of the rebates (12% of recent
participants) and accelerating the rebate processing time (11%). DNV KEMA usually finds
that increasing rebate levels are among the most popular suggestions for improvement. The
fact that process-related suggestions about the paperwork, communication, and rebate
processing time are just as common is one indicator that processes need to improve. Other
participant suggestions included rebating a wider range of measures, and proactively
communicating offers with customers.
A common and important suggestion was to improve and become more proactive in
communicating energy savings and rebate opportunities to customers. Most (61%) of the
dormant participants and many of the focus group participants think they have completed all
possible energy-saving projects, or at least all the ―low-hanging fruit.‖ They indicated a need
for help identifying additional areas to produce energy savings.

2.3.7

Integration of Electric and Gas Programs

Fewer than 10 percent of all respondents reported completing combined electric and natural
gas projects through separate PAs. Most (57%) of those that did reported positive
experiences and complaints about these projects were the exception. These centered
around the separate PAs needing better communication and coordination amongst
themselves rather than relying on the customer to be the go-between.

2.3.8

Achieving Deeper Savings

Most (77%) of recent participants said they have had some kind of audit. Most of those who
did not report having not had an audit said they would be interested in getting one.
A minority of respondents said they have projects “on the shelf.” About one-third of recent
participants (38%) or dormant participants (40%) have identified unimplemented energy
efficiency projects, mostly lighting.
Open-ended questioning revealed that some customers need help identifying additional
cost-effective energy saving projects. Most of these customers have completed program
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projects in the past and want to continue to do so. However, they have already implemented
all projects they can identify that have two or three year paybacks. These respondents need
the PAs need to help them identify cost-effective projects or increase incentives to make
known projects with longer payback periods cost-effective.
The leading cause of customer dormancy was a belief that all energy saving opportunities
had been completed. Sixty-one percent of the dormant participants said they have
implemented all the viable projects they know about. These customers may need additional
help identifying energy saving opportunities.

2.3.9

Mass Save Brand Awareness

Awareness of the program brand is lagging participation. All of the CATI respondents
participated in the program, but only three-fourths (73%) said they were aware of the Mass
Save brand.
A greater majority of the respondents with a self-reported account representative (88%)
reported brand awareness than those without an account representative (62%). This finding
suggests that account representatives do a good job of communicating the program
branding.
Three-fourths (78%) of organizations that “rarely” or “sometimes” rely on outside financing
are aware of the Mass Save branding compared to 58 percent those who said they rely on
outside financing “always” or “most of the time‖. This finding suggests that advertising for the
financing program may not be reaching the customers that are most likely to use it.

2.3.10

Why Some Former Participants Have Not Participated in a Couple
of Years

In developing the Project 10 research plan, one researchable question of interest to the PAs
and the EEAC was why some C&I customers who participated in the past (e.g. 2008-2009)
have not participated since. This is why we created a separate sample frame and a separate
CATI survey of these ―dormant‖ participants.
A key purpose of the dormant CATI survey was to identify differences between dormant and
recent participants that might help explain the dormancy. Table 2-1 summarizes the differences
between the two populations.
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Table 2-1.
Dormant and Recent Participant Differences
Dormant
(n=111)

Recent
(n=354)

Community service, church, municipal

27%

7%

Office

25%

20%

15

22

Has PA account representative

37%

47%

Program
Information

PA is primary info source

26%

14%

Identified but unimplemented energy efficiency
projects

55%

38%

Barriers to Energy
Efficiency Projects

Initial costs

75%

61%

None

7%

19%

Suggestions to
Overcome Energy
Efficiency Barriers

Financial assistance

64%

35%

None

30%

12%

Aware of financing

54%

61%

Applied for financing

8%

4%

PA is primary source of info

25%

42%

“very likely” or “somewhat likely” to use in future

52%

42%

“very unlikely” to use in future

30%

35%

Not interested because too many requirements

13%

1%

Satisfied overall (4 or 5 on 5 point scale)

75%

89%

Characteristic
Firmographics

Median # FTEs

Financing Option

Program
Satisfaction

The table shows that the dormant participants were more likely than the recent participants to
be municipalities or non-profit organizations, to be smaller in size, and to not have an AE even
though they are otherwise more dependent on the PAs for program information. In terms of
barriers, they were more likely to cite initial costs as a barrier and more likely to suggest
financial assistance as a solution for overcoming their barriers.
Regarding the financing option, the dormant participants were less aware of it than the recent
participants were. Among those who were aware of the financing option, the dormant
participants were more likely than the recent participants to cite the PAs as their primary source
of information about this financing option. They were also more likely than the recent
participants to indicate that they were ―very likely‖ or ―somewhat likely‖ to use the financing
option in the future. However, they were also more likely to say that they were not interested in
the financing option because it had too many requirements.
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On top of being smaller, poorer, and less informed of the program, the dormant participants also
seem to be less satisfied with their past program experiences. The reasons they provided
tended to be idiosyncratic and of limited use for generalizations. However, the maxim of ―once
bitten, twice shy,‖ may apply here.
We were also interested in the impact of the economic downturn on these dormant participants.
About half (52%) of the dormant participants said the recent recession did not have any effect
on their equipment purchasing decisions. Those who were affected said the recession resulted
in, project delays (11%), fewer projects or budget reductions (9%), they can‘t afford projects
(8%), and they were taking greater care before initiating projects (6%), and other effects shown
in Figure 2-1. The effects are similar to those reported by the recent participants.
Figure 2-1.
Effect of Recession on Energy Efficiency Projects According to Dormant Participants

Effect of Recession

Project delays

11%

Fewer projects /
Budget reductions

9%

Can't afford projects

8%

More careful about
purchases

6%

Only necessities

5%

Maintenance only

4%

Improved business

2%

Other

3%

No effect

52%

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Percent of Dormant Participants
(n=72)
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2.3.11
2.3.11.1

Differences Between Large and Medium Organizations
Background

The Massachusetts Department of Energy Resources (DOER), the Massachusetts PAs and the
EEAC have all expressed interest in learning more about whether medium-sized C&I customers
are being adequately served by the state‘s energy efficiency programs. These medium-sized
C&I customers have been targeted for future research because they are typically too small to
get a dedicated PA account representative but too large to qualify for the state direct-install
programs. There will be a separate evaluation (LCIEC Project 19) that will focus greater
attention on these medium-sized C&I customers. In the meantime, however, in commenting on
the Project 10 draft report, the EEAC consultants thought it would be useful for the Project 10
evaluation team to add a very high-level analysis as to how the reported presence of a PA
account representative influenced the survey response rates of program participants. This
subsection contains this new high-level analysis.
2.3.11.1.1 Definitions
A key method DNV KEMA used to estimate organization size was whether the respondent selfreported having an assigned account representative from their electric or gas PA. Projects from
the Small Business Services, Direct Install, and Technical Assessment programs were removed
from the population before DNV KEMA drew a sample to help ensure the entire population
consisted of ―large‖ organizations. Thus, account representative can serve as a proxy to
delineate ―large‖ organizations from ―medium‖ ones. Those respondents who did not self-report
a dedicated account representative from their electric or gas providers can be considered
―medium.‖
Three caveats should be noted. First, while as a general rule PAs only assign dedicated
account representatives to their largest C&I customers, the peak consumption level which
defines a ―large‖ customer varies from PA to PA. Second, some PA representatives have told us
that they occasionally assign account representatives to customers for unspecified reasons that
are not directly tied to a customer‘s consumption levels. Third, the results presented here are
organized by self-reported presence of an account representative. DNV KEMA did not request
PA listings of managed accounts so it could verify these self reports.
Figure 2-2 shows the size breakdowns for the recent and dormant participants who responded
to the CATI surveys. Dormant participants were less likely to have account representatives than
recent participants.
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Figure 2-2
Whether Organizations Reported Having an Account Rep
Recent vs. Dormant Participants
100%
90%

Recent Participants
(n=354)

80%

Dormant Participatns
(n=111)

Percent of Respondents

70%

60%
50%

*

51%

47%
43%

40%

37%

30%
20%
10%

10%

12%

0%
Yes

No

Don't know

Has Account Representative

* Difference statistically significant at 90% confidence level.

About half (42%) of the recent participants self-reported having an account representative with
their electric or electric and gas provider. One third of those with separate gas and electric
providers said they have an account representative with their gas provider. There was
substantial overlap in these two categories such that 47 percent of all the recent participants
had an account representative with either their electricity provider, gas provider, or both. About
the same number (43%) said they did not have an account representative with either type of
provider. Ten percent did not know if they had an account representative with their energy
provider(s).
About one-third (37%) of the dormant participants self-reported having an account
representative with either their electric provider, gas provider, or both. About one half (51%)
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said they did not have an account representative with either type of provider. Twelve percent
did not know if they had an account representative with their energy provider(s).
2.3.11.1.2 Correlation With Other Size Metrics
DNV KEMA examined two other size metrics from the CATI surveys: number of full-time
equivalent employees (FTEs) and having multiple locations or franchises in Massachusetts.
Both alternative size metrics correlate with presence of an account representative (Table 2-2).
These correlations are not perfect, but help support the validity of using account representative
as a proxy for company size.
Table 2-2
Other Organizational Size Metrics
Differences in Survey Responses
Depending on the Presence of an Account Rep

Size Metric
10 or fewer FTEs
11 to 50 FTEs
Over 50 FTEs
Has multiple locations in MA

Recent Participants
(n=354)
Acct Rep
No Acct Rep
24%
25%
39%
53%

53%
29%
12%
33%

Dormant Participants
(n=111)
Acct Rep
No Acct Rep
*
*
*

30%
18%
42%
41%

48%
25%
17%
35%

*
*

* Differences are statistically significant at 90% confidence level.
Note: percentages do not sum to 100% because don‘t know and refused responses were excluded. These did not
differ by presence of account representative for either survey.

2.3.11.1.3 Firmographic Differences
There were several differences in the types of organizations that reported having account
representatives and those that did not (Table 2-3). Recent participants with account
representatives were more likely than organizations without account representatives to be
industrial/manufacturing, health-care/hospital, or college/university. Organizations without
account representatives were more likely to be restaurants, grocery stores, or multi-family
residential properties. There were no statistically significant differences for the dormant
participants.
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Table 2-3.
Primary Economic Activities of Organizations
Differences in Survey Responses
Depending on the Presence of an Account Rep

Primary Economic Activity
Industrial / Manufacturing

Recent Participants
(n=354)
No
Acct Rep Acct Rep
26%
13%
*

Office

17%

21%

School

Dormant Participants
(n=111)
No
Acct Rep Acct Rep
19%

16%

12%

13%

8%

11%

3%

2%

12%

10%

Health-care / Hospital

8%

4%

Retail (non-food)

7%

10%

5%

4%

Community Service / Church / Municipality

7%

7%

21%

23%

College / University

6%

0%

5%

1%

Warehouse

5%

3%

0%

0%

Restaurant

4%

12%

2%

1%

Hotel / Motel

2%

0%

0%

1%

Grocery Store

1%

3%

0%

2%

Multi-family Residential

1%

5%

0%

0%

Agriculture / Farm

0%

1%

0%

2%

Other

6%

10%

25%

24%

*

*
*
*
*

* Differences are statistically significant at 90% confidence level.

2.3.11.2

Effects of Having an Account Representative

This section highlights the findings from the participant surveys as to the effects of having an
account representative. The section discusses all responses from the CATI survey on which the
organization‘s self-reported presence of an account representative resulted in a statistically
significant difference.3 If a variable is not mentioned in this section, the difference between the
organizations with and without account representatives was not statistically significant. 4

3

Differences were considered statistically significant if they met or exceeded a 90 percent confidence
level.
4

For the statistical test we use (differences of population proportions) when most of the participants
respond a certain way, smaller differences are more significant. That is, the test is least sensitive when 50
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Notable variables for which we did not detect any difference were the satisfaction variables.
When they participate, both large and medium-sized companies have equally positive
experiences with the program. This applies to the dormant and recent participants.
Of course, we only surveyed the medium-sized customers who participated in the program.
There may have been many other medium-sized customers who tried to participate but failed or
would have liked to have participated if they had only known about the programs. As indicated
below, even the participating medium-sized customers were less aware of program offerings
than their larger counterparts. We did not survey these non-participating medium-sized
organizations, but the Project 19 evaluation will attempt to reach these organizations through a
general population survey.
2.3.11.2.1 Efficiency-related Policies
Table 2-4 highlights how the frequency of organizations having efficiency-related policies
differed between organizations with and without account representatives. Companies with
account representatives were more likely than those without account representatives to report
having most of the efficiency-related policies DNV KEMA included in the survey. These
differences were most likely not caused by the presence of an account representative. Instead,
efficiency-related policies and account representatives are both attributes common to larger
organizations. It should also be noted that the efficiency-related policies also tended to correlate
with the other variables on which organizations with and without account representatives
differed. The efficiency-related policies are also plausible causal factors for those differences, so
the causal link between account representatives and any of the described differences should be
interpreted with caution.

percent of respondents answer one way and 50 percent answer another. It gets more sensitive as those
proportions move closer to 100 percent or 0 percent. However, while statistical significance increases
towards the extremes, practical significance may decrease.
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Table 2-4.
Efficiency-Related Policies
Differences in Survey Responses
Depending on the Presence of an Account Rep
Recent Participants
(n=354)
No
Acct Rep Acct Rep

Efficiency-related Policies
Has formal requirements to purchase, replace, or maintain energy-using equipment
Has informal guidelines to purchase, replace, or maintain energy-using equipment
Has energy use manager
Does long term planning around replacement of major equipment
Willing to enter into long term agreements with PAs for more certainty
Considers full lifecycle costs when purchasing equipment (Always or Most of the time)
Has a tool for calculating lifecycle costs
Has a cost threshold above which decisions have to go to corporate level

32%
53%
67%
73%
74%
64%
29%
62%

15%
28%
51%
51%
39%
45%
14%
34%

Dormant Participants
(n=111)
No
Acct Rep Acct Rep
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

42%
48%
64%
75%
60%
75%
-

23%
36%
50%
46%
51%
44%
-

* Difference is statistically significant at 90% confidence level.
- Question not asked.

2.3.11.2.2 Program Awareness
Table 2-5 highlights program awareness differences between organizations with account
representatives and those without. The table shows that organizations with account
representatives were more aware of the Mass Save program and they were more likely to cite
the PAs as their source of program awareness. Organizations without account representatives
were more likely than those who had account representatives to hear about the rebate
programs from contractors, vendors, or suppliers. This may be due not only to the absence of
the account representative but also the smaller companies having fewer internal resources (e.g.
energy managers) who can research these rebate programs. This underscores the importance
of engaging these trade allies to help serve the medium-sized companies.
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Table 2-5.
Program Awareness
Differences in Survey Responses
Depending on the Presence of an Account Rep
Recent Participants
(n=354)
No
Acct Rep Acct Rep

Program Awareness
Aware of MASS Save before survey
PA contacts have mentioned MASS Save program
Source of information about program: PA
Source of information about program: Contractors, vendors, or suppliers
Source of information about program: Energy efficiency service provider

88%
76%
37%
34%
5%

62%
49%
19%
57%
0%

Dormant Participants
(n=111)
No
Acct Rep Acct Rep
*
*
*
*
*

86%
-

67%
-

* Difference is statistically significant at 90% confidence level.
- Question not asked.

2.3.11.2.3 Financing Option
Table 2-6 shows differences in awareness of the financing option among organizations with
account representatives and those without. For the recent participants, these findings show the
same pattern as overall program awareness: organizations with account representatives were
more aware of the financing option, and they tended to hear about it from their PA contacts
(which we assume includes their account representative). In contrast, organizations without an
account representative were more likely than those with an account representative to hear
about the program from contractors, vendors, or suppliers, the Internet, trade organizations or
magazines, and their energy efficiency service providers.
However, these differences in financing awareness between organizations with and without an
account representative did not hold true in most cases for the dormant participants. While the
dormant participants without an account representative were more likely to have heard about
the financing from an energy efficiency service provider (e.g., an ESCO), they were actually less
likely to have cited their contractors/suppliers as their main source of information about the
financing program. For other non-program/PA sources of information there were no significant
differences in response rates between dormant participants with or without a PA account rep.5

5

Since dormant participants in general were more likely to be municipalities and since performance
contractors and other ESCOs often target municipalities, this may explain why if they did not hear about
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Organizations with an account representatives were more likely to be interested in applying for
the financing than those without account representatives.
Table 2-6.
Financing Option
Differences in Survey Responses
Depending on the Presence of an Account Rep
Recent Participants
(n=226)
No
Acct Rep Acct Rep

Financing Option
Aware of financing available through MASS Save1
Main source of awareness of financing program: PA
Main source of awareness of financing program: Contractor, vendor, or supplier
Other sources of financing program information: PA
Other sources of financing program information: Internal sources
Other sources of financing program information: Contractor, vendor, supplier
Other sources of financing program information: Internet
Other sources of financing program information: Trade organizations / magazines
Other sources of financing program information: Energy efficiency service provider
Other sources of financing program information: Other
Has applied for loan through financing program
Interested in financing option (Very Likely or Somewhat Likely) 2

73%
50%
8%
28%
16%
14%
12%
6%
4%
20%
9%
58%

47%
24%
35%
6%
0%
34%
24%
31%
30%
0%
4%
50%

Dormant Participants
(n=60)
No
Acct Rep Acct Rep
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

68%
33%
6%
33%
0%
45%
0%
0%
0%
41%
9%
79%

44%
12%
27%
27%
0%
41%
0%
0%
27%
0%
4%
54%

* Difference is statistically significant at 90% confidence level.
1
All respondents, Recent n=354; Dormant n=111.
2
Limited to those unaware of financing, Recent n=128; Dormant n=51.

2.3.11.2.4 Effects of Recession
Table 2-7 highlights the differences in whether the recession affected organizations with and
without account representatives. Organizations with account representatives were more likely
than those without to say both the recession and factors other than the recession affected their
organization‘s purchases or maintenance practices.

the financing through their PA or contractors, the ESCO was their next-most-cited source of program
information.
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Table 2-7.
Effects of the Recession
Differences in Survey Responses
Depending on the Presence of an Account Rep
Recent Participants
(n=354)
No
Acct Rep Acct Rep

Effects of Recession
Economic downturn has affected organization's purchase or maintenance practices
Factors other than economy have affected organization's purchase or maintenance practices

94%
87%

78%
76%

Dormant Participants
(n=111)
No
Acct Rep Acct Rep
*
*

91%
82%

77%
73%

* Difference is statistically significant at 90% confidence level.

2.3.11.2.5 Project Experience
Table 2-8 highlights the project experience differences between organizations with and without
account representatives. Recent participants with account representatives:
Reported learning about the incentives sooner in the project process,
Were more likely to say they received technical assistance,
Were more likely to say the technical assistance increased their project completion time,
Were more likely to report receiving funding from sources other than Mass Save,
Reported contacting their PAs about the incentives later in the project process,
And were less likely to say they were able to choose their own engineering firms.
An important set of non-differences was program satisfaction. There were no differences in
program satisfaction between organizations with or without account representatives. This
suggests that once in the program, and despite slightly different experiences around technical
assistance, large and medium-sized companies are similarly well-served in the end.
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Table 2-8.
Project Experience
Differences in Survey Responses
Depending on the Presence of an Account Rep
Recent Participants
(n=354)
No
Acct Rep Acct Rep

Project Experience
Point in project when PA contacted (After equipment decision made or after project completed)
Point in project learned about incentives: After equipment decision made or after project completed
Received technical assistance for project
Was able to choose own engineering firm 3
Technical assistance increased project completion time3
Received financial assistance from sources other than MASS Save

8%
6%
36%
60%
27%
20%

3%
13%
12%
77%
16%
10%

Dormant Participants
(n=111)
No
Acct Rep Acct Rep
*
*
*
*
*
*

3%
-

11%
-

* Difference is statistically significant at 90% confidence level.
- Question not asked.
3
Limited to those who received program assistance, Recent n=121; Dormant not asked.

2.3.11.2.6 Program Satisfaction
Table 2-9, shows the survey responses to the program satisfaction questions. None of the
differences between organizations with and without account representatives achieved statistical
significance at a 90 percent or better confidence level.
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Table 2-9.
Program Satisfaction
Differences in Survey Responses
Depending on the Presence of an Account Rep

Satisfied with...
(4 or 5 on five-point scale)

Recent Participants
(n=314)
No
Acct Rep Acct Rep

Program overall
Process of getting project implemented
Incentive payment
Project approval process
Responsiveness and timeliness of program staff
Program paperwork
Measurement and verification process
Technical assistance (if provided)1
Financing program (if used)2
* Difference is statistically significant at 90% confidence level.
- Question not asked.
1 Recent n=109
2 Recent n=19; Dormant n=5

91%
89%
86%
81%
79%
72%
72%
97%
89%

88%
90%
83%
85%
86%
77%
72%
97%
89%

Dormant Participants
(n=106)
No
Acct Rep Acct Rep
75%
100%

75%
100%

2.3.11.2.7 Energy Saving Opportunities
Table 2-10 highlights the differences in reported energy saving opportunities between
organizations with account representatives and those without. Similar to program and financing
awareness, organizations with account representatives were more likely to say they knew about
energy saving opportunities, more likely to report having concrete plans to implement them,
more likely to say they had an audit, and were more likely to say they discussed their energyrelated projects with the PAs.
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Table 2-10.
Energy Saving Opportunities
Differences in Survey Responses
Depending on the Presence of an Account Rep
Recent Participants
(n=354)
No
Acct Rep Acct Rep

Energy Saving Opportunities
Aware of unimplemented energy saving opportunities
Has concrete plans to implement known energy saving opportunities
Has had an audit or walkthrough facility to identify energy saving opportunities
Would be interested in an audit or walkthrough
Frequency of discussing equipment purchase and retrofit decisions with PAs (Always or Most of the time)
Source of information when making equipment purchase or maintenance decisions: Architecture or engineering firms
Source of information when making equipment purchase or maintenance decisions: Internal sources
Factor preventing organization from purchasing most energy-efficient option: Quality of energy efficient equipment
Factor preventing organization from purchasing most energy-efficient option: Unaware of energy efficient options
Factor preventing organization from purchasing most energy-efficient option: Other

54%
62%
90%
82%
29%
29%
33%
9%
3%
22%

22%
51%
63%
52%
8%
17%
33%
6%
0%
11%

Dormant Participants
(n=111)
No
Acct Rep Acct Rep
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

73%
30%
32%
38%
16%
0%
35%

45%
15%
25%
19%
5%
0%
21%

* Difference is statistically significant at 90% confidence level.
- Question not asked.

2.3.11.3

Conclusions

The overall effect of account representatives appears to be informational. Organizations with
account representatives were more aware of the rebate programs, the financing option, and
energy saving opportunities in their facilities. They were more likely to have had an audit or
walkthrough of their facility, and to have concrete plans to implement known energy saving
opportunities. However, it is difficult to determine to what degree these differences were due to
the larger organizations getting better service from the programs or whether these differences
are simply effects of being larger and more sophisticated organizations.
Contractors, vendors, and suppliers were important information sources for organizations
without account representatives. The program should continue to leverage these trade allies to
get marketing messages and program information to the medium-sized organizations.
An important set of non-differences was program satisfaction. There were no differences in
program satisfaction between organizations with or without account representatives. This
suggests that once in the program, large and medium-sized companies are similarly wellserved. However, as noted above, we only surveyed the medium-sized customers who
participated in the program. There may have been many other medium-sized customers who
tried to participate but failed or would have liked to have participated if they had only known
about the programs. We did not survey these non-participating medium-sized organizations, but
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the Project 19 evaluation will attempt to reach these organizations through a general population
survey.
It should also be noted that the organizations with account representatives were also more
likely to have efficiency-related policies. The efficiency-related policies also tended to correlate
with the other variables on which organizations with and without account representatives
differed. The efficiency-related policies are also plausible causal factors for those differences,
so the causal link between account representatives and any of the described differences should
be interpreted with caution.

2.4
2.4.1

Trade Ally Process Findings
Introduction

DNV KEMA and NMR completed interviews with 76 vendors who participated in the C&I rebate
programs and 60 nonparticipating vendors. DNV KEMA also completed interviews with three
trade organizations. The goal of these interviews was to provide insight into the following topics:
How vendors learn about the program;
How they interact with the program;
Vendor barriers to participation in the programs;
End-user barriers to installing energy efficient measures;
Program effects on energy efficient equipment sales;
Effects of recent changes in staffing levels;
The performance of the financing option;
Interest in a lifecycle analysis tool;
The viability of using an upstream rebate approach;
Suggestions for improvement; and
Nonparticipant interest in becoming more active.
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The findings are summarized below.

2.4.2

Findings

Basic program awareness was widespread. Most, but not all (96%) of the participating
vendors said they had heard of the Mass Save program prior to the interview. Over threefourths (83%) of the nonparticipating vendors said they had heard of the Mass Save
program prior to the interview. This suggests that the branding of the program is mostly
successful even among nonparticipating vendors.
Participating vendors said they got program information from a variety of sources. No single
information source dominated, but PA representatives were the most commonly-mentioned
sources of information (29%). The Mass Save website (21%), suppliers or distributors
(20%), and the PA websites (18%) were also oft-cited sources of information.
Nonparticipating vendors reported getting program information from a variety of sources. No
single information source dominated, but the Mass Save website (20%) was the most
frequently-mentioned source of information. Word-of-mouth (14%) and distributors (12%)
were also commonly-mentioned sources of information.
Most participating vendors have direct interaction with the PAs. The interviews asked
participating vendors whether they had any interaction with program staff. About two thirds
(66%) of these vendors said they had. DNV KEMA‘s interviews included questions about
interaction frequency and topics. Of the participating vendors who interact with program
staff, the plurality (39%) said that they communicate on a quarterly basis. The most common
topics of conversation they reported were determining equipment eligibility (63%) and
determining rebate amounts (41%).
o

6

DNV KEMA Only6: Relatively common answers to the open-ended question about
how participating vendors participated in the programs included that they did a lot of

As explained in more detail in the trade ally interviews sampling and methodology section, the trade ally

results came from two sources: a set of interviews conducted with DNV KEMA and a set of interviews
conducted by NMR. NMR focused on HVAC vendors and DNV KEMA focused on non-HVAC vendors,
primarily lighting vendors. The NMR contractor/distributor interviews focused mostly on market
penetration and characterization for commercial HVAC equipment and had a nearly identical, but
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installations that received rebates (33%), they had limited participation (23%), and
that they actively promoted the program (21%).
Nonparticipating vendors have limited direct interaction with the PAs. Only 10 percent of the
nonparticipating vendors said they had any interaction with program staff.
Some participating vendors indicated they have limited influence on customers’ participation
decisions (DNV KEMA only). They said the only thing they do is fill out program paperwork
(14%), that participation in the rebate programs was up to their customers (9%), or that they
do not have any influence because they are subcontractors who build to specifications
already laid out by an engineer or architect (5%). A few vendors (2%) also said that the
program was too much hassle to make it worth participating in.
Nonparticipant program knowledge was limited. About half (45%) of the nonparticipants
indicated a limited or total lack of knowledge about the programs. One quarter of them knew
some basic information about the rebates, but no details.
Nonparticipants provided several other reasons for not participating. Some (19%) said that
they were subcontractors who build to spec and were not involved in the equipment
selection process. Others (12%) said they were too small to have much involvement with the
rebate programs. A few (9%) said it was not their job to advocate energy efficiency, or said
they were upset with the PAs (9%).
According to vendors, cost is the main barrier to implementing energy efficiency faced by
their customers. We asked the vendors about which barriers to implementing energy
efficient projects their customers faced. By far, the cost of energy efficient measures was the
leading response (71%). Other responses included lack of awareness of the rebates (13%),
rebate processing requirements or delays (10%), limits of energy efficient technologies
(10%), and payback periods that are too long (8%).

shortened version of the process evaluation questions that DNV KEMA interviews covered. Process
evaluation questions that were only covered in the DNV KEMA interviews are highlighted as ―DNV KEMA
only‖.
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Nonparticipating vendors suggested a similar set of customer barriers to program
participation. The higher cost of energy efficient measures was the leading response (61%).
The availability of energy efficient models (28%), and that the vendor only builds to spec and
does not have a chance to influence the customers‘ decisions (16%) were also relatively
common responses.
According to vendors, the program has had modest effects on their sales of energy efficient
equipment (DNV KEMA only). The DNV KEMA interviews also included an open-ended
question that asked the participating vendors how much impact the program had on their
sales of energy efficient equipment, at a general level. About one-third (30%) of participating
vendors said that the programs caused a small increase in their high efficiency sales.
Another 12 percent said that the programs caused a large increase in their high efficiency
sales while an equal percentage said that the program had no effect on their high efficiency
sales. Nobody said that the programs decreased their high efficiency sales.
Overall program satisfaction among the participating vendors was at a level that DNV KEMA
considers indicative of a need for program improvement. About one-fourth (25%) of the
participating vendors were less than satisfied (three or less on a five-point scale) with the
program overall. These participating vendors identified several issues with the program
including rebate processing time and requirements (38% of those less than completely
satisfied), the amount of paperwork (31% of those less than completely satisfied), limited
program staff or PA support (19% of those less than completely satisfied), and inconsistency
in rebate funding that resulted in sudden closures of the rebate program (19% of those less
than completely satisfied).
Recent changes in program staffing levels appear to have had a modest effect on the
participating vendors. DNV KEMA asked the participating vendors if they had noticed any
changes in the availability of program staff over the last year. Almost half (46%) of the
participating vendors did say they had noticed a decrease in staffing. However, when DNV
KEMA asked how the availability of program staff affected their participation in the program,
the most common answer (33%) was no effect. Another 16 percent said it was difficult to
reach the correct person. A few (5%) said there was too much paperwork.
Most of the participating vendors said they were aware of the financing option. The
interviews also asked the participating vendors if they were aware of the low-interest
financing option available through the program. Most (57%) of the participating vendors said
they had heard of it. Participating HVAC vendors (67%) were more likely than lighting or
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other vendors (49%) to have said they had heard of the financing option. Some of the
participating vendors volunteered that their customers have their own financing, so the
financing option was not really necessary. This is consistent with findings from DNV KEMA‘s
end-user participant survey.
Very few (15%) of the nonparticipating vendors said they had heard of the financing option.
Nonparticipating HVAC vendors (35%) were more likely than lighting or other vendors (7%)
to indicate awareness of the financing option.
The majority of participating vendors said they discuss lifecycle costs with their customers.
About two-thirds (63%) of participating vendors said that they discuss lifecycle costs with
their customers. About three-fourths (71%) of those who reported discussing lifecycle costs
with their customers said they would be likely or very likely to use a standard lifecycle
analysis tool. Desired features for a lifecycle analysis tool included easy access either by
being available online or as an iPad app, the ability to enter in or modify to account for the
unique details of each job, something that was easy to use, and something that showed
payback periods. This desired feature set was very similar to the one sought by participating
C&I customers that we surveyed.
Vendors had mixed opinions about whether the program should provide upstream rebates.
DNV KEMA asked the vendors whether providing rebates to manufacturers and distributors
of energy efficient equipment would be a good way to increase participation in the programs.
One-third of the participating vendors said upstream rebates would be an acceptable way to
provide the C&I program rebates. However, a similar percentage (30%) said that the rebates
should only go to the end-users. This group often provided open-ended rationales that
indicated mistrust as to whether distributors or manufacturers would pass the savings down
the supply chain. Another 7 percent said that upstream rebates would be acceptable, but
included some sort of qualification. These qualifications were either to put a cap on the
amount of rebate going to the manufacturers or distributors (e.g. they should only get 50
percent of the rebate) or to implement a mechanism to insure that they were passing the
savings down the supply chain.
The plurality of nonparticipating vendors (42%) did not answer. About one-third (35%) of the
respondents said upstream rebates would be an acceptable way to provide the rebates.
However, a similar number (24%) said that the rebates should only go to the end-users.
They also expressed mistrust of the manufacturers and distributors.
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The trade organizations that DNV KEMA spoke with also cautioned against the upstream
rebate model for lighting. They too expressed mistrust of the distributors and manufacturers.
More vendor training and midstream incentives were the most common suggestions for
increasing program participation from the participating trade allies. The interviews also
gathered suggestions from the participating vendors for how the program could increase
participation. The most common answer (21%) was ―nothing.‖ Other common answers
included providing seminars or training for vendors about the program and the technologies
(17%), and providing monetary incentives to the contractors (―spiffs‖, 11%).
Most (55%) of the nonparticipants did not provide any suggestions for program
improvements, but upstream incentives were the most-cited suggestions. Upstream rebates
were the most common suggestion (13%) and upstream rebates with qualifications (7%)
were also relatively popular. These findings should be interpreted with caution, however,
because the line of questions about upstream rebates earlier in the interview probably
influenced these responses. Other common answers were increasing advertising or
outreach to end-users to increase their awareness of the rebate programs (12%) and
increasing education and outreach to the trade allies (12%).
Most nonparticipating vendors expressed interest in participating in the programs (DNV
KEMA Only, Nonparticipants only). DNV KEMA‘s interviewers asked nonparticipants with
limited program awareness if they would be interested in promoting the programs and if so,
what information they want and how is the best way to get it to them. Two-thirds (67%) of
the nonparticipating vendors with limited knowledge of the programs said they would be
interested in promoting them. They recognized the programs as a way to increase business
and better serve their customers. All of those interested said they would need details about
the programs including precise requirements, rebated equipment, and rebate amounts.
Some also requested literature to hand out to customers, specific PA contact names,
information on payback periods, and that the PAs to proactively inform them of program
changes. Almost all of the respondents said they would like to be informed via email (83%).
Standard mail (28%) and phone calls (22%) were also commonly-requested forms of
communication.
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2.5
2.5.1

Tracking Database Analysis Findings
Introduction

The goals of this tracking database analysis research task were to enhance the usefulness of
data in PA tracking systems and to identify opportunities for future program savings. While
these two goals are quite distinct, they are combined here because they both rely on tracking
data, and are both relevant to the planning and evaluation efforts needed to reach statewide
targets for energy efficiency programs. DNV KEMA conducted two activities in this task, both of
which were based on 2010-2011 energy efficiency program tracking data provided by the gas
and electric PAs. The first subtask was an assessment of the individual PA tracking systems,
including a detailed examination of data extract files, a review of system documentation
provided by some of the PAs, and a series of interviews with data base managers and other
consultants. The second subtask was to summarize the tracking data by customer segment and
compare the achieved savings to estimates of potential savings in each group.

2.5.2
2.5.2.1

Findings
Tracking Data Base Analysis Findings

Tracking systems are generally performing adequately, given that their primary purpose is to
support project management. Most contain the information needed for evaluation, but there
are often inconsistencies (even with an individual PA) as to how the data are entered and
validated.
The organization and contents of some of the data bases are based on application forms,
some of which are not current. Additional information collected on current forms (e.g.,
building type, facility size, gas and electric account numbers) has typically not been
incorporated.
There is wide variation in the extent to which data are filled in across fuels and PAs. In
general, the customer and project information is well populated, but details about installed
measures and vendors are spotty, especially for Gas projects.
The terms used and level of detail provided for end-uses and measures are not consistent,
making it difficult to sort projects into categories for evaluation. Some of the PAs have
adopted the statewide standard terms from the TRM and DOER, but most have not.
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A statewide tracking database could not replace what the PAs already have in place to
support program operations and interface with other corporate systems. However, all agreed
that it would be possible to build a statewide data warehouse that is populated by extracts
from their systems.
The ability to link projects for customers who participate in gas and electric programs does
not exist. The barriers to achieving this include technical constraints and confidentiality
concerns. This inability to link projects across fuel types has been one of the contributing
factors to the difficulty of estimating the extent to which the integration of electric and gas
programs has been achieved.
2.5.2.2

Program Savings Analysis Findings

Current studies and data lacked specificity for the large C&I sector. For both electric and gas
sectors, information regarding achievable potential was not split between large and small
C&I by building type. Implementation rates will vary by end use, technology and across
sector and quantifying the current baseline is needed to identify the savings gap.
In the gas sector, achievable potential was based on the same percentage of total
consumption for all commercial sectors. Again, implementation rates will vary across
business sectors based on a variety of factors including payback periods, initial costs,
projected energy levels, etc.
Based upon our high level savings gap analysis, we recommend the following:
Leverage the Project 18 – C&I Customer Profile project to collect information and data about
the baseline conditions in the market place. The existing technical potential studies were
conducted in the early to mid- 1990‘s and did not reflect the current conditions of the C&I
sector. Furthermore, the studies did not isolate the large C&I component of the sector.
Project 18 can help identify specific customer segments that have been underserved and
offer opportunities for future offerings.
Quantify the economic potential savings across the Massachusetts PAs by conducting a
savings analysis together with primary customer survey work. The Point380 study provided
many insights into marketing opportunities for the PAs. The opportunities identified in the
study together with the information collected in Project 18 and other LCIEC evaluation
studies regarding customer needs, can be used to prioritize which sectors and technologies
warrant a more rigorous analysis to determine the following:
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o

Economic savings potential;

o

How to bundle program services to meet customer needs.

2.6
2.6.1

Trade Ally External Best Practices
Background

This component of the Project 10 research – Research Task 6.1 -- looked at states outside of
Massachusetts to find out what they were doing to encourage trade ally participation in energy
efficiency program marketing and delivery. To identify potential opportunities and strategies for
effectively working with trade allies, two research activities were conducted:
1. A literature review of American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy (ACEEE),
International Energy Program Evaluation Conference (IEPEC) and Consortium for Energy
Efficiency (CEE) databases as well as program recommendations from senior DNV KEMA
staff.
2. Qualitative, in-depth interviews were conducted with select program staff to identify the key
elements of successful upstream strategies. These interviews were conducted by trained
and experienced DNV KEMA analysts.
Based on the literature review and program recommendations from senior DNV KEMA staff, the
following six programs were selected as offering opportunities for upstream delivery that were
determined to be of interest to the Massachusetts PAs:
Bonneville Power Administration – Regional Trade Ally Network Program;
Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance – Better Bricks Program;
NYSERDA - Energy Smart Commercial Lighting Program;
Energy Trust of Oregon – Building Efficiency Program;
Long Island Power Authority - Commercial Construction Program;
Wisconsin Energy Conservation Corporation - Focus on Energy Business Program.
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2.6.2

Best Practices

The managers and staff from these programs reported a number of practices that they have
used to successfully recruit more trade allies. These ―best practices‖ include:
Use a multi-faceted approach to reach trade allies: The Wisconsin Energy Conservation
Coalition (WECC) staff who helped run the Wisconsin Focus on Energy program said that to
reach trade allies, they used various marketing tools – e.g., direct mail, email, personal ―feet
on street‖ contact. They said that the feet on the street approach worked especially well with
lighting and HVAC trade allies since there can be many in populated areas.
Communicate clearly to trade allies about how energy efficiency products will benefit them:
Our external best practices study found that it was important for utilities to make the program
known to trade allies and to effectively convey how the program with benefit their business.
The case studies we examined indicated that utilities need to be aware that trade allies may
not have a clear understanding of why high efficiency technologies are being promoted and
may question why they are being asked to market and sell/install these technologies.
Understand sales cycles: The WECC staff noted it was important to recognize when running
limited term promotions (e.g., high bay lighting) that it cannot be too short that products are
unable to be installed (e.g., if takes 60 days to obtain equipment, a program should not run a
75 day promotion).
Program revisions need to be communicated effectively or trade allies will become frustrated
and disenchanted with the program: Our study found that trade allies get frustrated when
they are not aware of program revisions (e.g., reduction in incentives), which can lead to
them becoming disengaged from the program. WECC staff insisted that when possible, it is
helpful to explain program changes at the same time of year. They noted that if a program is
ending or reducing incentives, it is important to communicate with trade allies well in
advance (e.g., run queries to identify trade allies using program and educate them about
changes). The WECC staff recommended that a program should let trade allies know the
date the change goes into effect and track/document when staff communicated this
information with trade allies.
It is important to make the trade allies true partners by listening to their suggestions for
program improvements: Our study suggested that C&I programs should seek out advice
from the trade allies and listen to it since the trade allies have direct interaction with end
users and are very familiar with the energy efficient technologies that the programs promote.
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Recognizing this valuable perspective and showing the trade allies that they can influence
the direction of the program will help give them a sense of active participation rather than
just go-betweens who do little more than help customers fill out paperwork.
Convincing trade allies that energy efficiency programs will be around for awhile is
important: Our study found that many trade allies will condition their participation in a
program on whether or not they think the program will be around for some time. Trade allies
are less likely to invest in a program they suspect is short lived.
It is important to have a technical expert as a trade ally lead who can both “talk the
language” of the contractors and educate utility staff: BPA made a decision to hire a field
contractor to provide lighting expertise and support to both the utilities and to the
electricians. ―Utilities are not lighting experts … the lighting specialist is the expert,‖ said the
BPA program manager. ―In the beginning, if you had a question or challenge, you would call
the lighting expert and he would know the answer. The first few years, there was a lot of
hand holding with the utilities and working with the utility staff to get them up to speed.‖
Trade ally education/training must be frequent: Each year BPA‘s Trade Ally Network (TAN)
conducts a travelling road show of approximately 15 regional training sessions that present
information on advanced lighting technologies, energy efficiency practices and utility
programs. Every contractor gets a packet with a map showing utilities by service territory so
the contractor knows who to contact when looking for rebates for an energy efficiency
project.
Sales training is important: NEEA has been providing training on how to sell energy
efficiency by emphasizing value rather than on cost. This approach has had a great
response from trade allies – based on information obtained from program evaluations.
NYSERDA account managers also facilitate participation in a training program to
contractors, distributors and manufacturer reps on how to sell energy efficient lighting. This
is a free training to installers.
Online training options have great potential especially for younger contractors: NEEA staff
reported they are they are looking at BlueVolt (www.bluevolt.com) online training where
there are rewards to trade allies who participate. NEEA staff reported seeing real change in
the usage of online tools. They asserted that while there are ―old school‖ trade allies who
are not open to change, there is also a new school of younger market actors who are going
online.
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Yet despite the promise of online communications, in-person meetings are still needed:
NEEA staff said ―you cannot beat in-person meetings – everyone is there, manufacturer
reps, vendors, utility reps, contractors, and more. --however, any meeting must start by
7AM…and you must feed them.‖
Working further upstream by engaging distributors can increase the contractor network and
open the door to new products: When BPA found its trade ally membership reaching a
plateau, it worked to bring in regional distributors to be part of the regional trade ally network
with very positive results. According to BPA staff, ―focusing on distributors opened the door
to manufacturers and vendors who want to highlight products, especially new products.‖
Using different strategies for each level of the supply chain: The Energy Trust of Oregon
(ETO) staff said they divide market actors into three classifications (trade allies, midstream,
and upstream) and take a different approach with each one. For example, with trade allies
they focus on making sure that they are properly certified and trained. With distributors they
focus on stocking practices. With manufacturers they focus not only on stocking practices
but also on changing equipment codes and standards.
Different approaches work better for different trade allies to influence behavior: One lesson
learned from the LIPA program was that different approaches were needed for different
types of trade allies. For example, one-on-one relationships worked best for architects,
lighting designers and builder developers. On the other hand, direct rebates worked best for
engaging lighting contractors and offering seminars worked best for HVAC engineers.
Using account managers for trade ally outreach: According to NYSERDA staff, their
upstream strategy revolves around account managers who are located throughout the state.
The managers are lighting certified and have developed relationships with contractors,
distributors, manufacturers and vendors throughout the state. Each account manager has
trade allies they talk to weekly by phone. NYSERDA initiates the contact and the account
managers keep call logs and track progress/status through the call logs.
Track trade allies: The WECC staff advocated using a ―sales sheet‖ to track trade allies
assigned to each staff member. This tracking tools tracks the number of projects associated
with a given trade ally and any trends. If any notable trends are occurring (e.g., if trade allies
are selling/installing more or less equipment than they typically do), the program staffperson
is supposed to contact the trade ally to discuss why this is happening.
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Do a lot of self-education when promoting new markets and technologies: WECC staff noted
that new markets and technologies can be challenging to promote. They recommended that
in such cases program providers should gain a solid understanding of the market and the
technology, provide education to trade allies, and be knowledgeable about the
manufacturer/distributor/contractor network. ―All three legs on the stool are important,‖ said a
WECC representative.
Use push/pull strategies in the supply chain: One suggestion that the WECC staff had was a
push/pull strategy. For example, the program can encourage contractors to let their
distributors know that if they do not have certain energy efficient equipment in stock, the
contractors will buy from someone else. WECC claimed that when distributors see this from
a few contractors, it can change their stocking practices.
Focus on big players: WECC staff said that it was important to recognize that larger firms
usually mean larger savings. ―Be aware of the ―80/20 rule‖,‖ a WECC interviewee said, ―A
small number of businesses tend to get most of the work.‖
Unions can also be a promising channel to reach more contractors: NEEA established
partnership opportunities with unions in its Building Operator Program and saw unions as a
potentially positive channel for upstream marketing and partnering.
Target the few who will influence the many: NEAA‘s primary upstream strategy was called
―firm focus‖ in which they worked with leaders in the industry and then touted the successes
of the leaders via their peer networks – e.g., ―targeting the few who will influence the many.‖
NEAA targeted upstream contacts who owned a portfolio of businesses. They then placed
the leaders or ‗influencers‘ on multiple platforms (e.g., public relations events, energy
efficiency/green awards) to tell stories about their success with the Better Bricks Program
and to show their competitors what they are doing to get ahead in the marketplace.
Do some filtering of trade allies to find the most eager and capable: BPA staff reported that
initially the requirements and process for the application to have a contractor join the TAN
were intentionally sparse in order to minimize the burden on contractors. After the TAN grew
the contractor network, the focus was on reducing the number of participants in order to
focus on cultivating the most capable trade allies. According to BPA staff, they have
gradually moved the bar higher and higher to participate in the trade ally network.
Ignore borders: BPA staff reported that the TAN was not just limited to areas where BPA
provided power. They had expanded the trade ally network in conjunction with the Energy
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Trust of Oregon to continue to grow. According to BPA staff, ―it was a great call to make it
regional rather than BPA only.‖
Getting a trustworthy brand is important: The ETO staff said that program success was very
much about the brand and developing the trust behind the brand. For trade allies, especially
contractors, the ETO staff said that the opportunity for co-branding was vital. The staff
claimed that ETO is a trusted name and if trade allies can use the ETO name and materials,
it helps with their credibility. The staff also claimed that the co-branding helps contractors
send a message to customers that they are selling high quality, energy efficient equipment.
There is a need for energy efficiency calculation tools that go beyond providing just simple
payback, but it is important that these tools be uniform or trade allies will get frustrated with
them. NEEA staff are developing tools that go beyond calculating simple payback. BPA
program staff estimated there were ten different regional energy efficiency calculation tools
which made it difficult for market actors to fill out the calculator correctly.

2.7

Recommendations for Program Improvements

The previous section described some useful strategies for increasing trade ally participation. In
this section we describe some recommendations for program improvements. We first discuss
recommendations for improvements in general program delivery and then offer suggestions for
improving the program tracking databases.

2.7.1

Recommendations for Improvement in General Program Delivery

Target participants with more sophisticated audits and technical assistance: The PAs should
use audit programs like the Whole Building Assessment program to target inactive
customers and help them find energy efficiency opportunities that go beyond the ―low
hanging fruit‖ that these customers have already implemented. Evidence of the need for this
assistance include:
o

Most (61%) of the dormant participants and many of the focus group participants
think they have completed all possible energy-saving projects, or at least all the ―lowhanging fruit.‖ They indicated a need for help identifying additional areas to produce
energy savings.
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o

A minority of respondents said they have projects ―on the shelf.‖ About one-third of
recent participants (38%) or dormant participants (40%) have identified
unimplemented energy efficiency projects, mostly lighting.

PAs should be more proactive in reaching out to the trade allies. There was evidence from
the nonparticipant vendor interviews that there is a significant portion of the Massachusetts
vendor community that is not being reached by the C&I program or aware of details about
the program. For example only 10 percent of the nonparticipating vendors reported having
any interaction with program staff and only 15 percent of these nonparticipants reported
being aware of the program financing options. The previous section provided many useful
tips for expanding the trade ally networks.
The PAs need to simplify paperwork and accelerate rebate processing. Complex paperwork
and slow rebate payments increase transaction costs and decrease the likelihood that
vendors will pursue the rebates. Lengthy processing times (38%) and too much paperwork
(31%) were the leading causes of dissatisfaction cited by participating vendors who were
less than completely satisfied with the program.
Reach out to trade ally organizations to disseminate program information and identify
contractors who would promote the programs. Our interviews with Massachusetts trade
associations found that few have any knowledge of the C&I program or discuss energy
efficiency programs with their membership. One trade association representative said that if
the PAs reached out to him to ask for help in recruiting trade allies into the programs, he
would be able to identify interested contractors and disseminate information. However, he
said the PAs have not contacted him. Another trade organization suggested the PAs
sponsor lunch-and-learns for contractors.
A standard lifecycle cost tool would probably be well-received. The participant surveys and
in-depth interviews found great interest in a standardized lifecycle cost tool. However, it will
be challenging to develop a tool that can accommodate all the functionality that participants
expressed interest in (e.g., having the capability for complex ROI calculations, containing a
database of equipment information, etc.) and still be easy to use.
Market the reduced interest financing option to dormant participants. The survey results
indicated that dormant participants have more interest and need for the financing option
than more recent participants. Yet they were less aware of this financing option.
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The vendor interviews reaffirmed previous process evaluation findings that PAs need to
work closely with architects and engineers who specify the new construction and major
renovation projects. The 2011 LCIEC Project 6B report emphasized the importance of the
Mass Save programs doing more to reach out to architectural and engineering firms. This
2012 Project 10 evaluation reaffirmed the importance of this outreach since some of the
trade allies we interviewed for Project 10 indicated that they operate strictly as
subcontractors who only execute the specifications of the job that were laid out by the
design engineers.
The PAs should implement a means of combining small jobs into a bigger pool. A number of
trade allies said they did not participate in the program because their jobs were just too
small. Simplifying the rebate paperwork and speeding the rebate processing time would
decrease some of the transaction costs, but the smaller jobs may still be too small to bother.
If the PAs could find a way to aggregate the smaller jobs into a larger pool that would be
worthwhile to pursue rebates for, it might increase participation. Upstream rebates might
also work for the smaller jobs.
The program needs to do a better job of warning program vendors about changes in
program funding. Sudden changes in the rebate programs, particularly funds running out,
were sources of ire among some trade allies.

2.7.2

Recommendations for Program Tracking Database
Improvements

The Massachusetts C&I energy efficiency programs have undergone many changes in the last
three years as the result of statewide planning and evaluation efforts. Efforts have been made
for program delivery to be more uniform across the PAs including the use of standardized
eligibility criteria, savings calculations methods and application forms. Yet these changes have
made it challenging for the PAs to keep tracking system structures up-to-date with the new
program names and types, end use and measure categories, and data available on the
application forms. In order to take advantage of the benefits of statewide standards, the tracking
systems need to add fields to capture new data available on forms (such as facility size and
building type), and use common definitions to populate the fields that already exist (such as
measure type and end use).Some of the data tracking systems were designed to match project
worksheets that are no longer in use. Major inconsistencies in the way that projects and
measures are recorded in tracking systems should be addressed so that reporting can be
standardized.
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Relatively new definitions in the Massachusetts Technical Resource Manual (TRM) and DOER
Planning and Reporting Information System (PARIS) provide a basis for standard categories for
measures and end-uses. However, not all of the PAs have incorporated these definitions. We
recommend that the PAs create distinct fields (or modify existing ones) for key categories such
as end use, measure type, and custom/prescriptive. In each case where standard values are
needed, we recommend drop-down lists to avoid spelling differences and restrict the user to the
pre-defined values.
In order to clearly identify projects by end-use, the PARIS categories should be adopted,
and data entry constrained to the following values. See Table 2-11 for the standard
categories required by the DOER for reporting savings.
Table 2-11.
Standard End Use Categories

MA DOER PARIS END USE CATEGORIES
Lighting
HVAC
Motors/Drives
Refrigeration
Hot Water
Insulation
CHP
Process
Food Service (added for Gas)

Measure Categories should be used to indicate how projects are treated within these enduses, according to the list of measures in the TRM. The TRM measure categories follow in
Table 2-12. While it is likely that Custom projects are more difficult to categorize this way,
and may include other measures not listed, an attempt should be made to assign
components of Custom projects to these categories to the extent possible.
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Table 2-12.
Measure Categories from MA TRM
MA TRM - PRESCRIPTIVE MEASURE CATEGORIES
COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL ELECTRIC EFFICIENCY MEASURES
LIGHTING – ADVANCED LIGHTING DESIGN (PERFORMANCE LIGHTING)
LIGHTING – LIGHTING SYSTEMS
LIGHTING – LIGHTING CONTROLS
LIGHTING/REFRIGERATION – FREEZER/COOLER LEDS
HVAC – SINGLE–PACKAGE AND SPLIT SYSTEM UNITARY AIR CONDITIONERS
HVAC – SINGLE PACKAGE OR SPLIT SYSTEM HEAT PUMP SYSTEMS
HVAC – DUAL ENTHALPY ECONOMIZER CONTROLS (DEEC)
HVAC – DEMAND CONTROL VENTILATION (DCV)
HVAC – ECM FAN MOTORS
HVAC – ENERGY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
HVAC – HIGH EFFICIENCY CHILLER
HVAC – HOTEL OCCUPANCY SENSORS
HVAC – PROGRAMMABLE THERMOSTATS
REFRIGERATION – DOOR HEATER CONTROLS
REFRIGERATION – NOVELTY COOLER SHUTOFF
REFRIGERATION – ECM EVAPORATOR FAN MOTORS FOR WALK–IN COOLERS AND FREEZERS
REFRIGERATION – CASE MOTOR REPLACEMENT
REFRIGERATION – COOLER NIGHT COVERS
REFRIGERATION – ELECTRONIC DEFROST CONTROLS
REFRIGERATION – EVAPORATOR FAN CONTROLS
REFRIGERATION – VENDING MISERS
COMPRESSED AIR – HIGH EFFICIENCY AIR COMPRESSORS
COMPRESSED AIR – REFRIGERATED AIR DRYERS
MOTORS/DRIVES – VARIABLE FREQUENCY DRIVES
COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL NATURAL GAS EFFICIENCY MEASURES
HVAC – PROGRAMMABLE THERMOSTAT
HVAC – BOILER RESET CONTROLS (RETROFIT ONLY)
HVAC – CONDENSING UNIT HEATER
HVAC – GAS-FIRED LOW INTENSITY INFRARED HEATING
HVAC – HIGH EFFICIENCY NATURAL GAS BOILER
HVAC – HIGH EFFICIENCY NATURAL GAS WARM AIR FURNACE
HVAC/HOT WATER – COMBINED HIGH EFFICIENCY BOILER AND WATER HEATER
HOT WATER – CONDENSING STAND-ALONE WATER HEATER
HOT WATER – PRE-RINSE SPRAY VALVE
HOT WATER – REPAIR/REPLACE MALFUNCTIONING STEAM TRAP
HOT WATER – LOW FLOW SHOWER HEADS
HOT WATER – FAUCET AERATOR
HOT WATER – HIGH EFFICIENCY INDIRECT WATER HEATER
HOT WATER – HIGH EFFICIENCY TANKLESS WATER HEATER
HOT WATER – HIGH EFFICIENCY FREE STANDING WATER HEATER
FOOD SERVICE – COMMERCIAL GAS-FIRED OVEN
FOOD SERVICE – COMMERCIAL GAS-FIRED GRIDDLE
FOOD SERVICE – COMMERCIAL FRYER
FOOD SERVICE – COMMERCIAL GAS-FIRED STEAMER
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A set of core data should be collected for all projects and included in tracking systems. The
recent DNV KEMA request for 2011 project data included all of the fields that are required
for evaluation. As compared to previous requests, it included new fields: rate class, size of
facility or business, customer contact title, second fuel delivery company and account
number, indicator for whether a technical assessment preceded the project, measure cost
and incentive, connected load savings and annual hours of operation for lighting projects,
and vendor zip code. To the extent that this information is available in project folders or
applications during the project life cycle, it should be added to the tracking system.
All data that is collected on customer application forms should be captured in tracking
systems so that it is available for analysis. Information about building type, facility size, and
customer electric and gas account numbers should be input and stored. In some cases, this
will require data base changes to incorporate new fields, but in other cases, the fields
already exist and just need to be populated.
Create or populate a field with consistent business type names. A standard list of 25 types
exists on the application forms, and should be used to populate this field (or add it where it
doesn‘t yet exist). These types are listed in Table 2-13. Having accurate information about
the participation of customers in various segments is a valuable tool for planners and
marketers.
Table 2-13.
Standard Building Types

Building Types
Assembly

Light Industrial

Automobile

Motel

Big Box

Multi Story Retail

Community College

Multifamily high-rise

Dormitory

Multifamily los-rise

Fast Food

Other

Full Service Restaurant

Religious

Grocery

K-12 Schools

Heavy Industrial

Small Office

Hospital

Small Retail

Hotel

University

Large Refrigerated Space

Warehouse

Large Office
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Define Custom vs. Prescriptive projects based on savings calculation: There are two
alternatives for designating a project as custom or prescriptive. The first, by program
delivery method, has proven to be arbitrary, since the program implementers often have the
discretion to offer customers incentives under either type of program. A more consistent
distinction for evaluation purposes is whether the savings and incentive calculations are
prescribed in the TRM, or require individualized algorithms. There were differences across
the PAs in how the distinction between custom and prescriptive is made; if those distinctions
have meaning to their processes, they should be maintained. However, in order to
categorize projects consistently for evaluation, all PAs should include an indicator based on
this standard definition.
Define C&I customer size categories by rate class instead of program. For purposes of
defining C&I customer groups by size, the distribution company rate class eligibility criteria
may offer a better option than program. Gas customers who consume more than 40,000
therms per year are typically served under a large user tariff. For electric customers, there
are typically rates for small, medium and large customers. The Large Time-of-Use rates
generally apply to customers whose maximum demand exceeds 200 KW or 300 KW. If
adopted, this recommendation may create a different approach to segmenting evaluation
and research activities.
Enter data project data or create queries that extract files in such a way that each record
represents a single customer site, project and type of measure. This may involve changing
practices to limit the options available to the person entering data for a project. For
prescriptive projects, where savings calculations vary by size or another parameter and
require more than one row, a field should be added for measure category that will facilitate
aggregation to the appropriate level for evaluation.
Save the queries or code used to produce extract files from one year to the next. Since the
underlying structures of most of the databases are complex, and the extracts needed for
evaluation are more detailed than what is in the ―canned‖ reports, saving the ―ad hoc‖
queries would ensure that results are the same from year to year. This makes it easier for
PAs and evaluators, since formats would not change.
Develop a statewide security policy and practice to allow all project and customer data to be
delivered at once. The protection of customer confidential data is of utmost importance to all
parties. An effort to come up with procedures that are acceptable to all of the PAs would
result in improving the efficiency and consistency with which data are transferred and used.
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Build the capability to link gas and electric customer projects. Aside from technical difficulties
in doing this, there are confidentiality concerns that need to be addressed before sharing
customer information across PAs can be considered. However, it is important that these
barriers be overcome so that customer participation across fuels can be tracked and used to
measure and achieve deeper savings. The program application forms include account
numbers for both gas and electric PAs, but this information is not currently being captured in
PA tracking systems. If customer account numbers are not the appropriate link, then options
such as employer identification numbers or standard address formats should be considered.
Provide a mechanism for linking billing and tracking data. At a minimum, this requires that
the account or premise numbers provided in tracking data correspond to the same entities
as those in the billing system. A better solution would be to store annual consumption data
for each customer in the tracking system along with the project savings data. This would
allow for a calculation of percentage savings, as a validation check, and an indicator of
depth of savings achieved.
Add quality control through rule-based data entry screens that prevent invalid combinations
of program, end use and measure category. Those PAs with fewer projects can do manual
quality reviews to enforce standard classifications. However, the more that can be
automated at the time of data entry, the better the quality of the resulting data base.
Calculate savings through lookup tables, wherever possible. To ensure accuracy in the
reported savings values, it is beneficial to have numbers generated by the system than to
enter them manually. Table-driven savings calculations for prescriptive projects are
common, but not used by all PAs at this time.
Provide premise number instead of account number where available. The ability to track
customer participation over time is hindered when account numbers change. If there is a
premise number available in both the billing and tracking systems, it would be preferable as
a customer identifier and link.
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3.

Commercial and Industrial Program Staff Interview
Findings

3.1

Introduction and Objectives

The in-depth interviews with C&I program staff and EEAC consultants gathered information
about the following topics:
Members of the Energy Efficiency Advisory Council (EEAC)
o

LCIEC program goals;

o

Role of EEAC and EEAC research efforts;

o

The Massachusetts Program Administrator (MAPA -- recently renamed as the C&I
Management Committee) process and improved PA coordination; and

o

PA C&I program design and delivery.

C&I Program Managers and Staff
o

Program delivery;

o

Integration of gas and electric programs;

o

Performance of financing mechanisms;

o

The role of Account Executives and Technical Staff and how to improve their
effectiveness;

o

How to achieve higher levels of savings per participant (deeper energy savings);

o

Adequacy of staffing levels and their effect on program delivery; and

o

Whole Building Assessment (WBA) program participation and promotion.

DNV KEMA completed in-depth interviews (IDI) with four members of the EEAC in a group
telephone conference call in January 2012; and 15 Program Managers and Staff representing
eight Program Administrators (PAs) from February to April 2012. Three of these interviews were
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conducted at the PA client location, and all others conducted by telephone. In addition to these
interviews, we also conducted separate in-depth interviews with members of the C&I program
staff who handle the management of program tracking data. These other interviews will be
covered in the Tracking Database Analysis section of this report. This section reports the
findings of the EEAC group interview, the C&I program manager/staff interviews, and discusses
the program logic models we created.

3.2
3.2.1

In-Depth Interviews – EEAC Consultants
Introduction and Objectives

This section provides a high-level summary of the key findings from in-depth interviews that
evaluators conducted with four consultants of the Energy Efficiency Advisory Council (EEAC).
This council and its consultants include senior experts on energy efficiency initiatives who
provide advice and guidance on improving the design, delivery, and coordination of
Massachusetts energy efficiency programs. The EEAC and its consultants provide input on the
design of program evaluations and comment on evaluation work products. Evaluators
interviewed four EEAC consultants in a group conference call on January 20th 2012. The
objectives of the interviews were to gather EEAC consultant perspectives on some of the key
research issues, as listed in the final Revised Work Plan for Project 10, and discussed in this
subsection. 7

3.2.2

The Role of the EEAC and EEAC Research Efforts

We were interested in learning from the EEAC consultants what they saw as the role of the
EEAC in the design and delivery of the Mass Save C&I programs. The consultants said that in
practice, the role of the EEAC is to articulate priorities and areas of focus to PAs. An EEAC
consultant described the role as ―setting the bar higher, pushing the PAs out of their comfort
zones, and applying pressure on them to continually improve.‖ EEAC consultants viewed new
program design as ―probably as much our responsibility as the PAs.‖ The difficulty for EEAC

7

Memorandum to Massachusetts Program Administrators and EEAC, ―Final, Revised Research Plan for

Project 10: Process Evaluation of the Large Commercial and Industrial Energy Efficiency Programs in
Massachusetts,‖ September 23, 2011.
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consultants is to decide, if PAs push back on a particular program initiative, whether the PAs
really can or cannot proceed. This can be difficult, an EEAC consultant reported, because
they‘re not on-site at the PA day-to-day.
The EEAC also has sponsored some research designed to identify both gaps in program
delivery and opportunities to identify additional energy savings. For example, the EEAC
sponsored an April 2012 study by Synapse Energy Economics to look at C&I customer attitudes
towards the energy efficiency programs, barriers to participation and the economic climate in
Massachusetts. The EEAC also sponsored a planning analysis study that was being conducted
by Point380, to determine from which market sectors and customer types the program savings
are coming from and the average savings per customer. The findings from this Point380 study
are discussed in the Tracking Database Analysis section in this Project 10 Process Evaluation
report. Finally the EEAC consultant team conducted its own analysis of the C&I program
tracking databases collect information on the depth of energy savings obtained by recent
projects. The results of this analysis were presented to the PAs in July 2011

3.2.3

EEAC Consultant Perspectives on C&I Management Committee
and Improved PA Coordination

Many of the communications and decisions related to the coordinated delivery of the C&I
programs across Massachusetts are made at the bi-monthly meetings of the C&I Program
Management Committee (formerly known as the Massachusetts Program Administrators
(MAPA)) group. In the in-depth interviews, the EEAC consultants agreed that the MAPA group
process has been effective in encouraging coordination and integration among the PAs for
program design and delivery, largely due to strong leadership. They described the MAPA group
process as ―effective‖ and ―moving in the right direction.‖ They acknowledge that the two largest
PAs – National Grid and NSTAR – have traditionally played a more prominent role in leading the
discussions and generating program idea. However, National Grid‘s role has been curtailed
somewhat recently due to 2011 staffing cuts. The EEAC interviewees indicated that the smaller
PAs participate in the process, but lack the staff resources to do much more.
We asked the EEAC consultants about opportunities for PA coordination beyond the MAPA
group process. They said that there is great promise in making greater use of program staff that
are shared by multiple PAs. The EEAC consultants noted that some inherent inefficiency exists
in the current model, with some C&I programs having up to 12 program managers. They
indicated that the PAs are working slowly and incrementally to develop some joint staff.
Currently some of the PA share implementation contractors (e.g., RISE Engineering) and the
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EEAC consultants noted that there are likely more opportunities for the sharing of these
contractor resources. For example, they pointed out that the MAPA technical committee – which
has historically vetted new technologies – could be more proactive if it was staffed by a joint
contractor. If successful, these efforts could lead to other opportunities to build statewide staff.
The EEAC consultants noted that some staff at the Massachusetts Department of Energy
Resources (DOER) would like a statewide efficiency utility. However, currently there is not a
strong enough political will to champion such an initiative.

3.2.4

EEAC Consultant Perspectives on C&I Program Design/Delivery

We asked the EEAC consultants to assess the current design and delivery of the
Massachusetts C&I program portfolio. They thought that the basic framework of the
Massachusetts C&I program design and delivery currently works fairly well. They said that
compared to states like California where many separate programs exist, Massachusetts can
comprehensively handle any cost effective projects within a few programs. They claimed that
even if the Mass Save C&I programs do not meet their energy savings goals, they will still be at
a higher savings level than any other state in the country and have doubled the savings from the
C&I sector in three years.
Yet the EEAC consultants did have some concerns about the sustainability of these efforts.
They noted that while the initial ramp-up period for the Massachusetts programs has been solid,
it was unclear whether enough infrastructure has been built and program staffing developed to
sustain the recent level of activity. They were concerned that recent staff cuts for some PAs
may cause the C&I programs to become more reactive than proactive.
The EEAC consultants also claimed that the Point380 study had identified market sector and
energy-efficient technology gaps in the delivery of the Mass Save C&I program portfolio. These
gaps included industrial process opportunities (especially for natural gas), refrigeration
(especially for convenience stores), plug loads, and other areas. They speculated that some of
these gaps – especially the industrial process opportunities -- may be due to the PAs lacking
adequate in-house technical resources.
Finally the EEAC consultants thought that the PA could do more in the area of market
transformation. They questioned how much the PAs were leveraging and engaging the
marketplace rather than running the programs themselves. They said that some of the PAs
appeared resistant to giving up program control and considering ways to have the market do
more.
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3.3

In-Depth Interviews – Program Managers and Staff

3.3.1

Introduction and Objectives

This section provides a high-level summary of the key findings from in-depth interviews with C&I
program managers and staff from eight Massachusetts PAs. C&I program managers and their
staffs deliver energy efficiency programs to C&I customers in the PA service territories. They
are also responsible for monitoring the work of any vendors or third party providers.
Evaluators interviewed a total of 15 managers and staff who work directly on the large C&I
programs (e.g., Large C&I Retrofit, and C&I New Construction and Major Renovation, and
Whole Building Assessment) at their respective organizations. The interviews took place during
the February-April 2012 period. The purpose of these interviews was to gather C&I program
manager/staff perspectives on the key research issues of interest and also to learn more about
C&I program delivery, especially the integrated delivery of electric and gas programs.

3.3.2

C&I Program Staff Perspectives on Electric/Gas Integration

Key findings from the in-depth PA manager staff interviews concerning integration of gas and
electric programs included:
All PAs reported that the process of establishing electric and gas integration has worked
well, considering the complexity of coordination. PAs noted numerous positive effects such
as:
o

Helping to achieve PA savings goals;

o

Creating positive outcomes for their customers;

o

Causing AEs to pay more attention to possible projects for their counterparts;

o

Engendering greater trust among AEs that their counterpart does similarly; and

o

An overall increase in communication among PA staff.

Only a few PAs mentioned difficulties or frustrations in implementing integration which they
deemed minor. These included:
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o

Difficulty determining which counterpart to engage (whether due to staff turnover or
PAs with multiple counterparts); and

o

Claims that the volume of energy-efficient opportunities is greater for electric
opportunities therefore disproportionately benefiting electric PAs.

All but one PA reported good levels of integration achieved so far. This one PA said that the
integration the process had deteriorated in the previous year, when they gave more leads
than they received from their counterpart. Since then, this PA representative did not view
integration as successful.
Nearly all PAs claimed that they routinely coordinate/schedule a joint initial customer
meeting or walk through when it appears that opportunities exist for their gas or electric
counterpart. They said that initial PA counterpart contact is typically made through telephone
or email to notify their counterpart of a possible opportunity. One PA noted that customers
have positively remarked when AEs, during a walkthrough, have identified energy efficiency
opportunities for their counterparts.
While all PAs claimed to be enthusiastically undertaking integration, their views on
responsibilities for identifying energy efficiency opportunities for the counterparts diverged.
About half of the PAs said they proactively seek to identify opportunities for their counterpart
from the first customer contact, whether by telephone, email or facility walk through, by
asking about opposite fuel projects. However, several other AEs said that they rely on their
PA counterparts to identify savings after they have passed leads or coordinated customer
visits. Reasons given were lack of deep knowledge of their counterpart‘s fuel and lack of
staff availability.
Several PAs noted communications problems with National Grid staff following its
reorganization. Consequently, one PA mentioned emailing leads to National Grid staff, and
letting them determine whether to follow up. Another PA noted lack of contact from National
Grid, and learning about numerous projects within National Grid territory at year-end that
could have been opportunities.
For more complex projects, most PAs reported they will invite their counterpart to initiate a
joint engineering study and share costs. However, the approaches to cost sharing varied.
One PA said that each party typically pays one-third: gas utility, electric utility, and the
customer. Another PA said that they will negotiate costs based on the fuel opportunities.
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PAs make judgment calls whether to engage their counterpart and each PA approaches this
slightly differently. One PA engaged their counterpart for a wide range of possible
opportunities. While some of these yielded no dual fuel opportunities, the number was small
and the PA deemed this ―not significant.‖ Two PAs noted they will not typically engage their
counterpart if a customer has specifically identified a single-fuel project, but did note that if in
doubt, they would contact their counterpart and allow that PA to decide.
Most PAs said that more could be done to achieve better integration. One PA noted
communication could be improved on the PEX technical level for serving customers 300 –
800 kW. The largest benefit, according to one PA, is that the opposite fuel savings is
uppermost in their minds following integration.
Integration has been an easier shift for new construction compared to retrofit because new
construction typically involves gas and electric.
There is interest in a statewide portal for all PA energy efficiency projects: PA suggestions
for greater integration included the development of a statewide portal for all PA projects so
all staff could view each other‘s projects. Such a portal had been started, then stopped after
National Grid‘s reorganization. Created through Huddle, it identified the project and name,
savings, location, and contact information.
The dual fuel screening tool was universally praised because it allows all PAs to work from
the same tool.
Barriers to integration: When asked what barriers exist to capturing more savings from both
fuels, the most common responses received were:
o

Staff turnover at PA counterpart;

o

Lack of staff to identify projects,

o

The downturn in the economy affecting customers‘ willingness to implement projects;

o

Integrated projects where delays on the electric side affect when the project moves
forward;

o

Geographical barriers, where a PA does not employ staff near the counterpart‘s
territory;
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o

Lack of formal operating procedures guiding when to engage the counterpart PA8;
and

o

Longer sales cycle because there are more staff involved.

However, it should be noted that this last barrier reported by program staff – longer sales cycles
because more utility staff are involved – was not cited as a major barrier by program
participants. As noted elsewhere in this report, 82% of the participants who were involved in
these integrated projects said that the involvement of both utilities had no effect on the project
timing. One possible explanation for this is that integrated projects are likely larger projects and
larger projects generally have longer implementation periods due to their higher levels of
complexity and cost.

3.3.3

C&I Program Staff Perspectives on Achieving Deeper Energy
Savings

Key findings from the program staff interviews concerning obtaining deeper savings from energy
efficiency projects included:
3.3.3.1

Barriers to Deeper Savings

The PA program staff mentioned a number of barriers to deeper savings including:
Most PA program staff interviewees mentioned project payback considerations as the mostfrequently-cited customer reason for not pursuing deeper savings. They claimed that C&I
customers typically seek payback periods of 18-24 months. However, equipment with the
deepest savings is typically the most costly and payback may take five or more years.
Additionally, gas prices decreases over the past five years have lengthened payback
periods.
Other barriers to deep savings: Other major barriers to achieving deeper savings, in order of
frequency mentioned by PA program staff interviewees, included:

8

One PA mentioned there may be an internal program administrator lead generation form in
development.
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o

Customer unwillingness/inability to implement the kinds of projects that produce
deep savings due to greater hassle costs or need for higher-level approval. Some
program staff interviewees noted that not all identified projects have an equal ability
to be implemented. They said that customers may not seek deeper savings due to
competing priorities, business goals and objectives; current or projected revenues,
and the state of the economy. Additionally, some deeper savings projects may
require something far beyond what the customer is prepared to do such as structural
changes in their building, higher level approval, or significant changes in their
processes.

o

Lack of PA/customer incentive for deeper savings. Some program staff interviewees
observed that while PAs must meet program energy savings goals, these goals do
not specify where these savings must originate. For PA sales staff, then, it is not
directly relevant whether projects are ―deep‖ or ―skim off the cream‖ (e.g. easiest to
sell and implement). As one PA sales representative noted, ―You know, you told me
it needed 1 million kilowatt hours or whatever. I got your million kilowatt hours. You
didn‘t tell me I have to make sure I get deeper here and deeper there.‖ Additionally,
customers do not receive any additional bonus incentives for implementing projects
with deeper savings vs. many smaller projects each with more shallow savings.

o

Lack of staff time/availability. Some respondents said that time constraints may have
led staff to focus on shorter payback projects since deeper savings often requires a
longer sales cycle and more staff time. A few PA sales staff noted that sometimes it
is easier and quicker to ―hit the highlights‖ and sell the easier projects when
determining priorities.

o

Lack of technical knowledge to identify a full range of energy efficiency opportunities.
At least one interviewee claimed that for larger PAs with separate technical staff
sometimes it‘s difficult for the account executives to be able to team up with the
technical staff.

o

Differences between gas and electric projects. Two gas PA interviewees claimed that
deep savings opportunities are different for gas customers than they are for electric
customers. They noted that electric technology changes more frequently than gas
(e.g., lighting vs. boilers) and repeat gas participants are far less common than for
electric PAs.
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3.3.3.2

Opportunities for Deeper Savings

Key findings from the program staff interviews concerning obtaining deeper savings from energy
efficiency projects included:
There was disagreement among the interviewees about whether higher incentives would
encourage deeper savings. Some interviewees suggested that larger incentives would allow
customers to complete additional projects that otherwise would be postponed for a year or
longer because they did not meet the company‘s payback criteria or exceeded their current
budget. Yet other interviewees questioned whether increasing incentive levels would have
an impact. For example, two PAs increased incentives, up to 50 percent of project costs, for
some customers and found little difference in their willingness to undertake deeper savings
projects. One of these program staff representatives said that very rarely have customers
been motivated by the bonus for three or more different technologies. ―I'd say nobody has
taken us up on that, or very rarely.‖
Find out what the customer-specific barriers are to deeper savings and target those specific
barriers: Many respondents said because the major barrier is customer-related, it is helpful
for PA staff to probe into customer-specific reasons for not going deeper. For example, a
common barrier to deeper energy savings is lack of buy-in from upper management. One
C&I program staff representative mentioned a proactive approach of making it easier for
customers to participate by holding meetings with the higher management levels at the
companies and getting commitment for the projects at those higher management levels.
―We‘ve started to address deeper savings projects by thinking out of the box and we look
forward to see what we‘re learning from these larger customers and taking those lessons to
the medium, and smaller,‖ said the program representative.
About half of respondents said the major barriers are customer-related (e.g. payback, business
decline, etc.) and had no specific recommendations that would effectively solve these barriers.
When asked about the disadvantages of pursuing deeper savings, two respondents mentioned
increased cost to the PAs and not being able to serve as many customers. The respondents
claimed that the cost per therm or kWh increases the deeper one goes particularly for new
construction projects, because more effort and energy is involved in getting those deep savings
and more technical assistance is needed. This can cause the cost effectiveness of the projects
to decrease.
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Less than half of all respondents were aware of the EEAC study on deeper energy savings
published in July 2011, and about one-fourth provided comments about the study findings.
Some of them claimed that geographic differences (e.g. eastern vs. western Massachusetts)
were not fully reflected in the study including differences in the state of the economies, customer
types and sizes, and climate. This was most often cited by PA respondents outside the metro
Boston area. A few respondents requested more information about what the EEAC consultants
view as the deeper savings available. ―I‘d need more education as to what [the EEAC
consultant] thinks or what the group thinks will get us the deeper savings,‖ said one respondent.

3.3.4

Performance of Financing Mechanisms

Key findings from the C&I program manager/staff interviews concerning financing mechanisms
included:
All C&I program manager/staff interviewees were aware of the financing program but the
depth of knowledge varied among respondents. All respondents were aware of the Mass
Save Financing for Businesses loan available through the Massachusetts Bankers
Association (MBA). Nearly all respondents were able to accurately describe the basic details
such as customer eligibility and participation, incentive buy-down, among others. The depth
of knowledge varied among respondents. About one-fourth of respondents said that they did
not know that much about it because no customers were interested. One respondent
reported insufficient familiarity with the loan to comment.
The C&I program interviewees reported very low participation in the financing program with
nearly all respondents attributing the low participation rate to the loan structure and terms.
They noted factors such as the C&I customers‘ unwillingness to use the incentive to buydown the loan rate; application forms that requires in-depth financial disclosure including
privately-held firms, and lack of an on-bill financing option.
Many interviewees said they rely on Mass Save to promote the financing program and
conduct no additional marketing of this program. When asked how the large C&I programs
sell or educate customers and trade allies about financing mechanisms, about half said they
rely on Mass Save and conduct no additional marketing. Two C&I program interviewees
said they do not proactively mention the MBA loan, except to non-profit customers.
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3.3.5

Role of Account Executives and Technical Staff/How to Improve
their Effectiveness

Key findings from the C&I program manager/staff interviews concerning the role of AEs and
Technical Staff and improving their effectiveness included:
There was some variation among PAs as to what the AE energy efficiency duties were:
There was general agreement among the PAs that the role of the Account Executive
(AE)/EE Sales Executive (SE)9 is to identify eligible projects and potential opportunities for
customers and for informing customers about the programs. However, there was some
variation among the PA as to exactly what these energy efficiency duties entailed.
o

One larger PA made the AEs/SEs responsible for lead generation, but once a lead
has been generated, it was transferred to another group within the PA which was
responsible for managing and overseeing energy efficiency projects.

o

The larger PAs had refined the AE role away from account management to increase
business development and energy efficiency investments.

o

The smaller PAs indicated that their AEs all ―wear many hats‖ within their
organizations including program manager, technical resource, and account manager.

Developing good customer relationships and having plenty of “face time” with customers
were cited as the keys to AE effectiveness. Similarly, about half the respondents mentioned
the most prevalent reason for AE/SE staff ineffectiveness is anything that takes priority over
serving customers such as requests from the Department or the attorney general that must
be handled immediately.
More time with customers and additional technical training were the most-cited ways to
improve AE effectiveness. When asked what could be done to help AEs and Technical Staff
in their role and improve effectiveness, respondents mentioned more time with customers
(AEs) and additional technical training (AEs and technical staff).

9

NSTAR employs EE Sales Executives and implementation staff which is abbreviated as SE.
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Additional education of architects and design engineers was the most-cited way to get AEs
more involved in energy efficiency projects at an earlier stage. About half the respondents
said opportunities exist for AEs/SEs to become involved in energy efficiency projects at an
earlier stage, primarily by additional education of engineers and architects to make them
aware of energy efficiency before they begin construction projects.

3.3.6

Staffing Levels and Effects on Program Delivery

Key findings concerning the staffing levels and their effect on program delivery included:
Among nearly all respondents, inadequate staffing levels were not perceived as a major
contributing factor to achieving program goals.
Staffing levels have changed most significantly at National Grid since its restructuring in
2011. Several respondents said that staff turnover and reduction has made it more difficult
to reach staff in order to share leads (e.g. electric/gas integration).
Only one respondent said that current staffing levels are inadequate because their staff is
stretched too thin and that additional sales executive hires would alleviate the staffing
constraints. Several other PAs said that additional hires in sales and technical support would
help support the programs.
Most respondents said that staffing levels are unlikely to change in the near future while a
few PAs had plans to hire in the next year.
All respondents mentioned successful program marketing and outreach using direct
customer contact through their AEs/SEs (e.g. in-person meetings and regular visits, emails,
telephone, etc.), the Mass Save website, working with trade allies and direct engagement in
the community. These strategies varied among PAs according to size and opportunities.
One AE presented at the Lions Club and Rotary Club, and engaged the local Chamber of
Commerce. Another AE noted direct contact with the local commission to uncover new
construction opportunities. Another successful strategy mentioned was deepening
relationships with existing customers to dig deeper into C&I customers‘ multi-site locations.
A few mentioned running advertisements in local newspapers and on radio stations.
Nearly all respondents mentioned the importance of ESCOs, electrical contractors, HVAC
contractors, consulting engineers and architects to develop program leads and engage
customers in the programs.
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When asked how their programs use trade allies to promote the program, many PAs
stressed the first step of reaching out to vendors through open houses/trade ally meetings,
conferences, and conducting other training/education sessions. They claimed that these
strategies insure that these allies are engaged and understand the programs. One PA
representative viewed trade allies as an extension of their programs.
However, a few PAs used trade allies but stated that the time it takes to develop trade ally
relationships is time not spent with customers.
Among smaller PAs, the most successful marketing efforts were targeted at customers who
expressed some program interest; the least successful efforts were cold calling. One AE at a
smaller PA conducted a cold calling program, using a customer list based on consumption
patterns, but terminated the effort due to lack of customer interest. Two PAs noted limited
use of direct mail, since most of the customers had already been identified, and used this
tool primarily as a reminder about program availability.

3.3.7

Whole Building Assessment Program

We were interested in the potential of the Whole Building Assessment (WBA) program as an
avenue to deeper savings for C&I customers. Findings from the interviews with C&I program
managers/staff on this program included:
Large PAs have had the most experience and success in the WBA program while smaller
PAs have had fewer participants and less success converting these customers to program
participants. Larger PAs NSTAR and National Grid use outside contractors (e.g. engineering
firms) to manage the program on their behalf.
Most customers are directed to the program through account reps but may also come
through the Mass Save or PA websites. One large PA had participated in events (e.g.
setting up a booth) and gave presentations to inform customers about the program.
When asked what types of customers are participating in the WBA program, one respondent
representing a larger PA said it is primarily schools, towns, and property management firms.
Complicated buildings such as hospitals were identified as not a good fit. One respondent,
representing a smaller electric PA, said typical customers so far have been referrals from
another PA, for a customer with multiple facilities across service territories. Said the
respondent, ―It seems to be excellent for generating an analysis report, and not so very
good at motivating customers to implement.‖
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Several respondents praised the quality of the WBA program reports as thorough and good
at identifying measures and process for customers to proceed; and the process for allowing
PAs to learn about projects that are in the thought stages that they may not have heard
about otherwise.
Opportunities for improving the program that respondents mentioned are a more consistent
or focused process for follow-up, identifying and targeting key market segments (rather than
all customers), training and educating staff about the program, and identifying how to
motivate customers to implement more projects identified.

3.4
3.4.1

The Program Logic Models
Introduction and Objectives

Many states require evaluators, utility EM&V staff, or program implementation staff to develop
logic models for energy efficiency programs to present their program theories. These logic
models are useful for making sure the evaluators and program staff have a mutual
understanding about how the program is designed to work and what it hopes to achieve.
A logic model is a graphical representation of an energy efficiency program that shows the tools,
activities and intended results. Typical components of logic models include the program
activities and offerings, the market barriers they are designed to mitigate, the expected
outcomes of these program activities (short-term and long-term), and metrics for measuring
whether the programs are meeting their stated objectives. Logic models are a useful tool for
describing complex programs.
The objectives of the logic models are to:
Help focus the in-depth interview discussions;
Clarify common elements versus unique features of the large C&I programs; and
Point out differences in large C&I program design and delivery among the PAs.
DNV KEMA prepared draft logic models in advance of the interviews with the C&I program
managers and staff. These logic model components included:
Inputs: Resources, contributions and investments needed to operate the program;
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Activities: Methods for delivering the program;
Outputs: The desired outputs (services or products) from activities; and
Short and long-term outcomes: Changes in individuals, the community, or organizational
conditions that occur as a result of the program.
We based these initial draft logic models on program staff interviews conducted in 2010, with
supplementary information collected from communications with PA EM&V staff. These logic
models were used to guide the first part of the interview covering program elements and
processes. Following the interview, we customized the logic models for each PA using findings
from the interviews and identified key commonalities and differences between the ways the PAs
implement the programs. The final logic models were sent back to the interviewed subjects for
confirmation prior to finalization in this report and are located in Appendix D.10

3.4.2

Findings

Most of the logic models we developed required few changes to customize by PA since very
similar large C&I programs are implemented statewide. However, there was some differentiation
among the logic models including:
Job titles and roles varied from PA to PA. Larger PAs had separate roles for AEs and other
staff handling large C&I customer accounts. Smaller PAs had fewer staff who covered a
range of positions such as AE, technical staff and program staff. Berkshire Gas used a thirdparty engineering firm as its technical resource while other PAs used internal staff.
Terminology varied among a few PAs. For example, Cape Light Compact calls its program
New Construction instead of Lost Opportunity; and does not use the word Funding.
A few smaller PAs such as Berkshire Gas reported inspecting most or all installations in its
large C&I retrofit program. Larger PAs inspected a sample of installations.

10

We have requested, but not yet received, confirmation from three PAs that our revised logic models are
correct.
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Design incentives for the New Construction program vary among PAs. Cape Light Compact
and New England gas do not provide design incentives for the incremental architectural and
design costs of installing higher efficiency equipment.
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4.

Commercial and Industrial Participant Survey
Findings

4.1

Background

This section contains the detailed results of the surveys and interviews conducted with endusers. The research described in this section covered the following topics:
Whether C&I programs are delivering what customers want;
Standard practices for energy efficiency and energy-using equipment purchases;
Performance of the financing mechanisms;
How the projects that received program incentives came about and barriers to
implementation;
Interactions with the PAs;
Adequacy of staffing levels and performance of AEs;
Integration of electric and gas programs;
Program satisfaction and suggestions for improvement;
How to achieve deeper savings; and
Benefits/costs of only promoting the Mass Save brand rather than separate PA brands.
DNV KEMA completed computer aided telephone interviews (CATI) survey with 354
organizations that participated in the program during 2010 or 2011 (―recent‖ participants), indepth interviews (IDI) with 48 recent participants, focus groups with 16 of the CATI survey or IDI
recent participants, and 111 CATI surveys with companies who participated in 2008 or 2009 but
have not participated since (―dormant‖ participants). This section reports the results of the
participant CATI surveys and IDIs, the focus groups, and the dormant CATI surveys separately.
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4.2
4.2.1

Recent Participant Surveys
Introduction and Objectives

This section contains the results of the computer-aided telephone interview (CATI) surveys and
in-depth interviews (IDIs) conducted with organizations who participated in the programs in
2010 and 2011 (―recent‖ participants). The recent participant CATI surveys and IDIs had the
following objectives:
Collect information on recent participants‘ equipment purchase policies;
Investigate recent participant decisions to implement the funded projects;
Identifying barriers to purchasing energy efficient equipment;
Assess awareness and interest in the financing mechanisms;
Collect information to assess the integration of electric and gas energy efficiency services;
Assess program satisfaction, including the performance of PA staff; and
Learn how to achieve deeper savings.
Survey topics included: firmographics and respondents‘ job responsibilities, organization
efficiency-related policies, program awareness and sources of information, barriers to
implementing energy efficient projects, effects of the 2008 recession, interest in the financing
option, communication with the PAs including inter-PA coordination, experiences from a specific
funded project, and program satisfaction. Interview guides are included in Appendices B and E

4.2.2
4.2.2.1

Sampling and Dispositions
Data Sources

In order to obtain historical and current Large C&I tracking data, DNV KEMA issued a data
request to the Massachusetts gas and electric Program Administrators (PAs) on September 29,
2011. The request was for all gas and electric tracking system data for energy efficiency
projects completed since 2008. All responses were received by mid-November. The records
provided by the PAs were at various levels of detail: some included one row per project, while
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others included one row per project, measure, and room. Most PAs asked us to use data that
were sent previously for other project, and only filled in the gaps with new files.
4.2.2.2

Development of Sample Frame

After merging dozens of spreadsheets, we compiled 56,733 records for projects completed
between 2008 and the fall of 2011. The number of records, as well as the number of unique
projects and accounts they represent, for each year and PA are shown in Table 4-1.
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Table 4-1.
Project 10 Tracking Data Summary
Gas PA Tracking
Program
Year

2008

2009

2010

2011 (YTD)

All years

Variable

Berkshire

Columbia *

NGRID

Electric PA Tracking

New
NSTAR England

Total
Gas

Unitil

CLC

NGRID

NSTAR

Unitil

WMECO

Total
Total
Electric
Electric and Gas

# of records

42

214

262

224

20

1

763

57

1,669

4,153

24

187

6,090

6,853

# of projects

31

134

145

224

15

1

550

27

930

409

23

187

1,576

2,126

# of accounts

31

133

191

149

15

1

520

23

696

321

22

89

1,151

1,671

# of records

110

292

1,022

1,002

49

2

2,477

65

2,829

14,240

16

299

17,449

19,926

# of projects

83

218

507

1,002

36

2

1,848

39

1,305

1,275

16

299

2,934

4,782

# of accounts

82

192

638

228

32

2

1,174

34

937

932

14

135

2,052

3,226

# of records

109

448

790

422

20

32

1,821

68

4,120

18,081

15

346

22,630

24,451

# of projects

64

361

638

422

18

23

1,526

43

1,762

1,221

15

346

3,387

4,913

# of accounts

86

300

547

267

15

19

1,234

39

1,230

901

9

205

2,384

3,618

# of records

70

194

205

130

40

15

654

336

1,429

2,936

5

183

4,889

5,543

# of projects

67

135

128

130

35

11

506

34

795

241

5

183

1,258

1,764

# of accounts

46

123

116

109

26

10

430

30

630

251

4

120

1,035

1,465

# of records

331

1,148

2,279

1,778

129

50

5,715

526

10,047

39,410

60

1,015

51,058

56,773

# of projects

245

848

1,418

1,778

104

37

4,430

143

4,792

3,146

59

1,015

9,155

13,585

# of accounts

245

748

1,492

753

88

32

3,358

126

3,493

2,405

49

549

6,622

9,980
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Because the study goals included surveying customers in different PAs, types (new construction
vs. retrofit) and delivery track (custom vs. prescriptive), we aggregated the tracking records to a
level that could be assigned to each category. Where there was both a new Construction and
retrofit project for an account, we retained the one with the higher savings. If there were projects
in multiple tracks within an account/type, we kept the Custom project because there were fewer
of these to begin with.
In order to design samples that were stratified by size, we needed a consistent measure across
fuels and time periods. Therefore, we calculated total savings per account by summing over all
years. Gas savings were converted to equivalent kWh by multiplying therms saved by 29.3.
One complicating factor in this design was that the sample of participating customers had
recently completed a spring 2011 survey for TetraTech as part of the Massachusetts CrossCutting Evaluation. Many of these respondents were to be targeted in 2012 for a follow-up
survey (the NEI Cross-cutting survey), so we needed to exclude them from the sample frame to
minimize respondent fatigue. Specifically, customers who completed the TetraTech survey and
were not coded as ―New Construction‖ were excluded. These customers were matched to the
tracking data first by account number, then by customer name.
The participant survey frame included only projects completed in 2010 and 2011. We also
excluded Small Business Services, Direct Install, and Technical Assessment projects, if they
were included in PA files. The resulting numbers of accounts/sites available for the study are
shown in Table 4-2.
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Table 4-2.
Filtered Sites Available for Study

Gas

Electric

Total

3,358

6,622

9,980

Current (2010-2011)

1,637

3,145

4,782

Prior (2008-2009)

1,670

2,952

4,622

3,307

6,097

9,404

86

425

511

Total sites over 4 years
Unique Sites by Period

Total
Current Sites - Tetra Tech Exclusions
Survey Respondents
Refusals
Total

47

89

136

133

514

647

846

917

1,763

658

1,714

2,372

1,504

2,631

4,135

Available Current Sites by Type
New
Retrofit
Total

4.2.2.3

Sample Design and Selection

The samples were designed using Model-Based Statistical Sampling (MBSS) techniques, to
ensure that the study results are reliable, accurate, and efficient. The objective was to produce
overall estimates for each group that achieve ±10 percent relative precision with 90 percent
confidence. However, there was also an interest to produce reasonable results for subgroups
within the overall populations. The categories of interest include program administrator, enduse, fuel type, delivery track (custom vs. prescriptive) and program (retrofit vs. new
construction). The work plan proposed the following categories as being clearly identifiable in
the tracking data and most relevant to the research objectives:
Program Administrator: While many of the research issues are common across PAs, the
impact of the issues may vary. For example, the integration of electric and gas savings
opportunities may be have achieved greater penetration in some service territories
compared to others. Similarly some PAs may be promoting the financing mechanisms more
than others. Therefore, to capture these types of differences it was important that the
sampling plan included enough participants from each PA to allow reliable comparisons.
Fuel Type (Gas or Electric): Evaluating the integration of gas and electric project offerings
was a key research objective. However, most PAs are unable to link the projects in their gas
and electric tracking systems. Since it was impossible to identify projects involving both gas
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and electric savings, samples were selected from a population that included individual
records for gas and electric projects.
Program Type (retrofit versus new construction): The distinction between retrofit and new
construction projects was important to study due to the differences in the decision-making
processes involved in each. Since these are offered under different PA programs, it was
possible to categorize projects correctly into these groups based on tracking data.
During the review of tracking system information, it became apparent that there were major
differences in the ways that PAs administered prescriptive and custom projects. As a result, a
fourth category was added:
Delivery Track (custom versus prescriptive): For some PAs, prescriptive measures are
delivered by a third party that processes the rebate applications. This difference could
account to significant variation in customer responses.
The total sample size of 400 was allocated by fuel, type and track in proportion to the number of
accounts in each category, except that Gas Prescriptive got about one-fourth of the allocation of
others so that it would not dominate the results. The distribution of the population across these
sectors is shown in Table 4-3.
Table 4-3.
Sample Frame – Recent Participants

Track
Fuel
Electric

Gas

Program Type

Custom Prescriptive

Total

New/Major

172

745

917

Retrofit

536

1,178

1,714

Total Electric

708

1,923

2,631

New/Major

140

706

846

Retrofit

363

295

658

Total Gas

503

1,001

1,504

1,211

2,924

4,135

Total

The resulting sample sizes are shown in Table 4-4.
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Table 4-4.
Completion Targets – Recent Participants

Track
Fuel
Electric

Gas

Program Type

Custom Prescriptive

Total

New/Major

21

89

110

Retrofit

64

141

205

Total Electric

85

230

315

New/Major

17

18

35

Retrofit

43

7

50

Total Gas
Total

60

25

85

145

255

400

Of the 400 participant surveys, 350 were to be CATI and 50 in-depth interviews. The 50 IDIs
were allocated to these sectors starting with the same proportions, but were adjusted to give
retrofit projects higher priority. This was done because other recent Massachusetts evaluation
studies have focused on the new construction market. Table 4-5 shows the distribution of
completion targets for the IDIs.
Table 4-5.
IDI Completion Targets – Recent Participants

Track
Fuel

Program Type

Custom Prescriptive

New/Major
Electric

Gas

Total

2

6

8

Retrofit

10

23

33

Total Electric

12

29

41

New/Major

2

0

2

Retrofit

7

0

7

Total Gas
Total

9

0

9

21

29

50

Both the CATI and IDI populations were further stratified by size based on total savings per site,
and the target sample sizes were allocated to the strata. The size stratification and allocation
were performed using MBSS techniques. Random samples were selected from each stratum.
After the samples were selected, they were reviewed to identify customer phone numbers that
had been selected more than once. Duplicate phone numbers were deleted from the sample.
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Along with the primary sample, backup sites were identified for use where the primary
selections could not be contacted or recruited to take the surveys. In most cases, all of the
customers remaining in the population strata were used as backup sites (in random order within
strata).
The numbers of sample sites available for recruitment (primary and backup) after deleting
duplicate phone numbers are shown in Table 4-6.
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Table 4-6.
Final Sample Frame – Recent Participants
Type

Track
Custom

New/Major
Prescriptive

Custom

Retrofit
Prescriptive

Original Deduped
Stratum Selection Selection

Target

1

66

55

6

2

22

18

6

3

10

9

5

4

4

4

4

1

264

199

24

2

73

60

23

3

29

25

23

4

19

16

19

1

209

106

19

2

69

57

18

3

29

23

18

4

9

7

9

1

363

224

33

2

171

125

33

3

93

62

32

4

47

38

32

5

11

8

11

1,488

1,036

315

Total

Gas
Type

Track
Custom

New/Major
Prescriptive

Custom
Retrofit
Prescriptive

Original Deduped
Stratum Selection Selection
1

77

56

7

2

11

8

6

3

4

4

4

1

88

75

8

2

31

31

8

3

2

1

2

1

132

116

12

2

42

37

12

3

20

19

12

4

7

5

7

1

33

29

3

2

6

6

3

3

1

1

1

Total
Participant Total
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4.2.2.4

Survey Fielding

Recent Participant CATI
DNV KEMA contracted with Braun Research International (BRI) to complete the recent
participant CATI surveys. BRI fielded calls between December 9, 2011 and January 25, 2012
(except for the last week of December for the holidays.) BRI called 1,045 numbers and achieved
354 completed calls for a final response rate of 34 percent. Seventy-six (7%) respondents
refused or indicated they were ineligible to participate. BRI dialed each of the other numbers a
minimum of eight times before considering it unreachable.
Recent Participant IDIs
DNV KEMA completed the recent participant in-depth interviews. DNV KEMA fielded calls
between December 6, 2011 and February 9, 2012 (except for the last week of December for the
holidays.) DNV KEMA called 382 numbers and achieved 47 completed calls for a final response
rate of 12 percent. Twenty-three (7%) respondents refused or indicated they were ineligible to
participate. DNV KEMA dialed each of the other numbers a minimum of eight times before
considering it unreachable.

4.2.3
4.2.3.1

Findings
Firmographics

The surveys asked the recent participants to describe the principal economic activity at their
location. The plurality of respondents (21%) indicated an industrial or manufacturing activity.
Office space (20%) was also a common answer. Less common answers included schools
(11%), non-food retail (8%), and community service, churches, or municipality (7%). The latter
group was made up primarily of churches. The full break out of the CATI responses is reported
in Table 4-7. The distribution of IDI responses was similar, though slightly more representative
of schools (25%) and less representative of offices (10%).
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Table 4-7.
Principal Economic Activity

Principal Economic Activity
Industrial Process, Manufacturing
Office
School
Retail (non-food)
Community Service, Church, Temple, Municipality
Restaurant
Health care, hospital
Warehouse
College/university
Grocery store
Hotel or motel
Agriculture, Farm
Other

Percent of
Participants
(n=354)
21%
20%
11%
8%
7%
6%
5%
4%
4%
2%
1%
0%
6%

Recent participants were asked about the ownership of the space they occupy. Three-fourths
(76%) said they own all of the space they occupy. Fifteen percent said they lease all their
space, and 6 percent said they own some and lease some. The survey asked an additional
question to respondents who said they leased some of their space: whether any of their energy
costs were included in the lease. A few (20% of those who lease) said that they were.
The survey asked how much space their recent participants occupied at their location. Answers
ranged from 250 to 8 million square feet. The mean was about 171,000 square feet while the
median was 42,000 square feet. As DNV KEMA typically finds, there were a relatively small
number of organizations with very large spaces that skewed the mean upwards. Fifteen percent
of the respondents did not report their square footage.
DNV KEMA measured company size three different ways. The first was whether the respondent
had an assigned account representative (self-reported). About half (42%) of the respondents
self-reported having an account representative with their electric or electric and gas provider.
One third (33%) of those with separate gas and electric providers said they have an account
representative with their gas provider. There was substantial overlap in these two categories
such that 47 percent of the respondents had an account representative with either their
electricity provider, gas provider, or both. About the same number (43%) said they did not have
an account representative with either type of provider. Ten percent did not know if they had an
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account representative with their energy provider(s). It should be noted, these were selfreported results and not verified against PA records.
The second method DNV KEMA used to measure company size was the number of full-time
employees (FTEs) at the organization. This figure ranged from one to 12,000. The mean was
177; the median was 22. Like square footage, DNV KEMA typically finds a small number of very
large respondents pull the mean substantially higher than the median. Eleven percent of
respondents did not answer.
DNV KEMA found that number of FTEs correlated with self-reporting having an account
representative, but not perfectly. About two thirds of the companies that reported having 50 or
more FTEs (the threshold at which DNV KEMA deemed a company large based on FTEs) also
reported having an account representative.
DNV KEMA also asked the recent participants if their organization had multiple locations in
Massachusetts. Close to half (42%) said that they did. The survey followed up with these
companies and asked if the answers they provided to the survey were representative of all of
their Massachusetts locations. Almost all (87% of those with multiple locations) said that they
were. The survey asked anyone who said the answers were not representative of all locations to
describe the exceptions. However, the answers provided to this question were too general to be
useful in our analysis.
4.2.3.2

Efficiency-Related Policies

The CATI survey asked a series of questions about whether the respondents‘ organizations had
any policies about the purchase of energy using equipment. About two-thirds (65%) said they
engage in long term planning for major equipment replacement. Most (59%) also have someone
at their location whose job is to monitor energy costs, were willing to enter into long term
agreements with their PAs to achieve deep savings in exchange for rate stability (58%), or had
specific plans for long term energy efficiency improvement (53%). Less than half reported
informal efficient equipment purchasing guidelines (42%) or formal efficient equipment purchase
requirements (25%;Figure 4-1).
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Figure 4-1.
Efficiency-Related Policies

Long term planning for major replacements

65%

Has energy manager

59%

Willing to enter into long term agreements
with PA

58%

Plans/guidelines for long term efficiency
improvement

53%

Informal puchase guidelines

42%

Formal purchase requirements

25%

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Percent of Participants
(n=354)

Note: Total exceeds 100 percent because multiple answers were permitted.

There were several statistically-significant11 differences depending on company size. Larger
companies were more likely than smaller companies to have at least one efficiency-related
policy. This was true for all three ways that DNV KEMA measured company size (Table 4-8).

11

Throughout the report, all reported statistical differences are significant at the 90 percent confidence

level.
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Table 4-8.
Efficiency-Related Policies by Company Size
Account
Representative

Number of FTEs

No

Yes

Sig.

10 or
fewer

Long term planning for major replacements

51%

73%

*

60%

60%

Energy manager

51%

67%

*

59%

Willing to enter long term agreements with PAs

48%

68%

*

Plans/guidelines for long term efficiency improvement

83%

84%

Informal purchase guidelines

27%

54%

*

Formal purchase requirements

15%

32%

*

Policy

11 to
50

51 or
more

Number of Locations
Single

Multiple

Sig.

71%

52%

73%

*

50%

62%

48%

65%

*

52%

64%

56%

55%

64%

79%

84%

81%

77%

86%

34%

48%

51%

**

35%

49%

16%

26%

35%

**

18%

36%

Sig.

*

* Difference statistically significant at 90 percent confidence level.
** Difference between 10 or fewer and 51 or more statistically significant at 90 percent confidence level.

The CATI survey also asked recent participants if their organization had any cost thresholds
above which someone higher in the organization must approve the project. About half (50%)
said that they did. The mean and median threshold was about $10,000.
There were several statistically-significant differences in the presence of cost thresholds
depending on organization size and efficiency-related policies. Larger organizations were more
likely than smaller ones to report cost thresholds, as were those with any efficiency-related
policies:
About two-thirds (64%) of organizations self-reporting an account representative and onethird (34%) of those without one reported having cost thresholds requiring upper
management approval.
About two thirds (66%) of organizations with more than 50 employees and one-third (37%)
of organizations with 10 or fewer employees reported having a cost threshold.
About two-thirds (60%) of organizations with multiple locations and one-third (35%) of those
with single locations reported having a cost threshold.
About two-thirds (61%) of organizations with formal or informal purchase guidelines and
one-third (34%) of those without purchase guidelines reported having a cost threshold.
About two-thirds (64%) of organizations who reported doing long-term planning and onefourth (23%) of those who do not plan reported having a cost threshold.
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A majority (59%) of organizations who consider the full lifecycle costs of equipment and onethird (36%) of those who don‘t reported having a cost threshold.
The IDIs contained a series of questions that asked respondents to describe their typical
equipment purchase processes. These answers provided depth to the CATI statistics reported
above. About half of the IDI respondents reported having informal policies to purchase energy
efficient equipment when possible. Some representative responses included:
―Yes, there are general principles – we try to get energy efficient units where available, we
try to be very energy conscientious.―
―Sometimes based on savings, no set policies – we try to get the best efficiency for our
money.‖
―Basically, there‘s a system initiative to reduce carbon footprint, based on efficiency and
cost.‖
About one half of the respondents said that they require a formal bidding process when making
large purchases. Most of the schools and government agencies mentioned having to follow
state procurement laws. Most of these organizations reported maintaining a set of pre-approved
contractors they can go to for minor jobs which have a low enough cost to remain at local
discretion. Some sample responses include:
―...there are very strict procurement laws in MA... we send out a bid that says ‗for the next 3
years give us these trades or services for a set price‘ and that‘s who we‘ll call on. They give
us a bid price for the next three years for whatever services they offer (plumber, HVAC) –
and we choose what vender we want to use – so we use those venders for whatever trade
they do and we call them up if something happens.‖
―Yes. It varies. If it‘s greater than $5,000 they want to see 3 different bids... there‘s a new
guy in management that is okay with us using one of the preferred vendors but I need to
give him at least two others as well [3 different bids] and he‘ll choose which they should go
with from there.‖
About one-fourth of the respondents said they consider payback periods or return-oninvestment (ROI) calculations when making purchase decisions. Most of these look specifically
for three year or shorter payback periods, based on simple rather than time-discounted
calculations. Some sample responses include:
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―We look for 2 years – 2 years is our minimum, but it depends on overall project –
depending on what we are retrofitting and the benefits related to it. For example, we want to
keep store staff off of ladders replacing lights - so installing lighting that will reduce
maintenance cost is something we‘ll consider –that‘s certainly a benefit, reduces ROI.‖
―I think we tend to do projects that have quick paybacks – not to say we wouldn‘t do
something with a longer payback, but based on financial resources, we try to spend money
on quicker paybacks – under 3 years.‖
About half of the respondents reported project cost thresholds above which they have to get
higher approval for purchases. Most of these reported sending ROI and payback period
information up the hierarchy to aid the decision-making process. Below the thresholds, the local
manager has discretion. Some representative responses include:
―Anything over $5,000 has to have an appropriation for it. It becomes a capital request and
there is a different process. Anything between 5 and 25 you have to go out for bid to get
prices. Anything over 25K you go to RFP.‖
―We have an approval matrix – which basically works like this: as a repair or project is more
expensive, more people have to look at it and approve it (sign off on it). The threshold for
capital purchases is $2,500 where you enter into this approval matrix and again, the more it
costs the more you have to have more people approve it.‖
When they have to send projects to upper management, the respondents reported that the
rebates help sell the projects. Some sample responses include:
―It depends on the project, some rebates are for 70 percent and that makes a huge
difference. We go to the board with a proposal and they decide whether to fund it. In my
experience we‘ve had rebates as high as 70 percent and it‘s hard to say no to that plus
they‘ll save money on energy over time – it‘s hard to say no to a great opportunity like that.‖
―We‘ve got over a million dollars in rebates in the last year from NGRID. Now we‘re looking
at new equipment and analyzing it and if there are any more rebates opportunities.
Occasionally, NGRID will raise the incentives, and if the payback is 2 years, we‘ll go ahead
and do it. All of our change-outs are driven by incentives.‖
―... utility company rebates have a significant impact on what we do – it‘s very easy for me to
do a project in MA – I know the support is out there.‖
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About half the interviewees reported that in emergency or immediate replacement situations,
local management has discretion to do whatever it takes to get their location up and running
again. Some reported local discretion if the job is under a cost threshold. They also indicated
that contractor and equipment availability almost always trumps efficiency considerations. A
minority (about one-fifth) reported following the same procedures in emergency and typical
replacement situations. Some sample responses included:
―Decisions are made more quickly. We typically give venders certain parameters – there‘s a
quick review from a facility person. Availability is also a key factor – if we need it quickly –
we‘ll get what‘s available in the same day or next day. So what really matters is availability
of what we‘re replacing.‖
―We do whatever we need to do to get back up and running. Availability matters.‖
In emergency or immediate replacement situations, about half use a set of pre-approved
contractors to speed up the process. This was particularly true of government agencies or
schools that had to follow state procurement laws. Some representative responses included:
―We have service contracts in place. We have to abide by state procurement rules but in
emergency situations we can sometimes go around these [the procurement] rules.‖
―We have/use regular vendors; so if we couldn‘t handle it in house (we have a pretty
extensive maintenance crew here) so if it was larger than what the crew could handle – we
would call our contractor.‖
4.2.3.3

Consideration of Full Lifecycle Costs

A specific research goal was to investigate the extent to which customers consider full lifecycle
costs when replacing or upgrading equipment and assess the usefulness of a free, standard tool
for calculating lifecycle costs. Based on the results presented below, a standard lifecycle cost
tool would probably be well-received. Key features to include in the tool would include payback
period calculations, information about specific equipment, and ease of use.
The majority of CATI respondents consider full lifecycle costs always (33%) or most of the time
(23%;
Figure 4-2). About one-third of the IDI respondents indicated a consideration of full lifecycle
costs in response to the more open-ended IDI question format. A quarter of the IDI respondents
also mentioned considering payback periods when making equipment purchase decisions. Such
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payback period considerations are likely to include much of the same information as a lifecycle
cost analysis.
Figure 4-2.
Full Lifecycle Cost Consideration Frequency
Percent of Participants
(n=354)
Never, 4%

Don't know, 1%

Rarely, 13%

Always, 33%

Sometimes, 25%

Most of the time, 23%

There were several statistically-significant differences based on organization size, efficiencyrelated policies, and program satisfaction. These differences are likely due to an increased level
of formality in larger organizations and those with efficiency-related policies.
About two-thirds (64%) of organizations with self-reported PA account representatives
reported considering lifecycle costs always or most of the time, compared to only 45 percent
of organizations not reporting an account representative.
Almost three-fourths (70%) of organizations with 51 or more FTEs reported considering
lifecycle costs always or most of the time, compared to only 46 percent of organizations with
11 to 50 FTEs.
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About two-thirds (62%) of organizations with multiple locations reported considering lifecycle
costs always or most of the time, compared to only 48 percent of organizations with single
locations.
Almost three-fourths (70%) of organizations with formal or informal energy efficiency
requirements reported considering lifecycle costs always or most of the time, compared to
only 37 percent of organizations without any energy efficiency requirements.
Almost three-fourths (70%) of organizations who do long term planning for equipment
replacements reported considering lifecycle costs always or most of the time, compared to
only 32 percent of organizations who do not plan replacements.
Forty-one percent of organizations with an energy manager consider full lifecycle costs
always or most of the time compared to only 21 percent of organizations without an energy
manager.
Two thirds (67%) of organizations who were completely satisfied with the program reported
considering lifecycle costs always or most of the time, compared to only 47 percent of
organizations who were less than completely satisfied.12
The survey followed up with questions about whether the organization already had a lifecycle
cost calculation tool and if they would find one useful. A minority (20%) of respondents said they
already have one, and almost all (87%) said they would find one useful (Figure 4-3).

12

Respondents were considered completely satisfied if they answered a 4 or 5 on a five-point scale to all
of the satisfaction questions. If they answered any satisfaction scale with a three or less, they were
considered less than completely satisfied.
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Figure 4-3.
Usefulness of Lifecycle Calculator

Has lifecycle cost computation tool
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The survey asked organizations that did not report always considering full lifecycle costs
whether they would do so if a free tool was available. Almost all said they were very likely (42%)
or somewhat likely (46%) to use an available free tool. These estimates are likely inflated by a
tendency to agree to getting anything for free. Respondents who said they were not likely to use
a free tool said they already have an in-house tool or process, they are too small for a lifecycle
cost tool to be worth considering, or they doubt the validity of such a tool.
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Figure 4-4.
Likelihood of Using Lifecycle Calculator
Percent of Participants
Who do not Always Consider Lifecycle Costs
(n=222)
Very unlikely, 3%

Don't know, 1%

Somewhat unlikely, 8%

Very likely, 42%

Somewhat likely, 46%

The IDIs attempted to gather a set of features that likely users would prefer to see in a lifecycle
cost tool. A tool that satisfies all these requests will be difficult to produce and maintain. Most
requests fell into three broad categories: be able to calculate payback periods and sometimes
sophisticated ROI, maintain specific information about specific equipment, and be easy to use.
Payback period / ROI calculations: Some representative responses included:
o

―Three things: 1) Payback period; 2) ROI; and 3) cash flow projections.‖

o

―Anything that could help us go up to the guys in the office and show them that these
changes will save them money and that the payback is 1-2 years (up to 5 years), and
prove to them in writing that it really saves would be helpful.‖
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o

―Biggest feature you would want is to create multiple reports out of what you have
done so that when you go before a committee and show lifecycle and breakdown of
costs for different pieces of equipment and different projects. The hard sell is the upfront cost. When you include lifecycle costs, it can raise your up-front costs 2-7
percent which can make the sale more difficult.‖

o

―The payback time frame. When you buy a piece of equipment, it would be useful to
learn what you‘re saving over time, as well as costs over time. Basically if you‘re
upgrading a system and the payback was 15 years and the useful life of the
equipment was only 10years, then it wouldn‘t be worth the investment. But if the
payback is 1 year and the useful life was 10 years, then that would be great.‖

o

―You would have to be able to vary lifecycle, it would have to have standardization
schedule, and it would have to see if things depreciated faster than others. It would
have to have the ability to show you the value of the equipment at the end of the life
cycle, but it can‘t just be zero. In some cases, equipment can still have monetary
value at the end of its useful life. It would have to be able to calculate not just the
capital expenditure, but maintenance costs like warranties, scheduled maintenance,
installation costs, and show the difference between purchase costs verse leasing.‖

Specific equipment information: Some representative responses included:
o

―If it was a database of equipment – where you could choose from what‘s available
(different types of equipment manufacturers) and that information was in a
centralized place where you could plug in equipment type, model #s and it would
give you an estimate of power consumption and savings – something like this would
be key – much like when you go to a website if you‘re shopping for a car – it could be
something like that where you can compare against other make and models and
what‘s important to you (organization or management).‖

o

―All the equipment technology changes so fast, so hopefully this tool could help us
stay up to speed. You can only read so many trade magazines or industry news to
stay up to date.‖

o

―It would have to have energy consumption – that‘s the main factor. Also, life of
equipment would be good.‖

Ease of use: Some representative responses included:
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4.2.3.4

o

―It would have to be comprehensible to non-technical people.‖

o

―Easily accessible and available to design teams. We work with people outside of our
organization, like people we hire and consultants. The tool would be available to
them, since they are the ones that do these calculations for us.―

o

―Ease of use, typically, we would pass that off to the vendors because they do that
more often than us. If it was easy to use, maybe I would attempt it on my own.‖
Program Awareness

Awareness of the program brand is lagging participation. All of the CATI respondents
participated in the program, but only three-fourths (73%) said they were aware of the Mass
Save brand. There were several important statistical differences depending on whether the
organization reported having an account representative and frequency of financing capital
improvements.
A greater majority of the respondents with a self-reported account representative (88%)
reported brand awareness than those without an account representative (62%). This finding
suggests that account representatives do a good job of communicating the program
branding.
Three-fourths (78%) of organizations that “rarely” or “sometimes” rely on outside financing
are aware of the Mass Save branding compared to 58 percent those who said they rely on
outside financing “always” or “most of the time‖. This finding suggests that advertising for the
financing program may not be reaching the customers that are most likely to use it.
Trade allies (contractors, vendors, suppliers, and architect and engineering firms) are the
primary source of information about the program. In combination, these sources were cited by
82 percent of the participant CATI respondents. Internal colleagues (34%) and the Internet
(17%) are also major sources of information. Some participants get program information directly
from the PAs, but it is a relatively minor source of information (14%). Figure 4-5 shows the full
break out of program information sources.
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Figure 4-5.
Source of Program Information
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Note: total exceeds 100 percent because multiple answers were accepted.

In-depth interview results were generally consistent with the CATI results and underscored the
importance of the trade allies in promoting the program. About one-third of the IDI respondents
reported being approached by a program subcontractor (e.g. AECOM, Blue Stone Energy) to
identify and implement energy saving opportunities. About one-third said that they heard about
the program from a trade ally that approached them or one that ―upsold‖ energy efficient
equipment to them. Some representative examples of this include:
―We‘re involved with (work with) DMJ Harris which was bought out by AECOM but is a
utilities arm to the consumer. They [AECOM] do the walkthroughs and help come up with
ideas for projects. We also have a list of projects that we‘ve identified. So it‘s either
something we want to do, or more typically AECOM serves as a liaison to help look for
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potential projects that would be attractive to NSTAR and so that we can receive incentives
from NSTAR.‖
―Account reps can help us come up with project ideas, but we also get a lot of ideas from a
3rd party, Blue Stone Energy who is approved by National Grid and they do our survey work
for us. As they walk around they collect information and come back to us with a full savings
and costs analysis. We review their analysis and do the financials in house. If management
decides to move forward with the project, we contact the Blue Stone Energy.‖
―It was brought to our attention by our vendor that would typically do steam trap for our
facilities. They also told us about the rebate from National Grid.‖
―For this particular project, a lighting contractor came in and said he wasn‘t interested in
doing the whole building, but just doing parts of the building. He got creative with the lamp
types and spaces. With him, we changed 125 lights instead of 1000 lights. He met my
criteria and NGRID‘s criteria.‖
4.2.3.5

Barriers to Implementing Energy Efficient Projects

The CATI survey asked recent participants what barriers they commonly face when
implementing energy efficiency projects. Almost two-thirds (61%) said initial costs. Lifecycle
costs were mentioned by 21 percent and maintenance costs by 14 percent of respondents
(Figure 4-6). The in-depth interviews corroborate these findings – initial costs, total costs, and
payback periods were most commonly mentioned in the IDIs. Some representative responses
included:
―Well cost is certainly a factor – if it‘s twice the cost and the savings aren‘t that high –
probably won‘t go with the most energy efficient option available.‖
―Initial cost and total cost. If I can reap the benefit down the road, then I go for it.‖
―It would be first cost and if the payback was too far out.‖
Nineteen percent of respondents said there were no barriers to implementing energy efficiency
projects. Ignorance may be affecting this finding. Organizations with efficiency-related policies
were more likely to mention some barriers and less likely to say ―none‖ than organizations
without any efficiency-related policies:
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Fourteen percent of organizations who engage in long term planning for replacement of
energy using equipment said ―none‖ compared to 28 percent of those who do not do long
term planning.
Nineteen percent of organizations that ―rarely‖ or ―sometimes‖ and 17 percent who ―always‖
or ―most of the time‖ consider full lifecycle costs said ―none‖ compared to 44 percent of
organizations who ―never‖ consider full lifecycle costs.
Nine percent of organizations who were aware of unimplemented projects compared to 26
percent of organizations not aware of projects said they had no barriers to implementing
energy efficiency projects.
Figure 4-6.
Barriers to Implementation
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Other barriers mentioned by 1 percent or less of the participants included: unavailable capital,
energy efficient version of equipment not available, institutional practices or policies, unaware of
energy efficient options, unfamiliar with energy efficient equipment, business interruptions,
availability of competent installers or maintenance workers, compatibility with existing
equipment, specific features, availability of incentives, undesirable manufacturers, physical size,
and various other reasons.
The CATI survey asked respondents who mentioned a barrier to energy efficiency project
implementation what the PAs could do to help them overcome those barriers. The most
common answers involved financial assistance: increasing (15%), providing (11%), keeping the
current ones (3%), widening (2%) them, or providing more flexible or custom rebates (2%).
Other answers were related to improving communication about the available rebates, including:
helping the trade allies improve their knowledge of the programs (6%), improving PA staff
knowledge of programs (3%), more proactive communication about what rebates are available
(3%), and providing audits (2%). The third major category of responses was to provide
information to the end users to improve their ability to make decisions about projects. This
category included providing a lifecycle cost tool (5%), maintaining a database of energy efficient
equipment (3%), and providing technical assistance (2%). Finally, some (12%) respondents said
there was nothing more the PAs could do.
Table 4-9 shows the full breakout of suggestions.
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Table 4-9.
Suggestions to Overcome Energy Efficiency Barriers

Percent of
Suggestions to Overcome Barriers to Suggestions
Installing Energy Efficient Equipment
(n=297)
Increase rebates
Provide rebates or offset initial costs
Provide financing or low cost loans
Trade allies more knowledgable of programs
Help calculate lifecycle costs / Lifecycle tool
Lower energy rates
Staff more knowledgable of programs
Proactive communication about programs
Keep current incentives
Database of EE equipment details
More responsive / faster rebate processing
Wider range of rebated measures
Technical assistance
More flexibility / custom rebates
Audits
Other
Nothing / Already doing what they can

15%
11%
9%
6%
5%
4%
3%
3%
3%
3%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
16%
12%

Note: Total exceeds 100 percent because some respondents provided multiple suggestions.
Note: Other included the following suggestions made by three or fewer (1% or less): better
advertising, more measures, state approved vendor list, improve incentives (unspecified), long term
rate stability, specific measures, bulk discounts, bulk rebates, consolidate programs, direct funding,
financing for longer periods than currently, fund via rate options, give them back rep, make it easy,
more advertising, more grants, more trade allies, non-profit assistance, offset incremental cost,
onbill financing, quality equipment, simplify forms, stock energy-efficient equipment, and various
other suggestions.

IDI responses were similar to the CATI responses. About one-third (31%) of the IDI respondents
did not have suggestions for how to help overcome their barriers. Over a third (38%) mentioned
increasing the rebates. Some representative responses included:
―More money. National Grid does a pretty good job anyway, but if they could increase the
percentage levels they give out that would be helpful. ―
―Would like rebates to be greater. Mass Save is great – they gave us those light bulbs for
free. We had 8 100 W incandescents that we replaced with 18 W LED floods in one room –
and we did that for 3 or 4 rooms. Something like that is great – that‘s a great program.‖
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To further investigate barriers to implementing energy efficiency projects, the surveys asked
respondents if their organization had identified any projects that they had not yet implemented.
More than a third (38%) of CATI respondents said their organization had projects ―on the shelf.‖
There were several statistically-significant differences based on company size. Large
organizations were more likely than smaller ones to have identified unimplemented projects.
These differences are probably due to more formalized planning and simply more opportunities
in larger organizations.
About half (54%) of the organizations with self-reported account representatives compared
to one-fourth (22%) of those without an account representative said they had identified
unimplemented projects.
Forty-four percent of organizations with 51 or more FTEs compared to 28 percent of those
with 10 or fewer FTEs had unimplemented projects.
Fifty-three percent of organizations with multiple locations compared to 25 percent of those
with single locations had unimplemented projects.
Organizations with efficiency-related policies were more likely than those without to have
unimplemented projects. These differences are likely due to increased identification of
opportunities within organizations with efficiency-related polices, rather than decreased
implementation of such projects.
About half (47%) of organizations with formal or informal requirements for the purchase of
energy using equipment compared to about one-fourth (27%) of those who don‘t have any
policies said they have unimplemented projects.
Forty-seven percent of those who do long term planning compared to 23 percent of those
who don‘t do long term planning said they have unimplemented projects.
Forty-four percent of organizations that consider full lifecycle costs of energy using
equipment ―always‖ or ―most of the time‖ compared to 30 percent of those who ―rarely‖ or
―sometimes‖ do have unimplemented projects.
As shown in Table 4-10, the most common type of unimplemented project involves lighting
(20%). Motors (9%), solar photovoltaic (8%), and HVAC (8%) projects were also frequently
mentioned.
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Table 4-10.
Unimplemented Energy Efficiency Projects

Project Type
Lighting
Motors
Solar PV
HVAC
EMS
Chiller
Boiler
Building shell
Compressed air
Water heating
LED
Building Retrofit
HVAC Controls
Other

Percent of
Projects
(n=231)
20%
9%
8%
8%
6%
5%
4%
4%
3%
3%
2%
2%
2%
25%

Note: some respondents mentioned multiple projects. Other included the following, each accounting for 1 percent or
fewer of the mentioned projects: heat recovery, insulation, air handlers, boiler maintenance, co-generation, exterior
LED, heat pump, new construction, occupancy sensors, oil to gas conversion, refrigerator cases, electric to gas
conversion, exterior lighting, unspecified gas conversion, kitchen, retro-commissioning, and various others.

The surveys asked respondents how they identified the unimplemented energy efficiency
projects. About one-fifth of the ideas came from third parties such as engineering consultants or
contractors (21%), internal audits, accounting, or energy monitoring (20%), or energy providers
(17%). Audits that were not specified as internal or external accounted for about 11 percent of
the ideas, and casual observation or daily experience with the equipment generated another 8
percent. Other ideas were mentioned by only one or two respondents, including industry
experience, industry standards, manufacturers, seminars, trade associations, advertising,
solicitation, natural business growth, and other sources that could not be categorized.
About three-fourths (77%) of the CATI respondents said they had had an audit or walkthrough
of their facility to identify energy saving opportunities. Larger organizations, those with
efficiency-related policies were more likely than smaller ones and those without efficiencyrelated policies to have had an audit:
Ninety percent of organizations with a self-reported account representative compared to 63
percent of those without an account representative said they had an audit.
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Ninety percent of organizations with 51 or more FTEs compared to 71 percent of those with
11 to 50 FTEs and 69 percent of those with ten or fewer FTEs had an audit.
Eighty-nine percent of organizations with multiple Massachusetts locations compared to 61
percent of those with a single location had an audit.
Eighty-six percent of organizations who do long term planning of capital improvements
compared to 61 percent of those who do not plan have had an audit.
Eighty-five percent of organizations who have an energy manager compared to 66 percent
of those who don‘t have an energy manager said that they have had an audit.
Eighty-five percent of organizations with formal or informal purchase policies compared to
67 percent without any purchase policies had an audit.
Eighty percent of organizations that own all of the space they occupy, compared to 64
percent who lease some or all of their space, said they have had an audit.
The majority (59%) of those who said they had not had an audit said they were interested in
getting one. Those who were not interested said it was because they were too small a facility to
get much value from an audit, they were too busy, or they were not yet ready to take any follow
up actions based on the audit results.
About half (56%) of the CATI respondents with identified projects said they have concrete plans
to implement those projects. About 14 percent said the projects were in the planning or approval
stage already. Another 14 percent said they did not have plans to implement the projects
because of lack of capital. About 4 percent said the payback periods were too long, and 2
percent said they lacked sufficient staff to get the projects off the ground.
4.2.3.6

Effects of Economic Downturn

Fifty percent of the CATI respondents said the recent recession did not have any effect on their
equipment purchasing decisions. Those who were affected said the recession resulted in fewer
projects or budget reductions (11%), project delays (10%), greater care before initiating projects
(8%) and other effects shown in
Figure 4-7. A few (3%) of respondents said they were able to do more projects because it was
easier to find deals on equipment.
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Figure 4-7.
Effect of Recession on Energy Efficiency Projects
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The IDIs were consistent with the CATI results. About half of the respondents said the recession
did not affect their organization‘s maintenance or purchase practices. Some organizations are
delaying projects or doing more maintenance. Some representative responses included:
―It depends, if it‘s an emergency we buy it, if not, we wait till we actually need it and we
might bid it.‖
―It‘s actually kind of expedited our maintenance practices, since we can‘t purchase new
equipment because of the cost. Whenever we can find savings, we try to do that with the
quickest payback in maintaining our equipment.‖
―We‘re actually spending a lot more in maintenance and a lot less in capital. We‘re just kind
of rolling along and keeping the machines running.‖
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―You pick and choose the projects. You may postpone something for either purchasing or
maintenance. If you are at the end of the year, and something breaks, you may let it go and
postpone fixing it, if you don‘t need it. It is more postponement than not doing it.‖
Some respondents said their budgets have been reduced:
―Do more with less. Just like everyone else, we just limp along. We have to prioritize work
and have to prioritize services. It [the economic downturn] takes away from lifecycle costs as
a true planning tool.‖
―There is less money to get things we want to do done – this includes our day-to-day stuff
and longer term capital stuff.‖
A few organizations reported that they have been able to take advantage of the recession:
―Yes. It [the economic downturn] has increased it [equipment purchasing and maintenance]
because we have been able to get distressed machinery from other people – what I mean
by that is that we‘re picking over the people that are hurting.‖
―It hasn‘t affected us. In fact our enrollment is the most it‘s ever been.‖
The CATI survey asked whether there were any factors other than the recession that had
affected the organizations energy-related projects in recent years. About two-thirds (63%) said
nothing or did not answer. Most of the remaining answers were unclassifiable (16%). Those that
could be classified tended to fall into budget or capital constraints (7%), age of equipment or
failures (5%), and general pushes for energy efficiency, greenhouse gas reduction, or ―going
green‖ (5%).
Most of the IDI respondents did not volunteer any other factors or said there were not any other
factors. Those that did provide other factors that affect their business tended to say something
about business volume. ―[It depends on] the amount of business you have,‖ explained one
respondent. ―More business equals you can spend more on equipment.‖
4.2.3.7

Performance of Financing Option

Investigation of reasons for the lack of interest in the financing option was one of the key
research tasks. Lack of financing activity appears to be due mostly to very few organizations
relying on outside financing in general. Only 2 percent said unavailable capital was a barrier to
implementing energy efficiency projects (Figure 4-6). In addition, two-thirds (68%) of the CATI
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respondents ―never‖ or ―rarely‖ use outside financing and only 6 percent said they use it
―always‖ or ―most of the time‖ (Figure 4-8). Awareness could increase – only two-thirds (61%) of
the CATI respondents had heard of the financing option (Figure 4-9). However, given the other
results for barriers and general use of outside financing, increasing awareness is not likely to
substantially increase the use of the financing option. Only 17 percent of CATI respondents said
they were ―very likely‖ to consider the financing option in the future (Figure 4-10).
The in-depth interview results corroborated the CATI results. Most of the IDI respondents either
reported that their organizations had large capital improvement budgets and a policy of using
internal cash reserves to pay for projects, or they were government entities who had to follow
Massachusetts state procurement laws that forbid the use of loans from private lenders.
Figure 4-8.
Frequency of Using Outside Financing
Percent of Participants
(n=354)
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Recent participants who were aware of the Mass Save branding (75%) were asked if they knew
about the low interest financing available through the program. About two-thirds (61%) of the
CATI respondents said they were. The survey also asked if respondents had ever applied for a
loan through the program. Almost none (4%) said they had (Figure 4-9). Thus, participation in
the financing program is lagging awareness. However, this level of participation is about what
we would expect if we combine the proportion of organizations who ―always‖ or ―most of the
time‖ use outside financing (6%) with those who are aware of the financing option through Mass
Save (61%; 6% x 61% = 3.6%).
Figure 4-9.
Awareness of Program and Financing Option
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There were several statistically-significant differences in awareness of the financing option
depending on company size, ownership of occupied space, and long term planning of
equipment purchases:
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About three-fourths of organizations with an account representative were aware of the
financing option compared to about half of organizations without an account representative
(73% vs. 47%).
About three-fourths of organizations with 51 or more FTEs were aware of the financing
option compared to about half of organizations with 10 or fewer FTEs (76% vs. 46%).
About three-fourths of organizations with multiple Massachusetts locations were aware of
the financing option compared to about half of those with single locations (71% vs. 45%).
Organizations that lease all or some of their space were more aware of the financing option
than those who own all of their occupied space (74% vs. 58%).
Organizations with formal or informal energy efficient equipment purchase requirements
were more likely than those without any purchase requirements to be aware of the financing
option (69% vs. 49%).
Organizations that perform long term planning for the purchase of energy using equipment
were more aware of the financing than those who do not do long term planning (66% vs.
51%).
Organizations that ―rarely‖ or ―sometimes‖ consider full lifecycle costs (52%) are less aware
of the financing that those who ―never‖ (92%) or ―most of the time‖ or ―always‖ (65%)
consider full lifecycle costs.
Respondents who were aware of the financing option tended to hear about it from their energy
providers (42%). Other major sources of information about the financing were the trade allies
(contractors, vendors, or suppliers; 24%) and internal sources (13%). The full breakout of
financing option information sources is shown in Figure 4-10.
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Percent of Participants Aware of Financing Option
(n=226)

Figure 4-10.
Source of Information about Financing Option
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The CATI survey asked how likely respondents were to use the financing option in the future.
Less than half (46%) said they were ―very likely‖ or ―somewhat likely‖ to do so. Thirty-five
percent said they were ―very unlikely‖ to use it in the future (Figure 4-11).
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Figure 4-11.
Future Likelihood of Using Financing Option
Percent (n=354)

Don't know, 4%
Very likely, 17%

Very unlikely, 35%

Somewhat likely, 29%

Somewhat unlikely,
14%

The most commonly-cited reason for lack of interest in the financing option was that the
organization had internal funding sources (59%). Some of the respondents (8%) said they were
government agencies and are forbidden by state law from taking financing from private
institutions. A substantial proportion (17%) could not provide a reason why they were not
interested (Figure 4-12).
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Figure 4-12.
Reason for Lack of Interest in Financing
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The survey asked if the respondents had ever used the financing option. Very few organizations
had (19 out of 354 or about 2%). Most of these (89%) were satisfied (4 or 5 on the 5 point scale)
with the financing option.
4.2.3.8

Communication with PAs

The surveys asked a series of questions to assess communication between customers and the
PAs. The CATI survey first asked recent participants how often they discuss major energy using
equipment purchases with their energy providers. Most (51%) ―never‖ or ―rarely‖ discuss these
purchases with the PAs. Less than a fourth (19%) ―always‖ or ―most of the time‖ discuss the
purchases (Figure 4-13).
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Figure 4-13.
Frequency of Discussion of Energy-related Purchases with PAs
Percent of Participants
(n=354)

Don't know, 2%

Always, 6%

Most of the time, 13%

Never, 34%

Sometimes, 27%

Rarely, 17%

There were several statistically-significant differences in the frequency of discussing energyrelated purchases with PAs based on organization size and energy-related policies:
Participants who discuss purchases with PAs “Always” or “Most of the time”:
o

About one third (30%) of organizations with 51 or more FTEs compared to 15
percent those with 11 to 50 and 14 percent with 10 or fewer to discuss purchases
―always‖ or ―most of the time.

o

Organizations with formal or informal energy efficiency purchase requirements were
more likely than those without any requirements to discuss purchases with the PAs
―always‖ or ―most of the time‖ (24% vs. 13%).
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o

Organizations with an energy manager were more likely than those without an
energy manager to discuss purchases with the PAs. (24% vs. 13%)

o

Organizations that consider full lifecycle costs of equipment were more likely than
those that do not consider full lifecycle costs to discuss purchases with the PAs.
(27% vs. 7%).

In situations where customers reported discussing energy using purchases with the PAs, they
generally did so early enough in the project for the PAs to influence final equipment decisions.
Those organizations who said they discussed purchases with the PAs more frequently than
―never‖ answered at what stage of the project they have these discussions. Most (57%) said
before starting the project. Another 35 percent have the discussions before making final
decisions about the equipment (Figure 4-14).
Figure 4-14.
Project Stage When PAs Contacted
Percent of Participants who Discussed Project with Energy Provider
(n=265)
After making equipment
After the project was
Don't know/Refused,
decisions
complete, 2%
3%
but before completing
the project, 4%
While in the process of
making
equipment decisions,
14%

Before beginning the
project, 57%
After beginning the
project but before
making equipment
decisions, 21%
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4.2.3.9

Integrated Projects

A major research objective was to assess the integration of electric and gas programs. To
accomplish this, DNV KEMA asked participants whether they had completed any combined
electric and gas projects. Only one-third (36%) of the respondents had separate gas and electric
providers and of those, only one-fourth (27%) had completed a project that included both types
of measures. This resulted in 10 percent of all respondents being able to report on an integrated
project.
Although the sample of projects to gain information from is limited, it appears that coordination
between the PAs is working well in situations where they are both involved. Almost all (86%) of
those with joint projects said that both energy providers were involved in the project. The
majority (57%) of these said the project went ―somewhat well‖ or ―very well‖. Only 4 percent said
it went ―somewhat poorly‖ or ―very poorly‖. The remainder (33%) said they did not know or did
not remember how the project went. Almost all (82%) said the involvement of both utilities had
no effect on the project timing. Over two-thirds (69%) said the involvement of both energy
providers had no effect on their project size. One-fourth (25%) said the energy providers acted
as a single team. One-fourth (24%) said they received a single, combined incentive offer (Figure
4-15).
Only a few respondents provided recommendations for improvements the PAs could make
during integrated projects. The following were mentioned by one respondent each: the PAs
communicate better with each other, maintain more relationships with each other and with
customers by reducing employee turn-over, improve the demonstration of savings to customers,
and change the rate structures to help customers take advantage of specific technologies.
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Figure 4-15.
Effects of PAs in Integrated Projects
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4.2.3.10

Project Experiences

The surveys asked participants about their program experiences with a specific project. We
asked participants with a single tracked project about it. For participants with multiple projects,
we randomly chose one of the projects to talk to them about.
The CATI survey asked participants to enumerate the key factors for pursuing that particular
project. About one-third of the respondents cited more than one factor. The incentive programs
(27%), energy savings (27%), and fuel costs (19%) were the top three reasons. Descriptions of
equipment that had reached the end of its effective service life were also common (natural
replacement, 12%). Figure 4-16 shows the full breakout of key factors for pursuing the projects.
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Key Factor In Pursuing Project

Figure 4-16.
Key Factor in Pursuing Project
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Note: Total exceeds 100 percent because multiple answers were accepted.

Next, we asked where the participants found out about the incentive programs for this specific
project. The most common answer was contractors, vendors, or suppliers (44%), followed by
electric or gas providers (29%), and internal sources (12%).
Figure 4-17 shows the full breakout of program information sources for a specific project. Similar
to general program awareness, trade allies (contractors, vendors, or suppliers) are the most
important source of information about specific projects. The PAs (electric and gas providers) are
a more important source of information for specific projects than general program information.
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Figure 4-17.
Source of Awareness – Specific Project
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There were several statistically-significant differences in sources of awareness for specific
projects based on company size and efficiency-related policies (Figure 4-18). These differences
suggest that smaller organizations who may not pay much attention to energy efficiency were
more likely to receive information from contractors, vendors, or suppliers (trade allies).
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Figure 4-18.
Specific Project Awareness through Trade Ally
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Almost three quarters (74%) of participants learned about the incentives before beginning their
project. Another 16 percent found out about the incentives before making final decisions about
what to install (Figure 4-19).
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Figure 4-19.
Timing of Incentive Knowledge
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The CATI survey asked a series of questions about recent participants‘ experience with
technical assistance they may have received. Only one-fourth (24%) of respondents said they
received any technical assistance. Large organizations were more likely than small ones to
receive technical assistance.
Thirty-six percent of organizations with self-reported account representatives compared to
14 percent of organizations who did not report having an account representative said they
received technical assistance through the program.
Forty percent of organizations with 51 or more FTEs compared to 21 percent of those with 11 to
50 and 13 percent of those with 10 or fewer FTEs reported receiving technical assistance.
Figure 4-20 shows the highlights of participants‘ experiences with technical assistance.
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Satisfaction with technical assistance was very high. Almost all (98%) of the participants who
received it rated their satisfaction with technical assistance as a 4 our 5 on a five-point scale.
There were only five respondents with a satisfaction rating lower than four. When asked for
reasons for being less than satisfied, these respondents said they received a bad design, the
technical assistance did not go to enough depth, that it was required by the PA when it really
should not have been, and that it took too long to get answers from their engineering firm. Most
(65%) of the participants who received technical assistance said they were able to choose
which engineering firm to receive that assistance from.
For the most part, the technical assistance had no effect on project completion time, however, in
some cases, it may have increased it. Three-fourths (71%) of participants who received
technical assistance said it had no effect on project completion time. Most of the rest (24%) said
it increased completion time. Only 5 percent said it decreased it.
A minority (17%) of organizations who received technical assistance said they had to pay some
up-front costs for it. If anything, the requirement to pay up-front costs increased participant
interest in pursuing the projects. One-third (36%) of organizations who had to pay some up-front
costs said it increased their interest in pursuing the project. The other two-thirds (64%) said it
had no effect on their interest to pursue the project. This finding makes some sense – paying
up-front costs loads some sunk costs into the project and organizations may wish to justify
those sunk costs by moving forward with project implementation.
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Figure 4-20.
Experiences with Technical Assistance
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The CATI survey asked a series of satisfaction questions concerning the program in general
and about several components related to the specific project. DNV KEMA examined the
proportion of respondents who gave ratings of 4 or 5 on a five-point satisfaction scale. DNV
KEMA‘s typical interpretation of these results is that 90 percent of ratings of 4 or 5 is good, 80 to
90 percent is acceptable, and less than 80 percent signals a need for improvement.
Overall satisfaction was in the acceptable range, with 89 percent of respondents giving the
overall program a rating of four or five. Satisfaction with the project implementation process, the
incentive payment, interactions with program staff, and the project approval process likewise all
fell within the acceptable range. Satisfaction levels with the paperwork and the measurement
and verification process were both in the range that indicates a need for improvement (Figure
4-21).
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Figure 4-21.
Program Satisfaction
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Respondents who gave a rating of three or less on any of the scales were asked to explain why
they were less than satisfied with that aspect of the program. Their specific reasons for
dissatisfaction included the following. The number of respondents who mentioned each issue is
listed in parentheses.
Implementation process: communication challenges/issues with PA and contractors (5),
lengthy process/took too long (5), confusing or difficult approval process (4), issues with
contractors (3), extensive paperwork (2), no technical assistance (1), incentives too low (1).
Approval process: slow (18), communication issues (6), difficult application/paperwork (5),
no commitment of funds (2), confusing (2), problems with contractor (1), rebate amount too
small (1), other (2).
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Paperwork: too much (20), confusing / too detailed / too technical (10), slow process (4), too
detailed/technical (3), communication w/ PA (2), form too standardized – need more
flexibility (2), put it online (1).
Incentive payment: slow (5), did not receive all expected (5), more is always better (4), not
much compared to project cost (2), process not transparent enough (1), doesn‘t understand
why some measures not rebated (1).
M&V: doesn‘t remember it (7), communication issues (4), shallow or no inspection (4), didn‘t
deliver as expected or rebate everything expected (3), clarity/transparency (2), disagrees
with metrics (2), issues with contractor (1), not finished (1), disagrees with process (1)
Staff: unresponsive (12), slow (11), inconsistent instructions (2), difficulty getting rebate (1),
other (4)
Despite the acceptable rating for interactions with program staff, a common theme running
through the specific issues was a frustration with program staff. A common complaint was
unresponsiveness or slow responses from staff. There also may be some confusion among the
staff about program requirements and details. The recent downsizing may have played a role in
the speed of staff responsiveness. However, the program is mature enough that staff should be
familiar with the requirements and details.
Another common complaint was the complexity of the paperwork. Some of this may be due to a
universal dislike for paperwork - DNV KEMA often hears this complaint during program process
evaluations. However, to the extent that paperwork is lengthy or complicated, having adequate
staff on hand to help customers through it and process it once it arrives at the PA is important
for making the customer experience as positive as possible.
For respondents with multiple projects, we asked whether their satisfaction ratings were similar
for all their projects or if there were differences. If they said there were differences, we asked
what they were. Those who were highly satisfied and had other projects all said that they had
similar experiences with the other projects (they were also highly satisfied with those projects.)
Only 17 percent of those who were less than completely satisfied with one project and who
completed other projects said they had similar low satisfaction with their other projects. This
suggests that negative experiences were the exception.
The survey also asked participants if they had any suggestions for program improvements. The
most common answer, given by about one-fourth (22%) of the respondents, was no
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suggestions. Consistent with the themes identified in the reasons for dissatisfaction, simplifying
or reducing paperwork (15%), better communication during the project (12%), and speeding up
processing of applications (11%) were commonly suggested improvements. Increasing rebates
(12%) was also a common suggestion, as was doing a better job getting the word out to
customers about what rebates are available (9%;Figure 4-22).
Figure 4-22.
Suggestions for Program Improvements
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Other included suggestions provided by less than five percent of respondents: pick better trade allies, educate them
more, or communicate with them better; rebate wider range of measures, provide technical support; educate enduser on rates, obligations, energy efficient equipment, and their actual savings after installation; provide a single point
of contact; more accurate paperwork processing; be flexible with government participants; combined gas and electric
projects; communicate more/facilitate communication within the industry; online forms or point of purchase rebates;
better financing options; and uncategorized other responses.
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The suggestions from the IDIs were consistent with the CATI surveys. These included
increasing incentive amounts and improving communication. Some representative responses
included:
―Account reps need to be more responsive and respond quickly and more frequently.‖
―They should train their reps to help their customers to seek out the maximum rebate
available.‖
―Call every once and a while‖
―No, being aware is helpful and having the representatives come out and talk with me is also
helpful.‖
―The one thing I guess I would say is that for someone like myself, I find that I will have a
project, but am unaware that the program covers whatever project I‘m working on. On the
electric side, we do things all the time that affect our energy use positively. There seems to
be a lot less options on the heating side.‖

4.3
4.3.1

Dormant Participant CATI Surveys
Introduction and Objectives

DNV KEMA conducted CATI surveys with organizations who participated in 2008 or 2009 but
not since. We labeled these organizations as ―dormant‖ participants. The purpose of these
surveys was to identify any differences between active and dormant participants, and to assess
reasons for dormancy. The dormant participant CATI surveys had the following objectives:
Collect information on energy-efficient equipment purchase and use practices/standards;
Investigate participant decisions to implement the funded projects;
Identify barriers to implementing/purchasing energy-efficient equipment;
Assess awareness of the financing mechanisms; and
Learn why dormant participants were less willing to initiate projects in 2011 than previous
years.
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The surveys covered firmographics, energy-related organizational policies, program awareness
and sources of information, awareness of the financing option, communication with the PAs,
barriers to implementing energy efficiency projects, and their past experience with the program.
A copy of the interview guide is included in Appendix B.

4.3.2
4.3.2.1

Sampling and Methodology
Data Sources

We used the same tracking data as for the recent participant surveys.
4.3.2.2

Development of Sample Frame

DNV KEMA used the same logic for the dormant sample as we did for the recent participant
sample. The exception was that we only included accounts which had projects completed in
2008-2009 rather than 2010-2011.
DNV KEMA matched customers across the dormant (2008-2009) and recent (2010-2011)
periods based on account numbers and names. We normalized the names to improve the
likelihood that recent participants could be identified. The resulting numbers of dormant
accounts by PA and track (Custom vs. Prescriptive) are shown in Table 4-11.
Table 4-11.
Sample Frame – Dormant Participants
Total 2008-2009
Participants
PA

Custom

Dormant Accounts

Prescriptive

Custom

Prescriptive

% Dormant

Sample Allocation

Custom

Prescriptive

Custom

Prescriptive

Gas PA
Berkshire Gas

35

77

34

76

97%

99%

1

Columbia Gas

252

69

240

68

95%

99%

8

3
2

NGRID

107

709

96

679

90%

96%

4

11

NSTAR

99

273

92

266

93%

97%

4

6

New England Gas

0

46

0

45

0%

98%

0

2

Unitil

2

1

1

0

50%

0%

0

0

495

1,175

463

1,134

94%

97%

17

24

Total Gas
Electric PA
CLC

25

31

24

29

96%

94%

1

2

NGRID

396

1,089

242

873

61%

80%

8

18

NSTAR

326

834

222

663

68%

79%

7

13

1

33

1

27

100%

82%

0

2

43

174

34

141

79%

81%

3

5

791

2,161

523

1,733

66%

80%

19

40

1,286

3,336

986

2,867

77%

86%

36

64

Unitil
WMECO
Total Electric
Overall Total
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4.3.2.3

Sample Design and Selection

We allocated the 100 sample points available for the dormant customer survey by fuel, PA and
track (custom vs. prescriptive) sectors roughly in proportion to the number of customers in each
category. No distinction was made between retrofit and new construction, since we considered
variation across PAs to be more important in the analysis of customer behavior over time.
Adjustments were made to give custom projects a larger representation than prescriptive,
because these tend to be larger projects with more to discuss during the survey. Table 4-12
shows the resulting sample targets.
Table 4-12.
Sample Targets – Dormant Participants

Fuel

Electric

PA

Total

CLC
NGRID

1
8

2
18

3
26

NSTAR

7

13

20

Unitil

0

2

2

WMECO

3

5

8

19

40

59

Berkshire

1

3

4

Columbia

8

2

10

NGRID

4

11

15

NSTAR

4

6

10

New England

0

2

2

17

24

41

36

64

100

Total

Gas

Track
Custom Prescriptive

Total
Total

Table 4-13 shows the final sample frame for the dormant participants after removing duplicate
phone numbers.
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Table 4-13.
Final Sample Frame – Dormant Participants
Fuel

Track

Custom

PA

Original
Selection
11

9

1

NGRID

88

53

8

NSTAR

77

37

7

0

0

0

33

29

3

WMECO
CLC
Prescriptive

22

22

2

NGRID

198

145

18

NSTAR

143

97

13

22

20

2

Unitil
WMECO

55

50

5

649

462

59

Berkshire

11

11

1

Columbia

88

75

8

NGRID

44

39

4

NSTAR

44

36

4

0

0

0

Berkshire

33

32

3

Columbia

22

22

2

NGRID

121

110

11

NSTAR

66

58

6

New England

22

22

2

451

405

41

1,100

867

100

Total

Custom

New England
Gas
Prescriptive

Total
Dormant Customer Total

4.3.2.4

Target Sample

CLC

Unitil
Electric

Deduped
Selection

Survey Fielding

DNV KEMA contracted with Braun Research International (BRI) to complete the dormant
participant CATI surveys. BRI fielded calls between December 9, 2011 and January 25, 2012
(except for the last week of December for the holidays.) BRI called 380 numbers and achieved
111 completed calls for a final response rate of 29 percent. Forty-nine respondents (13%)
refused or indicated they were ineligible to participate. BRI dialed each of the other numbers a
minimum of eight times before considering it unreachable. The higher level of refusals than the
recent participants is unsurprising considering this sample had not participated in the program
for at least two years.
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4.4

Results

4.4.1.1

Summary of Results

A key purpose of the dormant CATI was to identify differences between dormant and recent
participants that might help explain their dormancy. Table 4-14 summarizes the differences
between the two populations. These differences suggest that the dormant participants are
smaller, poorer, less aware of the program, and less satisfied with past program experiences
than the recent participants.
Table 4-14.
Dormant and Recent Participant Differences
Dormant
(n=111)

Recent
(n=354)

Community service, church, municipal

27%

7%

Office

25%

20%

15

22

Has PA account representative

37%

47%

PA is primary info source

26%

14%

Identified but unimplemented energy efficiency
projects

55%

38%

Barriers to Energy
Efficiency Projects

Initial costs

75%

61%

None

7%

19%

Suggestions to Overcome
Energy Efficiency Barriers

Financial assistance

64%

35%

None

30%

12%

Aware of financing

54%

61%

Applied for financing

8%

4%

PA is primary source of info

25%

42%

―very likely‖ or ―somewhat likely‖ to use in future

52%

42%

―very unlikely‖ to use in future

30%

35%

Not interested because too many requirements

13%

1%

Satisfied overall (4 or 5 on 5 point scale)

75%

89%

Characteristic
Firmographics

Median # FTEs

Program Information

Financing Option

Program Satisfaction

The firmographics information shows that the dormant participants were, on average, smaller
than recent participants and more likely to have office settings. A common reason that dormant
participants gave for their dormancy was that they did not have any additional projects they
could pursue. The dormant participants are more likely than the recent participants to be offices.
Offices probably do have fewer energy efficiency opportunities than locations with
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manufacturing. Offices can improve lighting, HVAC, building shell, and office equipment
(computers, copiers, etc). These are all available to manufacturing locations as well as process
measures such as compressed air, refrigeration, and process heat. Furthermore, manufacturing
locations may be more used to paying attention to energy costs and working with rebate
programs to make improvements than office settings.
As noted elsewhere in this report, we used the presence of an account representative as an
indicator of a larger C&I customer. The fact that dormant participants were less likely than the
recent participants to self-report having an account representative indicates their smaller
average size. In addition, the dormant participants were more likely than the recent participants
to have said that their PA was their primary source of information about the program. Combined
with the finding that they are less likely to have an account representative, they may be less
aware of the program than the recent participants. They were less aware of the financing option
than the recent participants.
Whether or not the dormant participants were smaller, they appeared to have less money to
fund improvements. They were more likely than recent participants to say that initial costs were
a barrier to energy efficient projects and to suggest the need for more financial aid from the
PAs. They were also more likely to apply for financing in the past and said they were more likely
to apply for it in the future.
On top of being smaller, poorer, and less informed of the program, the dormant participants also
seemed to be less satisfied with their past program experiences. The reasons they provided
tended to be idiosyncratic and of limited use for generalizations. However, the maxim of ―once
bitten, twice shy,‖ may apply here.
4.4.1.2

Firmographics

The surveys asked the dormant participants to describe the principal economic activity at their
location. The plurality of respondents (27%) indicated community service, church, or
municipality. This group consisted mostly of churches. Office space (25%) was also a common
answer. Less common answers included manufacturing or assembly (18%), and schools (10%).
The full breakout of the CATI responses appears in Figure 4-23. Compared to the recent
program participants, dormant participants were more likely to be in the community service,
church, municipality and office categories.
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Figure 4-23.
Principal Economic Activity – Dormant
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Note: Other includes the following mentioned by less than 5 percent of respondents: non-food retail,
college/university, health care or hospital, restaurant, agriculture, grocery, hotel/motel, and uncategorized other.

Dormant participants were asked about the ownership of the space they occupy. Over threefourths (80%) said they own all of the space they occupy. Thirteen percent said they lease all
their space, and 8 percent said they own some and lease some. The survey asked an additional
question to respondents who said they leased some of their space: whether any of their energy
costs were included in the lease. A few (22%) said that they were. This pattern of responses is
similar to the recent participants.
The survey asked dormant participants how much space their organizations occupied at their
location. Answers ranged from 400 to 3 million square feet. The mean was about 214,000
square feet while the median was 35,000 square feet. As DNV KEMA typically finds, there were
a relatively smaller number of organizations with very large spaces that increase the mean
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square footage. Twenty-one percent of the respondents did not report their square footage.
These responses were similar to the recent participants.
DNV KEMA measured company size three different ways. The first was whether the dormant
participant had an assigned account representative (self-reported). About one-third (37%) of the
respondents self-reported having an account representative with either their electric provider,
gas provider, or both. About one half (51%) said they did not have an account representative
with either type of provider. Twelve percent did not know if they had an account representative
with their energy provider(s). It should be noted, these were self-reported results and not
verified against PA records. Dormant participants were less likely to have account
representatives than recent participants.
The second method DNV KEMA used to measure company size was the number of full-time
employees (FTEs) at the organization. This figure ranged from one to 50,000. The mean was
557; the median was 15. As for square footage, DNV KEMA typically finds a small number of
very large customers pull the mean substantially higher than the median. Eight percent of
respondents did not answer.
DNV KEMA found that number of FTEs correlated with the account representative measure, but
not perfectly. About two thirds of the companies that reported having 50 or more FTEs (the
threshold at which DNV KEMA deemed a company large based on FTEs) also reported having
an account representative. Compared to the recent participants, the dormant participants have a
higher mean number of employees, but a lower median. Given the skew of these data, median
is the more representative figure, so dormant participants are a little smaller than recent ones.
DNV KEMA also asked the respondents if their organization had multiple locations in
Massachusetts. More than a third (39%) said that they did. The survey followed up with these
companies and asked if the answers they provided to the survey were representative of all of
their Massachusetts locations. Almost all (82 % of those with multiple locations) said that they
were. The survey asked anyone who said the answers were not representative of all locations to
describe the exceptions. However, the responses provided to this question were too general to
be useful in our analysis. These responses were similar to those of the recent participants.
4.4.1.3

Efficiency-Related Policies

The survey asked a series of questions about whether the dormant participants‘ organizations
had any efficiency-related policies about the purchase of energy using equipment. About half
(56%) said they engage in long term planning for major equipment replacement. Most also have
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someone at their location whose job is to monitor energy costs (55%) or were willing to enter
into long term agreements with their PAs to achieve deep savings in exchange for rate stability
(54%). Less than half reported informal efficient equipment purchasing guidelines (40%), had
specific plans for long term energy efficiency improvement (39%), or formal efficiency
requirements (30%;Figure 4-24). These results were similar to recent participants.
Figure 4-24.
Efficiency-Related Policies – Dormant
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4.4.1.4

Consideration of Full Lifecycle Costs

A specific research goal was to investigate the extent to which customers consider full lifecycle
costs when replacing or upgrading equipment. The majority of dormant participants consider full
lifecycle costs always (27%) or most of the time (28%; Figure 4-25). This is similar to the recent
participants.
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Figure 4-25.
Efficiency-Related Policies – Dormant
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4.4.1.5

Program Awareness

The dormant participants reported that trade allies (contractors, vendors, suppliers, and
architect and engineering firms) were their primary sources of information about the program. In
combination, these sources were cited by 93 percent of the dormant participants. Internal
colleagues (26%) and the Internet (26%) were also major sources of information. Some
participants also said that they got program information directly from the PAs (26%). Figure 4-26
shows the full break out of program information sources among dormant participants. The
pattern is similar to recent participants, with the exception that dormant participants were more
likely to report their electric or gas provider as a source of program information.
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Figure 4-26.
Source of Program Information – Dormant
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4.4.1.6

Barriers to Energy Efficiency Implementation

The CATI survey asked dormant participants what barriers they commonly face to implementing
energy efficiency projects. Three quarters of them said initial costs. Lifecycle costs were
mentioned by 19 percent and maintenance costs by 17 percent of respondents. Only seven
percent of dormant participants said there were no barriers (Figure 4-27). Compared to recent
participants, dormant participants were more likely to have mentioned initial costs, and less
likely to have said that they did not have any barriers to implementing energy efficiency projects.
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Figure 4-27.
Barriers to Implementation – Dormant
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The dormant survey asked respondents who mentioned a barrier to energy efficiency project
implementation what the PAs could do to help them overcome those barriers. The dominant
response (64%) was some form of financial assistance such as increasing or providing rebates.
Other answers included providing more information about the programs (26%) and providing
technical assistance (15%). About one-third (30%) of respondents who cited a barrier thought
there was nothing the PAs could do or did not provide any ideas for how to overcome those
barriers (4%; Table 4-15). Compared to recent participants, dormant participants were more
likely to have mentioned financial assistance and more likely to have said that there was nothing
the PAs could do.
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Table 4-15.
Suggestions to Overcome Energy Efficiency Barriers
from-Dormant Participants

Suggestion for Overcoming
Barrier
Financial assistance
Additional program information
Technical assistance
Nothing
Don‘t know

Percent of
Dormant with
Barrier
(n=81)
64%
26%
15%
30%
4%

Note: Total exceeds 100 percent because some respondents provided multiple
suggestions.

4.4.2

Identifying New Energy Efficiency Opportunities

About half (45%) of the dormant participants said they had not identified any additional energy
efficiency projects. The survey asked these respondents why they had not done so. The most
common answer (61%) was that they believed the organization had already done everything it
needed to or did not need to reduce costs further. Other answers included that the organization
had plans to identify projects in the future (11%), or lacked staff (8%), money (8%), or
information (5%) to identify projects (Figure 4-28).
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Figure 4-28.
Barriers to Project Identification – Dormant
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About two-thirds (63%) of the dormant participants who had not identified additional projects
indicated they would be interested in receiving an audit to help them identify additional energy
saving opportunities. There were several statistically-significant differences depending on
efficiency-related policies, owning versus leasing, and whether they were likely to use the
financing option.
Three-fourths of organizations who said they do long term planning for the replacement of
energy using equipment and half of those who do not do long term planning said they were
interested in an audit (73% vs. 51%).
Three-fourths of organizations with an energy manager and half without an energy manager
said they were interested in an audit (72% vs. 53%).
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Three-fourths of the organizations were likely or somewhat likely to use a PA-sponsored
financing option and half of those who were unlikely to take the financing said they were
interested in the audits (73% vs. 51%).
Two-thirds of organizations who own all the space they occupy and less than half of those
who lease some of their space said they were interested in an audit (67% vs. 42%).
The survey asked any respondent who had not identified additional energy saving opportunities
and also was not interested in receiving an audit why they did not want an audit. About one-third
(38%) said they had already had a recent audit. About another quarter (23%) said they thought
they had already done everything they could do, so they did not need an audit. Another tenth
(11%) said they already received the same sort of information as would be provided in an audit
from some other organization. And another tenth said they were moving locations soon, so
additional improvements at their current location did not make sense.
A little over half (55%) of the dormant participants said they had identified additional energy
efficiency projects since the last time they had received an incentive from the program. There
was a follow-up line of questions for these respondents that started with how they identified the
additional opportunities, whether they had implemented them yet and whether they had
implemented them through the available incentive programs.
The dormant participants reported that audits were the most common method of identifying
additional projects (19% of respondents). Almost as commonly mentioned as audits were
observations that their equipment was reaching the end of its service life and would need to be
replaced soon (16%). About one tenth (10%) of respondents who had identified projects said
they had an internal process for identifying them. Another tenth (8%) said their PA helped them
identify opportunities. Other methods of project identification, mentioned by five percent of fewer
of the respondents including accounting practices, efficiency-related policies, experience with
similar projects in other facilities, contractors or vendors, edicts from the corporate office,
availability of rebates, and seminars.
About three-fourths (72%) of the dormant participants that said they had identified additional
projects said they had implemented some of those projects. About half (48%) of these
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respondents said they also received incentives from the program for these projects.13 The most
common type of additional project was HVAC (44%), followed closely by lighting (31%).
The survey asked respondents who had identified projects but not yet implemented them why
they were not implemented. Most (52%) said that the projects were in the planning stages.
Other reasons for delay included the process of having to go through government procurement
rules takes time, they were trying to identify or raise money to pay for the projects, and they did
not need the updates at this time.
When asked what the PAs could do to help these respondents implement their projects, about
three-fourths (72%) said they could use financial aid of some sort. The remainder (28%) said
they needed additional information from the PAs.
4.4.2.1

Effects of Economic Downturn

About half (52%) of the dormant participants said the recent recession did not have any effect
on their equipment purchasing decisions. Those who said they were affected said the recession
resulted in: project delays (11%), fewer projects or budget reductions (9%), they can‘t afford
projects (8%), and they were taking greater care before initiating projects (6%), and other
effects shown in Figure 4-29. A few (2%) respondents said their business had improved during
the recession. The effects are similar to those reported by recent participants.

13

Based on our sampling strategy, any respondent who received incentives more recently than 2009

should have been in the recent participant sample rather than the dormant participant sample. There are
several plausible causes for how these participants appeared in the dormant participant sample.
1. These are self-report findings so it is possible the respondent was mistaken that the additional
projects received incentives.
2. These incentives could be listed under a different account number, with a different phone number
and address than the one in the dormant sample. About ten percent of the sample had multiple
account numbers in the tracking database. We attempted to match these records as well as we
could, but we could have missed some matches.
3. The additional incentives may have been left out of the program tracking database.
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Figure 4-29.
Effect of Recession on Energy Efficiency Projects
Responses from Dormant Participants
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The survey asked the dormant participants to identify any other factors that may have affected
their equipment purchasing decisions in the past few years. The most common answers were
nothing (30%), availability of funds or a budget to make the improvements (27%), or equipment
failing or reaching the end of its service life (19%). Figure 4-30 show the complete break out of
responses.
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Figure 4-30.
Other Factors Affecting Energy Efficiency Decisions
Responses from Dormant Participants
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The survey mentioned that some reports said the economy is now improving and asked the
dormant participants if that improvement had affected their decisions. About half (46%) said the
improvement had no effect on their decisions. A little more than a third (36%) said they were not
yet experiencing any improvement. A few said they could purchase more equipment now (5%)
or do things they had delayed (4%).
4.4.2.2

Performance of Financing Option

Investigation of reasons for the lack of interest in the financing option was one of the key
research tasks because very few organizations have participated. Lack of financing activity
appears to be due mostly to very few organizations relying on outside financing in general.
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About half (54%) of the dormant participants said they were aware of the financing available
through the program. About (8%) said they had applied for this financing (Figure 4-31). Thus,
participation in the financing program is lagging awareness. Dormant participants were less
aware of the financing and more likely to apply for it than the recent participants.
Figure 4-31.
Awareness of Program and Financing Option - Dormant
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There were several statistically-significant differences in awareness of the financing option
based on organization size, efficiency-related policies, and electricity provider.
Two-thirds of the organizations with PA account representatives (68%) compared to about
half without (44%) were aware of the financing.
About three fourths (76%) of the organizations with 51 or more FTEs compared to about half
(46%) of those with 11 to 50 FTEs and about half (43%) of those with 10 or fewer FTEs had
heard of the financing program.
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About two-thirds (65%) of organizations with formal or informal energy efficient equipment
purchase policies compared to one-third (36%) of those without any policies were aware of
the financing.
About two-thirds (61%) of organizations that always or most of the time consider full lifecycle
costs of equipment compared to 42 percent of those who don‘t consider full lifecycle costs
were aware of the financing.
Two-thirds (65%) of NSTAR customers were aware of the financing. Only 41 percent of
customers who purchased electricity from a PA other than NSTAR or NGRID were aware of
the financing.
The survey asked respondents who said they were aware of the financing option where they
heard about. The most common answer (25%) was their electricity or gas provider. Contractors,
vendors, and suppliers (22%) were almost as common an answer. Other sources of information
are shown in Figure 4-32. Compared to the recent participants, dormant participants were less
likely to hear about the financing from their electricity or gas providers.
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Figure 4-32.
Source of Information about Financing Option - Dormant
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The survey asked how likely respondents were to use the financing option in the future. About
half (52%) said they were ―very likely‖ or ―somewhat likely‖ to do so. About one third (30%) said
they were ―very unlikely‖ to use it in the future (Figure 4-33). This pattern suggests a slightly
higher likelihood of using the financing option than the recent participants.
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Figure 4-33.
Future Likelihood of Using Financing Option - Dormant
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The most commonly cited reason for lack of interest in the financing option was that the
organization had internal funding sources (44%). Figure 4-34 shows the full breakout of
responses for lack of interest in the financing option. Compared to the recent participants, the
dormant participants were more likely to have said the financing option had too many
requirements or they were not eligible. Some of the eligibility differences were due to a higher
proportion of government agencies in the dormant sample than the recent participant sample.
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Figure 4-34.
Reason for Lack of Interest in Financing - Dormant
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4.4.2.3

Communication with PAs

The surveys asked a series of questions to assess communication between customers and the
PAs. The survey first asked dormant participants how often they discuss major energy using
equipment purchases with their energy providers. Most (52%) said that they ―never‖ or ―rarely‖
discuss these purchases with the PAs. A fifth said that they ―always‖ or ―most of the time‖
discuss the purchases (Figure 4-35). These ratios are similar to those of recent participants.
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Figure 4-35.
Frequency of Discussion of Energy-related Purchases with PAs - Dormant
Percent of Dormant Participants
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The survey responses indicated that in situations where customers discussed energy-using
purchases with the PAs, they generally did so early enough in the project for the PAs to
influence final equipment decisions. Those organizations who said they discussed purchases
with the PAs more frequently than ―never‖ were asked at what stage of the project process they
have these discussions. About half (49%) said before starting the project. Another 40 percent
reported having the discussions before making final decisions about the equipment (Figure
4-36). These findings are similar to those of recent participants.
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Figure 4-36.
Project Stage When PAs Contacted - Dormant
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4.4.2.4

Project Experiences

The surveys asked dormant participants about their satisfaction with the program overall. Threefourths of the dormant participants gave a satisfaction rating of 4 or 5 on a five-point scale
(Figure 4-37). DNV KEMA considers this level of satisfaction to signify a need for improvement.
In comparison, dormant participants were less satisfied with the program overall than recent
participants (89 % gave a 4 or 5 on the five-point scale).
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Figure 4-37.
Program Satisfaction - Dormant
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The survey asked any respondent who gave a satisfaction rating of three or less why they were
less than satisfied with the program. These reasons had to do with failed expectations. A few
respondents mentioned issues with the rebated equipment, such as lights that were not
dimmable. A few others mentioned they had not seen the energy savings they expected. Other
issues cited by one respondent each included: tedious paperwork, issues with their contractor,
and electricity rates increased.
The survey also asked the dormant participants for their suggestions of ways to improve the
program. Similar to the recent participants, they suggested increasing the range of rebated
products (28%), doing nothing (26%), improving communication, including advertising of
available rebates (22%), increasing rebates or providing other financial aid (16%), and other
uncategorized suggestions (5%). Three percent said they did not know what to suggest.
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Finally, the survey asked dormant participants what the PAs could do to motivate future use of
the programs. These responses fell into three categories: Twenty-nine percent mentioned
financial incentives such as the rebates, 18 percent suggested technical assistance from the
program, and 15 percent said better communications. Eleven percent said there was nothing
the PAs could do and 23 percent did not have any suggestions.

4.5
4.5.1

Focus Group Findings
Introduction and Objectives

This section provides a high-level summary of the key findings from two focus groups that DNV
KEMA evaluators conducted on March 20th and 28th 2012. These customers represented large
commercial and industrial facilities that participated in the large C&I programs in 2010. Only two
were first-time program participants, but the vast majority had numerous program experiences.
Nonetheless, the participants represented a range of attributes for which they received
incentives such as:
New construction vs. retrofit: Four customers implemented new construction projects and 12
were retrofits.
Electric vs. gas projects: Twelve customers implemented electric projects, and four had gas
projects.
Incentive levels: Incentives received ranged from under $100 to multi-million dollar levels.
Business types: Four were commercial customers, seven were industrial, and five were
institutional (education/government).
Business size (by employee numbers): Three were very large; six were large; six were
medium; and one was small.
Geographic: Five participants received incentives through NSTAR and 11 through National
Grid. (Because the focus groups were held in eastern Massachusetts, customers operating
outside this area were underrepresented.)

4.5.2

Sampling

The population of focus group participants was drawn from the customer CATI survey and indepth interviews, based on a question asking whether the customer would be willing to attend a
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focus group to delve further into the research topics covered and receive a $200 incentive.
Approximately 120 customers responded affirmatively. Consequently, this group of potential
focus group participants represented a subset of customers interviewed. To counteract this,
DNV KEMA stratified this sample population into five segments based on employee count: very
large, large, medium, small and very small customers. We then set recruitment targets for each
group to ensure a range of customer sizes would be represented and to provide a relatively
heterogeneous C&I participant population to stimulate discussion.
DNV KEMA recruiters contacted over 100 customers to solicit participation, and offered $200
incentives for attending the two-hour focus group. For each focus group, the targets was ten
customers, but our experience recruiting for focus groups indicated that we would need to
increase that number to account for expected cancellations and no-shows. Thus, for the March
20th focus group, 15 customers agreed to attend, and 11 participated. Similarly, for the March
28th focus group, 13 customers agreed to participate, and five attended. The lower than
expected figure resulted from numerous last-minute cancellations. Although recruiters
attempted to contact additional customers on the event day, none were available.
In all, 16 large C&I customers attended the focus groups. While this falls below the 20 customer
target, the group represented a range of opinions and situations from program experience (firsttime vs. long-time program users); business type (e.g. manufacturing to government
agencies/schools to commercial); and customer sizes. Following are combined results from both
focus groups conducted.

4.5.3
4.5.3.1

Findings
Organization Standard Practices for Energy Efficiency

The following findings relate to any standard practices, corporate policies or informal guidelines
organizations follow when purchasing, replacing or maintaining equipment.
Payback and energy reduction targets drive customers’ decision-making for energy using
equipment purchase, replacement and maintenance. The focus group participants reported
that payback is typically an informal guideline, which changes with internal and external
market criteria. None of the participating organizations reported having formal organizational
guidelines on when to upgrade equipment but instead said that they rely on professional
energy staff estimation of project cost vs. energy savings.
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Nearly all customers interviewed have corporate-mandated energy reduction goals. The
focus group participants said that while these targets were largely not binding and bring no
consequences if not met, their organizations publicly disclosed the goals and progress.
Typically, these were set at the highest company level, whether executive management or
the Board of Directors. Reasons noted were competitive advantage and customer or
stakeholder pressure. Several customers noted energy reduction targets are set and
reported in energy (MMBTU) or Greenhouse Gas emissions (metric tons CO2E ).
Consequently, reductions may be satisfied by either electricity or natural gas projects. One
customer, a state governmental agency, had no energy reduction goals, which related to its
precarious financial position.
Payback periods shrank in the past five years for nearly all customers. A number of focus
group participants said that while in the past their organizations had considered payback
periods of five or more years, currently their organizations will rarely consider projects with
periods over two years. One large customer reported completing even micro projects in the
past year, each with payback under one-year. Shortening payback criteria relate primarily to
economic viability concerns as well as other contributing factors such as length of lease,
business cycles and revenue. The exception was a large non-profit firm that undertook
capital projects up to 15 years payback because long-term funding was secure. The nonprofit‘s innovative Board of Directors drove the project and encouraged innovation to save
energy and meet reduction targets.
No respondents used total life cycle costs, including the cost of fuel, to make equipment
purchase decisions. The focus group participants indicated that simple payback continues to
be the most important criteria to move projects forward. Respondents spoke about the
difficulty of relying on total life cycle cost estimates, as simple payback was more reliable,
more easily understood companywide, and led to faster decision-making if the project fell
within typically accepted payback periods.
Most customers used PA reps and contractors, consultants or engineers to inform their
decision-making when considering equipment purchases or retrofit projects. Other
contributing sources noted were vendors and industry trade shows or publications.
Many customers reported concerns about vendor and third-party product claims. Some
focus group participants reported being bombarded with communications about new
technologies, and numerous third parties pitching products and projects. They indicated that
they would benefit from an unbiased information source, such as the Program
Administrators, to guide their decision-making. One customer proposed that the PAs set up
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a central repository for white papers, reports, customer case studies, and other documents
to help customers evaluate product claims.
4.5.3.2

Program Participation, Satisfaction, and Suggestions for Improvement

The following findings relate to what the focus groups participants reported concerning their
participation in the Massachusetts large C&I programs, their satisfaction levels with these
programs, and any suggestions for improvement.
Overall program satisfaction was high. In general, the focus group participants praised the
program incentives for lowering project payback periods; allowing them to implement
projects sooner, allowing them to try more innovative projects, and encouraging them to
upgrade to higher efficiency projects. All but two participants said that they have used the
program repeatedly and all stated they would not hesitate do so again if the project made
economic sense.
Most customers learned about the C&I programs from their PA reps or trade allies (e.g.
consultants, engineers, etc.) while a few mentioned equipment vendors. More sophisticated
customers who participated in the focus groups said that they have been aware of the
programs for many years and use their PAs reps and trade allies for program updates. Two
first-time participants attributed their participation to persistent PA reps.
Similarly, project ideas originated mainly from PA rep or trade allies such as engineering
firms and consultants. As large and sophisticated energy users, many of the focus group
participants reported continually seek help to identify projects. About half said that they
proactively sought their PA rep or third party consultant for advice or to conduct an audit or
facility walk through. For the remaining customers, the project ideas came from proactive PA
reps or trade allies. Many customers reported that many trade allies are well aware of the
incentives and use the programs to sell projects.
Nearly all customers interviewed were satisfied with program paperwork although about
three-fourths reported their consultant completed the paperwork on their behalf. This relates
to the high number of trade allies that initiated customer projects and handled the process.
Customers reported mixed satisfaction with the paperwork, which varied by Program
Administrator. While most reported positive experiences, several customers reported
dissatisfaction that National Grid requires customers to use fax machines to send
paperwork.
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Respondents’ satisfaction with rebate processing time varied by incentive type. Prescriptive
rebate timing was universally praised, and several customers mentioned the checks arrived
within several weeks. Experience with custom rebates was mixed and appeared to depend
on project complexity, the PA, and other unknown factors. While some received checks
within several that delayed a few incentive checks.
Nearly three-quarters of respondents were satisfied with the Measurement and Verification
(M&V) process. The M&V length and complexity was dollar driven: the higher the rebate, the
longer the inspection.
About half of the respondents reported high satisfaction with their electric or gas rep for
checking in frequently; understanding their business; being available when needed; and
easy to work with. Other customers had mixed experiences. The level of satisfaction
depended on the customer‘s annual energy spending, history of program use, and business
of the PA representative. Only one respondent reported dissatisfaction because the
company spent $3 million annually in energy bills and had ―no idea who my rep is.‖
4.5.3.3

Barriers to Energy Efficiency Implementation

The following findings relate to barriers identified by customers that impacted their ability to
undertake energy efficiency projects and how their energy provider could assist.
Major barriers cited to implementing projects were financial such as payback/return on
investment, and financial resources. Minor barriers cited were: time commitment to walk
through facility with auditors; and lack of management interest in energy efficiency.
Energy efficiency competes against other company priorities for limited capital. Most focus
group participants reported that they had financing options or cash reserves, and did not
want utility sponsored financing. The exception was on-bill repayment, or paying for projects
out of savings, which attracted interest from the non-profit, government customers and
several privately owned firms. One privately-held company reported refusing to finance any
projects, which places upper limits on what could be done at any time. For financial barriers,
customers noted PAs could do little except be proactive when times are good. These times
will vary among customers; one related business has been booming during the economic
downturn, for example.
Customers needed new ideas and options for cost-effective projects. This barrier was most
prominent for repeat program users. One customer summarized the focus group‘s overall
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sentiment: ―a lot of us have done the low hanging fruit and even the next level, but are
scratching our heads about what we can do next. We need someone coming in saying ‗we
have new technology and this is what we can do at your facility.‘ ‖ All but two customers had
already implemented many so-called ‗low-hanging fruit‘ such as lighting upgrades and other
low payback projects. These customers want PAs, trade allies or any other sources to
identify projects that make economic sense in their facilities -- the key being cost effective. A
customer noted that many of his colleagues took advantage of lighting project upgrades
from T-12s to T-8s, but discussed the next jump to T5s was prohibitively expensive.
When asked how the PAs could help surmount the barrier to payback, many noted few
strategies other than increasing incentives. Several customers reported it is not
economically feasible to undertake some identified projects and never would be and that
sometimes the utilities do not fully understand this.
Program credibility had been the largest barrier for one customer, a first-time program
participant and large energy user. The customer reported that his/her PA rep surmounted
this barrier by repeatedly and persistently communicating program rationale, specifically why
the entity that sells power wants to help the customer use less. The customer asked the rep
repeatedly for his ―angle‖ and feared being ―taken for a ride.‖ This comment provoked
intense discussion as many other customers explained the regulatory mandate and program
rationale.
Only one customer, a first-time program user in 2010, called awareness a barrier, and noted
that PAs need to more vigorously promote their programs through advertising. According to
this customer greater program awareness would produce greater customer receptivity when
PA reps and trade allies make cold calls..
For some customers, a barrier exists as credibility gap between equipment claims and
expected performance. For example, some participants reported weighing questions such
as: Will the technology perform as stated? Will higher or more frequent repair costs diminish
expected savings? As noted earlier, the PAs are widely perceived as neutral third parties,
and this credibility may help remove this trust barrier. Said one customer, ―If it‘s coming from
the utility, it‘s more credible than coming from anyone else.‖
4.5.3.4

Communication with Program Administrators

The following findings relate to any contact customers may have had with Mass Save or their
electric or gas PA.
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Communication with PAs was been described as good to excellent overall, although
improvements could be made. Since National Grid‘s reorganization, customers remarked on
the decline in communication. Major points noted were inability to reach staff and confusion
about whether they have a new rep, and if their rep left the company, among other
difficulties.
Since three-fourths of the focus group participants worked directly with trade allies, contact
with PAs was limited during the program process. The consultant, engineer or designer
initiated contact and handled the program process on their behalf.
Several customers requested more frequent communication with their PA rep. They said
that they appreciate the relationship, and any calls, emails, on-site visits and other efforts to
keep in contact, but wanted additional informal, check-ins. This helped remind customers
about energy efficiency project potential; and allowed PA staff to update customers about
any program changes. Several customers remarked that they appreciated receiving
NSTAR’s newsletter and requested a similar communications piece from National Grid.
Only a few customers reported implementing electric and gas projects and were generally
unaware of how their electric and gas utility worked together. This typically happened ―behind
the scenes‖ from their experience.
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5.

Trade Ally Process Findings

5.1

Introduction and Scope

This section contains results and findings from our surveys of participating and nonparticipating
contractors, distributors, and design professionals as well as our efforts to interview trade
organizations. First we discuss the research objectives, followed by methodology and sample
design, followed by results.

5.2

Research Objectives

The Project 10 evaluation efforts were targeted at some research topics or objectives that had
been identified by the Project 7 evaluation which was completed in early 2011. The Project 7
process evaluation identified low C&I program staffing levels as a major concern. ―Interviewees
— nearly across the board — reported that staffing levels are insufficient to support the
expansion in savings goals,‖ said the Project 7 report. ―The staffing issue affects the programs
at many levels—from program marketing and project recruitment by Account Executives to the
technical review of projects by technical staff.‖
Subsequent interviews with C&I program staff for this Project 10 research plan revealed that this
staffing problem is likely getting worse and that opportunities to boost staffing levels are very
limited. For these reasons there was some interest in learning whether the C&I programs could
try to offset some of the effects of these staff constraints through more use of trade allies. This
would include not only greater use of installation contractors (HVAC, lighting, etc.) but also
doing more work further upstream with equipment distributors and manufacturers. A separate
research task within the Project 10 evaluation is also looking outside of Massachusetts for best
practices in cultivating trade ally networks for energy efficiency programs in other states.
The Project 10 interviews with C&I program staff also revealed that some of the PA
representatives were particularly interested in ―lost opportunities‖ in the HVAC industry. They
noted how often C&I customers make emergency replacements of equipment like rooftop units
and wondered why the C&I programs were not capturing more of this activity.
Our interviews targeted both participating and nonparticipating contractors, distributors, and
design professionals. The following research topics are covered in these interviews. The actual
survey questions had different wording and order than the bulleted topics listed here.
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Program awareness and knowledge:
o

Whether they were aware of the C&I programs;

o

How they became aware of these programs; and

o

What they said they knew about the programs (e.g., which technologies are
rebated, what incentives are available, etc.)

Program participation and barriers:
o

If they were unaware of the programs, whether they would be interested in
participating (after given a short description of the programs and typical
rebate levels) and what additional information about the programs they would
need before joining;

o

If they were aware of the programs and not participating, why they are not
participating and what the programs could do to get them to participate.

o

If they were participating in the programs, what sorts of program-rebated
energy efficient technologies they promote through their businesses, how
often they interact with program staff or PA account reps, how they keep
track of program information/changes, how active they are in the programs,
and what the programs could do to get them to become more active;

o

What barriers might prevent some of their C&I customers from participating in
these programs, especially in recent years;

o

What barriers might prevent contractors/vendors from participating in these
programs;

o

What the programs could do to increase the chances that energy efficient
equipment would be installed in emergency replacement situations as well as
less urgent replacement situations; and

o

Whether a life-cycle analysis tool would have helped them sell the energy
efficient opportunities;

Program impacts on energy efficient sales and missed opportunities:
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o

What percent of their sales of several specific measure types are a programeligible level of energy efficiency;

o

What percent of the equipment they sell at a program-eligible level of energy
efficiency are sold through the C&I programs; and

o

If they do not sell all their energy efficient equipment through the program,
why they do not.

Financial incentives
o

How/whether they incorporate the program incentives in their sales
strategies;

o

(After having been told of program prescriptive rebate levels for some of the
more common energy efficient technologies in their market sector) Whether
they thought program rebate levels were adequate to move market demand
for those energy efficient measures;

o

Whether upstream incentives would motivate them to promote energy
efficient equipment more;

o

Whether/how they had promoted these financing mechanisms and, if not,
why not;

o

Why they thought so few C&I customers were using these mechanisms; and

o

What the PAs could do to increase the chances that these financing
mechanisms would be used.

After initial design of the interview guides, DNV KEMA and the PAs decided that it would be
helpful to modify the interview guides for HVAC contractors. The PAs wanted a more systematic
and robust market share study for HVAC measures. To accommodate this request, DNV KEMA
subcontracted with NMR to complete an HVAC market share study using a modified version of
the interview guide used for other vendor types. NMR‘s interview guide contained more market
share questions (reported elsewhere) and fewer process questions (reported here).
In addition to interviewing participating and nonparticipating contractors/vendors, we also
completed a few interviews with representatives of Massachusetts chapters of trade
associations that represent the major types of contractors (HVAC, lighting, etc.) that work with
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the C&I programs. The interviews were intended to provide more of a ―big picture‖ perspective
on key issues such as:
Why C&I program participation levels have been down;
How the C&I programs might better capitalize on equipment replacement opportunities they
are currently missing;
Whether upstream incentives will encourage greater program participation by contractors;
and
Why the PA financing mechanisms have not gained more traction.

5.3

Sample Design

DNV KEMA designed a population that included participating and nonparticipating vendors
operating in Massachusetts. DNV KEMA began with a search in the Dun and Bradstreet (D&B)
and Dodge databases for construction companies operating in Massachusetts. After cleaning
the names, addresses, and phone numbers of these lists, DNV KEMA removed duplicate
listings of the same companies with the same address. We then used the SIC codes (D&B) and
player type field (Dodge) to categorize the companies into the following groups based on their
core business:
Architect/Engineering;
General Contractor;
Lighting;
HVAC;
Refrigeration;
Compressed Air; and
Motors.
DNV KEMA considered this list to represent the entire population of vendors in Massachusetts.
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Next, DNV KEMA compiled the list of participating vendors. DNV KEMA took information from
PA C&I program tracking databases to compile a list of all companies that worked on a project
that received a rebate. We cleaned names, addresses, and phone numbers, and removed
duplicate records (based on name and address) in this list as well. Duplicates could occur, for
example, when one company worked on projects in multiple PA service territories and therefore
appeared in each PA‘s tracking database. DNV KEMA considered this list to represent the
participating vendors.
To generate the list of nonparticipating vendors, DNV KEMA removed all participating vendors
from the list that represented the entire population of vendors in Massachusetts. DNV KEMA
used name plus zip code or phone plus zip code to determine a match. This allowed for a
vendor that participates out of some locations but not others to appear in both the participant
and nonparticipant lists. DNV KEMA considered this list to represent the nonparticipating
vendors.
DNV KEMA then aggregated all records in both the participating and nonparticipating vendor
lists to create one entry for each name plus zip code combination. We then performed a second
aggregation to eliminate duplicate records with the same phone number. Only 5 percent of the
records had duplicate phone numbers after aggregating to the name plus zip level.
Based on review of other commercial HVAC market studies and consideration of the fact that
there were some small HVAC vendors that should not be included in this study, HVAC vendors
with less than 5 employees were eliminated from the frame.14 These vendors accounted for
about 80 percent of the nonparticipating HVAC contractors. These steps resulted in final vendor
populations described in Table 5-1.

14

For example, the 2006 Northeast Energy Efficiency Partnership (NEEP) market characterization study

for commercial packaged HVAC equipment also filtered out companies with fewer than five employees.
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Table 5-1.
Vendor Populations
Group

Nonparticipating

Participating

Lighting

4,931

323

HVAC

1,136

386

Architects/Engineers

990

26

General Contractors

407

38

Both A/E and GC

331

16

Refrigeration

222

26

Motors

63

6

Compressed Air

19

2

8,099

823

Total

For the nonparticipants, DNV KEMA stratified the groups based on number of employees, as
reported in the D&B or Dodge databases. We assigned any nonparticipant without number of
employees listed in the D&B or Dodge databases to an ―unknown size‖ stratum. The rest of the
vendors were divided into ―small‖ and ―large‖ based on a median split of their listed number of
employees (HVAC), or ―small‖, ―medium‖, and ―large‖ based on trinary splits of their number of
employees (lighting, refrigeration), or were not split because they had too few records left over
(general contractors, compressed air, and motors).
For participants, DNV KEMA stratified the groups based on the sum of savings for all tracked
projects they worked on. Some groups were median split into ―small‖ and ―large‖ groups
(architect/engineer, general contractor, Both A/E and GC, and compressed air.) Other groups
were split into three groups (HVAC, lighting, and refrigeration). The motors group was not split.
After stratifying the samples, DNV KEMA assigned a target number of completed interviews for
each stratum. This allocation was based primarily on the goals of getting some representation
for all groups, but focusing attention on the largest groups: Lighting and HVAC. Following the
initial sample design, the decision was made to increase the sample size for HVAC to 80 and
provide the sample frame to NMR for design and selection, since they were administering the
survey. This resulted in the target numbers listed in Table 5-2.
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5.4

Survey Fielding

DNV KEMA completed a total of 40 participant and 44 nonparticipant interviews with architects
& engineers, general contractors, lighting contractors, and other types of vendors. As discussed
in the introduction, NMR completed similar interviews with the HVAC vendors. NMR completed
34 interviews with participating and 17 interviews with nonparticipating HVAC vendors. Calls
were fielded between March 26 and April 30, 2012. DNV KEMA called numbers at least five
times, at different times of day, and across at least two weeks before considering a number
unreachable. For strata with large sample sizes, DNV KEMA staged the release of sample to
reduce the chance of response bias. This resulted in situations where we did not call all the
numbers within a particular stratum.
Sample sizes, targets, and number of completions are listed in Table 5-2. The population and
target numbers in this table are the numbers we generated during sampling. During the
interviews, respondents reported on their core business and whether they had participated in
the programs. We counted completes based on respondents‘ self-reported classification and
participation.
Table 5-2.
Samples, Targets, and Completions by Group
Group

Participant

Nonparticipant

5.5

Population

Target

Completes

HVAC

386

41

35

Lighting

323

18

27

Other

114

29

14

Total

823

88

76

HVAC

1,136

39

17

Lighting

4,931

18

18

Other

2,032

29

25

Total

8,099

86

60

Results

Where possible, DNV KEMA combined the results from NMR with our own data to provide a
unified picture across all types of vendors. However, in some cases, the interview guides were
too different to allow for a combination of results. In these cases, DNV KEMA presents the
results separately.
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5.5.1
5.5.1.1

Participating Vendors
Characterizing Participants

DNV KEMA and NMR completed a total of 76 interviews with participating vendors (Table 5-3).
DNV KEMA completed 43 interviews with participating vendors. About two-thirds of these
interviews were with vendors who classified themselves as lighting or electrical contractors. A
few were with vendors who classified themselves as HVAC vendors. The remainder classified
themselves as one of the other types of vendor (architects/engineers, general contractors,
refrigeration, motors, or compressed air). NMR completed interviews with 33 participating HVAC
vendors. A total of seven respondents classified themselves as distributors or manufacturers
rather than contractors.
Table 5-3.
Vendor Business Type
Responses from Participating Vendors
Type

Completes

Percent

HVAC

35

46%

Lighting

27

36%

Other

14

18%

Total

76

100%

All of the interviewed vendors said they do work in the commercial or industrial sectors. The
majority (54%) said they also do residential work. It was more common for the HVAC vendors to
have said that they did residential work (77% said they did) than for the lighting or other vendors
(37%).
To generate a measure of company size for all respondents, the interviewers asked the
participating vendors how many full-time equivalent employees (FTEs) they had. The median
number of FTEs was 12. The average was 128, but this number was inflated by the presence of
a few relatively large vendors in the sample. HVAC vendors (median FTEs = 9.5) tend to be a
little smaller than lighting or other types of vendors (median FTEs = 23).
5.5.1.2

Program Awareness & Knowledge

The interviews included questions to assess participant‘s sources of program awareness as well
as awareness of specific components of the program. Most, but not all (96%) of the participating
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vendors said they had heard of the Mass Save program prior to the interview. This suggests
that the branding of the program is mostly successful. However, there were a few vendors who
participated in the program, but who did not recognize the program branding.
The participants reported getting program information from a variety of sources. No single
information source dominated, but PA representatives were the most commonly mentioned
source of information (29%). The Mass Save website (21%), suppliers or distributors (20%), and
the PA websites (18%) were also commonly mentioned sources of information. The full break
out of information sources is shown in Figure 5-1.
Figure 5-1.
Program Information Sources
Responses from Participating Vendors
PA representative

29%

MASS Save website

21%

Source of Program Information

Supplier/Distributor

20%

PA website

18%

Internet other than PA

14%

Word of mouth

11%

PA sponsored meeting

7%

Trade meeting

4%

Brochures

4%

Past Experience

3%

Other

3%

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Percent of Participant Vendors
(n=76)

The interviews asked participating vendors whether they had any interaction with program staff.
About two thirds (66%) of the respondents said they did. DNV KEMA‘s interviews included
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questions about interaction frequency and topics. Of the respondents who interact with program
staff, the plurality (39%) said that they communicate on a quarterly basis. The most common
topics of conversation were determining equipment eligibility (63%) and determining rebate
amounts (41%). Table 5-4 shows additional interaction frequency and topics.
Table 5-4.
Frequency and Topic of Program Interaction
Responses from Participating Vendors

Interaction Frequency
Daily

Respondents
With Program
Interaction
(n=29)
4%

Weekly

18%

Every 2 weeks

11%

Monthly

11%

Quarterly

39%

Yearly

14%

Interaction Topic
Determining equipment eligibility

63%

Determining rebate amount

41%

How to participate in programs

25%

Program changes

22%

Financing

6%

Technical Assistance

3%

Other

22%

The interviews also asked the participating vendors if they were aware of the low-interest
financing option available through the program. Most (57%) of the participating vendors said
they had heard of it. HVAC vendors (67%) were more likely than lighting or other vendors (49%)
to have said they had heard of the financing option. Some of the participating vendors
volunteered that their customers have their own financing, so the financing option is not really
necessarily. This is consistent with findings from DNV KEMA‘s end-user participant survey.
The interviews also included an open-ended question about what participating vendors know
about the programs. DNV KEMA post-coded these answers into several different categories.
About half of the respondents (47%) indicated a basic knowledge of the rebates. Thirty-eight
percent said that they knew many details about the rebates. About another third (30%) indicated
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intermediate knowledge that fell between basic and detailed knowledge of the rebates. About a
fifth (21%) of the respondents had extremely limited knowledge of the programs, such as, ―I
know there are rebates.‖ A few volunteered information about the financing (14%) or technical
assistance (8%). Figure 5-2 shows the full break down of participant program knowledge.
Figure 5-2.
Program Knowledge
Responses from Participating Vendors

Rebate basics

47%

Rebate details

38%

Program Knowledge

Intermediate knowledge

30%

Limited knowledge

21%

Financing

14%

Technical assistance

8%

Other

5%

Nothing

1%
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Percent of Participating Vendors
(n=76)

DNV KEMA-Only Responses
The interviews completed by DNV KEMA included a battery of questions to obtain more details
about which rebates participating vendors are aware of. Most (51%) of the respondents
mentioned the prescriptive lighting rebates. About one-third mentioned each of the following:
whole building assessment (40%), lighting retrofits (37%), prescriptive motors or variable
frequency drives (VFDs; 37%), custom lighting (33%), and retro-commissioning (33%). The
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remaining rebates were mentioned by fewer than one-third of respondents (Table 5-5). The low
awareness of the HVAC rebates was likely due to the small number of HVAC vendors in the
DNV KEMA sample.
Table 5-5.
Awareness by Rebate Type
Responses by Participating Vendors
Technology

Prescriptive

Custom

Retrofit

New
Construction

Lighting

51%

33%

37%

19%

HVAC

26%

19%

21%

9%

Motors / VFD

37%

19%

21%

9%

Compressed Air

16%

14%

12%

7%

Water heat

12%

9%

9%

7%

Kitchen

12%

9%

9%

7%

Building Shell

12%

9%

9%

7%

Refrigeration

12%

12%

12%

9%

Controls

28%

16%

12%

7%

Whole building assessment

n/a

n/a

40%

n/a

Retrocommissioning

n/a

n/a

33%

n/a

Note: n=43 for all percents

5.5.1.3

Sales Practices

The interviews included a set of questions designed to assess participant sales practices. Most
of the participating vendors said they mention energy efficiency during quotes (88%),
incorporate the program rebates in their sales pitches (82%), provide multiple bids that compare
models at different levels of efficiency (70%), or discuss lifecycle costs with their clients (63%;
Figure 5-3). HVAC vendors were more likely than lighting or other vendors to have said that
they incorporate the rebates into their sales pitches (90% of HVAC vendors vs. 72% of other
vendors) and to provide multiple bids (91% of HVAC vendors vs. 53% of other vendors).
About three-fourths (71%) of those who discuss lifecycle costs with their customers said they
would be likely or very likely to use a standard lifecycle analysis tool. Desired features for a
lifecycle analysis tool included easy access either by being available online or as an iPad app,
the ability to enter in or modify to account for the unique details of each job, something that is
easy to use, and something that shows payback periods. This desired feature set was very
similar to the one reported by end-users.
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Figure 5-3.
Sales Practices
Responses from Participating Vendors

Mention EE during quote
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(n=76)

Respondents who said they incorporate energy efficiency into their sales pitches were asked to
provide some details about how they did so. About one-fourth (28%) said they discuss how
much the customer will save on energy costs due to the high efficiency equipment. Another
fourth said that they compute payback periods for the customers. Twenty-one percent said they
just talk about energy efficiency when they meet with the customer. Figure 5-4 shows the full
breakdown of respondents‘ methods of incorporating energy efficiency into their sales pitches.
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Figure 5-4.
Method of Incorporating Energy Efficiency
Responses from Participating Vendors

Savings estimate
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(n=67)

DNV KEMA-Only Responses
The DNV KEMA interviews included questions about how they participated in the rebate
program, the programs impact on their energy efficient sales, and the effects of the rebates on
specific types of energy efficient measures.
Relatively common answers to the open-ended question about how respondents participated in
the programs included that they did a lot of installations that received rebates (33%), they had
limited participation (23%), and that they actively promoted the program (21%). Less common
answers that reflect limited influence upon customers‘ participation decisions included that they
filled out program paperwork (14%), that participation in the rebate programs was up to their
customers (9%), that they do not have any influence because they are a subcontractor who
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builds to specs already laid out by an engineer or architect (5%), or that the program is too
much hassle to make it worth participating in (2%).
The DNV KEMA interviews also included an open-ended question that asked the respondents
how much impact the program had on their sales of energy efficient equipment, at a general
level. About one-third (30%) of respondents said that the programs caused a small increase in
their high efficiency sales. Another 12 percent said that the programs caused a large increase in
their high efficiency sales. About the same number (12%) said that the program had no effect on
their high efficiency sales. Nobody said that the programs decreased their high efficiency sales.
The DNV KEMA interviews also obtained market effects data for several specific technologies.
DNV KEMA asked lighting and electrical contractors about six specific lighting technologies. We
asked architects and engineers and general contractors about the same lighting technologies or
a set of three HVAC technologies. Architects and engineers and general contractors were
randomly assigned to lighting or HVAC questions. Because the majority of DNV KEMA‘s sample
was lighting contractors, we obtained the most data for those measures. Note, NMR‘s study
focused on market effects for HVAC equipment and covers it in more depth.
Table 5-6 shows the market effects for the six lighting and three HVAC technologies DNV
KEMA covered. DNV KEMA asked 25 respondents about each of the lighting technologies and
about eight respondents about each of the HVAC technologies. Question sequences for each
technology followed the same pattern. First, we asked whether they installed any of the broad
technology category, such as exterior lighting. Then we asked what percentage of their 2011
installations of that type of job used a specific energy efficient technology, such as LEDs. Then
we asked what percentage of the jobs using that energy efficient technology were rebated
(Table 5-6 shows the product of the percent installed and the percent rebated in the ―% of Any
Rebated‖ column). Finally, we asked what percent of their jobs would have used the energy
efficient technology if the rebates had not been available (Table 5-6 also shows the difference
between the percent installed and the percent that would have been installed in the ―Rebate
Effect‖ column).
The low number of respondents answering each sequence of questions requires caution in
interpreting the results. However, several interesting patterns can be seen.
Exterior LED lighting was an unpopular measure. The table indicates that the rebate effects
on this measure were small, but that is probably due to the overall small number of
installations rather than ineffective rebates.
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LED exit signs: The table shows that almost all exit signs that the respondents reported
installing were LED exit signs and about half of them received rebates. The rebate effect
appears large, but that may be due to the overall large number of installations rather than
the rebates making a big difference in end-user decisions.
Occupancy sensors: The rebates appear to have had very little effect on the installation of
occupancy sensors.
Screw-base LED lamps: The rebates appear to be driving installation of screw-base LED
lamps. Several of the respondents said that without the rebates, the technology is
completely uneconomical.
Programmable thermostats: The table shows that programmable thermostats have a similar
pattern to LED exit signs in the sense that they account for a very high percentage of total
installations and about half of their installations received a rebate.
Condensing boilers: The table shows that all interviewees who reported installing
condensing boilers said that they only installed high efficiency boilers and that all their
boilers received the program rebates. They also claimed that all their installations would
have been high-efficiency even without the rebate, which suggests that they were freeriders. However, these responses should be considered with caution due to the small
sample size and the possibility that the respondents misunderstood the line of questioning,
particularly when it comes to ―high-efficiency‖ condensing boilers. Many contractors consider
condensing boilers to automatically be high efficiency.
Table 5-6.
Market Effects
Responses from Participating Vendors
Technol
ogy

Lighting

HVAC

Job Type

n
Asked

% who
Install

EE
Technology

%
%
%
EE
of Any
EE if no
Installed Rebated Rebates

Rebate
Effect

Exterior ligthing

24

96%

LED

19%

11%

14%

5%

Exit signs

24

92%

LED

99%

48%

64%

34%

Relamping / Reballasting

23

91%

T5/T8

55%

34%

33%

22%

Recessed fluorescent fixtures

26

85%

high efficiency

67%

49%

41%

26%

Occupancy sensors

25

80%

all

63%

47%

58%

5%

Screw-based lamps

24

63%

LED

21%

12%

0%

21%

Programmable T-stat

7

100%

all

90%

40%

63%

28%

Economizers

9

56%

dual enthalpy

25%

25%

0%

25%

Condensing Boilers

8

38%

high efficiency

100%

100%

100%

0%
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Reasons for not installing the energy efficient technology tended to fall into three categories: the
customer did not want it, the vendor builds to specifications made by someone else, or they did
not make sense for some specific job.
5.5.1.4

Barriers to Participation

The interviewers asked participating vendors what barriers prevented their customers from
installing energy efficient equipment. By far, the cost of energy efficient measures was the
leading answer (71%). Other answers included lack of awareness of the rebates (13%), rebate
processing requirements or delays (10%), limits of energy efficient technologies (10%), and
payback periods that are too long (8%). Figure 5-5 shows the other mentioned barriers.
Figure 5-5.
Barriers to Participation
Responses from Participating Vendors
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Note: Total exceeds 100 percent because multiple answers were accepted.
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The interviews also asked participating vendors if the 2008 recession had any effects on their
sales. The DNV KEMA and NMR answers to this question were coded separately and in such a
way that did not allow aggregation of the results. However, one theme that emerges from both
sets of answers is that sales, for the most part, decreased (Table 5-7).
Note, the DNV KEMA data are made up primarily of lighting vendors and the NMR data are all
from HVAC vendors. This comparison reveals at least one interesting difference between the
lighting and HVAC market: more lighting vendors (30%) than HVAC vendors (6%) said that the
recession did not affect their business. Indeed, ―no effect‖ is the most popular answer in the
DNV KEMA data.
Table 5-7.
Effects of Recession
Responses from Participating Vendors
DNV KEMA
(Lighting and Other)

Participating
Vendors
(n=43)

NMR
(HVAC)

Participating
Vendors
(n=34)

No effect

30%

Fewer sales

24%

Decrease high efficiency sales

26%

Repairs only

18%

Decrease standard efficiency sales

23%

Necessities only

15%

Increase high efficiency sales

12%

Clients shopping around more

6%
6%

Decrease maintenance jobs

9%

No effect

Increase standard efficiency sales

2%

Other

Increase maintenance jobs

2%

5.5.1.5

18%

Satisfaction

Both the DNV KEMA and NMR surveys asked participating vendors to rate their satisfaction
with the program on a five-point scale where 1 meant very dissatisfied and 5 meant very
satisfied. Three quarters of the respondents gave the program a satisfactory rating (4 or 5 on
the five-point scale; Figure 5-6). DNV KEMA interprets satisfaction ratings under 80 percent to
indicate a need for improvement.
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Figure 5-6.
Program Satisfaction
Responses from Participating Vendors
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Respondents who gave less than satisfied ratings (less than 4 on the five-point scale) also
provided open-ended reasons for their lack of satisfaction. These reasons included the
following:
Issues with rebate processing time and requirements (38%);
The amount of paperwork (31%);
Limited program staff or PA support (19%); and
Inconsistency in rebate funding that resulted in sudden closures of the rebate program
(19%).
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Several other issues were also mentioned by a single vendor each: lack of training for the
vendors, the pre-approval requirement of the custom program, the Mass Save website being
difficult to use, the rebates should go to the vendors not end-users, new vendors‘ rebate
applications were rejected too often, more rebates are needed for non-lighting measures,
the payback period on LEDs is seven years even with the rebates, the program does not
rebate BCD controls, and the state does not need to know private heat loss information.
DNV KEMA-Only Responses
DNV KEMA‘s interviews also included a few questions about satisfaction with program staff and
the effects of the recent reductions in program staffing levels on the participating vendors.
Participating vendors rated their satisfaction with their interactions with program staff on the
same five-point scale as for the program overall. Satisfaction with program staff was higher than
satisfaction with the program overall, with 88 percent of the respondents giving a rating of 4 or 5
on the five-point scale. The only informative open-ended reason provided for being less than
satisfied was that program staff are difficult to reach.
Recent changes in program staffing levels appear to have had a modest effect on the
participating vendors. DNV KEMA asked the vendors if they had noticed any changes in the
availability of program staff over the last year. Fewer than half (46%) of the respondents said
they had noticed a decrease in staffing. DNV KEMA asked how the availability of program staff
affected their participation in the program. The most common answer (33%) was no effect.
Another 16 percent said it was difficult to reach the correct person. A few (5%) said there is too
much paperwork. Twelve percent said they did not know.
5.5.1.6

Missed Opportunities and Improvement Suggestions

A specific research objective was to investigate vendor responsiveness to upstream rebates –
rebates that go to the manufacturers or distributors of equipment rather than end-users. Onethird of the respondents said upstream rebates would be an acceptable way to provide the
rebates. However, a similar number (30%) said that the rebates should only go to the endusers. This group often provided open-ended rationales that indicated mistrust that distributors
or manufacturers would pass the savings down the supply chain. Another seven percent said
that upstream rebates would be acceptable, but included some sort of qualification. These
qualifications were either to put a cap on the amount of rebate going to the manufacturers or
distributors (e.g. they should only get 50% of the rebate) or to install a mechanism that made
sure they were passing the savings down the supply chain. Other answers are summarized in
Figure 5-7.
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It should be noted that HVAC contractors were much more likely to accept the idea of upstream
rebates than lighting or other contractors. The majority (56%) of HVAC contractors said
upstream rebates would be acceptable, compared to only 14 percent of the lighting and other
contractors.
Figure 5-7.
Funding Suggestions
Responses from Participating Vendors
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The interviews also gathered suggestions from the participating vendors for how the program
could increase participation. The most common answer (21%) was ―nothing.‖ Other common
answers included providing seminars or training for vendors about the program and the
technologies (17%), and providing monetary incentives to the contractors (―spiffs‖, 11%). The
vendors made a variety of other suggestions that are summarized in Figure 5-8.
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Figure 5-8.
Improvement Suggestions
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5.5.2
5.5.2.1

Nonparticipating Vendors
Characterizing Nonparticipants

DNV KEMA and NMR completed a total of 60 interviews with nonparticipating vendors (Table
5-8). DNV KEMA completed 43 interviews with nonparticipating vendors. About half of these
interviews were with vendors who classified themselves as lighting or electrical contractors. The
remainder classified themselves as one of the other types of vendor (architects/engineers,
general contractors, refrigeration, motors, or compressed air). NMR completed interviews with
17 nonparticipating HVAC vendors. A total of eight respondents classified themselves as
distributors or manufacturers rather than contractors.
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Table 5-8.
Vendor Business Type
Responses from Participating Vendors
Type

Completes

Percent

HVAC

17

28%

Lighting

18

30%

Other

25

42%

Total

60

100%

All (100%) of the interviewed vendors said they do work in the commercial or industrial sectors.
The majority (55%) said they also do residential work. It was more common for the
nonparticipating HVAC vendors to say they did residential work (88 % said they did) than for the
lighting or other vendors (42%).
To generate a measure of company size for all respondents, the interviewers asked the
nonparticipating vendors how many full-time equivalent employees (FTEs) they had. The
median number of FTEs was 10. The average was 41, but this number was inflated by the
presence of a few relatively large vendors in the sample. Nonparticipating HVAC vendors
(median FTEs = 8) were about the same size as lighting or other types of vendors (median
FTEs = 10).
5.5.2.2

Program Awareness & Knowledge

The interviews included questions to assess nonparticipant‘s sources of program awareness as
well as awareness of specific components of the program. Over three-fourths (83%) of the
nonparticipating vendors said they had heard of the Mass Save program prior to the interview.
This suggests that the branding of the program is mostly successful even among
nonparticipating vendors.
The nonparticipants reported getting program information from a variety of sources. No single
information source dominated, but the Mass Save website (20%) was the most commonly
mentioned source of information. Word of mouth (14%) and distributors (12%) were also
commonly mentioned sources of information. The full break out of information sources is shown
in Figure 5-9.
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Figure 5-9.
Program Information Sources
Responses from Nonparticipating Vendors
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The interviews asked nonparticipating vendors whether they had any interaction with program
staff. Only 10 percent of the respondents said that they did.
The interviews also asked the nonparticipating vendors if they were aware of the low-interest
financing option available through the program. Very few (15%) of the nonparticipating vendors
said they had heard of it. HVAC vendors (35%) were more likely than lighting or other vendors
(7%) to say they had heard of the financing option.
Nonparticipant program knowledge was limited. The interviews also included an open-ended
question about what nonparticipating vendors knew about the programs. DNV KEMA postcoded these answers into several different categories. About half of the respondents (45%)
indicated a limited or no knowledge about the programs. About one-fourth (25%) knew some
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basic information about the rebates, but no details. Figure 5-10 shows the full break down of
nonparticipant program knowledge.
Figure 5-10.
Program Knowledge
Responses from Nonparticipating Vendors
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DNV KEMA-Only Responses
DNV KEMA asked the nonparticipants who were aware of the program to describe what type of
rebates were available through it. About one-fourth (28%) mentioned lighting retrofits or HVAC
retrofits (23%). Other types of rebates were less well-known (Table 5-9). Nonparticipating
vendors did not mention the prescriptive rebates or any other rebates not listed in Table 5-9.
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Table 5-9.
Awareness by Rebate Type
Responses by Nonparticipating Vendors

Measure Type

Custom

Retrofits

New
Contruction

Lighting

2%

28%

5%

HVAC

2%

23%

5%

Motors/VFDs

0%

12%

7%

Whole Building Assessment

n/a

7%

n/a

Retrocommissioning

n/a

7%

n/a

Note: n=43 for all percents
Note: Rebates not listed in table were not mentioned by any respondents.

The nonparticipants volunteered a variety of additional information related to their program
awareness. About one-fourth (28%) said they had limited awareness of the programs because
they had not participated. Another 19 percent said they were subcontractors who built strictly to
specifications, and anything having to do with energy efficient equipment selection would occur
at the design stage before they became involved. Another 12 percent said they were too small
of an operation to be able to pay attention to the rebates. A few others said it pushing efficiency
was not their responsibility (9%) or that they were they were upset with the PAs (9%). Table
5-10 shows the full break out of the additional information provided by the nonparticipants.
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Table 5-10.
Additional Awareness Information
Responses by Nonparticipating Vendors

% of Nonparticipants
(n=43)

Additional Information

5.5.2.3

Non-participant with limited awareness

28%

Sub-contractor; not involved in design

19%

Small operation

12%

Not their job to push efficiency

9%

Upset at PA

9%

Owners can do rebates on their own

7%

Does not work on rebated measure types

7%

Program should market more to sub-contractors

7%

Interested in programs

7%

Customers not interested in energy efficiency

7%

Does mostly residential work

5%

Recession or local economy is barrier

4%

Dislikes MASS Save website

2%

Initial cost of EE equipment too high

2%

Program should market more to owners

2%

Program needs to do more proactive communication

2%

Sales practices

The interviews included a set of questions designed to assess nonparticipant sales practices.
Most of the nonparticipating vendors said they mention energy efficiency during quotes (60%).
However, few incorporate the program rebates in their sales pitches (18%), which is not
surprising for nonparticipating vendors. Forty-one percent of the respondents said that they
provide multiple bids that compare models at different levels of efficiency or discuss lifecycle
costs with their clients (32%; Figure 5-11).
There were several statistically-significant differences between HVAC vendors and the lighting
and other types of vendors. HVAC vendors were less likely than lighting or other vendors to
mention energy efficiency during their quote (60% of the HVAC vendors vs. 82% of the lighting
or other vendors). However, they were more likely to incorporate the rebates into their sales
pitches (41% of HVAC vendors vs. 9% of other vendors) and to provide multiple bids (62% of
HVAC vendors vs. 33 % of other vendors).
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Figure 5-11.
Sales Practices
Responses from Nonparticipating Vendors
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Respondents who said they incorporate energy efficiency into their sales pitches were asked to
provide some details about how they did so. About one-half (47%) said they just talk about
energy efficiency when they meet with the customer. Other ways of incorporating energy
efficiency into sales pitches were much less common (Figure 5-12).
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Figure 5-12.
Method of Incorporating Energy Efficiency
Responses from Nonparticipating Vendors
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DNV KEMA-Only Responses
The DNV KEMA interviews also obtained market effects data for several specific technologies.
DNV KEMA asked lighting and electrical contractors about six specific lighting technologies. We
asked architects and engineers and general contractors about the same lighting technologies or
a set of three HVAC technologies. Architects and engineers and general contractors were
randomly assigned to lighting or HVAC questions. Because the majority of DNV KEMA‘s sample
was lighting contractors, we obtained the most data for those measures. Note, NMR‘s study
focused on market effects for HVAC equipment and covers it in more depth.
Table 5-11 shows the market effects for the six lighting and three HVAC technologies DNV
KEMA covered. DNV KEMA asked about 19 respondents about each of the lighting
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technologies and about eight respondents about each of the HVAC technologies. Question
sequences for each technology followed the same pattern. First, we asked whether they
installed any of the broad technology category, such as exterior lighting. Then we asked what
percentage of their 2011 installations of that type of job used a specific energy efficient
technology, such as LEDs. Because these were all nonparticipants, the percent of the measures
rebated were all zero. Likewise, the percent that would have been installed without the rebate
was equal to the percent that were installed.
The low number of respondents answering each sequence of questions requires caution in
interpreting the results. However, several interesting patterns can be seen.
Almost all exit signs were LED exit signs even among nonparticipating vendors.
The majority of re-lamping used T5 or HPT8 lamps.
The majority of recessed fixtures were reported as high efficiency recessed fixtures.
Exterior lighting was rarely LED without rebates.
The majority of thermostat jobs involved programmable thermostats.
The majority of condensing boiler jobs were reported as being high efficiency condensing
boilers. As for the participating vendors, the respondents may have been biased towards
calling all condensing boilers high efficiency.
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Table 5-11.
Market Effects
Responses from Nonparticipating Vendors

Techno
logy

Lighting

HVAC

5.5.2.4

Job Type

n
Asked

% who
Install

%
EE
EE
Technology Installed

Exit signs

18

78%

LED

90%

Relamping / Reballasting

19

74%

T5/HPT8

65%

Exterior ligthing

18

72%

LED

11%

Screw-based lamps

18

72%

LED

42%

Occupancy sensors

19

68%

all

48%

Recessed fluorescent fixtures

20

65%

high efficiency

63%

Programmable T-stat

7

57%

all

71%

Economizers

9

56%

dual enthalpy

6%

Condensing Boilers

8

38%

high efficiency

66%

Barriers to Participation

The interviewers asked nonparticipating vendors what barriers prevented their customers from
installing energy efficient equipment. By far, cost of energy efficient measures was the leading
answer (61%). The availability of energy efficient models (28%), and that the vendor only builds
to spec and does not have a chance to influence the customers‘ decisions (16%) were also
relatively common answers. Figure 5-13 shows the other mentioned barriers.
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Figure 5-13.
Barriers to Participation
Responses from Nonparticipating Vendors
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Note: Total exceeds 100 percent because multiple answers were accepted.
Note: Other included the following mentioned by fewer than 5 percent of the respondents: lack of features, customers‘
decision, payback periods, awareness of rebates, language barriers with customers, rebates not offered by the main
utility that serves their area, it‘s not their job to promote efficiency, they only do repairs, size limits, standard efficiency
is already higher than old equipment, and uncategorized other responses.

The interviews also asked nonparticipating vendors if the 2008 recession had any effects on
their sales. The DNV KEMA and NMR answers to this question were coded separately and in
such a way that did not allow aggregation of the results. However, one theme that emerges from
both sets of answers is that sales, for the most part, decreased (Table 5-12).
Note, the DNV KEMA data are made up primarily of lighting vendors and the NMR data are all
from HVAC vendors. This difference reveals at least one interesting difference between the
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lighting and HVAC market: more lighting vendors (19%) than HVAC vendors (0%) said that the
recession did not affect their business.
Table 5-12.
Effects of Recession
Responses from Nonparticipating Vendors
DNV KEMA
(Lighting and Other)

Nonparticipating
Vendors
(n=43)

NMR
(HVAC)

Nonparticipating
Vendors
(n=17)

Decrease standard efficiency sales

40%

Fewer sales

29%

Decrease high efficiency sales

33%

Repairs only

24%

No effect

19%

Layoffs

18%

Decrease maintenance jobs

12%

Mild winter has bigger
effect

12%

Increase maintenance jobs

7%

Project delays

6%

Increase high efficiency sales

5%

Other

6%

Increase standard efficiency sales

5%

5.5.2.5

Missed Opportunities

A specific research objective was to investigate vendor responsiveness to upstream rebates –
rebates that go to the manufacturers or distributors of equipment rather than end-users. The
plurality of nonparticipating vendors (42%) did not answer. About one-third (35%) of the
respondents said upstream rebates would be an acceptable way to provide the rebates.
However, a similar number (24%) said that the rebates should only go to the end-users. This
group often provided open-ended rationales that indicated mistrust that distributors or
manufacturers would pass the savings down the supply chain. A few nonparticipants said that
upstream rebates would be acceptable, but included some sort of qualification. These
qualifications were either to put a cap on the amount of rebate going to the manufacturers or
distributors (e.g. they should only get 50 percent of the rebate) or to install a mechanism that
made sure they were passing the savings down the supply chain.
The interviews also gathered suggestions from the nonparticipating vendors for how the
program could increase participation. Most (55%) of the respondents did not have any
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suggestions. Upstream rebates were the most common suggestion (13%) and upstream
rebates with qualifications (7%) were also relatively popular. These findings should be
interpreted with caution, however, because the line of questions about upstream rebates earlier
in the interview probably influenced these responses. Other common answers were increasing
advertising or outreach to end-users to increase their awareness of the rebate programs (12%)
and to increase education and outreach to the trade allies (12%). Other responses are
summarized in Figure 5-14.
Figure 5-14.
Improvement Suggestions
Responses from Nonparticipating Vendors

No suggestion

55%

Upstream rebates

13%

Increase advertising /
outreach to end-users

12%

Increase education /
outreach to trade allies

12%

Upstream rebates with
qualifications

7%

Rebates to end-users only

5%

Wider rebates

3%

Anything to lower
customers' costs

3%

Other

8%
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Percent of Non-participating Vendors
(n=60)

Note: Total exceeds 100 percent because multiple answers were accepted.
Note: Other included the following suggestions made by fewer than 5 percent of the respondents: bigger rebates,
lifecycle cost tool, spiffs, financing option, provide a regional contact for trade allies, and subcontractors build to spec
and cannot influence equipment decisions.
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DNV KEMA‘s interviewers asked nonparticipants with limited program awareness if they would
be interested in promoting the programs and if so, what information they want and how is the
best way to get it to them. Two-thirds of the nonparticipating vendors with limited knowledge of
the programs said they would be interested in promoting them. They recognized the programs
as a way to increase business and better serve their customers. All of those interested said they
would need details about the programs including precise requirements, rebated equipment, and
rebate amounts. Some also requested each of the following: literature to hand out to customers,
specific PA contacts, information on payback periods, and for the PAs to proactively inform
them of program changes. Almost all of the respondents said they would like to be informed via
email (83%). Standard mail (28%) and phone calls (22%) were also commonly requested forms
of communication.

5.5.3
5.5.3.1

Trade Ally Organizations
Introduction

In addition to interviewing participating and nonparticipating contractors/vendors, we also
completed a few interviews with representatives of Massachusetts chapters of trade
associations that represent the major types of contractors (HVAC, lighting, etc.) that work with
the C&I programs. The interviews were intended to provide more of a ―big picture‖ perspective
on key issues such as:
Why C&I program participation levels have been down;
How the C&I programs might better capitalize on equipment replacement opportunities they
are currently missing;
Whether upstream incentives will encourage greater program participation by contractors,
and
Why the PA financing mechanisms have not gained more traction.
5.5.3.2

Methodology

The first step in completing the trade ally organization interviews was to generate a sample. Our
sample generation followed this procedure:
1. We compiled lists from organizations including the Better Business Bureau, Greater Boston
Chamber of Commerce, East Boston Chamber of Commerce, Cambridge Chamber of
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Commerce, and marketing lists provided online by services including buzzgate, netprospex,
and greenpeople. Most of these were overlapping, defunct, our outside the trades we are
investigating.
2. We searched for contractors in the HVAC, electrician, and commercial construction fields on
Google maps in a couple of the bigger cities in MA that had websites. On their websites, we
looked for any notice that they were members of trade organizations or local unions. We
then searched for contact information on any groups mentioned. We found a few
organizations this way, but most were residential and the contact information available for
the trade organization was national.
3. We checked a couple trade conference sites to see if there were any organizations who
sponsored the conferences.
4. We asked the PAs to provide us with trade ally organization contact information that they
may have. We did not hear back from them.
5. We took any references provided to us by organizations we were able to contact.
This yielded a list of 30 applicable trade ally organizations. DNV KEMA was able to make
contact with 24 of these organizations. We completed six interviews, although three of these
very quickly revealed they had no information about the rebate programs at all. We determined
that six of them were non-applicable organizations (e.g.: their members only do residential
work), and two refused. We attempted at least five calls with the remaining organizations over
two weeks but could not complete an interview.
5.5.3.3

Findings

This section summarizes the results of the three completed interviews.
Trade ally organizations appear to be an untapped opportunity for the PAs to market the
programs. All six of the organizations with whom we completed interviews said they had
minimal awareness and no interaction with the programs. Three of the organizations
expressed willingness to promote the programs. They recognized that the programs could
help their members capture market share or increase sales and that part of their mission
was to identify such opportunities for their members. Two said that if the PAs asked, they
could disseminate information or provide contact information of vendors who might be
interested in promoting the programs.
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Specific recommendations for getting information to trade ally organizations included
pamphlets and seminars. Both electrician organizations referenced the way the solar PV
industry reaches out to them. They said they get pamphlets about solar programs that they
can give to their members to pass on to customers. They also said that the solar
organizations sponsor seminars, some as sort as a lunchtime talk, some spanning multiple
days, that are popular with their members. For the rebate programs, both electrician
organizations thought that lunchtime talks would be sufficient.
The trade ally organizations may have novel ideas for ways to increase energy efficiency.
One organization suggested that the PAs develop programs to help builders increase their
energy efficiency during the construction process. She mentioned that one of the first things
a builder has to do is contract with an energy company to power lights, saws, and other
construction equipment. She said that large construction jobs can take years to complete
and use a lot of energy and she suggested that there was an untapped efficiency
opportunity here. She said she would be willing to promote such a program to her members
because it would benefit them directly.
Many contractors “work to spec” and therefore lack the opportunity to promote energy
efficient equipment. We heard this from organizations representing electricians or lighting
contractors, and it probably applies to other types of contractors as well. The trade
association representatives noted that the organizations making the specifications – the
architects or engineers – were the ones with the real opportunities to influence the endusers to choose efficient equipment.
The lighting and electrician organizations advised against upstream rebates to lighting
manufacturers or distributors. All the organizations we contacted indicated distrust and said
the manufacturers and distributors were as likely to keep the rebates for themselves as they
were to pass the savings down the supply chain. One of these organizations explained that
the transactions between lighting contractors and manufacturers or distributors always
involves substantial haggling, similar to a car purchase. The trade association
representatives said that to make matters more challenging, the contractors, they never
knew the invoice price of the materials they are haggling for. He indicated that in situations
like this market inefficiencies reduce the likelihood that rebate savings will be transferred
down the supply chain.
There was some brand confusion among the trade allies. A couple of the trade ally
organizations thought that Mass Save was a residential-only program. A few of the trade
allies who DNV KEMA spoke to indicated the same thing.
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6.

Tracking Data Base Analysis Findings

6.1

Introduction

This section describes two activities performed to evaluate the structure and contents of energy
efficiency tracking systems used by the Program Administrators. The first activity was a review
of the tracking systems and the integrity of the data they contained. The second activity was an
analysis of the tracking system savings data to estimate achieved savings in different business
sectors and compare them to total consumption in those sectors. The objectives, data sources,
methodology and findings of these two subtasks follow in Sections 6.2 and 6.3.

6.2
6.2.1

Tracking Data Base Review
Objectives

Over the last two years, the DNV KEMA evaluation team has performed numerous analyses
using data from program tracking databases as part of the statewide Large C&I Evaluation
effort. While the data have generally been sufficient to support our evaluation work, a number of
gaps and inconsistencies have been identified. As energy efficiency targets continue to grow,
the ability of the PA tracking data to support additional analyses for planning and reporting will
become more important. The goal of this of this task was to assess the integrity of the data
provided by the PAs from their tracking systems, and to make recommendations for improving
the quality and usability of the information for statewide studies.
The primary perspective taken in this task was that of the evaluator or planner who requires the
tracking data to conduct research and report savings. We did not assess the functionality of the
systems for project tracking, customer relationship management, or payment tracking. Also, the
assessment did not include a review of billing data, except for considering the ability to link it
with tracking data.

6.2.2

Data Sources

Much of this assessment was based on 2010-2011 participation data that had been provided for
the process evaluations in other parts of this project. This included data about gas and electric
projects completed by large C&I customers and the vendors they used. The data request that
DNV KEMA issued on September 29, 2011, showing the information that we hoped to receive is
attached as Appendix A. The data contained in the files delivered in response to this request
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was consolidated and used as the population for the samples selected for surveys and
interviews. These data were also the primary source of information for this task.
In-depth interviews with database administrators at several of the PAs provided additional
insight about the performance, data integrity, strengths and weaknesses of individual
systems.Those PAs with tracking spreadsheets that are updated manually were not interviewed.
We also discussed tracking data issues with DNV KEMA and other consultants who have relied
upon it for recent projects. Their feedback is reflected in our findings and recommendations.
An attempt to document table structures and content through system data dictionaries was only
partially successful. Our hope was that we could review the underlying data availability directly
through system documentation that described the variables in each table, and the relationships
between them, rather than through the files and reports that we have received. The
documentation that was provided was reviewed and used to validate our interpretation of
variable names and relationships. However, most PAs did not have current documentation
about variable names and relationships. Some that did suggested that the data dictionaries
were not a good indicator of data content, since many fields that were built into the systems
have never been populated.

6.2.3

Methodology

The approach to assessing the integrity and consistency of tracking data was primarily based on
a comparison across the PAs of the files provided in response to the September 2011 request
for information on 2010 projects. All of the PAs responded to the request by providing one or
more Excel spreadsheets containing their tracking data for large C&I customer projects. Based
on the spreadsheets received from the electric and gas PA tracking systems, we mapped each
of the column names to a consistent set of data elements. This mapping served as the
foundation for reading all of the files into a common data base (SAS) and creating a single
population for last year‘s evaluation efforts. As part of the mapping process, differences in the
type, definition and level of detail of each were identified and catalogued in a matrix. Once we
consolidated all of the data, we calculated the frequency with which each field was populated by
each PA.
A more in-depth review of the data collection, data entry, and reporting procedures at five of the
PAs was based on tracking system demonstrations and the data base manager interviews
described above. These interviews were conducted in April and May of 2012 at Unitil, Columbia
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Gas, National Grid, NSTAR and WMECO. A list of the interview questions is included as
Appendix B.

6.2.4

Findings

Several categories of findings are presented in this section. The data review resulted in a
number of comparison matrices, from which summaries and conclusions were drawn. These are
included in section 6.2.4.1. The database manager interviews are documented individually in
Appendix C, then synthesized to point out similarities and differences in section 6.2.4.2. Finally,
overall findings and recommendations from this task are listed in section 6.2.4.3.
6.2.4.1

Data Comparison

The PA tracking data were compared according to the following key characteristics:
Primary identifiers for customer site, project and measure type;
Data availability;
Level of detail represented by individual rows; and
Definitions of terms and categories.
The first thing that became apparent while consolidating the data was that identifiers for the
primary types of information -- namely customer site, project and measure -- were not always
available and/or unique. In cases where appropriate identifiers were not provided, they were
derived from other fields in order to allow aggregation and grouping for evaluation work.
Because of this requirement, the resulting fields were always populated.
Due to the various methods of identifying customer sites, it was not always possible to identify
repeat customers (because account numbers may have changed over time). This became an
issue for the Dormant Customer survey, and was addressed by also matching names and
addresses.
Many of the other fields that were requested were consistently populated, but some were not.
Table 6-1 provides a summary of the availability of each type of information for each PA and
fuel. The colors indicate the extent to which the fields were complete (key provided).
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Table 6-1.
Tracking Data Availability by PA
Unitil
(Gas)

NSTAR
(Gas)

NGRID
(Gas)

Berkshire
Gas

New
England
Gas

Columbia
Gas

Measure
Savings
Estimates
Gross
Electric
Savings
(Annual
kWh)

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Gross Summer KW Savings

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Gross Gas
Winter
KW Savings
Gross
Savings
(Annual
Therms)

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Data Field

Unitil
(Electric)

CLC

WMECO

NSTAR
(Electric)

NGRID
(Electric)

Customer and Site Information
Business Name
Site Address
Site City
Site Zip Code
Customer Contact Person
Phone Number
Type of Business
Project Information
Date Installation Complete
Program Year
ProgramTrack
Type (Custom,
(New, Retrofit, DI)
Delivery
Prescriptive)
Total Project Cost
Total Incentive Paid by Utility
Measure Information
End Use
Detailed Measure Description
Quantity Installed
Units for Quantity
Equipment Manufacturer
Model Number
Capacity or Size Category
Measure Lifetime

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Vendor/Contractor Information
Vendor Name
Vendor Contact Name
Vendor Address
Vendor City
Vendor Phone Number
green = 95-100%
yellow = 50-95%
orange = <50%
red = not included at all

From this table, it is clear that there is wide variation in the completeness of data across fuels
and PAs. In general, the customer and project information is well populated, but details about
installed measures and vendors is spotty, especially for gas projects. Specific gaps in key data
include:
Annual Therms savings for gas projects were often missing.
Vendor information was not always tracked (WMECO does not store it in their tracking
system), and even in cases where it is tracked, it is populated only some of the time.
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Business Type, which is an important variable for planning and marketing was often missing
for some PAs.
Specific details about equipment installations are often not provided, at least not in a
separate field (may be embedded in a description field).
A major source of inconsistency across PAs is not apparent from this table, due to the mapping
and translation that was done to determine end uses and measure categories. However, the
variation in the values for these fields, as well as many others, was significant. An example of
the different ways that end uses were coded is provided in Table 6-2. This table contains the
results of our search in the tracking data for the highest level identifier that would indicate that a
gas water heating measure was installed. The terms used, and the level of detail they represent
vary widely. In some cases, further investigation into more detailed measure descriptions was
required to confirm assumptions about measure categories and end use mappings.
Table 6-2.
Gas Hot Water Mapping
PA
Berkshire Gas

Gas Prescriptive Hot Water Measures
Name
2010 Indirect DHW
2010 POU DHW
Condensing Water Heater
Indirect DHW-$400
POU DHW- .82EF-$500

Columbia Gas

CONDENSING WH TE >=95% 75-300
ON-DEMAND TANKLESS WH EF >= .8
ON-DEMAND TANKLESS WH EF >= .9
WATER HEATER - CONDENSING
WATER HEATER - INDIRECT
WATER HEATER - ON-DEMAND
WATER HEATER - TANK TYPE

National Grid

CU_HEATER
K_DF_HEATER1
M.CNE_FHWB*
WHTRCOND
WHTRINDRT
WHTRINDRT1
WHTRONDEM1
WHTRONDEM2
WHTRONDMD

New England Gas

ON-DEMAND TANKLESS WH EF >= .8
ON-DEMAND TANKLESS WH EF >= .9
WATER HEATER - INDIRECT

NSTAR

Indirect Water Hea APP 85 C_I
Tankless Water Heater 82 C_I

Unitil
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Because of this type of variation, the classification of the types of measures installed requires
the evaluator to make assumptions, review individual project descriptions, and develop
programs or lookup tables to make the translation to a consistent set of categories each time
new data is provided.
6.2.4.2

In-depth Interviews

During the spring of 2012, DNV KEMA conducted interviews with five of the PAs to discuss the
features of their tracking systems. Since we had already done a thorough review of the data
provided from the tracking systems, the interviews focused on functionality, organization,
practices and potential enhancements. The questions that guided the discussions are attached
as Appendix B.
The interviews revealed differences between the PA tracking systems in terms of functionality
and definitions. Some of the differences in functionality are highlighted in Table 6-3. None of the
interviews revealed critical functional weaknesses, although all of the database administrators
had ideas for potential improvements. The systems are generally performing adequately, given
that their primary purpose is to support project management. The organization and contents of
data bases are generally based on application forms, some of which are not current. They
contain fields for most of the data needed for evaluation, but there are often inconsistencies
(even with an individual PA) as to how the data are entered and validated.
Table 6-3.
Comparison of Tracking System Features

Internal
Savings
Calcs.

External
User
Access

Columbia Gas

Some

Yes

Some

Yes

No

No

National Grid

Yes

Yes

Some

Yes

Yes

Yes

NSTAR

Some

No

Many

Yes

Yes

Limited

Unitil

Some

No

Many

No

No

No

WMECO

No

No

Some

No

No

Limited

Program
Administrator

Data
Interface
Entry Interface to to CRM Document
Controls Billing Data System
Mgmt.

In the interviews, we also explored the differences in the way that PAs identify projects as
custom vs. prescriptive, and distinguish between large and small C&I customers. With regard to
the designation of customers as ―Large C&I‖, there are no standard criteria. Even the electric
Large Retrofit program may include customers with multiple small accounts that qualify as large
in total. By definition, the New Construction & Major Renovation program participants include
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large and small customers. The market for the electric Direct Install program is those customers
whose demand is less than 300 KW, but the no such criteria exists on the gas side (even
though it tends to include smaller customers).
All discussions about the feasibility of a statewide tracking database concluded that such a
system could not replace what the PAs already have in place. Their systems support program
operations and have interfaces to other corporate systems. However, all agreed that it would be
possible to build a statewide data warehouse that is populated by extracts from their systems. It
is likely that the data provided would not be at the individual measure level. The confidentiality
of customer data would need to be protected. Brief summaries of the individual PA interviews
are provided in Appendix C
6.2.4.3

Overall Findings and Recommendations

The Massachusetts Energy Efficiency programs have undergone many changes in the last
three years as the result of statewide planning and evaluation efforts. Efforts have been made
for program delivery to be more uniform across the PAs including the use of standardized
eligibility criteria, savings calculations methods and application forms. Yet these efforts have
made it challenging for the PAs to keep tracking system structures up-to-date with the new
program names and types, end use and measure categories, and data available on the
application forms. In order to take advantage of the benefits of statewide standards, the tracking
systems need to add fields to capture new data available on forms (such as facility size and
building type), and use common definitions to populate the fields that already exist (such as
measure type and end use).
Some of the data tracking systems were designed to match project worksheets that are no
longer in use. Major inconsistencies in the way that projects and measures are recorded in
tracking systems should be addressed so that reporting can be standardized.
Relatively new definitions in the Massachusetts Technical Resource Manual (TRM) and DOER
Planning and Reporting Information System (PARIS) provide a basis for standard categories for
measures and end-uses. However, not all of the PAs have incorporated these definitions. We
recommend that the PAs create distinct fields (or modify existing ones) for key categories such
as end use, measure type, and custom/prescriptive. In each case where standard values are
needed, we recommend drop-down lists to avoid spelling differences and restrict the user to the
pre-defined values.
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In order to clearly identify projects by end-use, the PARIS categories should be adopted,
and data entry constrained to the following values. See Table 6-4 for the standard
categories required by the DOER for reporting savings.
Table 6-4.
Standard End Use Categories

MA DOER PARIS END USE CATEGORIES
Lighting
HVAC
Motors/Drives
Refrigeration
Hot Water
Insulation
CHP
Process
Food Service (added for Gas)

Measure Categories should be used to indicate how projects are treated within these enduses, according to the list of measures in the TRM. The TRM measure categories follow in
Table 6-5. While it is likely that Custom projects are more difficult to categorize this way, and
may include other measures not listed, an attempt should be made to assign components of
Custom projects to these categories to the extent possible.
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Table 6-5.
Measure Categories from MA TRM
MA TRM - PRESCRIPTIVE MEASURE CATEGORIES
COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL ELECTRIC EFFICIENCY MEASURES
LIGHTING – ADVANCED LIGHTING DESIGN (PERFORMANCE LIGHTING)
LIGHTING – LIGHTING SYSTEMS
LIGHTING – LIGHTING CONTROLS
LIGHTING/REFRIGERATION – FREEZER/COOLER LEDS
HVAC – SINGLE–PACKAGE AND SPLIT SYSTEM UNITARY AIR CONDITIONERS
HVAC – SINGLE PACKAGE OR SPLIT SYSTEM HEAT PUMP SYSTEMS
HVAC – DUAL ENTHALPY ECONOMIZER CONTROLS (DEEC)
HVAC – DEMAND CONTROL VENTILATION (DCV)
HVAC – ECM FAN MOTORS
HVAC – ENERGY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
HVAC – HIGH EFFICIENCY CHILLER
HVAC – HOTEL OCCUPANCY SENSORS
HVAC – PROGRAMMABLE THERMOSTATS
REFRIGERATION – DOOR HEATER CONTROLS
REFRIGERATION – NOVELTY COOLER SHUTOFF
REFRIGERATION – ECM EVAPORATOR FAN MOTORS FOR WALK–IN COOLERS AND FREEZERS
REFRIGERATION – CASE MOTOR REPLACEMENT
REFRIGERATION – COOLER NIGHT COVERS
REFRIGERATION – ELECTRONIC DEFROST CONTROLS
REFRIGERATION – EVAPORATOR FAN CONTROLS
REFRIGERATION – VENDING MISERS
COMPRESSED AIR – HIGH EFFICIENCY AIR COMPRESSORS
COMPRESSED AIR – REFRIGERATED AIR DRYERS
MOTORS/DRIVES – VARIABLE FREQUENCY DRIVES
COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL NATURAL GAS EFFICIENCY MEASURES
HVAC – PROGRAMMABLE THERMOSTAT
HVAC – BOILER RESET CONTROLS (RETROFIT ONLY)
HVAC – CONDENSING UNIT HEATER
HVAC – GAS-FIRED LOW INTENSITY INFRARED HEATING
HVAC – HIGH EFFICIENCY NATURAL GAS BOILER
HVAC – HIGH EFFICIENCY NATURAL GAS WARM AIR FURNACE
HVAC/HOT WATER – COMBINED HIGH EFFICIENCY BOILER AND WATER HEATER
HOT WATER – CONDENSING STAND-ALONE WATER HEATER
HOT WATER – PRE-RINSE SPRAY VALVE
HOT WATER – REPAIR/REPLACE MALFUNCTIONING STEAM TRAP
HOT WATER – LOW FLOW SHOWER HEADS
HOT WATER – FAUCET AERATOR
HOT WATER – HIGH EFFICIENCY INDIRECT WATER HEATER
HOT WATER – HIGH EFFICIENCY TANKLESS WATER HEATER
HOT WATER – HIGH EFFICIENCY FREE STANDING WATER HEATER
FOOD SERVICE – COMMERCIAL GAS-FIRED OVEN
FOOD SERVICE – COMMERCIAL GAS-FIRED GRIDDLE
FOOD SERVICE – COMMERCIAL FRYER
FOOD SERVICE – COMMERCIAL GAS-FIRED STEAMER
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A set of core data should be collected for all projects and included in tracking systems. The
recent DNV KEMA request for 2011 project data included all of the fields that are required
for evaluation. As compared to previous requests, it included new fields: rate class, size of
facility or business, customer contact title, second fuel delivery company and account
number, indicator for whether a technical assessment preceded the project, measure cost
and incentive, connected load savings and annual hours of operation for lighting projects,
and vendor zip code. To the extent that this information is available in project folders or
applications during the project life cycle, it should be added to the tracking system.
All data that is collected on customer application forms should be captured in tracking
systems so that it is available for analysis. Information about building type, facility size, and
customer electric and gas account numbers should be input and stored. In some cases, this
will require data base changes to incorporate new fields, but in other cases, the fields
already exist and just need to be populated.
Create or populate a field with consistent business type names. A standard list of 25 types
exists on the application forms, and should be used to populate this field (or add it where it
doesn‘t yet exist). These types are listed in Table 6-6. Having accurate information about the
participation of customers in various segments is a valuable tool for planners and marketers.

Table 6-6.
Standard Building Types
Building Types
Assembly

Light Industrial

Automobile

Motel

Big Box

Multi Story Retail

Community College

Multifamily high-rise

Dormitory

Multifamily los-rise

Fast Food

Other

Full Service Restaurant

Religious

Grocery

K-12 Schools

Heavy Industrial

Small Office

Hospital

Small Retail

Hotel

University

Large Refrigerated Space

Warehouse

Large Office
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Define custom vs. prescriptive projects based on savings calculation: There are two
alternatives for designating a project as custom or prescriptive. The first, by program
delivery method, has proven to be arbitrary, since the program implementers often have the
discretion to offer customers incentives under either type of program. A more consistent
distinction for evaluation purposes is whether the savings and incentive calculations are
prescribed in the TRM, or require individualized algorithms. There were differences across
the PAs in how the distinction between custom and prescriptive is made; if those distinctions
have meaning to their processes, they should be maintained. However, in order to
categorize projects consistently for evaluation, all PAs should include an indicator based on
this standard definition.
Define C&I customer size categories by rate class instead of program. For purposes of
defining C&I customer groups by size, the distribution company rate class eligibility criteria
may offer a better option than program. Gas customers who consume more than 40,000
therms per year are typically served under a large user tariff. For electric customers, there
are typically rates for small, medium and large customers. The Large Time-of-Use rates
generally apply to customers whose maximum demand exceeds 200 KW or 300 KW. If
adopted, this recommendation may create a different approach to segmenting evaluation
and research activities.
Enter data project data, or create queries that extract files in such a way that each record
represents a single customer site, project and type of measure. This may involve changing
practices to limit the options available to the person entering data for a project. For
prescriptive projects, where savings calculations vary by size or another parameter and
require more than one row, a field should be added for measure category that will facilitate
aggregation to the appropriate level for evaluation.
Save the queries or code used to produce extract files from one year to the next. Since the
underlying structures of most of the data bases are complex, and the extracts needed for
evaluation are more detailed than what is in the canned reports, saving the ―ad hoc‖ queries
would ensure that results are the same from year to year. This makes it easier for PAs and
evaluators, since formats would not change.
Develop a statewide security policy and practice to allow all project and customer data to be
delivered at once. The protection of customer confidential data is of utmost importance to all
parties. An effort to come up with procedures that are acceptable to all of the PAs would
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result in improving the efficiency and consistency with which data are transferred and used.
Build the capability to link gas and electric customer projects. Aside from technical difficulties
in doing this, there are confidentiality concerns that need to be addressed before sharing
customer information across PAs can be considered. However, it is important that these
barriers be overcome so that customer participation across fuels can be tracked and used to
measure and achieve deeper savings. The program application forms include account
numbers for both gas and electric PAs, but this information is not currently being captured in
PA tracking systems. If customer account numbers are not the appropriate link, then options
such as employer identification numbers or standard address formats should be considered.
Provide a mechanism for linking billing and tracking data. At a minimum, this requires that
the account or premise numbers provided in tracking data correspond to the same entities
as those in the billing system. A better solution would be to store annual consumption data
for each customer in the tracking system along with the project savings data. This would
allow for a calculation of percentage savings, as a validation check, and an indicator of
depth of savings achieved.
Add quality control through rule-based data entry screens that prevent invalid combinations
of program, end use and measure category. Those PAs with fewer projects can do manual
quality reviews to enforce standard classifications. However, the more that can be
automated at the time of data entry, the better the quality of the resulting data base.
Calculate savings through lookup tables, wherever possible. To ensure accuracy in the
reported savings values, it is beneficial to have numbers generated by the system than to
enter them manually. Table-driven savings calculations for prescriptive projects are
common, but not used by all PAs at this time.
Provide premise number instead of account number where available. The ability to track
customer participation over time is hindered when account numbers change. If there is a
premise number available in both the billing and tracking systems, it would be preferable as
a customer identifier and link.
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6.3
6.3.1

Savings Gap Analysis
Objectives

In states where energy efficiency programs have been offered for a long period of time, utilities
may have already captured the savings from the most cost-effective and often prescriptive
measures. Utilities must then determine how they can achieve their savings targets with deeper
savings and in other market segments. This concern was raised during DNV KEMA‘s interviews
with the PAs. The objective of this phase of the analysis was to identify potential savings from
market segments that had not been captured in the PAs existing portfolio of energy efficiency
programs. The results of the gap analysis would be used by the PAs to re-focus marketing
efforts and program offerings to capture the potential savings.

6.3.2

Data Sources

The gap analysis was based in part, on data provided in the 2010 C&I electric and gas tracking
system maintained by the Massachusetts PAs. The 2010 tracking data that was provided by the
PAs in response to DNV KEMA‘s September 29, 2011 data request (Appendix A) was the
source for this analysis. However, since the objective of the analysis was to assess the savings
achieved by the programs relative to the potential savings and the total electric and gas
consumption within the large commercial and industrial sector in Massachusetts, data from
other government and industry sources were included. Table 6-7 lists the data sources and
studies that were reviewed as part of the gap analysis.
Table 6-7.
Data Sources for Gap Analysis
Title

Source

2010 Commercial and Industrial Electric and Gas Tracking System Data
Natural Gas Energy Efficiency Potential in Massachusetts – Final Report for Gas
Networks
2010 Natural Gas Annual Report

Massachusetts PAs
GDS Associates, Inc and Summit Blue Consulting,
April 22, 2009
U.S. Energy Information Agency

2010 State Electricity Profiles

U.S. Energy Information Agency

Commercial Business Energy Consumption Survey (CBECS) - 2003
New England Energy Efficiency Potential Meta-Study Phase I Results for EPA and
NEEP
Connecticut Electric Residential, Commercial, and Industrial Energy Efficiency
Potential Study
Market Research for Business Planning for NSTAR and NationalGrid

U.S. Energy Information Agency

2010 Electric Customer Migration Monthly Data

Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities
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6.3.3

Methodology

The methodology used for the gap analysis was comprised of two fundamental steps:
1. Analyze the program tracking data sets to calculate the achieved energy savings for the
2010 large C&I programs by business type.
2. Compare the 2010 achieved savings from the large C&I programs to the savings estimates
from available technical potential studies for the Massachusetts PAs. The availability of
recent and detailed technical and market potential studies was very limited. DNV KEMA
reviewed other relevant potential studies to supplement the analysis.
The following describes the methodology used in the analysis.
6.3.3.1

Calculation of Achieved Savings

The 2010 Large C&I Program databases were provided to DNV KEMA. We imported the data
and created an aggregated data set representing 3,123 large C&I participants across all PAs.15
Table 6-8 shows the breakout between electric and gas PAs.
Table 6-8.
2010 Large C&I Participants

PA Type

Number of 2010 Participants

Electric

2,195

Gas

928

TOTAL

3,123

The next step was to sort the participants based on business type. We used the following
business type definitions:
Education;
Health;

15

We defined participants as unique occurrences of account and business type in the program tracking

databases.
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Industrial;
Lodging;
Office;
Other;
Religious;
Restaurant;
Retail;
Warehouse; and
Unknown.
The completeness of the business type data field varied significantly across PAs and fuel type.
For participants with missing business type information we attempted to assign the participant to
the relevant business type by applying the following classification process:
Review customer names for key words such as school, college or university etc. which was
be mapped to Education.
If the key word search was not successful, we assigned business types based on general
knowledge and internet lookups by name or address.
The last step was to sum achieved savings by fuel type and business type.
6.3.3.2

Electric Potential Savings

Identifying the business sectors with the significant potential savings opportunities is a
straightforward comparison of the achieved savings to the market potential savings for each
business type. However, it is imperative that the breakout of business types and customer type
(large C&I, small C&I, total C&I, etc.) be consistent between the two savings estimates in order
to accurately quantify the savings gaps and opportunities.
Identifying an appropriate data source for electric potential savings was challenging. The studies
did not distinguish between large and small C&I customers and in most cases did not report
savings by business type. For example, Point380 completed a market potential study for
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NSTAR and National Grid in January 2012 but reported savings for total C&I customers.
Therefore, DNV KEMA applied the following methodology to develop an estimate potential
savings.
1. Obtained total C&I electric consumption for MA for 2010 from the U.S. Energy Information
Agency (EIA).
2. Calculated MA commercial electricity consumption using the following:
MA Commercial electricity consumption by building type = (MA C&I consumption
(step 1)) * (% commercial consumption by building type for northeast (2003 CBECS
survey))
3. Calculated MA industrial electricity consumption by:
MA Industrial electricity = Total C&I electricity consumption (Step 1) – MA
Commercial electricity consumption (Step 2)
4. Calculated achievable energy savings for commercial and industrial using savings estimates
from Optimal Energy study16:
27% for commercial
23% for industrial
5. Applied the percent of large C&I electricity deliveries reported by the Massachusetts
Department of Public Utilities (61%) to total C&I potential savings to derive large C&I
potential savings.
6.3.3.3

Gas Potential Savings

Identifying a data source for gas potential savings had challenges similar to the electric sector.
The following methodology was used to estimate gas potential savings by business type for
Massachusetts.

16

New England Energy Efficiency Potential Meta-Study Phase I Results for EPA and NEEP, Optimal

Energy, Inc., March 9, 2010.
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1. Obtained gas commercial consumption and industrial consumption data from EIA.
2. Calculated MA commercial gas consumption using the following:
MA Commercial gas consumption by building type = (MA C&I consumption (step 1)) * (%
commercial consumption by building type17)
3. Assumed maximum achievable potential, assuming 80% penetration rate, was 19.9% for commercial
and 12.9% for industrial.18

6.3.4
6.3.4.1

Results and Recommendations
Electric and Gas Achieved Savings

The Massachusetts electric PAs saved over 304 GWh through their 2010 Large C&I programs
with the industrial sector accounting nearly a quarter of the total savings (23%) (Table 6-9).
Savings in the education, office and other sectors were the largest among commercial sectors
representing 32 percent of total program savings. Applying the building sector methodology
described above, we were able to classify all but 166 participants. These participants
represented almost 8 percent of the total number of participants and only 4 percent % of the
savings.

17

Natural Gas Energy Efficiency Potential in Massachusetts – Final Report for Gas Networks, GDS
Associates, Inc and Summit Blue Consulting, April 22, 2009.
18

Ibid.
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Table 6-9.
2010 Large C&I Electric Achieved Savings
MA PA Large C&I Electric Tracking Data (2010)

Participants

% of Total
Participants

Tracking
kWh Saved

Tracking
% of kWh
Saved

Education

324

14.8%

55,606,018

18.3%

Grocery

129

5.9%

14,168,394

4.7%

81

3.7%

29,382,824

9.7%

349

15.9%

70,056,874

23.0%

Health
Industrial/Mfg.
Lodging

30

1.4%

3,893,567

1.3%

Office

406

18.5%

44,386,144

14.6%

Other

303

13.8%

40,283,783

13.2%

Religious

6

0.3%

57,562

0.02%

38

1.7%

264,197

0.1%

Retail

311

14.2%

23,189,489

7.6%

Unknown

166

7.6%

13,401,654

4.4%

52

2.4%

9,355,573

3.1%

Total Large C&I

2,195

100.0%

304,046,080

100.0%

Total Excluding Unknown

2,029

290,644,426

95.6%

Restaurant

Warehouse
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Table 6-10.
2010 Large C&I Gas Achieved Savings
MA PA Large C&I Gas Tracking Data (2010)

Participants
Education

% of
Participants

91

Grocery

9.8%

-

0.0%

Therms
Saved
768,628
-

Tracking
% of
Therms
Saved
10.1%
0.0%

Health

30

3.2%

491,318

6.5%

Industrial/Mfg.

37

4.0%

826,640

10.9%

Lodging

14

1.5%

60,306

0.8%

Office

77

8.3%

551,563

7.2%

Other

77

8.3%

496,324

6.5%

Religious (to other)

37

4.0%

129,234

1.7%

Restaurant

26

2.8%

19,067

0.3%

Retail

24

2.6%

28,381

0.4%

513

55.3%

4,220,109

55.5%

2

0.2%

18,646

0.2%

Total Large C&I

928

100.0%

7,610,217

100.0%

Total Large C&I Excluding Unknowns

415

Unknown
Warehouse

3,390,107

The 2010 Large C&I Gas programs generated over 7.6 million therms. Analyzing savings by
business sector for the gas PAs was difficult. Over half (55%) of total 2010 gas participants
could not be classified by business type. For those participants who were classified, education
and industrial sectors accounted for the largest shares of the savings.
6.3.4.2

Achieved Savings Compared to Saving Potential

The maximum technical potential in the electric sector in Massachusetts is 8.9 tWh.19 Based on
data from the Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities (MA DPU), the large C&I customer

19

New England Energy Efficiency Potential Meta-Study Phase I Results for EPA and NEEP, Optimal

Energy, Inc., March 9, 2010.
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segment accounted for 61 percent or 5.4 tWh of the savings opportunities. The 2010 Large C&I
programs represent about 6 percent of the total potential savings for large C&I customers. Data
for the percentage of large C&I customers by business type was not available. Since the
percentage of large C&I customers across business type varied, applying the assumption of for
the population (61%) was not appropriate and achieve potential savings were only reported for
the total large C&I sector.
Table 6-11.
2010 Large C&I Electric Achieved vs. Potential Savings
Comparison of Achieved Electric Savings for Large C&I to Savings Potential
% of Total
Maximum
% of Maximum
C&I kWh
Achievable
Potential
Tracking
Total C&I kWh Consumpti Potential for All Achieved for
Large C&I
kWh Saved Consumption
on
C&I *
All C&I
Potential**
Education

55,606,018

1,400,742,483

4.0%

378,200,470

Grocery

14,168,394

1,070,997,460

3.0%

289,169,314

4.9%

Health

29,382,824

1,077,494,218

3.0%

290,923,439

10.1%

Industrial/Mfg.

70,056,874

17,116,000,000

48.4%

3,936,680,000

1.8%

3,893,567

969,744,796

2.7%

261,831,095

1.5%

Office

44,386,144

5,387,471,089

15.2%

1,454,617,194

3.1%

Other

40,283,783

2,801,484,966

7.9%

756,400,941

5.3%

57,562

215,498,844

0.6%

58,184,688

0.1%

264,197

1,117,338,696

3.2%

301,681,448

0.1%

Retail

23,189,489

3,232,482,653

9.1%

872,770,316

2.7%

Unknown

13,401,654
3.6%

Lodging

Religious
Restaurant

Warehouse
Total

9,355,573

969,744,796

2.7%

261,831,095

304,046,080

35,359,000,000

100.0%

8,862,290,000

% of Large
C&I
Potential**

14.7%

3.4% 5,405,996,900

5.6%

* 27% Commercial, 23% Industrial (Optimal Energy, from KEMA CT study)
** 61% for Large C&I (MA DPU)

The maximum achievable potential savings for the Massachusetts gas C&I sector is over 197
thousand therms.20 Potential savings were the highest for the industrial, office and other sectors.
This finding was based assuming the same savings percentage across commercial sectors
(19.9%) and industrial (12.9%). The 2010 Large C&I Gas Programs accounted for nearly four

20

Natural Gas Energy Efficiency Potential in Massachusetts – Final Report for Gas Networks, GDS

Associates, Inc and Summit Blue Consulting, April 22, 2009.
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percent of the potential savings for all Massachusetts gas customers. The percentage of large
C&I customers by business type or for the C&I gas sector was not available and therefore the
comparison of achieved savings to potential savings for large C&I customers was not made.
Table 6-12.
2010 Large C&I Gas Achieved vs. Potential Savings
Comparison of Achieved Gas Savings for Large C&I to Savings Potential
Tracking
% of
Therms
Saved

Therms
Saved
Education

768,628

Grocery

-

Therms
Consumed *

% of Therms
Consumed

Maximum
Achievable
Potential for
C&I**

% of
Maximum
Potential
Achieved for
all C&I

10.1%

78,271,600

6.9%

15,576,048

4.9%

0.0%

14,231,200

1.2%

2,832,009

0.0%

Health

491,318

6.5%

71,156,000

6.2%

14,160,044

3.5%

Industrial/Mfg.

826,640

10.9%

429,930,000

37.7%

55,460,970

1.5%

60,306

0.8%

56,924,800

5.0%

11,328,035

0.5%

Office

551,563

7.2%

142,312,000

12.5%

28,320,088

1.9%

Other

496,324

6.5%

156,543,200

13.7%

31,152,097

1.6%

Religious (to other)

129,234

1.7%

Restaurant

19,067

0.3%

71,156,000

6.2%

14,160,044

0.1%

Retail

28,381

0.4%

78,271,600

6.9%

15,576,048

0.2%

4,220,109

55.5%

Lodging

Unknown
Warehouse
Total

-

-

0.0%

0.0%

18,646

0.2%

42,693,600

3.7%

8,496,026

0.2%

7,610,217

100.0%

1,141,490,000

100.0%

197,061,410

3.9%

Notes:

* GDS Study
** GDS Study - 19.9% for Commercial, 12.9% for Industrial

6.3.4.3

Recommendations

This analysis clearly showed that there remain significant savings opportunities for both electric
and gas markets. The 2010 Large C&I programs did tap into the potential savings, however,
more analysis needs to be done to provide a more comprehensive understanding of deeper
savings, such as:
Current studies and data lacked specificity for the large C&I sector. For both electric and gas
sectors, information regarding achievable potential was not split between large and small
C&I by building type. Implementation rates will vary by end use, technology and across
sector and quantifying the current baseline is needed to identify the savings gap.
In the gas sector, achievable potential was based on the same percentage of total
consumption for all commercial sectors. Again, implementation rates will vary across
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business sectors based on a variety of factors including payback periods, initial costs,
projected energy levels, etc.
Based upon our high level savings gap analysis, we recommend the following:
Leverage the Project 18 – C&I Customer Profile project to collect information and data about
the baseline conditions in the market place. The existing technical potential studies were
conducted in the early to mid- 1990‘s and did not reflect the current conditions of the C&I
sector. Furthermore, the studies did not isolate the large C&I component of the sector.
Project 18 can help identify specific customer segments that have been underserved and
offer opportunities for future offerings.
Quantify the economic potential savings across the Massachusetts PAs by conducting a
savings analysis together with primary customer survey work. The Point380 study provided
many insights into marketing opportunities for the PAs. The opportunities identified in the
study together with the information collected in Project 18 and other LCIEC evaluation
studies regarding customer needs, can be used to prioritize which sectors and technologies
warrant a more rigorous analysis to determine the following:
o

Economic savings potential

o

How to bundle program services to meet customer needs

o

Financial mechanisms
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7.

Trade Ally External Best Practices

7.1

Introduction

This study (Project 10 Research Task 6.1) built upon Project 7, a General Process Evaluation
for improving the design and delivery of Massachusetts large commercial and industrial (C&I)
energy efficiency programs. The Project 7 evaluation was conducted in the second half of 2010
with a final report issued in February 2011. The aim of Project 7 was to take a high-level look at
some of the key challenges that the Massachusetts Program Administrators (PAs) large C&I
programs were facing. In order to obtain this information, the Project 7 evaluation team
conducted in-depth interviews with lead program staff from the Massachusetts large C&I
programs, account executives (AEs) and program technical staff.
Based on these interviews, the Project 7 report suggested areas for additional research. Some
interview respondents saw value in learning about practices being incorporated by nonMassachusetts states that involved the effective use of market actors. This study presents
findings on what states outside of Massachusetts are doing to encourage trade ally participation
in energy efficiency program marketing and delivery and provides recommendations to increase
energy efficiency program participation levels by working upstream.
This study addresses the following requested research topics:
How C&I programs in other states use trade allies as an extension of program delivery
What other states are doing to encourage trade ally participation in program marketing and
delivery

7.1.1

Research Activities

To identify potential opportunities and strategies for effectively working with trade allies, two
research activities were conducted:
1. A literature review of American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy (ACEEE),
International Energy Program Evaluation Conference (IEPEC) and Consortium for Energy
Efficiency (CEE) databases as well as program recommendations from senior DNV KEMA
staff.
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2. Qualitative, in-depth interviews were conducted with select program staff to identify the key
elements of successful upstream strategies. These interviews were conducted by trained
and experienced DNV KEMA analysts.
Based on the literature review and program recommendations from senior DNV KEMA staff, the
following six programs were selected as offering opportunities for upstream delivery that were
determined to be of interest to the Massachusetts PAs:
Bonneville Power Administration – Regional Trade Ally Network Program21
Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance – Better Bricks Program22
NYSERDA - Energy Smart Commercial Lighting Program23
Energy Trust of Oregon – Building Efficiency Program24
Long Island Power Authority - Commercial Construction Program25

21

Ray Hartwell and Roger Spring. 2010 ACEEE Summer Study on Energy Efficiency in Buildings.
―Leveraging a Regional Trade Ally Network to Help Vendor and Customers Connect with Varied Utility
Efficiency Programs Across Multiple, Closely-Packed Service Territories,‖ p 6-76 – 6-86.
22

Marjorie McRae, Aaron James, Anna Kim, and Mersiha Spahic. IEPEC August 2011. ―Measuring
Diffusion in a Market Transformation Program.‖
23

Jeffrey Schwartz and Marilyn J. Dare. 2010 ACEEE Summer Study on Energy Efficiency in Buildings.
―The New York Energy $mart Commercial Lighting Program: The Evolution of a Market Transformation
Program,‖ p 4-315 – 4-327.
24

Marjorie R. McRae, Jane S. Peterson, Robert A. Scholl, and Michael N. Burdick. 2003 Research Into

Action. ―Building Efficiency Program: First Mid-Year Process Evaluation.‖
25

Thomas Ledyard, Dimple Gandhi, and Ralph Prahl. 2009 Energy Program Evaluation Conference,
Portland. ―In It for the Long Haul: The Challenge of a Seven-Year Effort to Assess the Market Effects of a
Non-Residential New Construction Program,‖ p 724-735
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Wisconsin Energy Conservation Corporation - Focus on Energy Business Program26

7.1.2

Structure of section

This report is structured into two sub-sections: (1) an overview of key programs identified and
the strategies, challenges and keys to success of these programs; and (2) a summary findings
presentation of the challenges and keys to success that are consistent across programs.

7.2

Programs

In this subsection we provide a detailed review of the programs based on the results of the
literature review and in-depth interviews with program staff.

7.2.1

7.2.1.1

Bonneville Power Administration – Regional Trade Ally Network
Program
Program Overview

The Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) is a regional player in the Pacific Northwest and
serves over 100 utilities. The structure of the BPA-utility relationship gives each utility its own
autonomy over how they run the BPA energy efficiency programs. In terms of delivering energy
efficiency programs, the larger utilities in the BPA region run their own programs, while the
―super small‖ utilities lack the staff to run programs.
BPA implemented and administered a regional Trade Ally Network (TAN) for commercial and
industrial lighting on behalf of over 100 public utilities. The purpose of the trade ally network was
to help vendors and customers connect with the varied utility efficiency programs across
multiple service territories in the Pacific Northwest.
BPA‘s experience offered insight on how to successfully implement a trade ally network in a
challenging, multi-program landscape. The regionally-coordinated approach has meant

26

Program recommended by senior DNV KEMA staff
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increasing deliveries for almost all programs, with little evidence of cannibalization. BPA worked
to streamline all elements of their energy efficiency programs – documentation, incentive levels,
calculator, and more – but it was a huge challenge.
7.2.1.1.1 Early days – It is all about education
The initial focus to improve upstream marketing was centered on education. According to BPA
staff, ―at the beginning, we were looking to build a network of lighting contractors we ended up
getting a ton of electricians who knew how to install fixtures but knew nothing about lighting.‖
BPA made a decision to hire a field contractor to provide lighting expertise and support to both
the utilities and to the electricians. BPA describes why they made this decision:
Utilities are not lighting experts and contractors are not experts. The lighting specialist is
the expert. In the beginning, if you had a question or challenge, you would call the
lighting expert and he would know the answer. The first few years, there was a lot of
hand holding with the utilities and working with the utility staff to get them up to speed.
As the utilities learned the ins and outs of lighting, the program grew and gained momentum.
For four years, BPA built up the trade ally network and taught a Lighting 101 course in regional
seminars.
7.2.1.1.2 Recent years – Plateau of contractor membership means going further
upstream
As the trade ally network has matured and the credibility and trust in the network increased,
trade ally membership reached a plateau. According to BPA staff, ―we probably have as many
members as we are going to get‖. While new members still enroll, there is also natural attrition.
As a result, BPA looked for new upstream approaches to improve energy efficiency program
delivery. Initially, BPA worked to bring in regional distributors to be part of the regional trade ally
network with very positive results. According to BPA staff, ―focusing on distributors opened the
door to manufacturers and vendors who want to highlight products, especially new products.‖
7.2.1.1.3 Future outlook – Shift to lighting design
BPA has been actively shifting their program focus to lighting design. BPA believes they need to
push a comprehensive approach in order to comply with federal changes. Currently, they have a
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new message focused on LEDs, EPAct 2005 code changes, comprehensive lighting design and
new lighting products
7.2.1.2

Program Strategies

The TAN utilized the following methods to help contractors connect with utility programs:
Free regional road show trainings: Each year the TAN conducts a travelling road show of
approximately 15 regional training sessions that present information on advanced lighting
technologies, energy efficiency practices and utility programs. Every contractor gets a
packet with a map showing utilities by service territory so the contractor knows who to
contact when looking for rebates for an energy efficiency project. Although TAN staff are the
primary presenters, utility lighting program managers deliver contractor-oriented summaries
of their programs to each local audience. According to BPA staff, ―there is nothing like
getting everyone in the room together and talking. You have utilities sitting next to the
contractor, sitting next to the manufacturer representative. As a result, all of the
unnecessary points of confusion get hammered out.‖
Website and newsletter: The TAN maintains a website that includes several resources
designed to drive projects to lighting programs, including the following:
o

A searchable database of regional utility lighting programs by location;

o

Access to program tools such as incentive calculators and tax credit forms; and

o

Articles on efficient lighting practices and profiles of specific projects.

Live support: TAN staff are available by email or phone to assist trade allies with lighting
efficiency projects, technical questions and other issues.
Meetings between TAN staff and the utilities: TAN staff facilitate sessions with utility
representatives to encourage dialogue regarding consistency of program efforts, training,
leveraging incentives and marketing efforts.
7.2.1.3

Program Challenges

The following were some of the challenges that the BPA program reported:
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Convincing trade allies that the energy efficiency programs have a long-term commitment: A
major question of contractors for this program was whether or not the program will be
around in two years. Program staff claimed that programs which can demonstrate that they
are ―here to stay‖ and not part of a boom and bust cycle will see substantial rewards via their
upstream partners.
Dealing with multiple regional energy efficiency calculation tools: BPA program staff
estimated there were ten different regional energy efficiency calculation tools which made it
difficult for market actors to fill out the calculator correctly. Regionally, all of the large utilities
– particularly investor-owned utilities – had their own calculator. In addition, BPA had its own
calculator. Multiple calculators create problems for contractors.
Learning that market actors and program managers have very different motivations: The
BPA staff noted contractors want to make the rebates as big as possible so they have a
higher likelihood of getting jobs. In contrast, BPA‘s job is to get the rebates as low as
possible. ―For BPA it‘s about doing better lighting jobs; for contractors it‘s about selling more
jobs,‖ explained one BPA staffperson.
7.2.1.4

Keys to Success

Education via regional trainings: BPA staff reported that building the network meant
recruiting contractors to participate in all of the major markets across the regions. The basic
trainings were highly valuable for recruiting contractors. In addition, BPA staff reported that it
was necessary to start the meetings early and limit them to a half day (i.e., 7 AM to 12 PM).
Do some filtering of trade allies to find the most eager and capable: BPA staff reported that
initially the requirements and process for the application to have a contractor join the TAN
were intentionally sparse in order to minimize the burden on contractors. After the TAN grew
the contractor network, the focus was on reducing the number of participants in order to
focus on cultivating the most capable trade allies. According to BPA staff, they have
gradually moved the bar higher and higher to participate in the trade ally network. In terms
of formal procedures, BPA conducts a reference check as well as a check of a trade ally‘s
business license to help ensure everything is in order.
Regional distributors are key: BPA staff reported that as a result of engaging and educating
the regional distributors, the distributors then turned around and started educating the
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contractors they dealt with directly. The distributors started telling contractors which lighting
qualified for rebates, depending on the territory. Focusing on distributors has also opened
the door to manufacturers and vendors who want to highlight products, especially new
products.
Ignore borders: BPA staff reported that the TAN was not just limited to areas where BPA
provided power. They had expanded the trade ally network in conjunction with the Energy
Trust of Oregon to continue to grow. According to BPA staff, ―it was a great call to make it
regional rather than BPA only.‖

7.2.2
7.2.2.1

Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance – Better Bricks Program
Program Overview

The Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance (NEEA‘s) Better Bricks Program sought to induce
multifaceted change among both supply- and demand-side market actors for building design,
operation, and maintenance in the commercial sector. It deployed several levels and types of
upstream marketing strategies.
NEAA‘s primary upstream strategy was called ―firm focus‖ in which they worked with leaders in
the industry and then touted the successes of the leaders via their peer networks – e.g.,
―targeting the few who will influence the many.‖ The theory was to pick the leaders in the market
and have the energy efficiency program delivery staff collaborate with the market leaders to
learn more about the marketplace and to identify what will work to market the program
throughout the region. NEAA targeted upstream contacts who owned a portfolio of businesses.
The next level of the ―firm-focus‖ approach was to place the leaders or ‗influencers‘ on multiple
platforms (e.g., public relations events, energy efficiency/green awards) to tell stories about their
success with the Better Bricks Program and to show their competitors what they are doing to get
ahead in the marketplace. Evidence of this approach can be found on the NEEA website
(http://neea.org/).
There were also marketing strategies targeted to service contractors. According to NEEA, there
are companies who sell services to business owners and NEEA did in-depth consulting with
them to craft and market an enhanced operations and maintenance product. In essence, the
goal of this strategy was to change the way the market place and service contractors thought
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about energy efficiency: instead of selling equipment, they were selling best practices in
operations and maintenance.
Similarly, leading architects in the healthcare and office building markets were targeted to offer
integrated design for new construction. Again, NEAA took a firm-focus approach where they
focused on key players who will influence the upstream marketplace.
NEEA staff reported they are they are looking at BlueVolt (www.bluevolt.com) online training
where there are rewards to trade allies who participate. NEEA staff are seeing real change in
the usage of online tools. While there are ―old school‖ trade allies who are not open to change,
there is also a new school of younger market actors who are going online. Online training is
becoming more popular.
While NEEA is currently not working with union channels for the Better Bricks program, it has
established partnership opportunities with unions in a different program the organization runs the Building Operator Program. NEEA program staff indicated that unions are a potentially
positive channel for upstream marketing and partnering.
7.2.2.2

Program Challenges

NEEA program staff did report some challenges they faced:
The firm focus approach had some challenges in implementation: According to NEEA
program staff, ―from a straight peer-to-peer marketing perspective, the firm-focus approach
was great.‖ They developed case studies, firm profiles and close relationships; however it
was challenging for the NEEA staff that ran the program to get people to see energy
efficiency opportunities. This has become easier in more recent times. In new construction,
there was some initial success; however, the design construction market has stalled due to
the downturn in the economy.
Programs need to realize that each category of market actor is different: NEEA staff
observed that contractors are much different than architects and manufacturers are different
than contractors. For example, they asserted that some trade allies (e.g., contractors) are
likely not going to change if they are making money with their current approach.
There is a need for better calculators that go beyond simple payback. NEEA is in the pilot
phase of developing these types of tools.
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7.2.2.3

Keys to Success

Train contractors to sell on value not on cost: NEEA has been providing training on how to
sell energy efficiency by emphasizing value rather than on cost. This approach has had a
great response from trade allies – based on information obtained from program evaluations.
Despite the promise of online communications, in-person meetings are still needed: NEEA
staff said ―you cannot beat in-person meetings – everyone is there, manufacturer reps,
vendors, utility reps, contractors, and more. --however, any meeting must start by 7AM…and
you must feed them.‖
It is all about winning business and keeping business: NEEA staff said that ―If an energy
efficiency program can convince a trade ally that the program will help them win business,
they will be on-board. … For trade allies, it is about turn around and competition against ―low
ball‖ businesses (lighting in particular).‖
Peer networks are key: NEEA staff reported that the success of the Better Bricks program
was built on NEAA staff leveraging peer networks. Getting close to the trade allies and
understanding their business models led trade allies to use the programs more often.
It is easier for a third party to help with the sales approach rather than a utility: NEEA staff
asserted that third party providers of tools, sales approaches and endorsements take away
liability from utilities. They said that utilities are reluctant to endorse sales approaches
because there is the potential to be on the legal hook for a bad lighting project.

7.2.3
7.2.3.1

NYSERDA - Energy Smart Commercial Lighting Program
Program Overview

New York State Energy Research and Development Authority (NYSERDA) is funded through a
system benefits charge on a customer utility bill. This is given to NYSERDA for implementing
projects. The utilities also run their own programs. Most of the time, the utilities offer incentives
to the business owner, whereas NYSERDA pays the installer. The NYSERDA Smart
Commercial Lighting Program is a good example of how incentive offerings and awards can
help bring about market transformation.
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7.2.3.2

Program Strategies and Keys to Success

Importance of account managers: According to NYSERDA staff, their upstream strategy
revolves around account managers who are located throughout the state. The managers are
lighting certified and have developed relationships with contractors, distributors,
manufacturers and vendors throughout the state. They help with the lighting layouts and
metrics. Account managers also have connections with energy auditors to drive additional
energy efficiency opportunities. Each account manager has trade allies (i.e.,
contractors/distributors/manufacturer reps) they talk to weekly by phone. NYSERDA initiates
the contact and the account managers keep call logs and track progress/status through the
call logs.
Sales training: NYSERDA account managers facilitate participation in a training program to
contractors, distributors and manufacturer reps on how to sell energy efficient lighting. This
is a free training to installers.
Monthly newsletters: NYSERDA publishes and distributes a monthly newsletter about the
program.
7.2.3.3

Program Challenges

During the course of the program, incentives were canceled which led to decreased energy
efficient lighting sales.

7.2.4
7.2.4.1

Energy Trust of Oregon – Building Efficiency Program
Program Overview

In early 2003 the Energy Trust of Oregon (ETO) launched the Building Efficiency Program to
acquire large volumes of energy savings from nonresidential lighting and mechanical systems.
Consistent with best practices, the Building Efficiency Program appears to be effective in
engaging contractors and building on existing market relationships to promote energy efficiency.
Internally the ETO is a lean organization that relies on subcontractors for program
implementation. The typical approach is to bid out big portions for delivery and have
subcontractors sign three year contracts. The utilities usually have staff that market the
programs as well as teams that provide technical support. There are also technical assistance
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contractors who are subcontractors to the program implementer. Typically, these ―sub of subs‖
provide engineering support and analysis for mostly non-lighting custom work.
7.2.4.2

Program Strategies

Using different strategies for each level of the supply chain: The ETO staff said they divide
market actors into three classifications and take a different approach with each one:

7.2.4.3

o

Trade allies. This classification is comprised of local contractors. The ETO retains a
trade ally coordinator who handles enrollments and makes certain that trade allies
are properly certified. This person also coordinates training events.

o

Mid-Stream. This classification is comprised of local and regional distributors. The
ETO works with distributors to stock more efficient equipment. The ETO targets
specific equipment types for specific customer segments during specific timeframes
for strategic reasons. For example, they are currently talking about appliances,
specifically refrigerators for multi-family buildings, with distributors.

o

Upstream. This classification comprised of regional and national manufacturers. This
has to do with market transformation, with equipment codes and standards playing a
big role. An example of an upstream program that has been successful is the 80 Plus
Program which gets suppliers to stock more efficient computer equipment.
Program Challenges

According to ETO staff, in general, end users do not trust that the utilities are doing the right
thing or understand why utilities are investing in energy efficiency. A third-party organization in
charge of energy efficiency helps to get over these barriers.
7.2.4.4

Keys to Success

Getting a trustworthy brand is important: The ETO staff said that program success is very
much about the brand and developing the trust behind the brand. For trade allies, especially
contractors, the money is substantial and the opportunity for co-branding is vital. The staff
claimed that ETO is a trusted name and if trade allies can use the ETO name and materials,
it helps with their credibility. It also helps contractors send a message to customers that they
are selling high quality, energy efficient equipment.
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Getting a critical mass of program actors: ETO staff asserted that to make a big change
upstream, it is necessary to have a critical mass of utilities and other organizations that will
support the transformation. Having a cohesive group of people asking for the same thing is
crucial to achieving upstream market change.

7.2.5
7.2.5.1

Long Island Power Authority - Commercial Construction Program
Program Overview

The Long Island Power Authority (LIPA) Commercial New Commercial Program sought to 1)
influence design and construction practices on Long Island to achieve greater efficiency and 2)
promote greater efficiency among the remodeling and equipment replacement markets. The
program offers technical and financial assistance to include energy efficiency in the design and
construction process. The program also provides technical and financial help with remodeling
projects.
The program was found to have a significant role in the adoption of energy efficiency practices
among specific trade allies and technologies. HVAC engineers, architects and lighting designers
demonstrated the most desired changes in behavior. High-impact technologies attributed to
LIPA include efficient linear fluorescents, lighting installations compared to code, and chiller
installations compared to code.
There were three primary means of communicating with trade allies:
Through one-on-one contacts - mainly calling trade allies on the phone.
Through the rebate – meaning that the provision of a rebate was the primary interaction the
program had with the trade ally.
Through seminars – which the programs sponsored on a regular basis to solicit trade ally
participation and influence behavior.
7.2.5.2

Program Challenges

Programs such as the Commercial Construction Program can take a significant amount of
time to mature and become realized in the market: However, a powerful feature of market
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transformation theory is that once the desired market effects are established, they can
become lasting even after the incentive is removed.
Difficulty in attributing desired impacts to the program: Many trade allies reported increases
in sales/installation of more energy efficient equipment. However, when asked why the
amount of sales of higher efficiency systems increased, many trade allies mentioned
customer requests for this equipment as the reason. It is quite possible the LIPA program
may have generated more awareness of the benefits of energy efficiency equipment among
end users, therefore LIPA may be indirectly influencing increased sales of energy efficiency
products.
7.2.5.3

Keys to Success

Different approaches work better for different trade allies to influence behavior: One lesson
learned from the LIPA program was that different approaches were needed for different
types of trade allies. For example, one-on-one relationships worked best for architects,
lighting designers and builder developers. On the other hand, direct rebates worked best for
engaging lighting contractors and offering seminars worked best for HVAC engineers.

7.2.6

Wisconsin Energy Conservation Corporation Focus on Energy –

7.2.7
7.2.7.1

Business Program
Program Overview

DNV KEMA conducted an interview with a Senior Manager at Wisconsin Energy Conservation
Corporation (WECC) responsible for the administration of the Business Program. The Business
Program has achieved a number of notable accomplishments:
Program goals were met and often exceeded (sometimes programs had to be shut down
early due money running out - e.g., steam traps).
From 2008 – 2011, trade ally participation in the program increased by 48 percent.
Business Program promotions of commercial lighting in 2008 and 2009 resulted in a 75
percent increase over baseline in program activity for fluorescent high bay fixtures, 144
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percent increase in occupancy sensors and 149 percent increase in high performance T8
lamps.
WECC‘s Focus on Energy Business Program offers both custom and prescriptive incentives for
efficiency projects. These programs are designed to motivate customers to upgrade equipment
and/or implement energy efficiency projects that they would likely not have pursued without
incentives. These programs rely heavily on trade allies.
The custom incentive structure for efficiency improvements has two tiers.
1. The Tier 1 incentive level is for projects that involve technologies that do not fit into the
Focus prescriptive incentive offerings.
2. The Business Program reserves higher dollar amounts for Tier 2 technologies/projects that
have tougher customer economies (e.g. simple payback periods greater than three years) or
where the technology or project has more perceived risk to a customer (e.g. newer
technology to the market).
The goal of the Business Program is to educate Wisconsin farmers, businesses, industry,
schools and state/local governments about the benefits of energy efficiency and renewable
energy, and to provide implementation assistance. The program helps the following:
Managing rising energy costs;
Improving productivity;
Implementing energy-related best practices;
Enhancing operational and worker productivity, safety and comfort;
Reducing operating and maintenance costs.
7.2.7.2

Program Strategies and Keys to Success

Use a multi-faceted approach to reach trade allies: The WECC staff said that to reach trade
allies, they used various marketing tools – e.g., direct mail, email, personal ―feet on street‖
contact. They said that the feet on the street approach worked especially well with lighting
and HVAC trade allies since there can be many in populated areas.
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Staffing considerations: The WECC staff claimed it is helpful if staff members have a sales
background – e.g., know how to talk to customers and how to handle objections from trade
allies about program participation. WECC also said that if a program is in an area with
prominent agriculture presence, it is useful to have at least one staff member strictly
dedicated to agriculture trade allies.
Mapping software: WECC staff found benefits in using mapping software (e.g., MapPoint) to
track the location of trade allies to help staff become familiar where market actors are
situated throughout program area.
Get trade allies interested in using the program: WECC staff said it was important to explain
to the trade allies what is in it for them to join the program and how incentives can be used
to generate sales. WECC staff said it was important for trade allies to know you are not
selling them anything, but instead giving them tools to sell more equipment/services.
Keep trade allies educated on program changes: WECC staff insisted that when possible, it
is helpful to explain program changes at the same time of year. They noted that if a program
is ending or reducing incentives, it is important to provide communication well in advance
(e.g., run queries to identify trade allies using program and educate them about changes).
The program should let trade allies know the date the change goes into effect and
track/document when staff communicated this information with trade allies.
Track trade allies: The WECC staff advocated using a ―sales sheet‖ to track trade allies
assigned to each staff member. This tracking tools tracks the number of projects associated
with a given trade ally and any trends. If any notable trends are occurring e.g., if trade allies
are selling/installing more or less equipment than they typically do, the program staffperson
is supposed to contact the trade ally to discuss why this is happening. While sales sheets
are typically generated monthly, they can be done in different increments – e.g., daily,
weekly.
Co-op advertising: The Focus on Energy program had a co-op advertising program that
pays 50 percent of ads up to $500 (e.g., newspaper, radio – trade ally can mention affiliation
with utility in the ad). The Focus on Energy program would pay up to 100 percent of
advertising if equipment was novel or needed to be heavily promoted (capped at $500).
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Understand sales cycles: The WECC staff noted it was important to recognize when running
limited term promotions (e.g., high bay lighting) that it cannot be too short that products are
unable to be installed (e.g., if takes 60 days to obtain equipment, should not run a 75 day
promotion).
Promoting new markets and technologies: WECC staff noted that new markets and
technologies can be challenging to promote. They recommended that in such cases
program providers should gain a solid understanding of the market and the technology,
provide education to trade allies, and be knowledgeable about the
manufacturer/distributor/contractor network. ―All three legs on the stool are important,‖ said a
WECC representative.
Making effective use of supply chain for push/pull strategies: One suggestion that the
WECC staff had was a push/pull strategy. For example, the program can encourage
contractors to let their distributors know that if they do not have certain energy efficient
equipment in stock, the contractors will buy from someone else. WECC claimed that when
distributors see this from a few contractors, it can change their stocking practices.
Focus on big players: WECC staff said that it was important to recognize that larger firms
usually mean larger savings. ―Be aware of the ―80/20 rule‖,‖ a WECC interviewee said, ―A
small number of businesses tend to get most of the work.‖
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A.

Attachment to 9/28/2011 Data Request Memo

memo
To:

Wendy
Todd,
Massachusetts
Administrators, EEAC

Program Date:

September 28, 2011

From:

Christopher Dyson, Roberta Laccetti, KEMA

Copy:

Dan Barbieri, Curt Puckett, KEMA

Subject:

MA-LCIEC-10: Process Evaluation of the Large Commercial and Industrial Energy
Efficiency Programs

We are pleased to begin data collection for the 2011 Process Evaluation of the Large
Commercial and Industrial (C&I) Energy Efficiency Programs in Massachusetts. In order to
design and select samples for the C&I participant surveys, it is necessary for KEMA to obtain
program tracking data.
We are requesting C&I program tracking data for the full 2008-2011 period. The older data
(2008-2009) is needed because one research objective is to study ―dormant‖ customers who
have not participated recently. Since year 2011 is not yet over, for the 2011 data we would like
the most recently available tracking data.
Attached is a list of the specific data items that are required to support this research effort. In
addition to the customer and project data, we are requesting that the Vendors (or Contractors)
used to implement the measures be identified. This information will inform the survey of trade
allies and design professionals. Electronic data should be uploaded to your PA‘s document
library on SharePoint located at (https://usprojects.kema.com/sites/malciec/10/default.aspx).
These folders are secure, and may only be accessed by you and a small number of KEMA
analysts who need to see it. Please direct any questions regarding this data request to
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Christopher Dyson, KEMA‘s process evaluation lead, or Roberta Laccetti, KEMA‘s analytical
lead.

Thank you,

Christopher Dyson

Roberta Laccetti

Principal Consultant

Principal Consultant

KEMA, Inc

KEMA, Inc

122 West Washington Ave., Suite 1000

67 South Bedford St

Madison, WI 53703

Suite 201 East

T (608) 259-9152, ext. 70202
christopher.dyson@kema.com

Burlington, MA 01803
T (781) 418-5715
roberta.laccetti@kema.com
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Attachment: Tracking Data Request for 2011 Process Evaluation

Customer Information
-

Customer Name
Site Address
Site Town
Site Zip Code
Contact Person
Mailing Address
Phone Number
Billing Account or Premise Number
Type of Business

Project Information
-

Project or Application Number
Date Installation Complete
Program Year
Program (Lost Opportunity vs. Retrofit)
Track (Custom vs. Prescriptive)
Fuel Type (gas, electric, both)
Measure Category
End Use
Detailed Measure Description
Quantity Installed
Units for Quantity
Gross Electric Savings Estimate (Annual kWh)
Gross Demand Savings Estimate (Summer kW)
Gross Gas Savings Estimate (Annual Therms)
Measure Lifetime
Total Project Cost
Incentive Paid by Utility

Equipment Information
-

Manufacturer
Model Number
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-

Capacity or Size Category

Contractor / Vendor Information
-

Vendor Name
Vendor Contact Name
Vendor Number (?)
Vendor Address
Vendor Town
Vendor Phone Number
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B.

Data Base Manager Interview Questions
MA-LCIEC Project 10 – Task 5.1 DB Review
Interview Questions

Background
1. What is your title or position?
2. What are your typical job responsibilities?
3. In a typical week, about what percentage of your time is spent on working on issues
related to the tracking databases?
4. What needs was the tracking system designed to serve?
5. Who has access to the tracking system?
Technical
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

How many separate systems are used (for custom, prescriptive, by fuel)?
In what programming language is the system built?
How are queries created to produce extract files for evaluation?
What format options are available for exporting data? Can individual fields be formatted?
Do you have user documentation and/or system documentation?
What are the key tables and how are they linked?
In what tables are key evaluation data stored? (savings, quantities, contacts, vendor,
etc.)
8. Is it possible to add fields to the database? What effort is required?
General / Operational
9. What is the relationship between account, project and measure that is reflected in the
record-level detail? (Is there an identifier that represents a unique
account/project/measure?)
10. Is there an identifier in the tracking data that links directly to billing data (Account,
Premise, other)?
11. QA for data entry:
a. Are there online checks for valid values for any fields?
b. Are there drop-down lists to ensure consistency (e.g., end use, measure type,
etc.)?
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c. Are nulls allowed? For which fields?
12. Definition of Custom and Prescriptive:
a. Is distinction by program delivery track or savings calculation method?
b. Which makes sense in your company?
13. Definition of ―Large C&I‖:
a. Do the extract files include only Large C&I?
b. If so, how is ―Large‖ defined?
Assessment
14. How are the current tracking systems meeting the needs of your PA?
a. What things the tracking systems are doing well;
b. What are the limitations of the current systems;
15. Do you have ideas for improvements?
16. What do you think about evaluator concerns regarding the difficulty of extracting,
disaggregating and comparing PA data?
17. What do you think about a statewide tracking system to which PAs would upload key
data elements in a consistent format on a set schedule?
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C.

Data Base Manager Interview Summaries

NSTAR
NSTAR‘s eTRAC system manages tracking data for all gas and electric program participants of
all types (Large C&I, Small Business and Residential). It was built in 2006 for Large C&I, then all
other programs were added in 2007. Code is Java and Java Script, built around an Oracle
relational data base containing over 100 tables. The system interfaces with another data base
for billing and customer data (Galaxy), and with a Customer Relationship Management tool for
marketing.
ETRAC was implemented as an enhancement to a paper-based data entry system. It was
designed to allow engineers and program managers to enter information once, in a format that
resembles the application forms for each program. NSTAR users include compliance analysts,
project engineers, program managers, project engineers, field inspectors and evaluators. There
are canned reports and extracts that are used for regulatory reporting. Ad-hoc SQL queries are
developed by the administrators and expert users as needed. There is no document
management functionality, requiring paper project folders to be passed around through project
phases.
The primary key to the data is the project id, which corresponds to the application. There may
be multiple projects per account, if they are applied for at different times. Each measure
installed within a project is identified by an end use (high level), product code (category from
form) and measure (most detailed fixture or device code). Each of these codes is picked from a
drop-down list. An attempt has been made to make the Gas picks match the Electric picks
wherever possible. At the discretion of the person entering the project, there may be multiple
records within a measure that correspond to different locations within a facility.
National Grid
National Grid‘s tracking database, InDemand, is one system with separate modules for all fuels,
programs and states (MA, NY and RI). There is a common user interface, but the data structure
and content for each module varies. The system was designed and built as a joint effort
between the energy efficiency group and IT, and is maintained by IT. It is built on an Oracle
database with at Java front-end. Business Objects is used to create reports. InDemand
interfaces with billing systems to acquire customer data (by premise number) and to initiate
invoicing.
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InDemand supports sales, work force management, project management, payments, reporting
and evaluation functions. Many types of users have access: planners, field sales force,
implementers, evaluators, and external vendors. A strong feature of the system is that all
supporting documents may be attached to the application records. The system stores and
applies all factors necessary to produce gross and net estimates of savings.
The process of extracting data from InDemand for evaluations usually involves an IT person,
due to the complexity of the system. Menu-driven query and reporting tools allow any user to
extract data, but expertise is required to ensure accurate and complete results.
The structure of InDemand includes application and customer tables (as well as separate
tables for different types of measures). There is one row per application (project), but the
relationship between applications and accounts is not unique: there can be multiple accounts
per project or multiple projects per account. The system includes drop-down menus for
choosing measure categories. For Prescriptive measures, the picks are based on the MA-TRM.
However, due to the fact that the user can enter project data either for individual units, or for
groups of units within a measure category, room or building, there is some inconsistency in the
level of detail captured in the rows within the tables. Custom projects should be captured with
individual application numbers for each measure (except for Custom Design Assistance), but
this is not always the case.
Electric projects have been managed through InDemand for years, and the data entry is fairly
consistent. The Gas tables were populated with historical data from other systems through
2010. Since 2011, new projects have been entered directly, making the data more consistent
and accurate. It is possible to enter more than one measure per application, including Custom
and Prescriptive types, which make the data difficult to categorize. The responsibility for
inputting gas tracking data is split between National Grid project managers and a third party
vendor. There is no link between gas and electric participants.
Western Massachusetts Electric Company
WMECO built its Custom Tracking System about 10 years ago to manage long-term energy
efficiency projects. Its structure corresponds to the pages of a project workbook, and it tracks
project activities through planning, inspections, installations and payments. The system includes
a relational SQL Server data base, and is written in ASP/Java.
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The Custom Tracking System is a stand-alone system with no automated interfaces to other
systems. The primary users are the field project managers, who input project and savings data.
It is an operational system that supports the life cycle of large energy efficiency projects.
Standard queries and reports at the project level are available to evaluators. Calculations of
gross and net savings are performed outside of the system. Pre-defined reports are available to
planners and evaluators, but measure-level data must be extracted by an IT expert, who
maintains a library of frequently used queries, and modifies them as needed. The data base
includes fields for all required data, but many are not populated. The effort to add fields is not
great, but the ability to enforce the quality of data entry is a challenge.
The records in the data base include projects, accounts, and measures. Vendor information is
not stored. There may be multiple projects for each account, and in some cases, there are
multiple accounts within a project. The link between measure details and customer contact
information is the project number. Certain information, like program type (Lost Opportunity vs.
Retrofit) and track (Custom vs. Prescriptive) are not stored, and are created manually by
reviewing workbook names and other information.
Columbia Gas
The DSM Information System tracks customer information, energy efficient projects and
measure data, audit referrals from the call center, low income contact, vendor billing, rebates,
etc. It supports residential, commercial and industrial programs, and may be accessed by
vendors directly. Most data are entered by either administrative staff or third party vendors.
The DSM Information System consists of over 100 Oracle tables with a Power Builder front-end.
Info-maker is used as a reporting tool. Standard queries and reports have been developed to
provide consistent extracts for evaluation and reporting. It is maintained by NiSource‘s corporate
IT group in Indiana. As a result, system development strategy is driven by the needs of all six
distribution companies, and is not necessarily consistent with MA goals.
The DSM Information System interfaces with CIS, and stores customer account information,
including a premise identifier. However, Columbia‘s legal policy requires a specific business
requirement in order to release customer information. Data are transferred to evaluators in
multiple files (with pseudo-premise ids) so that fields such as name, address, and premise
number are provided only at the time that they are needed for customer contact. Columbia‘s
tracking system stores gross savings estimates only; realization rates and other factors are
applied in a spreadsheet to produce net savings for reporting.
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Each row in the system corresponds to a unique Request id and measure. There may be up to
15 different measures within a single Request id. In general, there is one request id per
premise, and it includes all work done at that site. Exceptions occur when work is spread out
over time; in these cases there can be multiple request ids for the same premise. A set of
standard codes are used to map the entries to legitimate programs and measure types.
Unitil
Unitil uses their Energy Efficiency Tracking System (EETS) for all gas and electric energy
efficiency projects in Massachusetts and New Hampshire. It is a web-based, built in ASP around
a relational data base. The system was built in-house for project tracking and reporting. EETS
interfaces with the company‘s payment system, but not their customer billing system.
EETS is a project management and reporting tool. Reports and extracts are created
automatically, based on user-defined parameters. Data entry is driven by drop-down menus to
ensure consistency, although not all fields are populated this way. The administrator reviews
data that fails validation checks, and corrects it as needed before reporting. Tables with
measure life, prescribed savings, coincidence factors, free-ridership rates, etc. exist for each
program, end use and equipment category. The appropriate factors are applied by the system
as data are reported.
Each project may include multiple equipment categories, based on TRM categories or
―Custom‖. There may be multiple measures within an equipment category (within a project).
Standard end use categories are mandated by DOER and enforced during data entry. There is
a field for industry type, but it is not a required field.
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D.

Logic Models
Logic Model
Berkshire Gas C&I Financing Options

Funding
Sources
Program
Manager/ Staff

Inputs:

Market the financial loan
program through the C&I
programs

Activities:

Outputs:

Pre-paid interest to lender paid
by PA through customer‘s
incentive

Trade allies promote
energy efficient

Identify energy
opportunities

Mass banks provide financial
loans to C&I customers

Assist in financing energy
efficiency improvements

Coordinate measure installation
and tracking database

Number and dollar value
of loans

equipment

Short-Term Outcomes:

C&I customers recognize the
potential for and value of
efficiency improvements and
participate in program

C&I customers select
efficient equipment

Financial loans with prepaid interest encourage
C&I customers to
purchase high efficiency
equipment
Energy and associated
environmental benefits

Long-Term Outcomes:
Increased awareness of
energy efficiency
technologies and
practices
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energy efficiency
technology

Increase implementation of
energy efficient practices by
customers

Increased sales and
adoption of energy efficient
technologies and practices

D-1

Changes in building codes
and standardization of
rules across states

July 2012

Logic Model
Berkshire Gas C&I Lost Opportunity Program
Program
Manager/ Staff

Program
Funding

Inputs:

Marketing and
outreach

Provide Financial
Incentives

Activities:
Outputs:
Prescriptive
Incentives (fixed
amount)

Short-Term Outcomes:

Custom Incentives
(based on the unique
energy savings
criteria of a project)

Design incentives
(incremental
architectural and
design costs)

Architects, engineers,
commissioning
agents,
owners/developers,
and manufacturers

Provide Technical Service
Consultants and develop
program tracking database

One-on-one
relationships, seminars,
formal trainings,
newsletters, direct
marketing

Market actors promote
programs and efficient
equipment to
customers

Incentives encourage C&I
customers to purchase high
efficiency equipment

New Construction and
major renovation of
existing facilities

New equipment
purchases and/or end-oflife replacement

Variety of prescriptive and/or custom options

Core performance track
Comprehensive design
track

High efficiency heating
and water heating

C&I facilities receive energy
efficiency installations and
upgrades

Energy savings and
associated environmental
benefits

Long-Term Outcomes:
Increased awareness of
energy efficiency
technologies and
practices

DNV KEMA, Inc.

Increased availability of
energy efficiency
technologies

Increased implementation of
energy efficient practices by
C&I customers

Increased sales and
adoption of energy efficient
technologies and practices

D-2

Changes in building codes
and standardization of
rules across states
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Logic Model
Berkshire Gas C&I Retrofit Program for Existing Buildings

Inputs:

Program

Program Manager/
Staff

Funding

Activities:

Outputs:

Provide financial
Incentives

Dollar value of
incentives, number
of incentives paid

Short-Term Outcomes:

Develop personal
relationships with
customers to identify
potential projects

Number of participating
customers and tracking
database with customer
information

Incentives encourage
commercial customers to
purchase high efficiency
equipment

Technical Staff (Third
Party Engineer)

Quality control and
verification

Recruit, train and provide
technical support to
program vendors

Number of participating
vendors; including trade
allies, contractors,
installers

All of installations
inspected

Program vendors

Program staff and

promote efficient
equipment

program vendors install
equipment correctly

Customers select energy
efficient equipment

Quality control
issues

Energy savings and
associated environmental
benefits

Savings
estimates

Eligible equipment
provides cost effective
savings over baseline

Long-Term Outcomes:
Increased awareness of
energy efficiency
technologies and
practices

DNV KEMA, Inc.

Increased availability of
energy efficiency
technology

Increased implementation of
energy efficient practices by
customers

Increased sales and
adoption of energy efficient
technologies and practices

D-3

Changes in building codes
and standardization of
rules across states

July 2012

Logic Model
Cape Light Compact C&I Financing Options

Funding
Sources
Program Staff

Inputs:

Pre-paid interest to
lender paid by PA from
customer incentive
Market the financial loan

Activities:

Outputs:

program through eligible
C&I programs

Trade allies promote
energy efficient
equipment

Short Term Outcomes:

Identify energy
opportunities

Assist in financing energy
efficiency improvements

Coordinate measure installation
and tracking database

Customers recognize the
potential for and value of
efficiency improvements
and participate in
program

Number and dollar value
of loans

Customers select efficient
equipment

Increased awareness of
energy efficiency
technologies and
practices

Financial loans with prepaid interest encourage
C&I customers to
purchase high efficiency
equipment
Energy and demand
savings and associated
environmental benefits

Long Term Outcomes:

DNV KEMA, Inc.

Mass banks provide
financial loans to
customers

Increased availability of
energy efficiency
technology

Increased implementation of
energy efficient practices by
customers

Increased sales and
adoption of energy efficient
technologies and practices

D-4

Changes in building codes
and standardization of
rules across states

July 2012

Logic Model
Cape Light Compact C&I New Construction Program

Program Staff
Program
Incentive
Money

Inputs:

Marketing and
Outreach

Provide financial
incentives

Activities:
Outputs:
Prescriptive
Incentives (fixed
amount)

Custom Incentives (based
on the unique energy
savings criteria of a
project)

Architects, engineers,
commissioning
agents, and
owners/developers

Provide technical assistance
and maintain program
tracking database

One-on-one
relationships, seminars,
formal trainings, and
newsletters

Market actors and trade allies
promote programs and
efficient equipment to
customers

Incentives encourage C&I
customers to purchase high
efficiency equipment

New Construction and
major renovation of
existing facilities

New equipment
purchases and/or endof-life replacement

Variety of prescriptive and/or custom options

Core performance track
(Advanced Buildings)

Performance lighting

Comprehensive design
track

Short-term Outcomes:

C&I facilities receive energy
efficiency installations and
upgrades
Energy Savings and
demand savings and
associated environmental
benefits

Long-Term Outcomes:

DNV KEMA, Inc.

Increased awareness of
energy efficiency

Increased availability of
energy efficiency

Increased implementation of
energy efficient practices by

Increased sales and
adoption of energy efficient

Changes in building codes
and standardization of

technologies and
practices

technologies

C&I customers

technologies and practices

rules across states

D-5
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Logic Model
Cape Light Compact C&I Retrofit Program for Existing Buildings

Inputs:

Program Staff

Program incentive
money
Marketing and
outreach

Mone
Provide financial
incentives

Activities:

Outputs:

Dollar value of
incentives, number of
incentives paid

Short-Term Outcomes:

Develop personal relationships
with customers and trade
allies to identify potential
projects

Number of participating
customers and tracking
database with customer
information

Incentives encourage
commercial customers to
purchase eligible high
efficiency equipment
Customer and trade allies
select approved energy
efficient equipment

DNV KEMA, Inc.

Pre and post installation
inspected

Quality control
issues

Program vendors install
equipment correctly

Energy savings and
demand savings and
associated environmental

Increased availability of
energy efficiency
technologies

Increased implementation of
energy efficient practices by
C&I customers

Savings
estimates

Eligible equipment
provides cost effective
savings over baseline

benefits

Long-Term Outcomes:
Increased awareness of
energy efficiency
technologies and
practices

Quality control and
verification

Increased sales and
adoption of energy efficient
technologies and practices

D-6

Changes in building codes
and standardization of
rules across states

July 2012

Logic Model
Columbia Gas C&I Financing Options

Funding
Sources

Program
Staff

Inputs:
Account Executives,

Pre-paid interest to

Mass banks provide

Vendors, EE
Consultants

lender paid by PA from
customer incentive

financial loans to
customers

Market the financial loan program
through the C&I programs

Activities:

Assist in financing energy
efficiency improvements

Outputs:

Trade allies promote
energy efficient
equipment

Short Term Outcomes:

Identify energy
opportunities

Coordinate measure installation
and tracking database

C&I customers recognize
the potential for and value
of efficiency
improvements and

Number and dollar value
of loans

C&I customers select
efficient equipment

participate in program

Energy and associated
environmental benefits

Long Term Outcomes:

DNV KEMA, Inc.

Financial loans with prepaid interest encourage
C&I customers to
purchase high efficiency
equipment

Increased awareness of
energy efficiency

Increased availability of
energy efficiency

Increased implementation of
energy efficient practices by

Increased sales and
adoption of energy efficient

Changes in building codes
and standardization of

technologies and
practices

technology

customers

technologies and practices

rules across states

D-7
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Logic Model
Columbia Gas C&I New Construction Program
Program
Funding

Inputs:

Marketing and
Outreach

Provide Financial
Incentives

Activities:

Outputs:

Program
Manager/ Staff

Prescriptive
Incentives (fixed
amount)

Short-Term Outcomes:

Custom Incentives
(based on the unique
energy savings
criteria of a project)

Design incentives
(incremental
architectural and
design costs)

Incentives encourage C&I
customers to purchase high
efficiency equipment

Architects, engineers,
commissioning
agents,
owners/developers,
and manufacturers

Provide Technical Service
Consultants and develop
program tracking database

One-on-one
relationships, seminars,
formal trainings,
newsletters, direct
marketing

New Construction and
major renovation of
existing facilities

New equipment
purchases and/or end-oflife replacement

Variety of prescriptive and/or custom options

Market actors promote
programs and efficient
equipment to
customers

Core performance track
Comprehensive design
track

High efficiency heating
and water heating

C&I facilities receive energy
efficiency installations and
upgrades

Energy savings and
associated environmental
benefits

Long-Term Outcomes:
Increased awareness of
energy efficiency
technologies and

Increased availability of
energy efficiency
technologies

Increased implementation of
energy efficient practices by
C&I customers

Increased sales and
adoption of energy efficient
technologies and practices

Changes in building codes
and standardization of
rules across states

practices

DNV KEMA, Inc.
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Logic Model
Columbia Gas C&I Retrofit Program for Existing Buildings

Inputs:

Program Manager/

Program
Funding

Provide financial
Incentives

Activities:

Outputs:

Dollar value of
incentives, number of
incentives paid

Short-Term Outcomes:

Technical Staff

Staff

Develop personal
relationships with
customers to identify
potential projects

Recruit, train and provide
technical support to
program vendors

Quality control and
verification

Number of participating C&I
customers and tracking
database with customer

Number of participating
vendors including trade
allies, contractors,

Sample of installations
inspected

information

installers

Incentives encourage C&I
customers to purchase
high efficiency equipment

Program vendors
promote efficient
equipment

C&I customers select
energy efficient equipment

Quality control

Program staff and
program vendors install
equipment correctly

issues

Energy savings and
associated environmental
benefits

Savings
estimates

Eligible equipment
provides cost effective
savings over baseline

Long-Term Outcomes:
Increased awareness of
energy efficiency
technologies and
practices

DNV KEMA, Inc.

Increased availability of
energy efficiency
technology

Increased implementation of
energy efficient practices by
customers

Increased sales and
adoption of energy efficient
technologies and practices

D-9
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and standardization of
rules across states
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Logic Model
National Grid C&I Financing Options
Funding
Sources

Program Strategy
and Operations
Staff

Inputs:
Sales/Account
Executives, Vendors,
EE Consultants

Pre-paid interest to lender paid
by PA through customer
incentive

Mass banks provide
financial loans to
customers

Market the financial loan

Activities:

Outputs:

PA loans to C&I
customers using on-bill
financing

programs to C&I
customers

Trade allies promote
energy efficient
equipment

Short Term Outcomes:

Identify energy
opportunities

Assist in financing energy
efficiency improvements

Coordinate measure installation
and tracking database

C&I customers recognize
the potential for and value
of efficiency
improvements and
participate in program

Number and dollar value
of loans

C&I customers select
efficient equipment

Financial loans with prepaid interest encourage
C&I customers to
purchase high efficiency
equipment
Energy and demand
savings and associated
environmental benefits

Long-Term Outcomes:
Increased awareness of
energy efficiency
technologies and
practices

DNV KEMA, Inc.

Increased availability of
energy efficiency
technology

Increased implementation of
energy efficient practices by
customers

Marketplace shows
increased sales and
adoption of energy efficient
technologies and practices
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Logic Model
National Grid C&I New Construction Program

Inputs:

Marketing and
Outreach

Provide Financial
Incentives

Activities:
Outputs:

Custom Incentives
(based on the unique
energy savings
criteria of a project)

Prescriptive
Incentives (fixed
amount)

Program Manager
and Staff

Sales
Executives

Program
Funding

Design incentives
(incremental
architectural and
design costs)

Architects,
engineers,
commissioning
agents,
owners/developers,
and manufacturers

Provide Technical Service
Consultants and develop
program tracking database

One-on-one
relationships, seminars,
formal trainings,
newsletters, direct
marketing

Core performance track

Performance lighting

Comprehensive design
track

High efficiency heating
and water heating

Short-Term Outcomes:

C&I facilities receive energy
efficiency installations and
upgrades

Energy savings and demand
savings and associated
environmental benefits

Long-Term Outcomes:
Increased awareness of
energy efficiency
technologies and
practices

DNV KEMA, Inc.

New equipment
purchases and/or end-oflife replacement

Variety of prescriptive and/or custom options

Owners and developers
promote programs and
efficient equipment to
customers

Incentives encourage C&I
customers to purchase high
efficiency equipment

New Construction and
major renovation of
existing facilities

Increased availability of

Increased implementation of

Marketplace shows

energy efficiency
technology

energy efficient practices by
C&I customers

increased sales and
adoption of energy efficient
technologies and practices

D-11
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Logic Model
National Grid C&I Retrofit Program for Existing Buildings
Program Staff
Technical
Sales Executives

Inputs:

Activities:

Outputs:

Program
Funding

Provide financial
Incentives

Dollar value of
incentives, number of
incentives paid

Short-Term Outcomes:

Develop personal
relationships and/or contact
customers to identify
potential projects

Incentives encourage C&I
commercial customers to
purchase high efficiency
equipment

Long-Term Outcomes:

DNV KEMA, Inc.

Increased availability of
energy efficiency
technologies

Quality control and
verification

One-on-one relationships,
seminars, formal trainings,
newsletters, direct marketing

Sample of installations
inspected

Number of participating
vendors; including trade
allies, contractors,
installers

Program vendors
promote efficient
equipment

C&I customers select
energy efficient equipment

Increased awareness of
energy efficiency
technologies and
practices

Recruit, train and provide
technical support to program
vendors

One-on-one relationships, provide
seminars, newsletters, and direct
marketing to build awareness

Number of participating
customers and tracking
database with customer
information

Staff

Program staff and
program vendors install
equipment correctly

Quality control
issues

Energy savings and
demand savings and
associated environmental
benefits

Increased implementation of
energy efficient practices by
C&I customers

Savings
estimates

Eligible equipment
provides cost effective
savings over baseline

Marketplace shows
increased sales and
adoption of energy efficient
technologies and practices
D-12
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Logic Model
New England Gas C&I Financing Options
Inputs:

Funding
Sources

Program
Staff

Account Executives,
Vendors, EE
Consultants

program through the C&I
programs

Trade allies promote
energy efficient
equipment

Short-Term Outcomes:

Identify energy
opportunities

Assist in financing energy
efficiency improvements

Coordinate measure installation
and tracking database

C&I customers recognize
the potential for and value
of efficiency
improvements and
participate in program

Number and dollar value
of loans

C&I customers select
energy efficient
equipment

Increased awareness of
energy efficiency
technologies and
practices

Financial loans with prepaid interest encourage
C&I customers to
purchase high efficiency
equipment
Energy savings and
associated environmental
benefits

Long-Term Outcomes:

DNV KEMA, Inc.

Mass banks provide
financial loans to
customers

Market the financial loan

Activities:

Outputs:

Pre-paid interest to lender paid by PA
from customer‘s incentive

Increased availability of
energy efficiency
technology

Increased implementation of
energy efficient practices by
customers

Increased sales and
adoption of energy efficient
technologies and practices

D-13

Influence changes in
building codes and
standardization of rules
across states
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Logic Model
New England Gas C&I Lost Opportunity Program

Inputs:

Activities:

Account
Executives

Marketing and
outreach

Program
Funding

Program Staff

Provide Technical Service
Consultants and develop
program tracking database

Provide Financial Incentives

Target market
actors
Prescriptive Incentives
(fixed amount)

Outputs:
Architects, engineers,
commissioning agents,
owners/developers,
and manufacturers

One-on-one relationships,
seminars, formal trainings,
newsletters, and direct
marketing

New construction and major
renovation of existing facilities

Custom Incentives (based on
the unique energy savings
criteria of a project) and design
incentives (up to 50%
preapproved architectural and
engineering costs)
)

Variety of prescriptive and/or custom options

Core performance track
Incentives encourage C&I
customers to purchase high
efficiency equipment

Short-Term Outcomes:

New equipment purchases
and/or end-of-life replacement

Comprehensive design
track

Market actors
promote programs
and efficient
equipment to C&I
customers

High efficiency heating
and water heating

C&I facilities receive energy
efficiency installations and
upgrades

Energy savings associated
environmental benefits

Long-Term Outcomes:
Increased awareness of
energy efficiency
technologies and
practices

DNV KEMA, Inc.

Increased availability of
energy efficiency
technology

Increased implementation of
energy efficient practices by
C&I customers

Increased sales and
adoption of energy efficient
technologies and practices

D-14
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across states
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Logic Model
New England Gas C&I Retrofit Program for Existing Buildings

Inputs:

Program
Funding

Provide financial
Incentives

Develop personal
relationships with
customers to identify
potential projects

Recruit, train and provide
technical support to
program vendors

Dollar value of
incentives, number of

Number of participating
customers and tracking

Number of participating
vendors; including trade

Most installations
inspected (100%

incentives paid

database with customer
information

allies, contractors,
installers

inspected for
custom/large projects)

Activities:

Outputs:

Program Staff

Short-Term Outcomes:

Incentives encourage C&I
customers to purchase
high efficiency equipment

Program vendors
promote efficient
equipment

C&I customers select
appropriate energy
efficient equipment

Quality control and
verification

Program staff and
program vendors install
equipment correctly

Quality control
issues

Savings
estimates and
deemed savings
Savings
estimates
Eligible equipment
provides cost-effective
savings over baseline

Energy savings and
associated environmental
benefits

Long-Term Outcomes:
Increased awareness of
energy efficiency
technologies and
practices

DNV KEMA, Inc.

Increased availability of
energy efficiency
technology

Increased implementation of
energy efficient practices by
C&I customers

Increased sales and
adoption of energy efficient
technologies and practices

D-15

Influence changes in
building codes and
standardization of rules
across states
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Logic Model
NSTAR C&I Financing Options

Funding
Sources

Program
Staff

Inputs:
Sales Executives,
Vendors, EE
Consultants
Market the financial loan

Activities:

Outputs:

Pre-paid interest to
lender paid by PA
through customer
incentive

program through the C&I
programs

Trade allies promote
energy efficient
equipment

Short Term Outcomes:

Identify energy
opportunities

C&I customers recognize
the potential for and value
of efficiency

Mass banks provide financial
loans to customers

Assist in financing energy
efficiency improvements

Coordinate measure installation
and tracking database

Number and dollar value
of loans

C&I customers select
efficient equipment

Financial loans with prepaid interest encourage
C&I customers to
purchase high efficiency
equipment

improvements and
participate in program

Energy and demand
savings and associated
environmental benefits

Long-Term Outcomes:
Increased awareness of
energy efficiency
technologies and
practices

DNV KEMA, Inc.

Increased availability of
energy efficiency
technology

Increased implementation of
energy efficient practices by
customers

Increased sales and
adoption of energy efficient
technologies and practices

D-16
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Logic Model
NSTAR C&I Retrofit Program for Existing Buildings

Inputs:

Program
Manager and
Sales
Executives

Program
Funding

Provide financial
Incentives

Activities:

Outputs:

Dollar value of
incentives, number of
incentives paid

Short-Term Outcomes:

Develop personal
relationships with
customers to identify
potential projects

Recruit, train and provide
technical support to
program vendors

Number of participating
customers and tracking
database with customer
information

Number of participating
vendors; including trade
allies, contractors,
installers

Incentives encourage C&I
commercial customers to
purchase high efficiency
equipment

Program vendors
promote efficient
equipment

C&I customers select
energy efficient equipment

Long-Term Outcomes:
Increased awareness of
energy efficiency
technologies and
practices

DNV KEMA, Inc.

Technical
Staff

Increased availability of
energy efficiency
technologies

Quality control and
verification

Sample of installations
inspected

Program staff and
program vendors install
equipment correctly

Quality control
issues

Energy savings and
demand savings and
associated environmental
benefits

Increased implementation of
energy efficient practices by
C&I customers

Savings
estimates

Eligible equipment
provides cost effective
savings over baseline

Increased sales and
adoption of energy efficient
technologies and practices

D-17
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Logic Model
NSTAR C&I New Construction Program

Sales
Executives

Program
Funding

Program Manager
and Staff

Inputs:

Outputs:
Prescriptive
Incentives (fixed
amount)

Short-Term
Outcomes

Work with commissioning agents,
lighting consultants, and
manufacturers; and manage E-Track
database

Marketing and
Outreach

Provide Financial
Incentives

Activities:

Custom Incentives (based
on the unique energy
savings criteria of a
project)

Program
Partners/Expeditor
s

One-on-one
relationships, seminars,
formal trainings,
newsletters, direct
marketing

Promote programs
and efficient
equipment to
customers

Incentives encourage C&I
customers to purchase high
efficiency equipment

New Construction and
major renovation of
existing facilities

New equipment
purchases and/or end-oflife replacement

Variety of prescriptive and/or custom options

Adv. core performance
track

General/Other Custom

Comprehensive design
track

Prescriptive

C&I facilities receive energy
efficiency installations and
upgrades

Energy Savings and
demand savings and
associated environmental
benefits

Long-Term Outcomes:
Increased awareness of
energy efficiency
technologies and
practices

DNV KEMA, Inc.

Increased availability of
energy efficiency
technology

Increased implementation of
energy efficient practices by
C&I customers

Increased sales and
adoption of energy efficient
technologies and practices
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Logic Model
Unitil C&I Financing Options

Funding
Sources

Program
Staff

Inputs:
Account Executives,
Vendors, EE
Consultants

program through the C&I
programs

Trade allies promote
energy efficient
equipment

Short Term Outcomes:

Identify energy
opportunities

Assist in financing energy
efficiency improvements

Coordinate measure installation
and tracking database

C&I customers recognize
the potential for and value
of efficiency
improvements and
participate in program

Number and dollar value
of loans

C&I customers select
efficient equipment

Increased awareness of
energy efficiency
technologies and
practices

Financial loans with prepaid interest encourage
C&I customers to
purchase high efficiency
equipment
Energy and demand
savings and associated
environmental benefits

Long Term Outcomes:

DNV KEMA, Inc.

Mass banks provide
financial loans to
customers

Market the financial loan

Activities:

Outputs:

Pre-paid interest to
lender paid by PA from
customer‘s incentive

Increased availability of
energy efficiency
technology

Increased implementation of
energy efficient practices by
customers

Increased sales and
adoption of energy efficient
technologies and practices
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Logic Model
Unitil Lost Opportunity Program
Program Manager
Program
Funding

Inputs:

Marketing and
Outreach

Provide Financial
Incentives

Activities:
Outputs:

Custom Incentives
(based on the unique
energy savings
criteria of a project)

Prescriptive
Incentives (fixed
amount)

Short-Term
Outcomes:

Design incentives
(incremental
architectural and
design costs)

Architects, engineers,
commissioning
agents,
owners/developers,
and manufacturers

Provide Technical Service
Consultants and develop
program tracking database

One-on-one
relationships, seminars,
formal trainings,
newsletters, and direct
marketing

Market actors
promote programs
and efficient
equipment to
customers

Incentives encourage C&I
customers to purchase high
efficiency equipment

New Construction and
major renovation of
existing facilities

New equipment
purchases and/or endof-life replacement

Variety of prescriptive and/or custom options

Comprehensive
design track

Core
performance
track

C&I facilities receive energy
efficiency installations and
upgrades

Energy Savings and
demand savings and
associated environmental
benefits

Long-Term Outcomes:
Increased awareness of
energy efficiency
technologies and
practices

DNV KEMA, Inc.

Increased availability of
energy efficiency
technologies

Increased implementation of
energy efficient practices by
C&I customers

Increased sales and
adoption of energy efficient
technologies and practices
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Logic Model
Unitil C&I Retrofit Program for Existing Buildings

Inputs:

Provide financial
Incentives

Activities:

Outputs:

Dollar value of
incentives, number of
incentives paid

Short-Term Outcomes:

Develop personal
relationships with
customers to identify
potential projects

Recruit, train and provide
technical support to
program vendors

Quality control and
verification

Number of participating
customers and tracking
database with customer

Number of participating
vendors; including trade
allies, contractors,

Sample of installations
inspected

information

installers

Incentives encourage
commercial customers to
purchase high efficiency
equipment

Program vendors
promote efficient
equipment

Customers select energy
efficient equipment

Long-Term Outcomes:
Increased awareness of
energy efficiency
technologies and
practices

DNV KEMA, Inc.

Program Manager
and/or Outside
Technical Vendor

Program Manager

Program
Funding

Increased availability of
energy efficiency
technology

Program vendors install
equipment correctly

Quality control
issues

Energy savings and
demand savings and
associated environmental
benefits

Increased implementation of
energy efficient practices by
customers

Savings
estimates

Eligible equipment
provides costs- effective
savings over baseline

Increased sales and
adoption of energy efficient
technologies and practices
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Logic Model
WMECO C&I Financing Options
Program Staff (also
serve as Account
Executives and
Technical Staff)

Inputs:

Funding
Sources

Account Executives,
Vendors, EE
Consultants
Market the financial loan
program C&I programs

Activities:

Outputs:

Pre-paid interest to
lender paid by PA from
customer incentive

Assist in financing energy
efficiency improvements

Trade allies promote

Identify energy

Coordinate measure installation

energy efficient
equipment

opportunities

and tracking database

Short Term Outcomes:

C&I customers recognize
the potential for and value
of efficiency
improvements and
participate in program

Number and dollar value
of loans

C&I customers select
efficient equipment

DNV KEMA, Inc.

Financial loans with prepaid interest encourage
C&I customers to
purchase high efficiency
equipment
Energy and demand
savings and associated
environmental benefits

Long Term Outcomes:

Increased awareness of
energy efficiency
technologies and
practices

Mass banks provide
financial loans to
customers

Increased availability of
energy efficiency
technology

Increased implementation of
energy efficient practices by
customers

Increased sales and
adoption of energy efficient
technologies and practices
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Logic Model
WMECO C&I Lost Opportunity Program

Program
Funding

Inputs:

Marketing and
Outreach

Provide Financial
Incentives

Activities:

Outputs:

Program Staff (also
serve as Account
Executives and
Technical Staff)

Prescriptive
Incentives (fixed
amount)

Short-Term
Outcomes:

Custom Incentives
(based on the unique
energy savings
criteria of a project)

Design incentives
(incremental
architectural and
design costs)

Incentives encourage C&I
customers to purchase high
efficiency equipment

Provide Technical Service
Consultants and develop
program tracking database

Architects,
One-on-one
engineers,
relationships, seminars,
commissioning
formal trainings,
agents,
newsletters, and direct
owners/developers,
marketing
and manufacturers
Market actors
promote programs
and efficient
equipment to
customers

New Construction and
major renovation of
existing facilities

New equipment
purchases and/or endof-life replacement

Variety of prescriptive and/or custom options
Core performance track
Performance lighting
Comprehensive design
track
C&I facilities receive energy
efficiency installations and
upgrades

Energy Savings and
demand savings and
associated environmental
benefits

Long-Term Outcomes:
Increased awareness of
energy efficiency
technologies and
practices
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Increased availability of
energy efficiency
technologies

Increased implementation of
energy efficient practices by
C&I customers

Increased sales and
adoption of energy efficient
technologies and practices
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Logic Model
WMECO C&I Retrofit Program for Existing Buildings

Inputs:

Activities:

Outputs:

Program Staff (also
serves as Account
Executives and
Technical Staff

Program
Funding

Provide financial
Incentives

Dollar value of
incentives, number of
incentives paid

Short-Term Outcomes:

Develop personal
relationships with
customers to identify
potential projects

Recruit, train and provide
technical support to
program vendors

Quality control and
verification

Number of participating
customers and tracking
database with customer

Number of participating
vendors; including trade
allies, contractors,

Inspection of all
installations

information

installers

Incentives encourage C&I
customers to purchase
high efficiency equipment

Program vendors
promote efficient
equipment

Customers select energy
efficient equipment

Long-Term Outcomes:
Increased awareness of
energy efficiency
technologies and
practices

DNV KEMA, Inc.

Increased availability of
energy efficiency
technology

Program staff and
program vendors install
equipment correctly

Quality control
issues

Energy savings and
demand savings and
associated environmental
benefits

Increased implementation of
energy efficient practices by
customers

Savings
estimates

Eligible equipment
provides cost-effective
savings over baseline

Increased sales and
adoption of energy efficient
technologies and practices
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E.

Survey Instruments

E.1

Massachusetts Large C&I Participant CATI

Survey Goals

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Learning how to achieve deeper savings
Assessing the performance of the financing mechanisms
Understanding how the integration of electric and gas EE services is going.
Collecting information on EE purchase and equipment use practices/standards
Improving the effectiveness of C&I program staff, AEs and technical staf
Investigating participant decisions to implement the funded projects
Identifying barriers to implementing/purchasing EE equipment
Assessing program satisfaction

Survey house instructions
1. Text in bold should be read.
2. Text in brackets [ ] are instructions for interviewer, minor programming such as skips, or
answer choices and should NOT be read.
3. Text in carrots < > are database variables that should be filled in on a case-by-case basis.
4. Text in double-carrots < > are answers from previous questions.
5. Unless specifically noted, do NOT read answer choices. [Don’t know] and [Refused]
should NEVER be read.

Programming Notes
1. Code multiple response questions as a series of variables that have a 0 or 1 value. One
variable for each answer option.
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Database variables
pa_name

name of <custname>‘s electricity or gas provider

program

name of the program <custname> participated in

custname

name of organization who participated in program

contact

Name of person at <custname> to try to talk to

measures

EE measures organization installed the last time they participated in the
program

project date

the date of the organization‘s last participation in the program

confirm contact name

name of person at PA that can confirm the survey

confirm contact phone

phone number of <confirm contact name>

Introduction and Screening
INTRO1. Hello, may I please speak to <contact>?
1

[yes]

INTRO2

2

[no]

ARRANGE CALLBACK

97

[don‘t know]

ARRANGE CALLBACK

98

[refused]

INTRO3

INTRO2. Hello, my name is __ and I am calling from __ on behalf of <pa_name> and the
Massachusetts Energy Efficiency Advisory Council. I am calling to talk to you about your
participation in the <pa_name> <PROGRAM> program. Are you the person at
<custname> most familiar with your organization’s participation and experience with the
<PROGRAM> program?
[IF ASKED] You can verify the legitimacy of this research by calling <confirm contact
name> of <pa_name> at <confirm contact phone>
1

DNV KEMA, Inc.
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2

[no]

INTRO3

97

[don‘t know]

INTRO3

98

[refused]

INTRO3

INTRO3. Is there someone else I could talk to who might be familiar with the <PROGRAM>
program or your organization’s purchases of energy using equipment.?
1

[yes]

GET CONTACT INFO

2

[no]

IF ADDITIONAL CONTACTS, GOTO
INTRO1 FOR NEXT CONTACT

97

[don‘t know]

98

[refused]

ELSE GOTO INTRO4

INTRO4. Thank you very much for your time today. Those are all the questions I have.
[TERMINATE]
About the Respondent
R1.
I’d like to start out by getting a little information about you. [GOTO R2]
R2.

R3.

R4.

What is your job title?
[RECORD VERBATIM]___

[GOTO R3]

97

[Don’t know]

[GOTO R3]

98

[Refused]

[GOTO R3]

What are your general responsibilities?
[RECORD VERBATIM]___

[GOTO R4]

97

[Don’t know]

[GOTO R4]

98

[Refused]

[GOTO R4]

How long have you done that?
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[RECORD VERBATIM]___

[GOTO P0]

97

[Don’t know]

[GOTO P0]

98

[Refused]

[GOTO P0]

Organization Policies
P0.

Next, I have a few questions about your organization’s energy using equipment purchase
practices. [GOTO P1]

P1.

Does your organization have any formal requirements for the purchase, replacement, or
maintenance of energy-using equipment?
1
[yes]
P2

P2.

P3.

2

[no]

P3

97

[don‘t know]

P3

98

[refused]

P3

What are these requirements?
[RECORD VERBATIM]___

P3

97

[Don’t know]

P3

98

[Refused]

P3

Does your organization have any informal guidelines about the purchase, replacement, or
maintenance of energy-using equipment?
1
[yes]
P4a
2

[no]

P4b

97

[don‘t know]

P4b

98

[refused]

P4b
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P4a.

P4b.

P4c.

P4d.

What are these guidelines?
[RECORD VERBATIM]___

P4b

97

[Don’t know]

P4b

98

[Refused]

P4b

Does your organization perform any long term planning around replacement of major
equipment and improvements in efficiency?
1
[yes]
P4c
2

[no]

P4d

97

[don‘t know]

P4d

98

[refused]

P4d

Does your organization have any plans or guidelines for long term continuous energy
efficiency improvement, for example, to reduce energy use or greenhouse gas emissions
over time?
1
[yes]
P4d
2

[no]

P4d

97

[don‘t know]

P4d

98

[refused]

P4d

Would you be willing to enter into long term agreements with <pa_name> to commit to
deep savings over time in exchange for more certainty about getting long term assistance
and rebates?
[IF NECESSARY, DEEP SAVINGS MEANS “a higher level of energy savings per project
than typical.”]
1
[yes]
P5
2

[no]

P5

97

[don‘t know]

P5

98

[refused]

P5
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P5.

How often does your organization consider the entire life-cycle cost of equipment,
including fuel costs, when purchasing equipment? Would you say it was …

[READ UNBRACKETED OPTIONS, SELECT ONE]?
[IF NECESSARY: Full life-cycle costs include the initial cost, as well as maintenance and fuel costs
for the entire time a piece of equipment is in operation.]

P6.

1

Never

P7a

2

Rarely

P6

3

Sometimes

P6

4

Most of the time

P6

5

Always

P6

97

[don‘t know]

7a

98

[refused]

P8

Does your organization have a tool used for calculating life cycle costs?

[IF NECESSARY: Full life-cycle costs include the initial cost, as well as maintenance and fuel costs
for the entire time a piece of equipment is in operation.]

P7a.

1

[yes]

P7a

2

[no]

P7a

97

[don‘t know]

P7a

98

[refused]

P7a

If a standardized life cycle cost calculation tool was developed in Massachusetts and it
was available free of charge, would you or your organization find it useful?

[IF NECESSARY: Full life-cycle costs include the initial cost, as well as maintenance and fuel costs
for the entire time a piece of equipment is in operation.]
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1

[yes]

P7b

2

[no]

P7c

97

[don‘t know]

P7b

98

[refused]

P8

[IF P5 = 5 (ALWAYS), GOTO P8]
P7b.
If such a free standardized life cycle cost calculation tool was available, do you think it
would be very likely, somewhat likely, somewhat unlikely, or very unlikely that your
organization would consider life cycle costs more often in its equipment purchase
decisions?

P7c.

1

[very unlikely]

P8

2

[somewhat unlikely]

P8

3

[somewhat likely]

P8

4

[very likely]

P8

97

[don‘t know]

P8

98

[refused]

P8

Why not?
[RECORD VERBATIM]___

P8

97

[Don’t know]

P8

98

[Refused]

P8
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P8.

Does your organization have a threshold cost level at which equipment purchase or
retrofit project decisions have to be made at a corporate or CFO level?

P9.

P10.

1

[yes]

P9

2

[no]

P10

97

[don‘t know]

P10

98

[refused]

P10

What is the threshold?
[RECORD DOLLARS]___

P10

97

[Don’t know]

P10

98

[Refused]

P10

How often, if at all, do you rely on outside financing to fund equipment purchase or retrofit
projects? Would you say it was …

[READ UNBRACKETED OPTIONS, SELECT ONE]?
1

Never

P11

2

Rarely

P11

3

Sometimes

P11

4

Most of the time

P11

5

Always

P11

97

[don‘t know]

P11

98

[refused]

P11
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P11.

Prior to today, had you heard of the Mass Save program?
1

[yes]

P11b

2

[no]

P11b

97

[don‘t know]

P11b

98

[refused]

P11b

P11b. Prior to today, were you aware that there is financing available through<pa_name> and the
Mass Save program?

P12.

1

[yes]

P13

2

[no]

P12

97

[don‘t know]

P12

98

[refused]

P12

<pa_name> and the Mass Save program provide low or no interest financing for qualifying
energy efficiency projects. What is the likelihood that your organization would be
interested in this financing for a future equipment replacement or retrofit project? Would
you say you’re very likely, somewhat likely, somewhat unlikely, or very unlikely to be
interested in this financing?
1

[very unlikely]

P17

2

[somewhat unlikely]

P17

3

[somewhat likely]

P17

4

[very likely]

P17c

97

[don‘t know]

P17b

98

[refused]

P18
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P13.

Where do you first hear about this financing program?

[DO NOT READ. ACCEPT ONLY ONE RESPONSE]
1

[Sources within their organization]

P14A

2

[Contractors, vendors, or suppliers]

P14A

3

[Trade organizations and trade magazines]

P14A

4

[Electric or gas utility]

P14A

5

[Architecture or engineering firms]

P14A

6

[Colleagues outside your organization]

P14A

7

[Trade shows]

P14A

8

[The Internet]

P14A

9

[Energy efficiency service provider]

P14A

77

[Other,Specify]_________]

P14A

97

[Don‘t know]

P14A

98

[Refuse]

P14A

P14A. Did you hear about this financing program from anywhere else?
1

[yes]

P14b

2

[no]

P15

97

[don‘t know]

P15

98

[refused]

P15
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P14B. Where else did you hear about this financing program?
[DO NOT READ. ACCEPT MULTIPLE ANSWERS]

P15.

1

[Sources within your organization]

P15

2

[Contractors, vendors, or suppliers]

P15

3

[Trade organizations and trade magazines]

P15

4

[Electric or gas utility]

P15

5

[Architecture or engineering firms]

P15

6

[Colleagues outside your organization]

P15

7

[Trade shows]

P15

8

[The Internet]

P15

9

[Energy efficiency service provider

P15

77

[Any other sources? [Specify]_________]

P15

97

[Don‘t know]

P15

98

[Refuse]

P15

Has your organization ever applied for a loan from this financing program?
1

[yes]

P15b

2

[no]

P16

97

[don‘t know]

P16

98

[refused]

P16
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P15b. How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with your experiences with the financing program?
Use a five point scale where 5 means very satisfied and 1 means very dissatisfied.
1

[very dissatisfied]

P15c

2

P15c

3

P15c

4

P16

5

[very satisfied]

P16

97

[don‘t know]

P16

98

[refused]

P16

P15c. Why do you say that?

P16.

[RECORD VERBATIM]___

P16

97

[Don’t know]

P16

98

[Refused]

P16

What is the likelihood that your organization would apply for this financing for a future
equipment replacement or retrofit project? Would you say you’re very likely, somewhat
likely, somewhat unlikely, or very unlikely to apply for this financing in the future?
1

[very unlikely]

P17

2

[somewhat unlikely]

P17

3

[somewhat likely]

P17

4

[very likely]

P17c

97

[don‘t know]

P17b

98

[refused]

P18
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P17.

Why wouldn’t your organization take advantage of this financing?

[DO NOT READ. ACCEPT MULTIPLE RESPONSES]
1

[Have internal financing sources]

P17c

2

[Prefer to use own bank]

P17c

3

[Not enough information]

P17B

4

[Too many program requirements]

P17c

5

[Counts against total incentives we could get]

P17c

77

[Other, Specify]

P17c

97

[Don’t know]

P17c

98

[Refused]

P17c

[IF P17 INCLUDES 3 (not enough information) ASK P17B]
P17b. What additional information would you need to decide if you were interested in the
financing option?
[RECORD VERBATIM]___

P17c

97

[Don’t know]

P17c

98

[Refused]

P17c

P17c. What interest rate would you be willing to pay for outside financing?
[RECORD
PERCENT,
ACCEPT DECIMAL]

P18

97

[Don’t know]

P18

98

[Refused]

P18
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P18.

Which sources of information does your organization use when making equipment
purchase or maintenance decisions?

[DO NOT READ LIST, ACCEPT MULTIPLE RESPONSES]

P19.

1

[Sources within organization]

P19

2

[Contractors, vendors, or suppliers]

P19

3

[Trade organizations and trade magazines]

P19

4

[Electric or gas utility]

P19

5

[Architecture or engineering firms]

P19

6

[Colleagues outside organization]

P19

7

[Trade shows]

P19

8

[The internet]

P19

9

[Energy efficiency service provider]

P19

77

[Other [Specify]_________]

P19

97

[Don‘t know]

P19

98

[Refuse]

P19

Does your organization have a person whose job responsibilities include managing the
energy use of your location?
1
[yes]
P20
2

[no]

P20

97

[don‘t know]

P20

98

[refused]

P20
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P20.

How, if at all, has the current economic downturn affected your organization’s equipment
purchase and maintenance practices?
[RECORD VERBATIM]___
P21
97

[Don’t know]

P21

98

[Refused]

P21

1

no effect

2

delays

3

maintenance only

4

only necessities

5

can’t afford projects

6

budget

reductions/fewer

projects
7

more

careful

about

purchases

P21.

8

improved business

9

doing more projects

10

more EE

What factors besides the economy might have affected your organization’s equipment
purchase or maintenance practices over the last couple of years?
[RECORD VERBATIM]___
B1
97

[Don’t know]

B1

98

[Refused]

B1

1

Nothing

2

age of equipment / failures
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3

technology / innovations

4

budget / funds

5

emergencies

6

ROI

7

staff availability

8

weather

9

efficiency / energy reduction /
greenhouse gases

10

DNV KEMA, Inc.
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Barriers to EE Implementation
B1.

When replacing equipment or making major retrofits to your buildings, what factors might
keep you from choosing the most energy-efficient options available?

[DO NOT READ LIST. ACCEPT MULTIPLE ANSWERS. PROBE FOR MORE ANSWERS: Anything
else?]

B1b.

20

[None]

B2

1

[Initial cost]

B1b

2

[Lifecycle cost]

B1b

3

[Maintenance costs]

B1b

4

[Quality of energy efficient equipment]

B1b

5

[Unfamiliar with energy efficient equipment]

B1b

6

[Unaware of energy efficient options]

B1b

7

[Institutional practices/policies]

B1b

8

[Unavailable capital]

B1b

9

[Energy efficient version not available]

B1b

77

[Other [Specify]_________]

B1b

97

[Don‘t know]

B2

98

[Refuse]

B2

What, if anything, could <pa_name> do to help you overcome those barriers?
[RECORD VERBATIM]___

B2

97

[Don’t know]

B2

98

[Refused]

B2
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B2.

Is your organization currently aware of any opportunities or projects for improving the
energy efficiency of its facilities that it has not yet implemented?

B3.

B3a.

B4.

1

[yes]

B3

2

[no]

B6

97

[don‘t know]

B6

98

[refused]

C0

What are these opportunities?
[RECORD VERBATIM]___

B3a

97

[Don’t know]

B4

98

[Refused]

B4

How did you identify these opportunities?
[RECORD VERBATIM]___

B4

97

[Don’t know]

B4

98

[Refused]

B4

Does your organization have any concrete plans to implement these energy efficiency
projects in the near future?
1

[yes]

B6

2

[no]

B5

97

[don‘t know]

B6

98

[refused]

B6
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B5.

Why not? [IF NECESSARY: Why doesn’t your organization have any plans to implement
these energy efficiency projects in the near future?]

B6.

[RECORD VERBATIM]___

B6

97

[Don’t know]

B6

98

[Refused]

B6

Have you ever had an audit or walkthrough done of your buildings or equipment to identify
opportunities for improving energy efficiency?
1

[yes]

C0

2

[no]

B7

97

[don‘t know]

B7

98

[refused]

C0

B7. Would you be interested in such a service?

B8.

1

[yes]

C0

2

[no]

B8

97

[don‘t know]

C0

98

[refused]

C0

Why not?
[RECORD VERBATIM]___

C0

97

[Don’t know]

C0

98

[Refused]

C0
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Communication With PAs
C0.

Next, I have some questions about your communication with your electricity and gas
providers or energy efficiency service provider.

C1.

Let me just confirm <pa_name> provides your organization’s electricity or energy
efficiency services. Is that correct?

C2.

C2a.

1

[yes]

C2a

2

[no]

C2

97

[don‘t know]

C2a

98

[refused]

C2a

Who is your organization’s electricity provider or energy efficiency service provider?
1

[NSTAR]

C2a

2

[National Grid]

C2a

3

[WMECo or Western Massachusetts Electric]

C2a

4

[Cape Light Compact]

C2a

77

[Other, Specify]

C2a

97

[don‘t know]

C2a

98

[refused]

C2a

Is there a specific person at <<electricity provider>> who serves as an account manager
for your organization?
1

[yes]

C3

2

[no]

C3

97

[don‘t know]

C3

98

[refused]

C3
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C3.

C4.

C4a.

C5.

Does <pa_name> provide your organization’s gas?
1

[yes]

C4a

2

[no]

C4

97

[don‘t know]

C4a

98

[refused]

C4a

Who provides your organization’s gas?
1

[NSTAR]

C4a

2

[National Grid]

C4a

3

[New England Gas]

C4a

4

[Columbia Gas / Ni Source]

C4a

5

[Berkshire Gas]

C4a

77

[Other, Specify]

C4a

97

[don‘t know]

C4a

98

[refused]

C4a

Is there a specific person at <<gas provider>> who serves as an account manager for your
organization?
1

[yes]

C5

2

[no]

C5

97

[don‘t know]

C5

98

[refused]

C5

How much, if at all, does your organization discuss equipment purchase and retrofit
decisions with its electricity, gas, or energy efficiency service providers ? Would you say...

[READ UNBRACKETED OPTIONS]
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C6a.

1

Never

F7

2

Rarely

C6a

3

Sometimes

C6a

4

Most of the time

C6a

5

Always

C6a

97

[don‘t know]

C6b

98

[refused]

C6b

At what stage of the equipment purchase or retrofit decision process does your
organization typically contact its electricity, gas, energy efficiency service provider?
Would you say...

[READ UNBRACKETED OPTIONS]
1

Before beginning the project

C6b

2

After beginning the project but before making

C6b

equipment decisions
3

While in the process of making equipment
decisions

C6b

4

After making equipment decisions but before

C6b

completing the project
5

After the project was complete

C6b

97

[don‘t know]

C6b

98

[refused]

C6b
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C6b.

Have your contacts at your electricity, gas or energy efficiency service provider ever
mentioned or described the <program> program?
1

[yes]

C7

2

[no]

C7

97

[don‘t know]

C7

98

[refused]

C7

[IF ELECTRIC PROVIDER AND GAS PROVIDER ARE SAME, GOTO TO NEXT SECTION]
C7.
Has your organization ever completed an energy efficiency project that included both
electric and gas measures as opposed to just one or the other?

C8.

1

[yes]

C8

2

[no]

F7

97

[don‘t know]

F7

98

[refused]

F7

Which of your energy providers or energy efficiency service providers were involved in the
project?

[READ OPTIONS. ACCEPT ONE ANSWER]
1

Electricity

F7

2

Gas

F7

3

Both

C9a

4

or Neither

F7

97

[don‘t know]

F7

98

[refused]

F7
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C9a.

Did the electric and gas organizations work as a single team to assist you with efficiency
improvements, or did you deal with each separately?

C9b.

1

[single team]

C9b

2

[separately]

C9b

97

[don‘t know]

C9b

98

[refused]

C9b

Were you offered a single package of recommendations and a single rebate offer for all
gas and electric opportunities?
1

[yes]

C10a

2

[no]

C10a

97

[don‘t know]

C10a

98

[refused]

C10a

C10a. For issues related to your organization, how well did your electricity and gas organizations
communicate and cooperate with each other? Would you say...
[READ UNBRACKETED OPTIONS]
1

very poorly

C10b

2

somewhat poorly

C10b

3

neither poorly nor well

C10b

4

somewhat well

C10b

5

very well

C10b

97

[don‘t know]

C11

98

[refused]

C11
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C10b. Why do you say that?

C11.

C12.

[RECORD VERBATIM]___

C11

97

[Don’t know]

C11

98

[Refused]

C11

Did the involvement of both your electricity and gas organizations increase, decrease, or
have no effect on the size or scope of the project?
0

[no effect]

C12

1

[increase]

C12

2

[decrease]

C12

97

[don‘t know]

C12

98

[refused]

C12

Did the involvement of both providers speed up, slow down, or have no effect on the
timing of the project?
0

[no effect]

C13

1

[speeded it up]

C13

2

[slowed it down]

C13

97

[don‘t know]

C13

98

[refused]

C13
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C13.

What suggestions, if any, do you have to improve the communication and cooperation
between your electricity and gas organizations when it comes to energy efficiency
projects?

F7.

[RECORD VERBATIM]___

F7

97

[Don’t know]

F7

98

[Refused]

F7

Does your organization have multiple locations in Massachusetts?
[IF NECESSARY: Multiple locations means more than account with your electric or gas
utilities.]

F8.

F9.

1

[yes]

F8

2

[no]

E0

97

[don‘t know]

E0

98

[refused]

E0

In general, do the answers you’ve given me so far apply to all of those locations?
1

[yes]

E0

2

[no]

F9

97

[don‘t know]

E0

98

[refused]

E0

What are the exceptions?
[RECORD VERBATIM]___

E0

97

[Don’t know]

E0

98

[Refused]

E0
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Program Experience
E0.

Next, I have some questions about your organization’s experience with a specific project
you did through the <pa_name> <PROGRAM> program.

E1.

My records show your organization installed <MEASURES> around <PROJECT DATE>
through the program. Does that sound about right?

E2.

E3.

1

[yes]

E4

2

[no]

E2

97

[don‘t know]

E4

98

[refused]

E4

What measures did your organization install?
[RECORD VERBATIM]___

E3

97

[Don’t know]

E3

98

[Refused]

E3

About when did your organization complete the project?
E3a. [RECORD MONTH]___

E4

E3b. [RECORD YEAR]___

E4

97

[Don’t know]

E4

98

[Refused]

E4
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E4.

At what point in the project did you learn about the incentives available through the
<pa_name> <PROGRAM>?
1

Before beginning the project

E5

2

After beginning the project but before making

E5

equipment decisions
3

While in the process of making equipment
decisions

E5

4

After making equipment decisions but before

E5

completing the project
5

After the project was complete

E5

97

[don‘t know]

E5

98

[refused]

E5
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E5.

Where did you get first hear about the <PROGRAM>?

[DO NOT READ. ACCEPT MULTIPLE ANSWERS]

E6.

1

[Sources within your organization]

E6

2

[Contractors, vendors, or suppliers]

E6

3

[Trade organizations and trade magazines]

E6

4

[Your electric or gas utility]

E6

5

[Architecture or engineering firms]

E6

6

[Colleagues outside your organization]

E6

7

[Trade shows]

E6

8

[The internet]

E6

9

[Energy efficiency service provider]

E6

77

[Other [Specify]_________]

E6

97

[Don‘t know]

E6

98

[Refuse]

E6

For this project, did your organization receive any technical assistance or engineering
advice from the <PROGRAM>?
1

[yes]

E7

2

[no]

E13

97

[don‘t know]

E13

98

[refused]

E13
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E7.

E8.

Did the <program> program require you to pay some up-front costs for the technical or
engineering advice?
1

[yes]

E8

2

[no]

E9

97

[don‘t know]

E9

98

[refused]

E9

What effect, if any, did the upfront cost requirement have on your interest in receiving the
technical assistance? Would you say it...

[READ UNBRACKETED OPTIONS]

E9.

1

had no effect

E9

2

decreased your interest

E9

3

or increased your interest

E9

97

[don‘t know]

E9

98

[refused]

E9

Were you able to choose your own engineering firm?
1

[yes]

E10

2

[no]

E10

97

[don‘t know]

E10

98

[refused]

E10
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E10.

What effect, if any, did the technical assistance have on the project completion time?
Would you say it ...

[READ OPTIONS]

E11.

1

had no effect

E11

2

decreased completion time

E11

3

or increased completion time

E11

97

[don‘t know]

E11

98

[refused]

E11

How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the technical assistance you received? Use a
five point scale where 5 means very satisfied and 1 means very dissatisfied.
1

E12.

[very dissatisfied]

E12

2

E12

3

E12

4

E13

5

[very satisfied]

E13

97

[don‘t know]

E13

98

[refused]

E13

Why do you say that?
[RECORD VERBATIM]___

E13

97

[Don’t know]

E13

98

[Refused]

E13
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E13.

For this project, did your organization receive financial incentives such as rebates or low
interest financing from any sources other than <PROGRAM>?

E14.

E15.

1

[yes]

E14

2

[no]

E15

97

[don‘t know]

E15

98

[refused]

E15

Who provided those incentives?
[RECORD VERBATIM]___

E15

97

[Don’t know]

E15

98

[Refused]

E15

What were the key factors that encouraged your company to go forward with this project?
[RECORD VERBATIM]___

S0

97

[Don’t know]

S0

98

[Refused]

S0

Project, Program Satisfaction
S0.

Next, I’m going to ask you about your satisfaction with some characteristics of this project
and the <PROGRAM> program. For all of these questions, we will use a 1 to 5 scale where
5 means very satisfied and 1 means very dissatisfied.

[FOR ENTIRE SECTION, REPEAT THE SCALE IF NECESSARY.]
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S1a.

How satisfied or dissatisfied were you with the process of getting this project
implemented?
1

S1b.

S2.

[very dissatisfied]

S1b

2

S1b

3

S1b

4

S2

5

[very satisfied]

S2

97

[don‘t know]

S2

98

[refused]

S2

Why do you say that?
[RECORD VERBATIM]___

S2

97

[Don’t know]

S2

98

[Refused]

S2

How satisfied or dissatisfied were you with the program’s project approval process?
1

[very dissatisfied]

S3

2

S3

3

S3

4

S4

5

[very satisfied]

S4

97

[don‘t know]

S4

98

[refused]

S4
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S3.

S4.

Why do you say that?
[RECORD VERBATIM]___

S4

97

[Don’t know]

S4

98

[Refused]

S4

How satisfied or dissatisfied were you with the program’s paperwork?
1

S5.

[very dissatisfied]

S5

2

S5

3

S5

4

S6

5

[very satisfied]

S6

97

[don‘t know]

S6

98

[refused]

S6

Why do you say that?
[RECORD VERBATIM]___

S6

97

[Don’t know]

S6

98

[Refused]

S6
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S6.

How satisfied or dissatisfied were you with the incentive payment?
1

S7.

S8.

[very dissatisfied]

S7

2

S7

3

S7

4

S8

5

[very satisfied]

S8

97

[don‘t know]

S8

98

[refused]

S8

Why do you say that?
[RECORD VERBATIM]___

S8

97

[Don’t know]

S8

98

[Refused]

S8

How satisfied or dissatisfied were your experience with the program’s measurement and
verification processes?
1

[very dissatisfied]

S9

2

S9

3

S9

4

S10

5

[very satisfied]

S10

97

[don‘t know]

S10

98

[refused]

S10
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S9.

S10.

Why do you say that?
[RECORD VERBATIM]___

S10

97

[Don’t know]

S10

98

[Refused]

S10

How satisfied or dissatisfied were you with the responsiveness and timeliness of program
staff?
1

[very dissatisfied]

S11

2

S11

3

S11

4

IF <MULTIPLE_PROJECTS> = 1, GOTO
INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE OP1,
ELSE GOTO S12

5

[very satisfied]

IF <MULTIPLE_PROJECTS> = 1, GOTO
INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE OP1,
ELSE GOTO S12

97

[don‘t know]

IF <MULTIPLE_PROJECTS> = 1, GOTO
INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE OP1,
ELSE GOTO S12

98

[refused]

IF <MULTIPLE_PROJECTS> = 1, GOTO
INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE OP1,
ELSE GOTO S12
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S11.

Why do you say that?
[RECORD
VERBATIM]___

IF <MULTIPLE_PROJECTS> = 1, GOTO
INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE OP1,
ELSE GOTO S12

97

[Don’t know]

IF <MULTIPLE_PROJECTS> = 1, GOTO
INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE OP1,
ELSE GOTO S12

98

[Refused]

IF <MULTIPLE_PROJECTS> = 1, GOTO
INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE OP1,
ELSE GOTO S12

[IF S1a = 4 or 5 AND S2 = 4 or 5 AND S4 = 4 or 5 AND S6 = 4 or 5 AND S8 = 4 or 5 AND S10 = 4 or 5
THEN ASK OP1 ELSE GOTO OP3]
OP1. It looks like you were highly satisfied overall with the program for this project. Did you
have similar experiences with the other projects you completed through the program?
1

[yes]

S12

2

[no]

OP2

3

[did not complete other

S12

projects through program]

OP2.

OP3.

97

[don‘t know]

S12

98

[refused]

S12

How were the other projects different?
[RECORD VERBATIM]___

S12

97

[Don’t know]

S12

98

[Refused]

S12

It looks like you were less than completely satisfied with the program for this project. Did
you have similar experiences with the other projects you completed through the program?
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OP4.

S12.

1

[yes]

S12

2

[no]

OP4

3

[did not complete other
projects through program]

S12

97

[don‘t know]

S12

98

[refused]

S12

How were the other projects different?
[RECORD VERBATIM]___

S12

97

[Don’t know]

S12

98

[Refused]

S12

How satisfied or dissatisfied were you with the program overall?
1

S13.

[very dissatisfied]

S12

2

S12

3

S12

4

S14

5

[very satisfied]

S14

97

[don‘t know]

S14

98

[refused]

S14

Why do you say that?
[RECORD VERBATIM]___

S14

97

[Don’t know]

S14

98

[Refused]

S14
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S14.

What, if anything, could <pa_name> do to improve the <PROGRAM NAME> program?
Anything else?
[RECORD VERBATIM]___

F1

97

[Don’t know]

F1

98

[Refused]

F1
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Firmographics (F)
We’re almost done. I just have a few more questions about the facility where your organization
made the energy efficiency improvements we discussed earlier. Just to remind you, all of your
responses will remain confidential.
F1.

What is the principal activity of your organization at this location?

[DO NOT READ. CHOOSE ONE. IF RESPONDENT TELLS YOU MULTIPLE, ASK THEM WHICH ONE
BEST DESCRIBES THE MAIN ACTIVITY AT THE LOCATION.]
1

Office

F2

2

Retail (non-food)

F2

3

College/university

F2

4

School

F2

5

Grocery store

F2

6

Convenience store

F2

7

Restaurant

F2

8

Health care/hospital

F2

9

Hotel or motel

F2

10

Warehouse

F2

11

Community Service/Church/Temple/Municipality

F2

12

Industrial Process/Manufacturing/Assembly

F2

13

Agriculture/Farm

F2

77

[Other (Record)]___________

F2

97

[Don’t know]

F2

98

[Refused]

F2
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F2.

F3.

F4.

At this location, does your organization [READ UNBRACKETED LIST]
1

Own all of the space it occupies?

F4

2

Lease all of the space it occupies?

F3

3

Or own some and lease some of the space it occupies?

F3

97

[Don’t know]

F4

98

[Refused]

F4

Are any of your energy costs included in your normal lease payment?
1
[yes]
F4
2

[no]

F4

97

[Don’t know]

F4

98

[Refused]

F4

What is the total enclosed square footage of the space your organization occupies at this
location? Your best estimate is fine.
[RECORD

F5

VERBATIM]___
99999997

[Don’t know]

F5

99999998

[Refused]

F5
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F5.

How many full-time employees work for your organization at this location?
[RECORD VERBATIM]___

RCR1

99999997

[Don’t know]

RCR1

99999998

[Refused]

RCR1

RCR1. To investigate these topics in more depth, a third-party evaluator named KEMA is
recruiting participants for focus groups. The focus groups will be held in Waltham, on a
weeknight in January, and last about 2 hours. Food will be provided. KEMA is offering
$200 compensation for participants. Would you or someone in your organization be
interested in participating in a focus group?
[Yes]... .................................................................... 1
[No] ......................................................................... 2
[Don‘t know / Not sure / Can‘t remember] ........... -97
[Refused to answer] ............................................ -98

[GOTO RCR2]
[Goto F6]
[Goto F6]
[Goto F6]

RCR2. Thank you. If you are selected, someone from KEMA will call you at a later date to give you
specific details. Who should KEMA call to schedule the focus groups?
[RECORD RESPONSE]_______

[GOTO RCR3]

[Don‘t know / Not sure / Can‘t remember] ........... -97
[Refused to answer] ............................................ -98

[GOTO RCR3]
[GOTO RCR3]

RCR3. What is the best phone number to use for <<RCR2>>?
[RECORD RESPONSE]_______
[Don‘t know / Not sure / Can‘t remember] ........... -97
[Refused to answer] ............................................ -98

[GOTO RCR4]
[GOTO RCR4]
[GOTO RCR4]

RCR4. When is the best day and time for KEMA to call? [IF NECESSARY: In December]
[RECORD RESPONSE]_______

[GOTO RCR5]

[Don‘t know / Not sure / Can‘t remember] ........... -97 [GOTO RCR5]
[Refused to answer] ............................................ -98 [GOTO RCR5]
RCR5. For verification purposes, could I get your zip code?
[RECORD RESPONSE]_______
[Don‘t know / Not sure / Can‘t remember] ........... -97 [GOTO F6]
[Refused to answer] ............................................ -98 [GOTO F6]
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F6.

Thank you for taking the time to talk to me today. If necessary, would it be ok if I called
you back to verify my notes?
1

[yes]

2

[no]

97

[don‘t know]

98

[refused]
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E.2

Massachusetts Large C&I Dormant Participant CATI

Interview Goals
9. Why has <company> not participated in the <program> recently
10. Collect information on EE purchase and equipment use practices/standards
11. Awareness and interest in program‘s financing mechanisms
Survey house instructions
6. Text in bold should be read.
7. Text in brackets [ ] are instructions for interviewer, minor programming such as skips, or
answer choices and should NOT be read.
8. Text in carrots < > are database variables that should be filled in on a case-by-case basis.
9. Text in double-carrots << >> are answers from previous questions.
10. Unless specifically noted, do NOT read answer choices. [Don’t know] and [Refused]
should NEVER be read.

Programming Notes
2. Code multiple response questions as a series of variables that have a 0 or 1 value. One
variable for each answer option.

Database variables
pa_name

name of <company>‘s electricity or gas provider

program

name of the program <company> participated in

custname

name of company who participated in program

contact

Name of person at <company> to try to talk to

measures

EE measures company installed the last time they participated in the program

project date

the date of the company‘s last participation in the program

confirm contact name

name of person at PA that can confirm the survey

confirm contact phone

phone number of <confirm contact name>
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Introduction and Screening
INTRO1. Hello, may I please speak to <contact>?
1

[yes]

INTRO2

2

[no]

ARRANGE CALLBACK

97

[don‘t know]

ARRANGE CALLBACK

98

[refused]

INTRO3

INTRO2. Hello, my name is __ and I am calling from __ on behalf of <PA NAME> and the
Massachusetts Energy Efficiency Advisory Council. I am calling to talk to you about your
participation in the <PA NAME> <program> program. Are you the person at <COMPANY>
most familiar with your organization’s participation and experience with the <program>
program?
[IF ASKED] You can verify the legitimacy of this research by calling <confirm contact
name> of <pa name> at <confirm contact phone>
1

[yes]

R1

2

[no]

INTRO3

97

[don‘t know]

INTRO3

98

[refused]

INTRO3

INTRO3. Is there someone else I could talk to who might be familiar with the <program> program
or your organization’s purchases of energy using equipment?
1

[yes]

GET CONTACT INFO

2

[no]

IF ADDITIONAL CONTACTS, GOTO
INTRO1 FOR NEXT CONTACT

97

[don‘t know]

ELSE GOTO INTRO4

98

[refused]

INTRO4. Thank you very much for your time today. Those are all the questions I have.
[TERMINATE]
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About the Respondent
R1.
I’d like to start out by getting a little information about you. [GOTO R2]
R2.

R3.

R4.

What is your job title?
[RECORD VERBATIM]___

[GOTO R3]

97

[Don’t know]

[GOTO R3]

98

[Refused]

[GOTO R3]

What are your general responsibilities?
[RECORD VERBATIM]___

[GOTO R4]

97

[Don’t know]

[GOTO R4]

98

[Refused]

[GOTO R4]

How long have you done that?
[RECORD VERBATIM]___

[GOTO P0]

97

[Don’t know]

[GOTO P0]

98

[Refused]

[GOTO P0]

Company Policies
P0.

Next, I have a few questions about your organization’s energy using equipment purchase
practices. [GOTO P1]

P1.

Does your organization have any formal requirements for the purchase, replacement, or
maintenance of energy-using equipment?
1
[yes]
P2
2

[no]

P3

97

[don‘t know]

P3

98

[refused]

P3
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P2.

P3.

P4a.

What are these requirements?
[RECORD VERBATIM]___

P3

97

[Don’t know]

P3

98

[Refused]

P3

1

ENERGY STAR / specific EE rating

2

Specific payback period

3

Depends on project size / equipment type

4

Look for EE / Reduce consumption

5

Energy expert / Single person decides

6

Govt agency follows state/muni laws

7

Gets multiple bids

77

Other

Does your organization have any informal guidelines about the purchase, replacement, or
maintenance of energy-using equipment?
1
[yes]
P4a
2

[no]

P4b

97

[don‘t know]

P4b

98

[refused]

P4b

What are these guidelines?
[RECORD VERBATIM]___

P4b

97

[Don’t know]

P4b

98

[Refused]

P4b
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P4b.

P4c.

1

ENERGY STAR / specific EE rating

2

Specific payback period

3

Depends on project size / equipment type

4

improve efficiency

5

Energy expert / Single person decides

6

Govt agency follows state/muni laws

7

Gets multiple bids

77

Other

8

brand

9

most efficient possible

Does your organization perform any long term planning around replacement of major
equipment and improvements in efficiency?
1
[yes]
P4c
2

[no]

P4d

97

[don‘t know]

P4d

98

[refused]

P4d

Does your organization have any plans or guidelines for long term continuous energy
efficiency improvement, for example, to reduce energy use or greenhouse gas emissions
over time?
1
[yes]
P4d
2

[no]

P4d

97

[don‘t know]

P4d

98

[refused]

P4d
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P4d.

P5.

Would you be willing to enter into long term agreements with <pa name> to commit to
deep savings over time in exchange for more certainty about getting long term assistance
and rebates?
[IF NECESSARY, DEEP SAVINGS MEANS “a higher level of energy savings per project
than typical.”]
1
[yes]
P5
2

[no]

P5

97

[don‘t know]

P5

98

[refused]

P5

How often does your organization consider the entire life-cycle cost of equipment,
including fuel costs, when purchasing equipment? Would you say it was …

[READ UNBRACKETED OPTIONS, SELECT ONE]?
[IF NECESSARY: Full life-cycle costs include the initial cost, as well as maintenance and fuel costs
for the entire time a piece of equipment is in operation.]
1

Never

P10

2

Rarely

P10

3

Sometimes

P10

4

Most of the time

P10

5

Always

P10

97

[don‘t know]

P10

98

[refused]

P10

[P6 TO P9 INTENTIONALLY MISSING]
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P10.

How often, if at all, do you rely on outside financing to fund equipment purchase or retrofit
projects? Would you say it was …

[READ UNBRACKETED OPTIONS, SELECT ONE]?

P11.

1

Never

P11

2

Rarely

P11

3

Sometimes

P11

4

Most of the time

P11

5

Always

P11

97

[don‘t know]

P11

98

[refused]

P11

Prior to today, had you heard of the Mass Save program?
1

[yes]

P11b

2

[no]

P11b

97

[don‘t know]

P11b

98

[refused]

P11b

P11b. Prior to today, were you aware that there is financing available through<pa name> and the
Mass Save program?

P12.

1

[yes]

P13

2

[no]

P12

97

[don‘t know]

P12

98

[refused]

P12

<pa name> and the Mass Save program provide low or no interest financing for qualifying
energy efficiency projects. What is the likelihood that your company would be interested
in this financing for a future equipment replacement or retrofit project? Would you say
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you’re very likely, somewhat likely, somewhat unlikely, or very unlikely to be interested in
this financing?

P13.

1

[very unlikely]

P17

2

[somewhat unlikely]

P17

3

[somewhat likely]

P17

4

[very likely]

P17c

97

[don‘t know]

P17b

98

[refused]

P17

Where do you first hear about this financing program?

[DO NOT READ. ACCEPT ONLY ONE RESPONSE]
1

[Sources within their organization]

P14A

2

[Contractors, vendors, or suppliers]

P14A

3

[Trade organizations and trade magazines]

P14A

4

[Electric or gas utility]

P14A

5

[Architecture or engineering firms]

P14A

6

[Colleagues outside your organization]

P14A

7

[Trade shows]

P14A

8

[The Internet]

P14A

9

[Energy efficiency service provider]

P14A

77

[Other,Specify]_________]

P14A

97

[Don‘t know]

P14A

98

[Refuse]

P14A
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P14A. Did you hear about this financing program from anywhere else?
1

[yes]

P14b

2

[no]

P15

97

[don‘t know]

P15

98

[refused]

P15

P14B. Where else did you hear about this financing program?
[DO NOT READ. ACCEPT MULTIPLE ANSWERS]
1

[Sources within your organization]

P15

2

[Contractors, vendors, or suppliers]

P15

3

[Trade organizations and trade magazines]

P15

4

[Your electric or gas utility]

P15

5

[Architecture or engineering firms]

P15

6

[Colleagues outside your organization]

P15

7

[Trade shows]

P15

8

[The Internet]

P15

9

[Energy efficiency service provider]

P15

77

[Other sources] [Specify]_________]

P15

97

[Don‘t know]

P15

98

[Refuse]

P15
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P15.

Has your company ever applied for a loan from this financing program?
1

[yes]

P15b

2

[no]

P16

97

[don‘t know]

P16

98

[refused]

P16

P15b. How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with your experiences with the financing program?
Use a five point scale where 5 means very satisfied and 1 means very dissatisfied.
1

[very dissatisfied]

P15c

2

P15c

3

P15c

4

P16

5

[very satisfied]

P16

97

[don‘t know]

P16

98

[refused]

P16

P15c. Why do you say that?
[RECORD VERBATIM]___

P16

97

[Don’t know]

P16

98

[Refused]

P16
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P16.

What is the likelihood that your company would apply for this financing for a future
equipment replacement or retrofit project? Would you say you’re very likely, somewhat
likely, somewhat unlikely, or very unlikely to apply for this financing in the future?

P17.

1

[very unlikely]

P17

2

[somewhat unlikely]

P17

3

[somewhat likely]

P17

4

[very likely]

P17c

97

[don‘t know]

P17c

98

[refused]

P17c

Why wouldn’t your company take advantage of this financing?

[DO NOT READ. ACCEPT MULTIPLE RESPONSES]
1

[Have internal financing sources]

P17c

2

[Prefer to use own bank]

P17c

3

[Not enough information]

P17B

4

[Too many program requirements]

P17c

5

[Counts against total incentives we could get]

P17c

77

[Other, Specify]

P17c

97

[Don’t know]

P17c

98

[Refused]

P17c
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[IF P17 INCLUDES 3 (not enough information) ASK P17B]
P17b. What additional information would you need to decide if you were interested in the
financing option?
[RECORD VERBATIM]___

P17c

97

[Don’t know]

P17c

98

[Refused]

P17c

P17c. What interest rate would you be willing to pay for outside financing?
[RECORD
PERCENT,
ACCEPT DECIMAL]

P18

97

[Don’t know]

P18

98

[Refused]

P18
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P18.

Which sources of information does your organization use when making equipment
purchase or maintenance decisions?

[DO NOT READ LIST, ACCEPT MULTIPLE RESPONSES]

P19.

1

[Sources within organization]

P19

2

[Contractors, vendors, or suppliers]

P19

3

[Trade organizations and trade magazines]

P19

4

[Electric or gas utility]

P19

5

[Architecture or engineering firms]

P19

6

[Colleagues outside organization]

P19

7

[Trade shows]

P19

8

[The internet]

P19

9

[Energy efficiency service provider]

P19

77

[Other [Specify]_________]

P19

97

[Don‘t know]

P19

98

[Refuse]

P19

Does your organization have a person whose job responsibilities include managing the
energy use of your location?
1
[yes]
P20
2

[no]

P20

97

[don‘t know]

P20

98

[refused]

P20
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P20.

How, if at all, has the current economic downturn affected your company’s equipment
purchasing practices?
[RECORD VERBATIM]___
P20b
97

[Don’t know]

P20b

98

[Refused]

P20b

1

no effect

2

delays

3

maintenance only

4

only necessities

5

can’t afford projects

6

budget reductions

7

more
careful
purchases

8

improved business

about

P20b. Some reports indicate that the economy may be slowly improving. Is your company
experiencing any of this improvement?
1
[yes]
P20c
2

[no]

P21

97

[don‘t know]

P20c

98

[refused]

P20c

P20c. How, if at all, has the improvement affected your company’s equipment purchasing
decisions or plans?
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P21.

[RECORD VERBATIM]___

P21

97

[Don’t know]

P21

98

[Refused]

P21

1

no effect

2

economy hasn’t improved

3

could purchase more

4

could do things we delayed

5

stabilized budget

What factors besides the economy might have affected your organization’s equipment
purchase or maintenance decisions over the last couple of years?
[RECORD VERBATIM]___
B1
97

[Don’t know]

B1

98

[Refused]

B1

1

Nothing

2

age of equipment / failures

3

technology / innovations

4

budget / funds

5

emergencies

6

ROI

7

staff availability

8

weather
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Barriers to EE Implementation
B1.

When replacing equipment or making major retrofits to your buildings, what factors might
keep you from choosing the most energy-efficient options available?

[DO NOT READ LIST. ACCEPT MULTIPLE ANSWERS. PROBE FOR MORE ANSWERS: Anything
else?]
20

[None]

C2a

1

[Initial cost]

B1b

2

[Lifecycle cost]

B1b

3

[Maintenance costs]

B1b

4

[Quality of energy efficient equipment]

B1b

5

[Unfamiliar with energy efficient equipment]

B1b

6

[Unaware of energy efficient options]

B1b

7

[Institutional practices/policies]

B1b

8

[Unavailable capital]

B1b

9

[Energy efficient version not available]

B1b

77

[Other [Specify]_________]

B1b

97

[Don‘t know]

C2a

98

[Refuse]

C2a

10

delays for ee equipment

11

ROI
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B1b.

C2a.

C5.

What, if anything, could <pa_name> do to help you overcome those barriers.
[RECORD VERBATIM]___

C2a

97

[Don’t know]

C2a

98

[Refused]

C2a

Is there a specific person at <pa name> who serves as an account manager for your
company?
1

[yes]

C5

2

[no]

C5

97

[don‘t know]

C5

98

[refused]

C5

How much, if at all, does your company discuss equipment purchase and retrofit
decisions with its electricity or gas providers or energy efficiency service provider? Would
you say...

[READ UNBRACKETED OPTIONS]
1

Never

E1

2

Rarely

C6a

3

Sometimes

C6a

4

Most of the time

C6a

5

Always

C6a

97

[don‘t know]

E1

98

[refused]

E1
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C6a.

At what stage of the equipment purchase or retrofit decision process does your company
typically contact its electricity or gas provider or energy efficiency service provider?
Would you say...

[READ UNBRACKETED OPTIONS]
1

Before beginning the project

E1

2

After beginning the project but before making
equipment decisions

E1

3

While in the process of making equipment
decisions

E1

4

After making equipment decisions but before

E1

completing the project
5

After the project was complete

E1

97

[don‘t know]

E1

98

[refused]

E1

Program Experience

E1.

My records show your company installed <MEASURES> around <PROJECT DATE>
through the program. Does that sound about right?
1

[yes]

S12

2

[no]

E2

97

[don‘t know]

E4

98

[refused]

E4
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E2.

E3.

S12.

What measures did your company install?
[RECORD VERBATIM]___

E3

97

[Don’t know]

E3

98

[Refused]

E3

About when did your company complete the project?
E3a. [RECORD MONTH]___

S12

E3b. [RECORD YEAR]___

S12

97

[Don’t know]

S12

98

[Refused]

S12

How satisfied or dissatisfied were you with the program overall?
1

S13.

[very dissatisfied]

S12

2

S12

3

S12

4

E4

5

[very satisfied]

E4

97

[don‘t know]

E4

98

[refused]

E4

Why do you say that?
[RECORD VERBATIM]___

E4

97

[Don’t know]

E4

98

[Refused]

E4
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E4.

Has your company identified any opportunities or projects for improving the energy
efficiency of its facilities since the project you completed through <PROGRAM>?

E4b.

E5.

E6.

E6a.

1

[yes]

E4b

2

[no]

E5

97

[don‘t know]

E6

98

[refused]

E6

How did you identify these opportunities?
[RECORD VERBATIM]___

E6

97

[Don’t know]

E6

98

[Refused]

E6

Why hasn’t your company identified any energy efficiency projects since completing the
project through program?
[RECORD VERBATIM]___

E6

97

[Don’t know]

E6

98

[Refused]

E6

Would your company be interested in receiving an audit of your facilities provided by <PA
NAME> to identify potential energy efficiency projects?
1

[yes]

E7

2

[no]

E6a

97

[don‘t know]

E7

98

[refused]

E7

Why not?
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[RECORD VERBATIM]___

E7

97

[Don’t know]

E7

98

[Refused]

E7

[IF E4 ≠ 1 (YES, IDENTIFIED OPPORTUNITIES) GOTO F7]
E7.
Has your company implemented any of the opportunities you identified?

E8.

1

[yes]

E10

2

[no]

E8

97

[don‘t know]

F7

98

[refused]

F7

Why hasn’t your company implemented any of the energy efficiency opportunities it
identified?

E9.

[RECORD VERBATIM]___

E9

97

[Don’t know]

E9

98

[Refused]

E9

What, if anything could <PA NAME> do to help you implement these opportunities?
[RECORD VERBATIM]___

F7

97

[Don’t know]

F7

98

[Refused]

F7
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E10.

E11.

E12.

E13.

Were any of the completed projects done through <PROGRAM>?
1

[yes]

E11

2

[no]

E12

97

[don‘t know]

F7

98

[refused]

F7

Which projects has your company completed through <PROGRAM> since <PROJECT
DATE>?
[RECORD VERBATIM]___

E12

97

[Don’t know]

E12

98

[Refused]

E12

Has your company completed any projects involving energy using equipment since
<PROJECT DATE> that did not use the <PROGRAM> program?
1

[yes]

E13

2

[no]

F7

97

[don‘t know]

F7

98

[refused]

F7

What projects has your company completed?
[RECORD VERBATIM]___

E14

97

[Don’t know]

E14

98

[Refused]

E14
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E14.

F7.

Why did your company decide to do these projects outside of the <PROGRAM> program?
[RECORD VERBATIM]___

F7

97

[Don’t know]

F7

98

[Refused]

F7

Does your organization have multiple locations in Massachusetts?
[IF NECESSARY: Multiple locations means more than one account with your electric or gas
utilities.]

F8.

F9.

1

[yes]

F8

2

[no]

E15

97

[don‘t know]

E15

98

[refused]

E15

In general, do the answers you’ve given me so far apply to all of those locations?
1

[yes]

E15

2

[no]

F9

97

[don‘t know]

E15

98

[refused]

E15

What are the exceptions?
[RECORD VERBATIM]___

E15

97

[Don’t know]

E15

98

[Refused]

E15
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E15.

What, if anything, could <PA NAME> do to motivate you to complete future energy
efficiency projects through the <PROGRAM> program?

[CONTINUE TO GET REASONS] Anything else?

E16.

[RECORD VERBATIM]___

E16

97

[Don’t know]

E16

98

[Refused]

E16

What, if anything, could <PA NAME> do to improve the <PROGRAM> program? Anything
else?
[RECORD VERBATIM]___

F1

97

[Don’t know]

F1

98

[Refused]

F1
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Firmographics (F)
I just have a few more questions about the facility where your organization made the energy
efficiency improvements we discussed earlier. Just to remind you, all of your responses will
remain confidential.
F1.

What is the principal activity of your organization at this location?

[DO NOT READ. CHOOSE ONE. IF RESPONDENT TELLS YOU MULTIPLE, ASK THEM WHICH ONE
BEST DESCRIBES THE MAIN ACTIVITY AT THE LOCATION.]
1

Office

F2

2

Retail (non-food)

F2

3

College/university

F2

4

School

F2

5

Grocery store

F2

6

Convenience store

F2

7

Restaurant

F2

8

Health care/hospital

F2

9

Hotel or motel

F2

10

Warehouse

F2

11

Community Service/Church/Temple/Municipality

F2

12

Industrial Process/Manufacturing/Assembly

F2

13

Agriculture/Farm

F2

77

[Other (Record)]___________

F2

97

[Don’t know]

F2

98

[Refused]

F2
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F2.

F3.

F4.

At this location, does your organization [READ UNBRACKETED LIST]
1

Own all of the space it occupies?

F4

2

Lease all of the space it occupies?

F3

3

Or own some and lease some of the space it occupies?

F3

97

[Don’t know]

F4

98

[Refused]

F4

Are any of your energy costs included in your normal lease payment?
1
[yes]
F4
2

[no]

F4

97

[Don’t know]

F4

98

[Refused]

F4

What is the total enclosed square footage of the space your organization occupies at this
location? Your best estimate is fine.
[RECORD
VERBATIM]___

F5

99999997

[Don’t know]

F5

99999998

[Refused]

F5
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F5.

How many full-time employees work for your organization at this location?
[RECORD

E23

VERBATIM]___

E23.

99999997

[Don’t know]

E23

99999998

[Refused]

E23

Thank you for taking the time to talk to me today. If necessary, would it be ok if I called
you back to verify my notes?
1

[yes]

2

[no]

97

[don‘t know]

98

[refused]
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E.3

Massachusetts Large C&I Non-HVAC Trade Ally Interview
Guide

Strata:
Contact Name:
Company Name:
Phone:
PA Name:
Program Name:
-------------------------------------Alternate phone:
Address:
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Call
#

Date

Time

Notes (include message left, best time to call, best way to
contact, and whether survey was completed)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Interview Goals:
1. Assess effect of program staffing levels on savings levels (esp. tech review of projects)
a. What, if any, tasks could program shift to TAs
b. What, if any, upstream work could program do with distributors/manufacturers
2. TA program awareness and knowledge
3. Program participation & barriers
4. Program impacts & missed opportunities
5. Effectiveness of financial incentives
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[INSTRUCTIONS ARE IN CAPITALS AND SHOULD NOT BE READ.]

Introduction and Screening
[IF KNOWN PARTICIPANT (E.G. COMPANY WAS IN PROGRAM TRACKING DATABASE]
Hello, my name is __ and I am calling from KEMA Consulting on behalf of the Mass Save
program, National Grid, NSTAR, and the other Massachusetts electric and gas utilities. I am
calling to talk about your sale or installation of rebated energy efficient equipment in commercial
& industrial settings. Are you the person at <<COMPANY>> most familiar with your company‘s
participation and experience with the Massachusetts rebate programs?
[IF NOT TALKING TO THE PERSON MOST FAMILIAR, TRY TO GET THE RIGHT PERSON
ON THE PHONE OR GET ALTERNATE CONTACTS. USE THE SPACE BELOW TO SPECIFY
WHO YOU FINALLY GET ON THE PHONE.]
[IF POTENTIAL PARTICIPANT/NONPARTICIPANT (E.G. COMPANY NAMES WAS FROM
DE-DUPED D&B LIST] Hello, my name is __ and I am calling from KEMA Consulting on behalf
of National Grid, NSTAR, and the other Massachusetts electric and gas utilities. We would like
to ask you a few questions about your company‘s practices concerning the sale or installation
energy efficient equipment.
Respondent Name:__________________________________
Phone Number:_____________________________________
Address:__________________________________________
[IF ASKED] KEMA is an independent contractor hired to do this research. All of your answers
will remain confidential.
[IF ASKED] You can verify the legitimacy of this research by calling Wendy Todd of National
Grid at 781-907-2232
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About the Respondent & Company

Parts & Non-parts

F1.

Let’s start by getting a little information about your company. My records show
you are a <<GROUP>> [installer/distributor], is that correct?

F1a.

Would you say you’re more of an installer or more of a distributor?

F1b.

Installer

1

[GOTO F2]

Distributor

2

[LIMIT DISTRIBUTORS*]

Both

3

[GOTO F1b]

Does at least half of your revenue come from installations?
Yes

1

[GOTO F2]

No

2

[LIMIT DISTRIBUTORS*]

Don’t know

-97

[LIMIT DISTRIBUTORS*]

Refused

-98

[LIMIT DISTRIBUTORS*]

[*LIMIT DISTRIBUTORS: TERMINATE NON-LIGHTING DISTRIBUTORS
AFTER WE GET 4 LIGHTING NON-PART DISTRIBUTORS, TERMINATE NON-PARTS
AFTER WE GET 4 LIGHTING PART DISTRIBUTORS, TERMINATE PARTS]

F2.

What kinds of projects do you typically do? [Probes: commercial vs. residential,
standard C&I projects vs. niche market, size]
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F3.

How many commercial and/or industrial projects did you complete in 2011? [BEST
GUESS IS OK.]

[TERMINATE AS INELIGIBLE IF THEY DO NOT INSTALL EQUIPMENT]

F4.

How many full-time employees work for your company?

F5.

Do you recall working on any projects that received energy efficiency rebates
from any of the Massachusetts utilities or the Mass Save program?
Yes ......................................................... 1
No .......................................................... 2

R1.

Now let‘s get a little information about you. What is your job title?

R2.

What are your general responsibilities?
[IF NOT ALREADY MENTIONED, PROBE ABOUT RESPONSIBILITIES RELATED TO
THE PROGRAM]

R3.

How long have you done that?

Program Awareness
PA1.

Parts & Non-parts

Before today, had you heard of the Mass Save program or any programs provided by
Massachusetts utilities that provide rebates and other financial incentives to customers
for installing energy-efficient equipment?
[IF NO, SKIP TO M1]
[IF YES, ASK PA2 – PA5]
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PA2. Which programs or types of rebates have you heard of?
[DO NOT READ. CHECK ALL THAT APPLY]
Equipment
Prescriptive Custom
Retrofit
Lighting
__
__
__
HVAC
__
__
__
Motors /VFDs __
__
__
Comp. Air
Water heat
Kitchen
Bldg Shell
Refrigeration
Controls

__
__
__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__
__
__

New Construction
__
__
__
__
__
__
__
__
__

[Ask yes/no if not mentioned]
Whole building assessment: __
Retrocommissioning:__
Other (Specify):___
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P3. And which of those have you or your customers participated in?
[PARTICIPATE MEANS (A) THEIR CUSTOMERS GOT A REBATE/FINANCING, (B)
THEY PROMOTED IT, (C) THEY HAD JOINT ADVERTISING, (D) THEY WORKED
WITH A FIELD REP OR GOT TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE, (E) OR THEY GOT
TRAINING. SEE P4.]
[DO NOT READ. CHECK ALL THAT APPLY]
Equipment
Prescriptive Custom
Retrofit
New Construction
Lighting
__
__
__
__
HVAC
__
__
__
__
Motors/VFDs __
__
__
__
Comp. Air
__
__
__
__
Water heat
__
__
__
__
Kitchen
__
__
__
__
Bldg Shell
__
__
__
__
Refrigeration __
__
__
__
Controls
__
__
__
__
[ask if not mentioned]
Whole building assessment __
Retrocommissioning:__
Other (Specify):___

PA3. What do you know about those programs or types of rebates? [PROBE FOR
DETAILS: TECHNOLOGIES REBATED, INCENTIVES AVAILABLE, TECHNICAL
ASSISTANCE] NOTE; AS A REFERENCE INTERVIEWERS WILL BE PROVIDED
WITH A LIST OF REBATE-ELIGIBLE TECHNOLOGIES RELEVANT TO THE
PARTICULAR TYPE OF TRADE ALLY THEY ARE INTERVIEWING]
PA3a. [IF NOT ALREADY MENTIONED]
Are you aware of any technical assistance offered by the program?
[PROBE FOR DESCRIPTION]
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PA4.

Where do you get information about the Mass Save program, including program
changes and updates? [DO NOT READ. ALLOW MULTIPLE ANSWERS]
Utility representative ............................ 1
Utility website ....................................... 2
Mass Save website ................................. 3
Internet other than utility ..................... 4
Utility sponsored meeting ..................... 5
Trade meeting ....................................... 6
Trade publication .................................. 7
Word of mouth...................................... 8
Supplier/Distributor ............................... 9
Other (specify)....................................... 77
Don’t know ............................................ 97
Refused.................................................. 98

PA5. [IF NOT ALREADY MENTIONED] Are you aware of the low cost financing
available through the Mass Save program and some of the Massachusetts utilities? [IF
NECESSARY: ―THIS PROGRAM PROVIDES LOW OR NO COST FINANCING FOR
BUSINESSES TO INSTALL ENERGY EFFICIENT EQUIPMENT. IT IS BRANDED
UNDER ‗MASS SAVE.‘‖]

Program Participation

Parts & Non-parts

[P1 DELETED BECAUSE OF REDUNDANCY.]

P2.

[IF NOT PARTICIPATED IN PROGRAM FROM P3]
Why haven‘t you participated in any of these programs?
[SKIP TO P14]

[P3 MOVED TO UNDER P2A]
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[IF PARTICIPANT]
P4. You said earlier that you participated in some of the programs... How have you participated
in those programs?
[DO NOT READ LIST BUT ALLOW MULTIPLE RESPONSES]

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

[Sold/installed equipment that received program rebates]
[Promoted program rebates to contractors they supply]
[Participated in cooperative advertising with program]
[Worked with program field reps to sell EE projects to customers]
[Promoted program’s low-cost financing]
[Received training from program]
[Just give the customer a rebate form and it’s up to them]
[OTHER] [SPECIFY]

[P5 DELETED]
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P6. Do you incorporate the energy-efficient rebates offered through these programs in
any of your sales pitches to commercial or industrial customers?

Yes.... 1

No.... 2

P6b.
What percent of the time do you
incorporate energy efficiency rebates into
your sales pitches? [IF DON’T KNOW,
BRACKET]

P6a.
Why not?

P6c.
When you include them in a pitch, what
percent of the time do the rebates help
make a sale?

P6g.
What percent of the time do customers
bring up the programs? [IF DON‘T
KNOW, BRACKET]

0%

P6e.
Why don‘t the
rebates help
make the
sales?

P6 h.
Are there any changes that could be
made to the programs that would get
you to include them more often in your
sales pitches?

>0%

P6d.
Do you think the
rebates affect your
sales for any reason
other than reducing
the cost of the
equipment or service?
(If yes) How so?

P6f.
Do the rebates have any effect on the
quantity or size of the equipment you
sell? [DON‘T READ, PICK ONE]
No effect
Sell more/bigger
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Sell less/smaller
2
Don’t know / Refused 97
P6g.
What percent of the time do customers
bring up the programs before you get a
chance to mention them? [IF DON‘T
KNOW, BRACKET]
[IF P6B < 100% GOTO P6h ON NEXT
COLUMN]

P8. [IF THEY INDICATED AWARENESS OF THE PROGRAM TECHNICAL
ASSISTANCE IN RESPONSE TO PA3A] You mentioned earlier you were aware of
technical assistance provided by the program. Has that technical assistance had any
effects on your sales pitches?
Yes ........................................................... 1 [GOTO P8a]
No............................................................ 2 [GOTO P9]

P8A. What percent of the time does it affect your sales pitches? [IF DON‘T
KNOW, BRACKET]
P8B. How has it affected your sales pitches?

P9.

[IF THEY INDICATED THAT THEY WERE AWARE OF THE PROGRAM FINANCING
(PA5 = 1)]
You indicated earlier that you were aware of the low cost financing available through the
Mass Save program and Massachusetts utilities. Do you promote this financing to your
customers?
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Yes ........................................................... 1 [GOTO P9a]
No............................................................ 2 [GOTO P9c]

a. How often do you promote the financing when you are making a sales pitch?
[TRY TO GET A %; BRACKET IF DON‘T KNOW]
b. How do you promote this financing to your customers? [GOTO P10]
c. Why don’t you promote this financing to your customers?
P10.

Have you spoken with any program staff or utility account representatives about these
programs? [IF NO, SKIP TO P11]
Yes ........................................................... 1 [GOTO P10a]
No............................................................ 2 [GOTO P11]
a. How frequently do you communicate? [PROBES: daily, weekly, monthly,
quarterly, yearly]
b. What do you typically talk about?
[DO NOT READ. ALLOW MULTIPLE ANSWERS]
[Determining equipment eligibility] ....... 1
[Determining rebate amount] ................ 2
[How to participate in programs] ........... 3
[Program changes] .................................. 4
[Financing] .............................................. 5
[Technical Assistance] ............................. 6
[Other (Specify)]...................................... 77
[Don’t know] ........................................... 97
[Refused] ................................................. 98
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c. How do you communicate?
[DO NOT READ. ALLOW MULTIPLE ANSWERS]
[Phone].................................................... 1
[Email] ..................................................... 2
[In-person] .............................................. 3
[Other (Specify)]...................................... 77
[Don’t know] ........................................... 97
[Refused] ................................................. 98
d. Have program staff been available when you need them?
Yes ........................................................... 1
No............................................................ 2
e. Have you noticed any changes in the availability of program staff over the past year?
Yes ........................................................... 1 [GOTO P10e1]
No............................................................ 2 [GOTO P10f]

P10e1. What changes have you noticed?

f.

Has the availability of program staff had any effect on your participation in the
program?
Yes ........................................................... 1 [GOTO P10f1]
No............................................................ 2 [GOTO P10g]

P10f1. How so?

g. What, if anything, could program staff do to improve interactions with you?
h. How satisfied have you been with your interactions with program staff? Please use a
five-point scale where five equals very satisfied and 1 equals not satisfied at all.
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Not at all satisfied
1

Very satisfied
2

3

4

5

P10h1. [ASK EVERYONE] Why do you give that rating?
[P11 DELETED]
P12. Do you think the current incentive levels offered by Mass Save and the Massachusetts
utilities are adequate to encourage customer demand for qualifying equipment? [NOTE:
SEE APPLICATION FORMS FOR REBATE LEVELS]
Yes ........................................................... 1 [GOTO P13]
No............................................................ 2 [GOTO P12a]
a. Are there any particular types of equipment for which you think the incentives are too
low? [IF YES] Which ones?
P13. How satisfied have you been with the program as a whole? Please use a five-point scale
where five equals very satisfied and 1 equals not satisfied at all.
Not at all satisfied
1

Very satisfied
2

3

4

5

a. [ASK EVERYONE] Why do you give that rating?
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P14.

The Massachusetts energy efficient programs currently give almost all of their financial
incentives to end use customers. If these programs chose instead to give a portion of
their rebates to the distributors or manufacturers in order to reduce the cost to the
customer, do you think this would increase your sales of energy efficient equipment over
the current system?
Yes ........................................................... 1 [GOTO P14a]
No............................................................ 2 [GOTO P14d]
a. Why do you say this?
b. What percent of the rebate would the distributors or manufacturers need to increase sales of
EE equipment? [IF DON’T KNOW, BRACKET]
c.

Are there any technologies or services for which a higher or lower portion of the rebate
going to the distributors or manufacturers would be necessary?
Yes ........................................................... 1 [GOTO P14c1]
No............................................................ 2 [GOTO P15]

P13c1. Which technologies or services? [GET DIFFERENT % FOR EACH
TECHNOLOGY/SERVICE. BRACKET IF DON‘T KNOW]
d. Why not?

P15. What, if anything, could the Massachusetts utilities and Mass Save do to encourage your
company to promote energy efficient equipment or services more often?
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Market Penetration

Installers Only Parts & Non-parts

Lighting
[ASK LIGHTING SECTION IF THEY ARE A LIGHTING INSTALLER OR DISTRIBUTOR, OR
GC WITH GC SEQUENCE = LIGHTING
STRATA: 151, 152, 251, 351, 352, 353
OR
STRATA: 121, 211, 221, 223, 311, 312, 321, 322, 331, 332, 421
AND
GC SEQUENCE = LIGHTING]
M1.

Does your firm do any installation, management, or specification of lighting projects in
commercial or industrial buildings?
Yes ........................................................... 1 [GOTO M1a]
No............................................................ 2 [GOTO M3]
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a. Does your firm do any re-lamping or re-ballasting of existing linear fluorescent lighting fixtures?
[IF A/E OR GC: Does your firm design or specify any re-lamping or re-ballasting of existing linear
fluorescent fixtures?]
Yes ........................................................... 1 [GOTO M1a1]
No............................................................ 2 [GOTO M1b]
The subs do it .......................................... 3 [GOTO M1a1]
1. In 2011, about what percent of your linear fluorescent re-lamping projects did you
install high performance T8s or T5s? [BRACKET IF DON‘T KNOW]
[IF A/E OR GC OR ―subs do it‖: In 2011, about what percent of your linear
fluorescent re-lamping designs called for HPT8s or T5s? In about what percent of
those were HPT8s or T5s installed?]
[IF 0% OR NONPARTICIPANT, SKIP TWO QUESTIONS TO M1a4]

2. In 2011, about what percentage of the high performance T8s or T5s you installed
received incentives through the Mass Save C&I programs?
3. You said that in 2011 about [% from their response to M1a1] of your linear fluorescent
fixtures you installed were high performance T8s or T5s. What would the percentage be
without the incentives?
4. [IF M1a1 < 100%] Why didn‘t more of your linear fluorescent projects use high
performance T8s or T5s?
5. What could Mass Save do to encourage you to offer the rebates for high
performance T8s and T5s more often?
6. Other than offering rebates, what else could Mass Save do to increase the
installation of high performance T8s or T5s?
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b. Does your firm sell or install recessed linear fluorescent fixtures? [IF A/E OR GC: Does your firm
design or specify any projects with recessed linear fluorescent fixtures?]
Yes ........................................................... 1 [GOTO M1b1]
No............................................................ 2 [GOTO M1c]
The subs do it .......................................... 3 [GOTO M1b1]

1. In 2011, about what percent of the recessed linear fluorescent fixtures that you sold or
installed were high efficiency recessed fixtures? These are sometimes called
parabolic, lensed, or advanced direct/indirect fixtures. [BRACKET IF DON‘T KNOW] [IF
A/E OR GC OR ―subs do it‖: In 2011, about what percent of your recessed fixture
designs called for high efficiency recessed fixtures? In about what percent of those were
HE recessed fixtures installed?]
[IF 0% OR NONPARTICIPANT, SKIP TWO QUESTIONS TO M1b4]
2. In 2011, about what percentage of the high efficiency recessed linear fluorescent fixtures that
you installed received incentives through the Mass Save C&I programs?
3. You said that in 2011 about [% from their response to M1b1] of the recessed linear fluorescent
fixtures you installed were high efficiency. What would the percentage be without the
incentives?
4. [IF M1a1 < 100%] Why weren‘t more of your linear fluorescent projects using high
efficiency recessed fixtures?
5. What could Mass Save do to encourage you to offer the rebates for high efficiency
recessed fixtures more often?
6. Other than offering rebates, what else could Mass Save do to increase the installation of
high efficiency recessed fixtures?
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c. Does your firm install lighting occupancy sensors? [IF A/E OR GC: Does your firm design or specify
any projects with lighting occupancy sensors?]
Yes ........................................................... 1 [GOTO M1c1]
No............................................................ 2 [GOTO M1d]
The subs do it .......................................... 3 [GOTO M1c1]

1. In 2011, about what percent of your C&I lighting projects did you install occupancy
sensors? [BRACKET IF DON‘T KNOW] [IF AE OR GC OR ―subs do it‖: In 2011 about
what percent of your C&I lighting projects designed or specified occupancy sensors?]

[IF 0% OR NONPARTICIPANT, SKIP TWO QUESTIONS TO M1c4]

2. In 2011, about what percentage of these occupancy sensors received incentives through the
Mass Save C&I programs?
3. You said that in 2011 about [% from their response to M1c1] of your C&I lighting projects had
occupancy sensors installed. What would the percentage be without the incentives?
4. [IF M1c1 < 100%] Why didn‘t more of your C&I lighting projects include the installation of
occupancy sensors?
5. What could Mass Save do to encourage you to offer the rebates for occupancy sensors
more often?
6. Other than offering rebates, what else could Mass Save do to increase the installation of
occupancy sensors?
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d. Does your firm sell or install or do designs for exit signs?
Yes ........................................................... 1 [GOTO M1d1]
No............................................................ 2 [GOTO M1e]
The subs do it .......................................... 3 [GOTO M1d1]

1. In 2011, about what percent of the exit signs your company sold or installed were LED
exit signs? [BRACKET IF DON‘T KNOW] [IF AE OR GC OR ―subs do it‖: In 2011, about
what percent of your exit sign designs or specs called for LED exit signs?]

[IF 0% OR NONPARTICIPANT, SKIP TWO QUESTIONS TO M1d4]

2. In 2011, about what percentage of these LED exit signs received incentives through the Mass
Save C&I programs?
3. You said that in 2011 about [% from their response to M1d1] of the exit signs you sold or
installed were LED exit signs. What would the percentage be without the incentives?
4. [IF M1d1 < 100%] Why weren‘t more of your exit sign sales/installations LED exit signs?
5. What could Mass Save do to encourage you to offer the rebates for LED exit signs more
often?
6. Other than offering rebates, what else could Mass Save do to increase the sales or
installation of LED exit signs?
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e. Does your firm install [IF AE OR GC: design or specify] exterior lighting? [IF NECESSARY: This
includes pole-mounted parking lot lights, and wallpacks.]
Yes ........................................................... 1 [GOTO M1e1]
No............................................................ 2 [GOTO M1f]
The subs do it .......................................... 3 [GOTO M1e1]

1. In 2011, about what percent of your exterior lighting projects did you install [IF AE OR
GC: design or specify] LED lamps? [BRACKET IF DON‘T KNOW]

[IF 0% OR NONPARTICIPANT, SKIP TWO QUESTIONS TO M1e4]
2. In 2011, about what percentage of these exterior LED lamps received incentives through the
Mass Save C&I programs?
3. You said that in 2011 about [% from their response to M1e1] of your exterior lighting projects
had LED lamps installed. What would the percentage be without the incentives?
4. [IF M1e1 < 100%] Why weren‘t more of your exterior lighting projects using LEDs?
5. What could Mass Save do to encourage you to offer the rebates for exterior LED lamps
more often?
6. Other than offering rebates, what else could Mass Save do to increase the installation of
exterior LED lamps?
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f.

Does your firm sell or install any screw-based lamps? [IF A/E OR GC: Does your firm do any designs
or specs for screw-based lamps?]
Yes ........................................................... 1 [GOTO M1f1]
No............................................................ 2 [GOTO M3]
The subs do it .......................................... 3 [GOTO M1f1]

1. In 2011, about what percent of the screw-based lamps you sold or installed were LED
lamps? [BRACKET IF DON‘T KNOW] [IF A/E, GC, or ―subs do it‖: In 2011, about what
percent of your screw-based lamp designs called for LED lamps? In what percent were
LED lamps installed?]

[IF 0% OR NONPARTICIPANT, SKIP TWO QUESTIONS TO M1f4]
2. In 2011, about what percentage of these screw-based LED lamps received incentives through
the Mass Save C&I programs?
3. You said that in 2011 about [% from their response to M1f1] of your screw based lamp sales or
installations were LED lamps. What would the percentage be without the incentives?
4. [IF M1f1 < 100%] Why weren‘t more of your screw-based lamps LED lamps?
5. What could Mass Save do to encourage you to offer the rebates for screw-based LED
lamps more often?
6. Other than offering rebates, what else could Mass Save do to increase the installation of
screw-based LED lamps?
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HVAC
[NOTE THE GENERAL CONTRACTORS WILL BE RANDOMLY ASSIGNED EITHER THE
LIGHTING OR HVAC QUESTION BATTERY. IF THEY ARE RANDOMLY ASSIGNED
THE LIGHTING BATTERY, THEY WILL BE ASKED THE QUESTIONS IN THE M1
BATTERY AND THEN SKIPPED TO M3. IF THEY ARE RANDOMLY ASSIGNED THE
HVAC BATTERY THEN THEY WILL BE ASKED THE QUESTIONS IN THE M2
BATTERY AND THEN SKIPPED TO M3
STRATA: 121, 211, 221, 223, 311, 312, 321, 322, 331, 332, 421
AND
GC SEQUENCE = HVAC]
M2. Does your company do any specification or management of HVAC projects in commercial
or industrial buildings?
Yes ........................................................... 1 [GOTO M2a]
No............................................................ 2 [GOTO M3]
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a. Does your firm have any programmable thermostats installed?
Yes ........................................................... 1 [GOTO M2a1]
No............................................................ 2 [GOTO M2b]
The subs do it .......................................... 3 [GOTO M2a1]

1. In 2011, about what percent of your commercial/industrial HVAC projects did you
have programmable thermostats installed? [IF DON’T KNOW, BRACKET]
[IF 0% OR NONPARTICIPANT, SKIP TWO QUESTIONS TO M2a4]
2. In 2011, about what percentage of those received incentives through the Mass Save
C&I programs?
3. You said that in 2011 about [% from their response to M2a1] of your commercial/industrial
HVAC projects had programmable thermostats installed. What would the percentage be
without the incentives?
4. [IF M2a1 < 100%] Why didn‘t more of your commercial/industrial HVAC projects
have programmable thermostats installed?
5. What could Mass Save do to encourage you to offer the rebates for programmable
thermostats more often?
6. Other than offering rebates, what else could Mass Save do to increase the
installation of programmable thermostats?
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b. Does your firm have any economizers installed? [IF NO, GOTO M2c]
Yes ........................................................... 1 [GOTO M2b1]
No............................................................ 2 [GOTO M2c]
The subs do it .......................................... 3 [GOTO M2b1]

1. In 2011, about what percent of your economizer projects did you have dual
enthalpy economizers installed?

[DUAL ENTHALPY ECONOMIZERS ARE ECONOMIZERS THAT HAVE 2 HUMIDITY
SENSORS. ONE IS IN EXTERNAL AIR SUPPLY, OTHER IS IN CONDITIONED SPACE.
ELECTRONIC CONTROLS ADJUST HOW MUCH EXTERNAL AIR IS MIXED IN TO
OPTIMIZE THE HUMIDITY IN THE CONDITIONED SPACE.]
[IF 0% OR NONPARTICIPANT, SKIP TWO QUESTIONS TO M2b4]

2. In 2011, about what percentage of dual enthalpy economizers received incentives
through the Mass Save C&I programs?
3. You said that in 2011 about [% from their response to M2b1] of your
commercial/industrial HVAC projects had dual enthalpy economizers installed. What
would the percentage be without the incentives?
4. [IF M2b1 < 100%] Why didn‘t more of your commercial/industrial HVAC projects
have dual enthalpy economizers installed?
5. What could Mass Save do to encourage you to offer the rebates for dual enthalpy
economizers more often?
6. Other than offering rebates, what else could Mass Save do to increase the
installation of dual enthalpy economizers?
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c. Does your firm have any high efficiency condensing boilers installed?
Yes ........................................................... 1 [GOTO M2c1]
No............................................................ 2 [GOTO M3]
The subs do it .......................................... 3 [GOTO M2c1]

1. In 2011, about what percent of your commercial/industrial boiler projects did you have
high efficiency condensing boilers installed?

[IF NEEDED: Condensing boilers are water heaters in which a high efficiency (typically greater
than 90%) is achieved by using the waste heat in the flue gases to pre-heat the cold water
entering the boiler. They may be fuelled by gas or oil and are called condensing boilers because
the water vapor produced during combustion is condensed into water, which leaves the system
via a drain]
[IF 0% OR NONPARTICIPANT, SKIP TWO QUESTIONS TO M2c4]
2. In 2011, about what percentage of the high efficiency condensing boilers received
incentives through the Mass Save C&I programs?
3. You said that in 2011 about [% from their response to M2c1] of your commercial/industrial
boiler projects had high efficiency condensing boilers installed. What would the percentage
be without the incentives?
4. [IF M2b1 < 100%] Why didn‘t more of your commercial/industrial boiler projects have
high efficiency condensing boilers installed?
5. What could Mass Save do to encourage you to offer the rebates for high efficiency
condensing boilers more often?
6. Other than offering rebates, what else could Mass Save do to increase the installation of
high efficiency condensing boilers?
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ALL Part & Non-parts
[ASK THIS SECTION TO ALL]
M3. When you are developing project scopes, how frequently do you have the opportunity to look at
whole system improvements? [USE FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONS TO ASSIGN RESPONSE TO ONE OF THE
FREQUENCY OPTIONS BELOW]
Always ..................................................... 5
Very frequently ....................................... 4
Occasionally ............................................ 3
Rarely ...................................................... 2
Very rarely............................................... 1
Never....................................................... 0
M4. What factors make it difficult for you to specify whole system improvements?

Energy Efficient Standard Practices and Barriers Parts & Non-parts
EE1. When you promote the equipment you install or sell to customers, do you ever mention

energy efficiency as part of your marketing or sales pitch?
Yes ........................................................... 1 [GOTO EE1a]
No............................................................ 2 [GOTO EE2]

a. How do you do this?
EE2.

[IF NOT ALREADY MENTIONED IN RESPONSE TO EE1] Do you typically provide
multiple price bids for equipment with various levels of energy efficiency?
Yes ........................................................... 1 [GOTO EE2a]
No............................................................ 2 [GOTO EE3]

a. For what sorts of equipment?
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EE3. Do you discuss life cycle costs when presenting equipment options? [IF THEY ASK WHAT
LIFE CYCLE COSTS ARE, SAY: ―LIFE CYCLE COSTS INCLUDE ALL COSTS
INCURRED FOR EQUIPMENT DURING ITS ENTIRE LIFETIME. THESE INCLUDE
INITIAL COST, FUEL COST, AND MAINTENANCE COSTS.‖]
a. [SKIP IF UNAWARE OR DO NOT PARTICIPATE IN PROGRAMS] Do you
factor program incentives into those calculations?
b. If Mass Save offered a free life cycle cost analysis tool, how likely would you be to
use it?
c. How do you think such a tool would affect your sales of energy efficient equipment?
d. What features should it have [LOOKING FOR FEATURES OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS
HERE]?
e. In your opinion, what is the best way to discuss the advantages of energy efficiency
to encourage customers to adopt efficiency?

EE4.

What factors, if any, make it difficult for your customers to purchase the highest
efficiency models of the equipment you sell?

EE5. What effects, if any, has the recent economic downturn had on your equipment sales?
[DO NOT READ. ACCEPT MULTIPLE ANSWERS]
[No impact] ....................................................... 0
[Increased standard efficiency sales] ............... 1
[Decreased standard efficiency sales] .............. 2
[Increased high efficiency sales] ....................... 3
[Decreased high efficiency sales]...................... 4
[Increased maintenance jobs] .......................... 5
[Decreased maintenance jobs] ......................... 6
[Other (Specify)] ............................................... 77
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EE6. For projects that require an immediate replacement such as an unexpected failure, what
do you think the utility companies should do to ensure customers purchase the highest
efficiency equipment available on the market as opposed to standard equipment or
equipment that is readily available?

Unaware Non-participant Respondents

Non-parts

[IF THEY ARE NOT AWARE OF PROGRAM (BASED ON PA1), ASK THIS SECTION.
IF THEY ARE AWARE OF PROGRAMS, SKIP TO EX1.]
PI1.

You said earlier you had not heard of the programs provided by Mass Save and the
Massachusetts utilities. These programs provide C&I customers with technical
assistance and financial incentives to encourage the installation of energy efficient
equipment such as lighting, HVAC equipment, and industrial process equipment. Some
of these programs provide design assistance. There are also programs that provide
some assistance to help C&I customers identify and manage peak load. Would you be
interested in helping to promote these programs and the financial incentives to your
customers? [IF NECESSARY, MENTION LONGER LIST OF REBATED EQUIPMENT
INCLUDING LIGHTING, COMPRESSED AIR, RETRO-COMMISSIONING STUDIES,
INDUSTRIAL PROCESS, RENEWABLE ENERGY, DEMAND RESPONSE, COMBINED
HEAT AND POWER, STEAM SYSTEMS, BUILDING CONTROLS
1. Why do you say that?
2. [IF THEY SAY THAT THEY WOULD NEED TO GET MORE INFORMATION
ABOUT THE PROGRAM] What kind of additional information about the program
would you need?
3. [IF THEY SAY THAT THEY WOULD NEED TO GET MORE INFORMATION
ABOUT THE PROGRAM] What would be the best way to get you this program
information?
[ACCEPT MULTIPLES. READING CHOICES OPTIONAL]
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Phone call ......................................................... 1
Email ................................................................. 2
Webpage........................................................... 3
In-person visit ................................................... 4
Standard mail.................................................... 5
Seminar ............................................................. 6
Webinar ............................................................ 7
Other (specify) .................................................. 77
Don’t know ....................................................... 97
Refused ............................................................. 98
b. There is also a pilot program that provides loans to assist in funding energy efficiency
improvements that customers repay through savings on their utility bills. Would you be
interested in helping to deliver or promote this program and its financial incentives to your
customers?
Yes..................................................................... 1
No ..................................................................... 2
1. Why do you say that?
2. [IF THEY SAY THAT THEY WOULD NEED TO GET MORE INFORMATION
ABOUT THE PROGRAM] What kind of additional information about the program
would you need?

Exit
EX1.

Parts & Non-parts
Is there anything else about the project or the program that you want to say that we
haven‘t covered yet?

Thank you for taking the time to talk to me today. If necessary, would it be ok if I called you back
to verify my notes?
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Interview Summary

Parts & Non-parts

[NOTE: THESE ARE TO BE TYPED IN SUMMARY BY THE INTERVIEWER AFTER
FINISHING ON PHONE]
IS1. General comments/observations/summary: [BOTH]
IS2. How much does this Trade Ally know about the program(s)? [BOTH; PROGRAM
AWARENESS SECTION]
IS3a. How much does this Trade Ally participate in the program(s)? [BOTH; PROGRAM
PARTICIPATION SECTION, MAYBE MARKET PENETRATION AND ENERGY
EFFICIENCY SECTIONS]
IS3b. What barriers does he/his customers face relative to high eff equipment? [BOTH;
MARKET PENETRATION, ENERGY EFFICIENCY SECTIONS]
IS4a. What impact has the program had on sales of high efficiency equipment? [PARTS;
MARKET PENETRATION]
IS4b. What opportunities have been missed? [PARTS; MARKET PENETRATION]
IS5. What insight does this Trade Ally have about the program incentive structure: direct rebates
vs. upstream rebates vs. the financing option? [PARTS; P14, SUBQUESTION 6 IN
MARKET PENETRATION QUESTIONS]
IS6. How do PA staffing levels (including technical review of projects) affect savings? [PARTS;
P10]
IS7. What tasks could programs shift to the trade allies? [MOSTLY PARTS; NO DIRECT
QUESTION ON THIS ONE – YOU WILL NEED TO THINK THROUGH THE ANSWERS
AND DECIDE IF ANYTHING IS SUPPORTED]
IS8. What opportunities are there for the program to work with distributors/manufacturers?
[MOSTLY PARTS; P14 MOSTLY]
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E.4

Massachusetts Large C&I Trade Ally Organization
Interview Guide

Contact Name:
Organization Name:
Phone:
Address:
Alternate phone:
Call
#

Date

Time

Notes (include message left, best time to call, best way to
contact, and whether survey was completed)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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Objectives
A ―big picture‖ perspective on key issues such as:
Why C&I program participation levels have been down;
How the C&I programs might better capitalize on equipment replacement opportunities they are currently
missing;
Whether upstream incentives will encourage greater program participation by contractors, and
Why the PA financing mechanisms have not gained more traction.

Intro

I1.

Hello, my name is __ and I am calling from KEMA Consulting on behalf of the Mass
Save program, National Grid, NSTAR, and the other Massachusetts electric and gas
utilities. I am calling to talk about the incentive programs for energy efficient equipment
in commercial & industrial settings. Specifically, I‘m hoping to get your perspective on
how the available programs are working and what they could do better. Are you the
person at <<ORGANIZATION>> most familiar with the Massachusetts rebate programs?

Yes

1

GOTO O1

No

2

GOTO I2

Don‘t know

-97

GOTO I2

Refused

-98

GOTO I2

[IF ASKED] KEMA is an independent contractor hired to do this research. All of your answers
will remain confidential.
[IF ASKED] You can verify the legitimacy of this research by calling Wendy Todd of National
Grid at 781-907-2232
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I2.

Who else at <<ORGANIZATION>> might be familiar with the rebate programs?
[GATHER AS MANY ALTERNATE CONTACTS AS POSSIBLE THEN END CALL. CALL
ALTERNATIVE CONTACTS LATER.]

Alternate Contact 1
Name
Phone
Address

Alternate Contact 2
Name
Phone
Address

Alternate Contact 3
Name
Phone
Address
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About Respondent & Organization
O1.

Let‘s start by getting a little information about your organization. What types of
companies does your organization represent?

O2.

How many companies does your organization represent?

O3.

What services do you provide members?

O4.

How do you communicate with your members? How often?
Method

Frequency

Notes

(Daily -D, Weekly -W,
Monthly -M, Annually
-A, Other -O
(specify))
A. Email
B. In-person meetings
C. Webinars
D. Phone
E. Other (Specify)

O5.

What do you do for the organization?
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O6.

O7.

Do you do that full-time or part-time?
Full-time

1

GOTO O7

Part-time

2

GOTO O7

Don‘t know

-97

GOTO O7

Refused

-98

GOTO O7

How long have you been doing that?
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Program Awareness
PA1.

Before today, had you heard of the Mass Save program or any programs provided by
Massachusetts utilities that provide rebates and other financial incentives to customers
for installing energy-efficient equipment?

Yes

1

GOTO PA2

No

2

GOTO PA1b

Don‘t know

-97

GOTO PA1b

Refused

-98

GOTO PA1b

PA1b. The Massachusetts utilities and the Mass Save program provide rebates and
other incentives for commercial and industrial end-users to install energy
efficient equipment in their buildings. Rebated equipment includes high
efficiency lighting, HVAC, motors, building shell, and other equipment.

Have you heard of anything like that?

DNV KEMA, Inc.

Yes

1

GOTO PA2

No

2

GOTO PA6

Don‘t know

-97

GOTO PA6

Refused

-98

GOTO PA6
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PA2.

Which types of rebates or programs have you heard of?
[DO NOT READ. INSERT 1 INTO TABLE FOR EACH AWARE OF]

Equipment

Prescriptive

Custom

Retrofit

New
Construction

Lighting
HVAC
Motors /VFDs
Comp. Air
Water heat
Kitchen
Bldg Shell
Refrigeration
Controls
Other equipment
(specify)
Yes =1, No =2, DK =-97, R =-98
Whole building
assessment
Retro-commissioning
Other (specify)
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PA3.

PA4.

Are you aware of any technical assistance provided by the program?
Yes

1

GOTO PA4

No

2

GOTO PA4

Don‘t know

-97

GOTO PA4

Refused

-98

GOTO PA4

Where do you get information about the rebates, including program changes and
updates?
[DO NOT READ. ALLOW MULTIPLE ANSWERS]
Does not get this info

0

GOTO PA5

Utility representative

1

GOTO PA5

Utility website

2

GOTO PA5

Mass Save website

3

GOTO PA5

Internet other than utility

4

GOTO PA5

Utility sponsored meeting

5

GOTO PA5

Trade meeting

6

GOTO PA5

Trade publication

7

GOTO PA5

Word of mouth

8

GOTO PA5

Supplier/Distributor

9

GOTO PA5

Other (specify)

-77

GOTO PA5

Don’t know

-97

GOTO PA5

Refused

-98

GOTO PA5
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PA5.

Is there any ―buzz‖ out there about the rebate programs?
Yes

1

GOTO PA5a

No

2

GOTO PA6

Don‘t know

-97

GOTO PA6

Refused

-98

GOTO PA6

PA5a. What are you hearing?

PA6.

What could the utilities and the Mass Save program do to increase awareness of the
rebates among the companies you represent?

PA7.

[IF NOT ALREADY MENTIONED] Are you aware of the low cost financing available
through the Mass Save program and some of the Massachusetts utilities? [IF
NECESSARY: ―THIS PROGRAM PROVIDES LOW OR NO COST FINANCING FOR
BUSINESSES TO INSTALL ENERGY EFFICIENT EQUIPMENT. IT IS BRANDED
UNDER ‗MASS SAVE.‘‖]

PA8.

Yes

1

GOTO PA8

No

2

GOTO PA8

Don‘t know

-97

GOTO PA8

Refused

-98

GOTO PA8

What suggestions, if any, do you have for the utilities to make a financing option more
appealing to end-use customers?
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Barriers to Participation

B1.

Participation in the rebate programs has been lower than expected. From your
perspective as a representative of companies that install relevant equipment, do you
have any thoughts about why participation would be lower than expected?
Yes

1

GOTO B1a

No

2

GOTO B2

Don‘t know

-97

GOTO B2

Refused

-98

GOTO B2

B1a. Why do you think participation has been lower than expected? Anything else?

B2.

Have recent federal standards changes, such as AFUE for furnaces, affected sales of
energy efficient equipment to commercial and industrial end users?
Yes

1

GOTO B2a

No

2

GOTO B3

Don‘t know

-97

GOTO B3

Refused

-98

GOTO B3

B2a. How so?
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B3.

Currently, the Massachusetts utilities administer the rebate programs separately. From
your perspective, what are the pros and cons of that administrative arrangement?

B3a. Pros

B3b. Cons

Suggestions for Improvements
I1.

Are there any new(er) technologies out there that the programs should promote?
Yes

1

GOTO I1a

No

2

GOTO I2

Don‘t know

-97

GOTO I2

Refused

-98

GOTO I2

I1a. Which ones?
[PROBES: combined heat and power, ―super boilers‖, electric-gas conversions]

I2.

Are you aware of equipment replacement opportunities that the programs may currently
be missing?
Yes

1

GOTO I2a

No

2

GOTO I3

Don‘t know

-97

GOTO I3
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Refused

-98

GOTO I3

I2a. Please describe them to me.

I2b. What do you think drives end-user decisions in these cases?

I2c. From your perspective, what could the programs do to get more involved in those
end-user decisions?

I3.

In situations that require immediate equipment replacement, end-users may be less
likely to consider energy efficient models. What, if anything, could the programs do to
increase the likelihood that end-users would consider energy efficiency when making
immediate replacements?

I4.

What could the utilities and the Mass Save program do to increase promotion of the
rebates by the companies you represent?

I5.

Currently, most of the rebates go directly to the end-users. The programs are
considering a model where the rebates go to the manufacturers or distributors of the
equipment instead. From your perspective, what effects would this kind of rebate
structure have?
[PROBES: increase/decrease promotion among their members, help in immediate
replacement situations, increase the stock of EE models]
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I6.

What effects would spiffs have? These are payments directly to contractors, which are
usually intended to compensate them for the time they take filling out rebate paperwork.
[PROBES: increase/decrease promotion among their members, help in immediate
replacement situations,

I7.

The utilities and Mass Save are considering providing a state-wide life cycle cost
analysis tool. What effect, if any, do you think the availability of such a tool would have
on your members‘ sales of high efficiency equipment?

Exit
E1.

Those are all the questions I have for you today. Thank you for taking the time to
answer all of them. Before I go, is there anything else you‘d like to say about the
programs?

E2.

And if it‘s necessary, would it be ok if I called you back to clarify some of these notes?
Yes

1

THANK AND END

No

2

THANK AND END

Don‘t know

-97

THANK AND END

Refused

-98

THANK AND END
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